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I will use this format to talk about my personal notes and opinions, to explain why I design some mechanic or character, or to 

put examples.  

I will use this format to talk about the references that I used for the designs.  
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I decided to use Gas Mask War as a base for this GDD because of its game’s lifespan livability.  

Gas Mask War is a story that extends over more than eighty years, with lots of different characters, 

environments, events, and factions. I imagine each game with a different aesthetic, mechanics, and 

playable characters with different points of view, abilities, aesthetics, beliefs, and sexualities. For 

example, Jacob (the main character of this game) is a black bisexual male that is atheist and antisystem, but Elise (one of the 

novel's main characters) is a white heterosexual female who believes in God and always belonged to some kind of system or 

government.  

Every character will tell a part of the story. That way, each game will be like a piece of a big puzzle that 

players will enjoy putting together. Simultaneously, each fragment will talk about different problems 

that affect our society, like fanaticism, equality, radicalism, or censure. Of course, even when all the 

characters are different from each other, all of them share the same purpose: survive and fight for 

freedom and their right to live. This purpose will give the game continuity, be part of this franchise's 

essence, and provide the players with a reason to fight. Besides, the characters’ personalities will be 

just a base. I want that the players can build their persona, to make the games even more unique.   

The other reason is for the story itself. Gas Mask War starts in 1930 with a utopia where the society 

has decided to invest in the quality of life instead of better technologies or the universe's conquest. 

They choose to eradicate social classes, poverty, wars, crimes, discrimination, and work for a tomorrow 

where everyone was equal. When Neon Blood starts (in 1960), most diseases have been eliminated, 

and there is no poverty or social classes. On top of that, the society works on what they really want and 

satisfy them, like art, medicine, science, or music. There is no war or hunger or other types of problems; 

therefore, there is no army or prisons.  

So, my question when I wrote the novel was, what happens next? My answer was that once society 

reached that perfect and idyllic point, they stopped looking for something better and became lazy and 

negligent with the planet. They preferred to be blind, close their eyes to the increasing pollution, the 

lack of drinkable water, or the loss of many animal and vegetable species. Also, that is why there is no 

Internet in this highly technological society because they already have everything they want and can 

go wherever they want. That lack of respect for the environment is what pusses the society to war, 

fanaticism, and eventually to their destruction.  

Personal Note: 

Of course, I am not saying with this fantasy that if we look for better social quality, that will be bad. I am talking more about our 

reality. It´s true that we still have many social and etic problems that we need to solve. Still, it’s also true that our society became 

into a glass society that “wants and seeks” for issues where there aren’t or focuses on things that aren’t so important, forgetting 

about the ones that really matter. Also, Gas Mask War talks about the ability that the society has to lie to themselves and close 

their eyes until is too late, and then (like with the Renegades in this story) they try to “fix it” in an easy and fast way without 

really thinking in the consequences. And that is the final point of this story, the lack of interest in the consequences. How society, 

in the end, believes that the end justifies the means.  

In addition, as you will see in this document and the whole GMW story, utopias don’t work because they are a lie. Because nobody 

is equal, nobody thinks or feels the same way about a situation or a problem. Even in small groups, there will always be someone 

who is not in the same vibe as the rest or has a different opinion or work method. And that is something good almost always, but 

when we are talking about society, social classes, political parties, games teams, genders, religion, etc., subjects that are so 

different between them, will always be someone who will be radical about it. Someone that will have extreme opinions against 

which we will not be able to fight. And when that person gains just a little power, it is really easy that others listen to him or her, 

because power attracts people. And the more they listen, the more power that that person will gain. And that power will ratify 

those radical opinions, corrupting the person and any good intentions behind his or her thoughts and actions.  

Despite this, GMW’s world is unique. Always full of beauty, even in the middle of the Energetic Crisis or 

the Hard War. It’s a world that the players will enjoy exploring and discovering all its secrets. It is also 

a world that will change with time and with players’ decisions, and in which changes will be permanent 

from game to game, creating a personal world for each player. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION  

 GMW Stories. Neon Blood will be a 3D third-person view with a 2D aesthetics game. Where players’ 

decisions will affect the development of the story, the characters, and the environment, and will 

have a permanent effect on the world, affecting the next DLCs and games in the franchise.  

 The game will not have HUD, allowing the players to have an immersive experience.  

 It can be played in Single or Coop. And it will have a Multiplayer online mode.  

 It will have shooter and melee combat.  

 Players also will be able to craft, explore, and build their bases.  

 The game’s story will be situated in different years, allowing players to see society's and 

environment’s degeneration. 

 When players finish the Story Mode, they will unlock the Exploration Mode to explore the different 

years and complete Secret and Side missions.  

 

CORE CONCEPT 

Gas Mask War Stories will be a franchise that will tell the story of a world in constant war and the 

people that fight every day to survive and have a place on that eternal battlefield. 

Neon Blood will be the story of Jacob Sas since he is a 12 years old boy living in an era of changes and 

subtle violence, going thru the begging of the Hard War and the Energetic Crisis, up to the temporal 

end of the war when he is 47 years old. During that time, players will live all the political and 

environmental changes, building their own world and persona.  

 

WHAT IS INTERESTING?  

What makes this game unique is that the players can personalize their characters internally with the 

Personality Build. So, everything that the players will do in the game will affect Jacob’s personality and 

his partners’ personality, creating a unique experience for each player. This will affect how the NPCs 

will talk and behave with the players and partners, being more aggressive, neutral, or polite.  

Another exciting feature is that the players will play on the same map but in different years. This will 

allow them to see the visual changes and be part of them because all the actions they will do in the map 

will have permanent consequences, not only in Neon Blood but also in future titles.  

 

WHAT IS THE EXPERIENCE?  

How powerless we are in the face of injustices perpetrated by our leaders, but a small action can change 

everything.  
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WHAT IS THE ESSENCE? 

They chose to be blind because the truth is too bright. 

 

REFERENCES  

 GAMEPLAY 

 The Division Franchise 

 Far Cry Franchise 

 Watch Dogs Franchise 

 Fallout New Vegas 

 MELEE COMBAT 

 Assassins Creed Odyssey  

 Ghost Recon Breakpoint 

 Far Cry 

 MUSIC  

Spotify Playlist (To scan it, use your phone, go to Spotify and open Search {         } then tap on the camera icon {sometimes you 

will to do tap first in the search bar, where you will write the name of the song, there will appear the camera icon on the left} ) 

 AESTHETICS 

 Darkness II 

 Immortals: Fenyx Rising  

 Genshin Impact 

 Darkest Dungeon 

 STORY 

 My novel, Gas Mask War. The Endless War, Chapter 6 
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TARGET AUDIENCES 

+18 

This game is meant to mature audiences due to its mature subjects, like political change, prostitution, 

or drugs. Also, the game will have mature scenes that will contain explicit language, nudity, and 

violence. 

GAME LENGTH 

THE LENGTH OF THE STORY 

The game will have six primary story missions composite of other missions situated on different years 

(1960, 1963, 1973, 1977, 1984, and 1990). Each mission's length will vary, but I think that ten hours 

for the complete story could be perfect. 

THE LENGTH OF THE COMPLETE GAME 

Each year will have their own secondary and secret missions, but I think that maybe 100h for the 

complete game (including the story) could be enough.  

LIFESPAN  

This game will have several expansions and DLCs that will allow the players to discover other map 

sections. Could be, for example, new Polluted Areas with new Rites and Factions on them, other years, 

like 2018 when Jacob has 71, and the world changed entirely, or new characters that will unlock more 

stories from Gas Mask War. 
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This game is based on chapter 6 of my novel “Gas Mask War. The Endless War.” The book talks about 

the different wars that happen at different moments in time. Although, it’s more focused on the 

“present” period (2018, in the novel), where the bioterrorist group GWFCE ended with humanity as we 

know it. To tell the whole story, each character talks about their own past connecting it with the present 

and with the rest of the characters. I wrote it in Present-Past-Present-Past order (so the uneven 

chapters are in the present time, and the even ones in the past). Each chapter is like a diary, where a 

character tells his or her story to someone. (To a guy called Jericho Daponte, more below in Note About the 

Future). 

Chapter 6 is Jacob Sas’ story, one of the oldest characters in my novel. I chose him because of his age. 

He lived all the main changes that will give sense to the whole story, allowing us to introduce it to the 

players to the world of Gas Mas War. Also, he is my favorite male character and one of the most beloved ones by my 

readers.  

So, I will try to be concise and resume the game story in a few lines.  

TIMELINE ~ IN-GAME STORY. GENERAL EVENTS 

I changed some of the dates that appear in the novel to adapt them to the gameplay and make the story more fluid. Also, I have 

eliminated some happenings or changed how I described them in the novel. For example, in the book, Jacob’s father is not the 

“monster” I designed for the game. I maintained the essence of the novel, but I adapted it to the game.  

The story details will be in the next section.  

1960 ~ THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS, CLEAN FUTURE & THE GCP 

GENERAL HAPPENINGS 

 The Androids are used to do the tedious chores while humans do the jobs that require “soul,” 

like art, music, or business.  

 There are no social classes, wars, poverty, hungry, or diseases. People live peacefully with their 

houses’ doors unlocked or even wide open. They fear nothing. They feel invincible. Live is a 

party. 

 Jacob has 12 years old, and he is a lonely kid whose best friend is an android called AN-1331B, 

his babysitter.  

JANUARY  

 The GCP (Group of the Citizen Peace) faction is born. A group of people concert about the 

effects that the Clean Future’s propaganda can cause on the citizens' mental health and morale.  

 Clean Future’s Environmental Summit. They talk about the coming Energetic Crisis, the toxic 

clouds of pollution on the Capital Cities, how people almost run out of clean water sources, 

using processed water in the cities and selling synthetic water in the stores. 
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And the big problem of the apparition of more and more Polluted Areas that dirt the soil, the 

water, and the air, killing many fauna and flora species and making areas completely 

uninhabitable.  

 The GCP attack the Environmental Summit. 

 The GWFCE, a group inside Clean Future, attacks the Power Plant and the Resources Plant, 

destroying the last one.  

 The GCP answers killing several members from Clean Future and attacking their Headquarters 

on Escravitude.  

FEBRUARY 

 Clean Future buys the last natural reserves in order to disappear forever, leaving the people 

to their fate. 

MARCH 

 Clean Future finishes their Domes that will protect the natural reserves. They leave the cities, 

letting abandoned all their offices. 

 GWFCE attacks some of the Domes as a protest against Clean Future’s decision not to fight. 

1963 ~ THE END OF THE RELIGION 

GENERAL HAPPENINGS 

 Life quality decrease. Pollution in the cities is clearly visible, with toxic purple clouds that make 

breath complicate.  

 The animals that live in the cities start to be affected by pollution.  

AUGUST  

 The Devotees start to preach the end of the world. They use flyers and advertisements on the 

Diaries, demoralizing society even worse than Clean Future did. 

 Churches and cathedrals are attacked and burned with the Devotees inside. The GCP attack all 

the preachers, kicking them in the street, tying them to the street lamps, and encouraging the 

other passers-by to kick them too. They put watchers to be sure that nobody frees the victims, 

letting them die from the hits. Once dead, they hang them from the street lights. It´s a massacre. 

 The GCP hacks the Security Androids to let the Devotees without any help.  

 Governments force religions to dissolve. The remaining believers look for shelter on the Secret 

Churches, their private subway station now transformed into bunkers.  

 The GCP isn’t happy with that decision and attack several Secret Churches before that they 

could close their doors. The ones that scape, they closed their doors forever.
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 The old churches and religious centers transform into libraries, discotheques, shops, or 

theaters. 

APRIL 

The governments decide to build the Trade Cities (in this case, Bi83) to give the population something 

to calm their rage and make them forget about the close Energetic Crisis.  

1973 ~ ENERGETIC CRISIS, HARD WAR, AND THE UNDERGROUND CITIES 

GENERAL HAPPENINGS: 

 Ten years later, the Energetic Crisis is more than a reality. The first Dark Zones and Grey Areas 

appear to try to control the use of energetic resources. Several small cities and even small 

countries run out of electricity, energetic resources, and pure air, forcing the population to live 

in darkness and use gas masks and special clothes to survive the pollution. 

 This situation produces many revolts around the globe, and in no time, the Hard War begins. 

It starts like civil wars in different countries and grows faster to whole countries fighting to 

survive.   

 There aren’t green areas left in Navia. The forests are dying and mutating into toxic monsters 

that kill the animals that live there for years. 

 The acid rain and toxic winds destroy the planes, producing several plane crashes, making it 

impossible to travel. 

 The Capital Cities don’t have sunlight, the pollution corrodes cars, androids, and buildings, 

making life difficult. For that reason, it becomes popular the use of fashion gas masks, as a sexy 

and mysterious fashion complement, in an attempt to normalize its use. 

 Shops, museums, pubs, discotheques, etc., close due to the lack of electricity and the 

devaluation of the money. 

 Roads’ sections and streets without electrical light, even in Capital Cities or other big cities and 

villages. 

 Power outages for hours. 

 The money loses its value. Shops ask for trades for batteries and electricity hours instead of 

cash. Families that buy some luxuries spend a month without power in their homes so the shop 

could have that extra. 

 Filtration of the OPS, the Obligatory Prostitution Service, a law meant to trade young women 

and men’s domestic and sex services for batteries, energetic and medical, food, water, or 

protection in the Hard War.  

APRIL  

 The subways closed to guarantee the survival of the Trade Cities and the Capital Cities.  
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 Then, born the Renegades, a group of young people decided to build their new societies 

underground, creating the Underground Cities.  

 The GCP attacks the Underground City Liberdade, doing paintings on the Metros entrances, 

throwing flyers, and setting giant banners to dissuade more people from joining the Renegades 

or the Rats like they call them. They don’t want to use violence against their sons and 

daughters. Still, when the Renegades fight back, then the GCP take violent retaliation, killing 

supports and providers in Escravitude and the outskirts.  

 Finally, the Renegades decide to close Liberdade’s doors and don’t waste time and resources 

fighting against their families.  

1977 ~ THE OPS 

GENERAL HAPPENINGS: 

 The radio starts to be silent. Only some clandestine stations continue working. This means that 

the Diaries don’t actualize with advertisements or news.  

 The Hard War is global. There are wars everywhere. 

 Scavengers from the GCP are an awful reality. These soldiers shoot kids when they or their 

parents get too close to The Wall that separates the Dark Zones from the inhabited zones. They 

enter the Dark Zones to steal, kill, and rape whatever, whoever, and whenever they want.  

 The people abandoned into the Dark Zones have the nickname of The Forgotten. They create 

violent and crazy Rites that rule the Dark Zones and decide to fight against the Scavengers and 

the war with the resources they have.  

 Capital Cities become Ruin Cities, abandoned places that are falling apart, and where the 

Survivors of the Energetic Crisis and the Hard War live in poor conditions. For that reason, the 

hate against the RATS or the Renegades becomes bigger and bigger because they have heating, 

electric power in their cities, and the music still comes from the Metros' mouths. GCP is really 

angry. 

 All the shops, pubs and restaurants are closed. 

 The Survivors work in the Resources Centrals, cutting down anemic trees, or getting dirty coal. 

There are not more androids to work for them.  

 Appear several severe respiratory, skin, and gastric diseases.  

DECEMBER 

 Anti-crisis Summit happens, where the OPS is finally approved by all the countries 

unanimously. The governments sell the lie all over the radio that if the young women and men 

presented voluntarily on the City Hall, their families would be rewarded. Thousands of young 

people walk for the homeland to serve as slaves. 

 The Underground Cities close their doors permanently, not allowing anybody to enter or to 

leave.   
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1984 ~ THE RED WAR  

GENERAL HAPPENINGS 

 There is no Grey Areas are remaining, only Dark Zones. In the Navia region, there is just a big 

Dark Zone around Escravitude and Bi83. 

 There are whole countries that are Dark Zones, with not more electricity, government, or 

resources. The global population has decreased alarmingly.  

 The number of Polluted Areas increased, pollution is everywhere because people abandoned 

their cities to build new ones in areas less polluted instead of cleaning the old ones, polluting 

these new areas, and repeating the process.  

 The GCP sends deputies to the Underground Cities to try to convince them to give their young 

members to the OPS. Of course, they refuse to provide any member and ask the GCP to leave 

their cities immediately under a war threat if they refuse to do it. 

 After the visit, the Renegades’ veterans decide to evacuate all young and sick members, 

families with children, and pregnant women, the Exterior Bases. Just in case that the GCP 

chooses to come back or try an attack.  

FEBRUARY 

 The GCP attack the Underground Cities on the early morning of February 13th in a well-

coordinated attack where they burn the tunnels letting the cities uncommunicated and unable 

to warn or ask for help. 

 The Renegades win by a majority. That night they make a party and bring back the families 

because their sources tell them that the government withdrew because of the lack of 

resources. 

 A couple of days after the victory, the GCP attack Liberdade and the other Underground Cities 

blowing the tunnels, collapsing the cities, and shooting to the victims' arms and legs. They cut 

the electricity, letting the tunnels be just illuminated with the red emergency lights. That is 

why this battle was called the Red War. They kill the sick and old citizens and kidnap the young 

and strong ones as slaves for the GCP and the OPS. 

 Not happy with that, the GCP decides to use those slaves to send them to the dangerous Dark 

Zones to discover what happened with the Underground Cities and find resources and more 

slaves for the cause. Many die or never come back from these dangerous missions.  

1990 ~ THE END OF THE WAR & A NEW BEGINNING 

 With the hardening of the Hard War, the GCP sends Jacob and the other slaves to serve into the 

Trade Cities transformed into military bases, as the last bastion of the type of life they wanted 

to protect. The people of the Trade Cities are like androids that have lost their minds 

completely. They ignore the soldiers and any other bad thing that happens around them. They 

have their own false newspapers, printed exclusively for them, ignoring the war and having 

lots of invented news.
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 The situation worsens to the point that some soldiers lose their minds and attack the citizens 

to suicide later, convinced that they are in hell. Several Trade Cities fall under those attacks. 

 All the Capital Cities are considered now Ruin Cities, even if they are inside of the inhabited 

zones. That means that the government considers them lost, and they will not send more 

resources or spent more electricity on them. The government also announces that it will be 

blackouts on the less inhabited Trade Cities, like Bi83. Producing many altercations and 

making that the city gets divided between the GCP soldiers and the Privileged.   

 Thirty years after they appear for the first time, Clean Future appears with their army. They 

present all types of resources to the Survivors and the Forgotten, buying the people and 

putting them against the GCP and the government. 

 Ruin Cities goes on strike, stopping working on the Resources and Electrical Centrals, making 

the Trade Cities run out of electricity. The Trade Cities’ citizens start a civil war, attacking the 

GCP soldiers and their facilities, hacking the androids, and making them fight against the 

soldiers. All the slaves taking from the Underground Cities go on strike, letting the world burn. 

 This represents the end of the GCP and, eventually, the end of the Hard War. Clean Future wins 

the battle without even fight once.  

 After this, Clean Future gathers the Survivors and the Forgotten into temporal cities called by 

the people, Outskirts. Also, Clean Future starts to repatriate the OPS victims and put them into 

sanatoriums to deprogram them. Also, they ask soldiers from the Underground Cities, like 

Jacob, to collect the names of those who lost their lives in the Red War to create a Tribute. 

Finally, Clean Future sends all Privileged, GCP members, and the old politicians that survive 

the war to the old prisons in the Polluted Areas. 

 Starts a time of rebuild and peace. 
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TIMELINE ~ IN-GAME STORY.  MISSION BY MISSION 

The game will start with a cinematic that will connect the beginning with the end. Each year will be 

presented the same way, with a cinematic where Jacob will explain the main changes of that year and 

why that year is important. The intro and the ending need to be in realistic 3D, to represent that they 

are in the “present.”  

The first cinematic will show Jacob in the “present” (2018, with 70 years old), closing his eyes slowly 

while he is surrounded by the smoke of his water pipe having a monolog.  

The green marks that you see in his eyes result from a biological attack that happened in 2011. You will find more info about 

this attack in the section faction design/GWFCE/after-game story 

 

My name is Jacob, and I have 70 years old. Not many people of my age left, and the 
few that survive are hidden like rats. I prefer to keep fighting. I chose how I live 
and will choose how to die. I earn my right to do it. I earn my place in this fucked 
world. Although, sometimes, I miss the old days, when nobody has 
preoccupations, and the ones that have them, were silenced to don’t bother the 
rest. Like it happened with Clean Future and, later, with the Religion. 

After this little intro, the smoke will cover the screen, transforming into clouds and showing a short 

cinematic with Jacob explaining to the players the situation. 

1960 ~ THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS   

WINTER  

THE CITY 

DECEMBER 31ST, 1959 

Jacob is a 12 years old boy that doesn´t fit with the rhythm of the city. He is lonely and loves to listen to 

music with his headphones, take photos, and explore the city. He goes to the R.R.** School in Escravitude, 

and every day AN-1331B goes to pick him.  

**R.R. stands for Raving Rabbids :3 

FIREWORKS 

DECEMBER 31TH, 1959 TO JANUARY 01ST, 1960  

Jacob comes back home just in time to see his parents, Aaron and Laura, leave for a party. Laura kisses 

his son at the forefront and ask him to dinner well and enjoy the last night of the year.  
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J- But, mom, I want you to stay, please! We can have a good time here too…  

L- Jacob, honey, we have commitments with our friends! When you grow up, you 
will understand! Tomorrow we will have breakfast… Well, better lunch! yes! We 
will have lunch together. Promise! - Laura Sas is not even looking at her son; she 
is fixing her jewelry in the mirror and checking her Diary.  

J- Sure, mum. Whatever…  

L - That is the spirit! 

When their parents leave, and AN is recharging, Jacob decides to go up to the building's roof to see the 

New Year’s Fireworks. Jacob sees the drunk people singing and laughing in the streets, having fun, 

enjoying life, while he is out there, alone.  

Then, AN appear in the rooftop, hugging Jacob, trying to show the best that it can its love for him that 

even when ComfortLife tried their best to erase its soul, is still there, hidden in a labyrinth of zeros and 

ones.  

J- AN… Are you happy?  

AN- Sure  

J- Please, AN, be honest with me. Are you really happy?  

AN- What means “Honest”?  

J- Means don’t lie, AN  

AN- Well, I am not programmed to lie, Jacob  

J- Sure… But that doesn’t mean that you are programmed to tell the truth… 

AN- … 

 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL SUMMIT 

JANUARY 1ST, 1960 

Jacob wakes up in AN’s knees. The TV is on, and a handsome man is again talking about the “Green 

Sect,” Clean Future. Of course, his parents aren’t at home, and in his Diary, Jacob has a message from 

his mother saying that they will be busy all day with the GCP and the Environmental Summit.  

On the first day of 1960, Clean Future starts their Environmental Summits around the world. Jacob 

decides to sneak into the Summit that is happening in Escravitude to see what is about with this “Green 

Sect” that everyone is talking about and maybe join his parents.  

People in Escravitude are really mad with Clean Future because of the allegations that they were 

madding for a couple of months, talking on radio and TV about the “collapse of our environments and 

the rapping that we do to our Mother Earth.” Jacob heard many times his father talking about Clean 

Future “exaggerations” about the environment, the pollution problem, and the climate change.  
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Once inside the Summit, Jacob founds PPS in a corner; it has its lens broken and is scared, hidden behind 

a chair. When Jacob picks it, he can read “Personal Portable System Nº15319**” engraved on the surface, 

so he decides to return it to its owner. But first, he wants to listen to the Summit, so he enters the main 

room in time to hear a Clean Future member talking about the water.  

** The number 15319 stands for the release date of The Division 2, my favorite game from Ubisoft and from where I took the 

design for PPS.  

Member 1983 – You only need to visit one of our many Headquarters to see what 
I am talking about. We have real water taken from the air, without the necessity 
of spoiling the aquifers or create big factories that dirt the air, the soil and kill 
many vegetal and animal species. To do that disgusting Synthetic Water that you 
claim is even better than the real water, you rape and murder our Mother Earth. 
Why? Why you do it when you can have real natural water from the air? Is it 
because you prefer the taste of the chemicals? Or because you are addicts to the 
taste of the blood and pain of our Mother Earth?  

People on the summit feel attack by the cockiness of the agent. When he starts to talk about that the 

“normal people” are killers and rapers of the Earth, the listeners explode, beginning to attack the agent, 

throwing the crystal bottles with the water samples that Clean Future gave them. When Clean Future’s 

Androids try to help, the assistants throw chairs at them, provoking massive chaos. PPS is so scared 

that it jumps from Jacob's hands and run away. Jacob decides to copy it and leave the place. 

He found PPS again at the exit and decides to keep and fix it.  

THE FIRST ATTACK 

JANUARY 2ST, 1960 

After the Summit fiasco, a small faction inside of Clean Future called GWFCE decides to try a more 

aggressive approach attacking the Escravitude’s Power Plant to install a new generator. Their idea is 

to prove that a city like Escravitude can work with clean energy with only a few adjustments. However, 

the citizens don’t appreciate a blackout without previous notice that cost many lives. The blackout 

provoked car accidents, panic attacks on the subway, domestic accidents, and many deaths in hospitals 

and clinics.  

When the GCP members arrive to liberate the plant and restore the power, GWFCE members surrender 

without violence. However, right after this, Aaron Sas receives a distress call from the Resources Plant 

accusing the Clean Future’s members of being implanting bombs on the facility.  

ONE WAS ENOUGH 

JANUARY 2ST, 1960 

Jacob and his father arrive at Resources Plant just in time to save the humans and androids' workers 

and arrest the Clean Future members. However, they can’t avoid the explosion on time, and the plant 

gets destroyed. Aaron knows then that a couple of his men was still inside the installations, looking for 

some workers that hide when Clean Future stroked. These news provoke that Aaron shots the Clean 

Future members, even when they already surrender. When one of them tries to escape, he pushes his 

son to shot against him, and when he misses, Aaron shoots him on his back. 
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After that, they come back to Aaron’s apartment where he is arguing with other GCP members, 

including Jacob’s mother, Laura, about Clean Future’s actions. Aaron is convinced that the best thing 

that they could do is go to their beloved Headquarters and kill them all. Jacob decides now that he must 

warn the Clean Future members.  

THEY MUST PAY 

JANUARY 3ST, 1960 

Jacob then does his best to travel to the Clean Future’s Headquarters in Escravitude and warn them 

about the GCP intentions.  

Even when Jacob manages to save this headquarter, and Clean Future try to explain that the responsible 

for the attacks where a separated group, they receive the same reception everywhere, being attacked 

worldwide.  

A month later, in February, Clean Future ask to buy the remaining natural reservations to disappear.  

In March, they build their Domes, and all the headquarters and offices get abandoned.  

The GWFCE group is also expulsed from Clean Future.  

1963 ~ THE END OF THE RELIGION 

SUMMER 

UPGRADE AN 

AUGUST 13TH, 1963 

The Devotees decide to raise their voice against the climatic problem and political climate in which 

society lives, as Clean Future did three years ago. The pollution levels in Escravitude and the rest of the 

world are almost unbearable, and the lack of interest by the governments and citizens is alarming. 

However, the Devotees receive the same answer as Clean Future in the past: a kick in the balls. The 

violence against Devotees increases with each pamphlet and each preacher.  

Jacob is in his house. On TV, a guy talks about the situation with the Devotees, and Jacob’s parents are 

arguing about it. Aaron yells that they should do something, and Laura agrees with him and decides to 

call their friends on GCP to have a meeting. 

Jacob’s mother asks him to take AN to the craftsman to be fixed and upgraded. Once there, Jacob 

decided to repair and upgrade PPS too. 

J– I tried several times to fix myself, but I don’t know how to open it, and I was 
saving money to pay you. I hope that this will be enough. 

CM– This is a delicate and unique machine that you have here, young man. You 
need a special tool to open this device. Let me tell you something, save your 
money this time, young man, I will fix it for you. I am just happy that you save it. 
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WRONG MOVE! 

AUGUST 13TH, 1963 

When Jacob leaves the craft shop, a Devotee stops him in the street to preach 

to him. When the watchers of the GCP see the scene, they automatically 

decide to attack both of them, kicking Jacob’s ribs and then striking the 

Devotee. He tries to defend himself using his knife but is useless.  

When the Devotee sees that the GCP will attack the kid, he throws his knife 

at Jacob and orders him to run and hide, asking for forgiveness. However, 

everything is useless, and Jacob left the scene running for his life while he 

hears the poor Devotee being kicked to death.  

Because of the attack, Jacob arrives at his home earlier, which allows him to 

hear a conversation between Aaron and the GCP. Like with Clean Future, the 

GCP plans to attack the Devotees before they try something bigger than just 

preach. Aaron talks about burning them when they are reunited in their 

church, on the city's outskirts, blocking the gates to be sure that they will 

not run away. And as it happened with Clean Future, Jacob decides that he 

needs to warn them.  

Old Faith 

 

 

 

SAVING THE DEVOTEES 

AUGUST 13TH, 1963 

However, this time is different than with Clean Future. When Jacob arrives at the church, the GCP is 

already set the church on fire. But Jacob doesn’t surrender and tries to save as many as he can. As a 

result, Jacob gets arrested by the GCP, and the Devotees are killed anyway. Aaron let him in prison as 

punishment to help the Devotees. 

15 DAYS AFTER 

AUGUST 28TH, 1963 

When Jacob goes out of the prison, he discovers a city in chaos, full of violence, with dead bodies 

hanging from the street lamps. 

Jacob decides to go for PPS, even before returning to his house, where he felt that he would not be well 

received. However, when he arrives at the shop, he discovers the craftsman's body, holding a rosary. 

Jacob tries to ask for police help, but the police ignore him. The police androids just look at him, process 

the question, and continue walking, ignoring Jacobs’s screams for help.  

After this, Jacob, with PPS's help, decided to search for answers in the Emergency Center, where he 

discovered that the GCP had hacked all the Emergency Androids. 
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CORRUPTION 

AUGUST 28TH, 1963 

Jacob then tries to re-hack the androids to help the Devotees, but the GCP stops him again. Aaron yells 

at him that he must do what is right and stop messing with things that he doesn’t understand. Jacob 

disobeys his father and reaches the City Hall to call the army and ask for help.  

When the government discovers what the GCP has been doing, they send the army to stop the hostiles 

and to force the Devotees to hide in their Secret Churches.  

Despite all the violence, the GCP continues working as a civil surveillance group under the 

government's approval.  

1973 ~ THEY WEREN’T WRONG  

SPRING 

The relationship between Jacob and his parents wasn’t good all these years. He tried many times to 

understand the mentality of the GCP and forgive his father for his violence. Aaron, on his side, also tried 

many times to explain to his son that “adults said and do things that aren’t always understandable to 

protect the young’s future and the past that the old work so hard to build.” Despite these attempts, 

neither reach an understanding point, and both just decide to ignore each other.  

I AM TIRED OF THIS! 

APRIL 23TH, 1973 

Jacob, Uma, and Marcus are in Subway on their way to the Campus. In the middle of the travel, the 

Subway has a blackout. Uma starts then complaining about the situation, saying that Clean Future was 

right and Marcus asks her to be quiet after seeing some people watching them.  

However, Uma is right. The situation in the city is horrible. The levels of pollution make the population 

need to wear gas masks all the time. Jacob and his friends are tired of sit and see how the situation 

crumble. For that reason, Jacob decides to travel to Clean Future’s Dome to ask for their help. 

THE DOME 

APRIL 24TH, 1973 

When Jacob arrives at the Dome, he realizes that something is wrong. The Dome looks abandoned, with 

no drones or soldiers guarding it. He rings and waits and ring again without any response. So, he looks 

for an emergency entrance and uses PPS to manage to enter. Inside, they found all the facility 

abandoned, filled with many android’s remains scattered, like android’s heads hanging from the trees 

and arms cut on walls, like if they were trying to climb.  

Jacob decided to investigate the area, trying to look for survivors. However, what Jacob discovers are 

the old members of Clean Future transformed into a “Rite.” The Members attack Jacob and PPS 

screaming when the device comes close to them. Investigating, Jacob discovers the last android alive in 

the facility that explains to him that somebody attacked the Dome, poisoning the water tanks using a 

bacteria that made the inhabitants go insane little by little.  

Jacob discovers that the group that attacked the Dome is GWFCE, the same that were responsible for 

the violent attacks over the Resources and Electric Plants that occurred in 1960. 
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SILENT BUT SECURE 

APRIL 27TH, 1973 

Jacob comes back to Escravitude to discover the city almost without electricity and the subway closed. 

Uma and Marcus inform Jacob that they are in a group called the Renegades formed by young people 

that want to escape from the oppressive system. The group in Escravitude decided to follow other 

cities' lead, like Navia, and build a city in the subway.  

They started to recruit members, like medics and nurses, engineers like Jacob, androids that were 

discontinued or abandoned, artisans, etc. Each one with their story and their problems against the GCP 

and the government.  

SAVE WHAT IS IMPORTANT! 

MAY 2ST, 1973 

Uma sends Jacob to recover the art from the museum that the government closed to save electricity.  

U- Amazing! It’s just amazing... They let open the fucking pubs, but they close the 
libraries and museums to save electricity…  

The museum is set in on the old Escravitude’s Cathedral. Once there, Jacob discovers a library in the 

basement, and Uma sends him to investigate. There, Jacob discovers a Secret Church taken by the GCP 

as their base, using the Devotees as slaves. Jacob decides that the best that he can do is help them. After 

the fight, a member of the congregation called Judas chooses to join the Renegades with some other 

members and help them with their knowledge in medicine and science.  

JUST IN CASE 

MAY 5TH, 1973 

Uma talks to Jacob and tells him that the Renegades need to prepare some farms in the near Grey Area 

to work as Exterior Bases, just in case the GCP decided to attack them, always have a place where they 

can evacuate the weak.  

Grey Areas still have some resources, like medicines. However, they are the last ones on the 

government list to be helped. For that reason, it is pretty easy for the Renegades to convince them to 

use their houses as exterior bases. However, in the rural area, there are still many people loyal to the 

government and supporters of the GCP.  

BLINDS!! 

MAY 6TH, 1973 

So the GCP is alerted of the Renegades' activity, and they start a personal 

battle against them.  

The GCP started to deliver flyers to the population talking bad about the 

Renegades, calling them Rats and trying to sell to the people the idea 

that everything is ok and the Renegades are just a bunch of paranoiacs. 

They compare them with Clean Future and their Domes. Jacob finds a 
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printer used by the GCP to print the flyers. When he sees the pretty images of the cities, with no 

pollution at all, he gets furious and decides to do his own flyers, showing the situation's reality.  

After that, and ignoring Uma’s orders, Jacob decided to go to the City Hall and throw the flayers to show 

the people the truth.  

When Jacob comes back to Liberdade, Uma argues about the situation, accusing him of provoking the 

GCP. Jacob defends himself, saying that they can’t be quiet and let the GCP attack them. Finally, Jacob 

decides to continue painting flyers to try to attract more people transforming the name RATS into the 

anachronism of Reboot All The System. 

A few hours later, Jacob receives the news that a couple of their providers, brother, and sister, has been 

kidnaped by the GCP as an answer for the flyers. The GCP wants the responsible for the vandalize act 

to present himself in the city square at dawn. Uma and Marcus ask Jacob to don’t do it, but he insists.   

RATS!! 

MAY 7TH, 1973 

Jacob decides to approach the city square to investigate. He thinks that maybe if he sees his father or 

his mother, he will dialogue with them and liberate the providers.  

However, Jacob finds them providers tied to a pole. They are alive but in a horrible condition. When 

Jacob approaches, he sees his father with a big group. Jacob tries to talk with them, but before he could 

react, GCP set on fire the two providers, burning them alive.  

Nobody says a word. They just stay there watching the scene. And, before Jacob can react, Aaron shoots 

him in the stomach.  

Aaron has a conversation with his son while he is dying, lying on the ground. He tells Jacob that his 

mother is dying from a respiratory disease provoked by the pollution. That they see the problems, but 

they choose to be blind. They build this world, so they have the right to kill it and die with it. And that 

is why Jacob disgusts him to pretend to be better than them when he is just a scared rat that runs away 

from the problems he and his friends also provoked. 

Aaron- You enjoyed AN’s company as much as I enjoyed the parties. You are as 
guilty as I am. 

Jacob survives, and Liberdade closes its doors for all the population of the Escravitude.  

1977 ~ THE OPS 

WINTER 

THE TRUTH 

DECEMBER 15TH, 1977 

When the OPS is approved, many women and men decide to present voluntarily, believing in the 

promise that their families will receive special treatment from the government. However, the 

Renegades don’t think it, and they decide to investigate what is going on with the GCP Recruiters and 

Warehouses.  

Jacobs travels to the OPS’ Camps in the Grey Area. There he discovers that the GCP is lying about the 

rewards and the number of volunteers. 
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Nobody is presenting themselves voluntarily; it is just a trick from GCP to attract more people for the 

OPS, using actors and actresses to seem long lines of volunteers, happy to receive the honor of serving 

the nation. Also, Jacob discovers that the GCP is kidnapping kids to put them into Warehouses, where 

they will be “stored” until they are useful.  

BAD NEWS 

DECEMBER 15TH, 1977 

After discovering the truth about the OPS, the Renegades decide that they need to uncover the truth 

taking control of the Radio Station and sending the proofs to all the Diaries in the region, hoping that 

the news will travel around the country.  

CLOSING THE DOORS FOREVER 

DECEMBER 16TH, 1977 

The GCP decides to attack the Exterior Bases and kidnap all the providers as a reprisal for the say the 

truth, forcing the Renegades to enter in a battle against them to protect the Exterior Bases.  

At the end of the fight, the GCP sends an aerial attack, killing many of the Renegades and GCP members 

too, and destroying the Exterior Bases. After see how corrupted the GCP is and receive so much hate 

from the population, Liberdade decides to close its doors forever.  

Jacob as Narrator- There is a fine line between the need to kill somebody in self-
defense and want to kill somebody in the name of some kind of justice. That is 
what makes the difference between a hero and a murderer. But that day, I 
discovered that there are persons that are in between of the line. People must be 
stopped at all costs, and, at the same time, they make your blood boil in pure rage. 
And then, at that moment, when you shot for the first time, and your heart and 
your brain are both in peace. When the night comes, and you wait for the 
conscience to talk, but she is silent as a grave. It is at that moment when you know 
that you transformed into a monster. Not a hero, not a murderer, not a human 
anymore. And as the doors close forever, I closed my eyes, knowing that I would 
never be the same again.  

1984 ~ THE LUCKY OF THE DEAD  

WINTER 

1984 is the year of the Rites. It is a new reality. The world hasn’t ended; it changed. The Hard War is a 

global reality. The Dark Zones grow and grow, eating alive entire countries. However, the Underground 

Cities live in their own paradise, with electricity, music, heat, and food. They are well-prepared bastions 

made to last. The GCP is not happy with that, and in the name of the common good, they decide to attack 

the Underground Cities.  

But before, they decide to send some agents to try to convince Renegade’s leaders to give up and join 

the GCP. Of course, the answer was a middle finger. 
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WHO CONTROLS GOD, CONTROLS EVERYTHING 

JANUARY 25TH, 1984  

Even when they GCP leave without reprisals, Uma doesn’t trust them and decide to evacuate the city 

just in case of an attack. After that the last battle against the GCP, the Liberdade lost their Exterior 

Bases, so now Jacob is sent to find a safe place to evacuate the population. 

After the visit of the GCP, Jacob argues with Uma, and she confesses to him that she is pregnant and 

that she is sure that the baby is a girl and that she will not allow the OPS to take her.  

In the novel, this scene is crucial because Uma is Jacob’s wife, which means that the child is his. Jacob is happy about the news, 

but Uma is really upset. Yelling at him that he doesn’t understand her pain and fear because he is a man and the worse that could 

happen to him is being sent to the war, while she and her daughter will be sent to work as prostitutes. Jacob is offended by this 

comment because both routes are equally awful for him, sell a body for sex or sell a body for death; both are tortures, neither 

will treat them as human. And because of that feeling, he understands the pain and the fear that Uma is feeling. It’s one of my 

favorites moments in the novel. And I think it’s essential for the game, even if the players decide to be with Marcus, because 

it shows Uma’s heart and feelings and transforms her into a human, not just a character or a leader. Also, it’s a good moment 

to show the personality of the player. Besides, this scene is important to explain why Uma kill herself later in the Red War.  

This is the story summarized, step by step: 

This mission will be long and will have several parts. To don’t write 100 pages, I decided to summarize. 

 Jacob needs to look for a safe place to evacuate the Renegades before the GCP attacks. He uses 

the tunnels to pass thru The Wall and reach one of the many service entrances that the subway 

has.  

 Crazy Renegades wound Jacob in the tunnels. They were people that wanted to get used to the 

dark and end losing their sanity in the tunnels. When he reaches Alameda, in the old Grey Area, 

a woman called Ela takes care of him and brings him to the clinic to be healed.  

 Alameda is taken by a Rite called Meigas that have Ela as the leader. Jacob notices that he is 

the only one men in the whole village. Ela explains that the rest of the men are “being useful” 

in another place. Jacob asks her for a place where the Renegades can stay, to which she 

answers: “Of course, that they can stay here. Whatever to fight against the GCP.”  

 In the clinic, Jacob discovers a woman that asks him for help to recover her baby. She said that 

the Meigas took him, and Jacob decides to help her. However, later the woman disappears too, 

and Jacob decides to investigate the strange situation.  

 After some research, he discovers that something is happening in Corvo and that many other 

men and women are disappearing. Aware that could put in danger the rest of the Renegades, 

Jacob decides to continue with his investigation and travel to Corvo to see with his eyes what 

is happening there.  

 However, on his way to Corvo, another Rite called Nothings attacks and stopps Jacob, 

poisoning him. This makes Jacob have hallucinations that transformed him into a Nothing, a 

statue trapped in that poisonous dream world. They let him with their leader Morrigan and 

Ela.  

 Ela “cures” Jacob from the poisoning but threatens him with a permanent transformation into 

something more useful than a man who thinks he has the right to do whatever he wants. Jacob 

tries to talk with her about the disappearances and his fear for the Renegades to stay on 

Alameda. Ela tells him that in that instance, if he thinks that her town is not good enough or 

safe for the Renegades, then they can die in the tunnels. That a coalition that sends a man as 

shorted kind of “hero” doesn’t deserve much more, though. 
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You see, in this land, who controls God, controls everything. The past, the present, 
and the future. Who lives and who dies. And I don’t only control him, I am bigger 
than him, I am Her, The Mother of all Rites. And you… you are nothing. Do you 
understand now? 

 When Jacob reports to Uma what happened, she says that Alameda is their last hope in case of 

attack.  

Despite that, I am curious about this woman that thinks that she is God. Maybe 
you can help those people, Jacob. We have the responsibility to help as many as 
we can  

 Uma tells him then that is another way to reach Corvo, a Secret Church under Corvo's church, 

so Jacob can get to the town using the old tunnels.  

 Jacob walks thru the tunnels, and when he reaches the station, he is attacked by the Watcher. 

She warns the others about Jacobs’s presence and forces him to defeat her and run away from 

the tunnels, entering Corvo, despite the fact that he knows that he was detected.  

 There he is helped by a family of Forgotten that still lives in Corvo because one of the members 

is too sick to run away. They tell Jacob that something is going on in the church, and that is the 

real reason why everyone ran away from Ela and her Rites.  

In the beginning, everyone followed her. She fought for us, the weak, the 
forgotten. She cured us, warmed us, cared about us... But then… things started to 
change… She got obsessed with the idea that men are a cancer that needs to be 
eradicated, and soon many of our men begun to disappear. When the woman 
protested and defended their families, they started to disappear too… Some never 
come back, others appear wandering by the streets without recognizing their 
families, acting strange. There is where many left.  

 Jacob discovers talking with them that something is 

happening in the church, but before he could do anything, the 

Marker appears in the house to mark Jacob and the family as 

Victims. When Jacob defeats her, the Forgotten says that they are 

doomed and asks him to leave the town while he can. However, 

Jacob promises to them to discover the truth and stop Ela. 

 On his way to the church, Jacob sees the Urco, who smells 

the Marker's blood. He howls, and the Hunter attacks Jacob from 

behind. The fight is intense, and right after it, the Backup appears 

to attack him too. Jacob can see then the family that helped him 

before, now transformed into living dead mixed with the horde of 

Victims the Backup seems to control. Jacob can’t do anything 

against the horde of Victims and fall prisoner of the Rite. 

 Jacob is taken to the church, where he can finally see what 

Ela is hidden: a lab. Jacob sees cages with Forgotten and GCP 

members. Many unfinished experiments, crazy Victims locked in 

cages hanging from the ceiling being bleeding, and Meigas 

working like in a bizarre witchcraft factory.  
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Ela- I told you that the next time I would transform you into something useful. 
You should have listened to me and come back with your pathetic group of Rats. 

 They put Jacob on a table and open him to take part of his liver and his blood. After that, Ela 

tells him that now he will serve her, like the rest of the men.  

You will be what your gender destined you to be: Nothing 

 Navia, A Barquera, does the transition, giving to the weakened Jacob the same poison that the 

Nothings use, but this time with a breather.  

 However, Jacob manages to escape from Navia and try to 

reach the exit from the church. But in his way, he finds 

Estadea, the guardian of the church. She doesn’t fight like 

the other Ánimas, tho. She seems not to want to hit Jacob. 

Jacob can hear her crying every time that she tries to make 

a hit. When Jacob tries to stop the battle, she takes her 

mask off, allowing him to see her marks and haggard face 

because of all the experiments she suffered.  

You should left when you could. You don’t understand! 
Now I can’t let you go! I must protect my father! 

 However, before Jacob could answer, a shot rumble into 

the church's stone walls, and  Estadea falls into Jacob’s 

arms, almost dead. Then, Ela throws the gun into Jacob’s 

feet and scream: 

Meu Deus!! Matouna! He killed our daughter like he would kill the rest of us!!! 
Don’t allow him to live, prove to me that she was right, that you aren’t like the rest 
of the man! 

 At that moment, Backup appears, filled with the fire of revenge. This time, he decides to use 

his hands to end with Jacob.  

 Jacob loses again, and when the Backup is ready to finish him, Estadea stops him.  

Please, father, you are not this way! You sacrifice many things for me, for the 
people from Alameda, you even sacrifice your mind, but I know that you are still 
inside, that you aren’t like the other Victims. Father, please… 

 Backup stops the attack when he listens to the voice of her daughter, and Jacob escapes again.  

 Jacob sends a distress call to Liberdade, informing the situation, and then returning to Alameda 

to face Ela and her Rite. However, Ela is not there, and he needs to defeat Morrigan, A Morte. 

After that, the rest of the Rite runs away, and Ela disappears without a trace.  

 The help comes, and Alameda and the village are used to evacuate the Renegades from 

Liberdade and help the Forgotten survive to Ela’s nightmare.  
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RED WAR 

FEBRUARY 13TH, 1984 

A couple of weeks after the evacuation, the GCP attack the Underground City setting on fire the tunnels 

to avoid the Renegades to run away. However, the Renegades were prepared to battle and win without 

any problem.  

But the GCP has other plans. They want a devastating victory. Not just defeat the Renegades but also 

humiliate them as revenge for their good life. They plan to force the Underground Cities to evacuate 

the weakest ones to be able to mark them to be sure to kill them. They will then attack the cities to see 

the weak points and put the bombs that will collapse the tunnels during the last attack. The final step 

of their plan is to wait for everyone to be inside of the cities to cut the communications and make the 

final attack. 

BRING THEM BACK 

FEBRUARY 15TH, 1984 

After the battle, the evacuated people come back. Liberdade citizens are confident in their won, but 

they reinforce the doors and the defenses on the tunnel despite that. Little by little, other Underground 

Cities announce that they won against the GCP. 

Once the evacuate people comeback, Jacob decides to enjoy the victory and spend time with Uma and 

Marcus. Here will be a slow and romantic sex scene and then an intimate scene between Jacob and his 

partner (Uma or Marcus, in the novel, will be Uma), where they talk about the future. Then, it will be the 

party.  

In the middle, somebody will ask Jacob to go to the main office. There, Jacob discovers that they have 

lost communications completely with the radio station. Before they can react, the explosions collapse 

the tunnels. Jacob runs towards Uma and Marcus when the lights go out, and the red emergency lights 

turn on, and several red visors (like the one that Sam Fisher has) appear at tunnels in the middle of the dust. 

The Elite Generation 3 Androids start to shot all the targets that were evacuated previously. When 

Jacob tries to do something, he is shot on his arm. Marcus and Uma try to escape, but it is impossible. 

One Elite takes Uma, Marcus tries to help her, and when Jacob runs to help him, Aaron appears, grab 

Marcus by the hair, and shoots him in the head in front of his son, looking directly at him. Then, Uma 

manages to escape from the android and yelling: “WE CHOSE HOW TO LIVE, WE CHOSE HOW TO DIE” 

she takes her knife and kills herself, cutting her throat as her last freedom scream.  

Jacob and his brothers and sister are taken as hostages for the GCP. 

SLAVES MAKING SLAVES 

FEBRUARY 20TH, 1984 

Jacob- Hope exists because desperation exists. Hope is nothing more than an acid 
poison that corrodes our hearts and soul. It’s the most powerful drug, way more 
than the love or hate. Give to a desperate man hope of the size of a needle, and he 
will move the world, breaking every single bone on his body to reach that shines 
at the end of the tunnel. My hope was to die in our next mission and join Uma and 
Marcus on the other side.  
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However, not all my brothers and sister thought like me. They were stronger. 
Stronger enough to cry in the night because of fear, desperation, and frustration. 
Their hope was to survive long enough to see the GCP burn. And maybe because 
of that, those cries prevent me from taking my own life; hearing them remind me 
that I wasn’t alone and I could still fight. With tears in my eyes, I started to sing an 
old song, the last song that I heard before the attacks. A song that now I felted as 
some kind of hymn.  

Jacob is forced to serve the GCP. He is notified that he will be sent to Navia to explore the abandoned 

Underground City, Annabelle. GCP wants to know what happened with the citizens of the Underground 

Cities that were left on the Dark Zones. To prevent desertions, the GCP warns all the new recruits that 

they will kill one of the other recruits from their cities for each desertion.  

Also, GCP sends one of their members, Lucas Da Rosa, to check that Jacob fulfills the mission. When the 

GCP takes Jacob as a hostage, they don’t allow him to have any of his equipment, include PPS. However, 

PPS will find Jacob while he is in the Military Base, being really happy when it fins him. When Lucas 

tries to catch it, it gets furious and attacks him. Jacob convinces Lucas that PPS can be useful to fulfill 

the mission, and for that reason, Lucas allows Jacob to keep PPS. 

Now Jacob needs to travel with Lucas and PPS thru the Dark Zone and reach 

Navia City following the Yellow Route. The GCP scavengers set the Yellow 

Route to establish a safe route marking the Rites' areas don’t operate. The 

Route is unfinished because the Navia is a dangerous place, full of strange 

symbols that appear after somebody is killed.  

Jacob- Why you mark the death spots? 

Lucas- We don’t. 

They discover that the entrances of the subway collapsed. So they need to blow one of the service 

entrances to get inside, even when Jacob is convinced that if the doors are collapsed, that´s mean that 

the people inside couldn’t survive.  

Inside the Underground City lives the Annabelle’s Rite formed by Generation 1 Androids that live in the 

darkness and kill anyone or anything that lives in the light. When Jacob and Lucas enter the city, they 

are surrounded by strange creatures that they can’t see, and by the Priest's soft voice, asking them to 

leave their weapons and lanterns aside if they don’t want to die. When the Priest is nearby, Jacob can 

feel the sweet aroma of the fresh laundry and flowers. Lucas decides to attack the voice, which allows 

Jacob to have a fast vision of the androids. But before that Lucas can finish his attack, a flying knife 

strikes on his hand.  

He runs away, and the creatures chase and kill him.  

Then Jacob decides to obey the Priest. The Priest put Jacob on a test, ordering him to walk the tunnels 

in complete darkness to prove that he has faith in Her. Jacob uses PPS to be able to leave the tunnels. 

When he reaches the door, the Priest tells him that he should follow the Red Route and never come 

back if he wants to live.  

On his way, Jacob meets Sebastián Lefebvre in the Dead Trees Forest. Sebastián was a citizen of the 

Annabelle Underground City and the last survivor of the Upgrade Process. Now, the same androids that 

he designed and built are hunting him, forcing him and the other Forgotten from Navia to live in the 

polluted caves. Jacob decides to help Sebastián in a way to get revenge on GCP. If he is forced to be a 

slave, he will not fabricate more slaves for them. He will use his slavery time to help others to escape 

from the GCP.  
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In the novel, after this mission, Jacob says that he does many more missions like this one for the GCP. So if it were necessary, we 

add more missions.  

1990 ~ THE LAST MISSION  

AUTUMN  

A NEW HOME 

OCTOBER 17TH, 1990 

After some time, the Hard War finish eating the whole country. The poverty and pollution are all over 

the place, so the GCP decides that they don’t want to lose more resources on the battle and sends all 

their recruits to the main military base on the Trade City, Bi83.  

Jacob is ordered to drive a truck with supplies from the GCP Camp to the new base on the Trade City 

Bi83. In the middle of the travel, the convoy is attacked and forced to stop. Jacob discovers that they 

are Clean Future agents that ask him to go with them. 

Clean Future notice, by the surveillance cameras, that Jacob visited Dome 13. After that, they watched 

him and the other Renegades. Now that the global situation is like a battle royal where the remaining 

governments are fighting for their Privileged survival, leaving the rest of the people behind, Clean 

Future decides to intervene. They are looking for the help of the Survivors. What Clean Future wants 

from Jacob is that he spies the GCP and helps them win the last battle when the moment comes. Of 

course, Jacob accepts. He would do whatever to sink the GCP. His first task is to set a way to 

communicate.  

THE WORSE RITE SO FAR 

OCTOBER 17TH, 1990 

When Jacob arrives at Bi83, he discovers a whole different reality. The rich that live there act like 

nothing was happening outside of their walls. For them, there is no war, never was one. And not only 

act as if there was no war, but they also ignore all the soldiers entirely. Some of Jacob’s partners had 

been there for a couple of weeks, have conversations about it, and talk about that they are going insane 

with the situation. 

Jacob hacks the Radio Station to set a safe way to communicate with Clean Future. Then, Clean Future 

gives Jacob his next mission that will be hacking the security androids. The citizens ignore Jacob, he can 

hit them, and they still ignore him. Some of the soldiers try to make the Privileged notice them, 

screaming, making obscene jokes, or even throwing things at them, but nothing works, which affects 

the sanity of some of the soldiers. Some even think that the Privilege are androids put in the city to give 

the sensation that they still have something to protect.  

The game has different Rites, from the begging to the end. The Privileged are the worst of all of them because they decide to 

ignore what is happening around them, letting their neighbors, friends, and families die to preserve their lifestyle. At the same 

time, the other Rites appear because of the circumstances.   

AM I DEAD YET? 

OCTOBER 17TH, 1990 

After hacking the Security Facility, Clean Future gives Jacob the next mission, which will make the 

Privileged to lose their privileges.  
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On his way, he sees the same scene as the previous day, a soldier yelling to one of the passersby, but 

this time, the soldier looks completely insane. Jacob tries to calm him, but the longer the man ignores 

him, the more nervous the soldier goes. At some moment, the soldier takes a knife and stabs the man 

in the chest, who falls heavily into the ground without nobody to help him. The soldier starts to laugh, 

playing with the blood in the knife and saying:  

So… It is true. I am dead. Finally!! 

And with the same knife, he cuts his throat smiling and crying at the same time while the rest of the 

passerby ignore the whole scene. Jacob realizes that there is an android looking at them with its fists 

heavily closed. The android walk towards Jacob, puts its hand on his shoulder, and takes the soldier's 

body. Then Jacob’s Diary rings, and he sees a message from Clean Future that says:  

Ok, it is enough. They are going down 

DO YOU SEE AS NOW?? 

OCTOBER 18TH, 1990 

Clean Future gives Jacob the mission to reach the Power Plant (the same one that he saved in 1960), 

reach the generator, and put bombs to take it down. Jacob, see Escravitude again, now transformed into 

a dirty Ruin City filled with abandoned buildings and many ruins of what one day was a city full of life. 

He can see the people around the anemic light bulbs like moths, adoring them like the most precious 

thing they possess.  

Once that the Power Plant is down, the whole city goes blackout. It’s chaos. People are screaming and 

going crazy. Jacob sees many of them begging the light bulbs to light up again or turning on and off the 

light switches hysterically. Then, Jacob sees how big pure white drones come from the sky. Their 

turbines open spaces into the pollution clouds allowing the sunbeams to come through for the first 

time in a long time. A voice calms the population while the drones drop slowly, perfectly clean, shiny 

white and blue boxes full of led lights. Jacob sees how the people run to the boxes like moths, opening 

them to discover all the supplies and presents inside. Then the agent that talked with Jacob the first 

time, appear to tell him that now they have the situation under control and that he needs to come back 

to Bi83  because the GCP sent reinforces when they noticed that they couldn’t control the androids. 

THE HARDEST BATTLE 

OCTOBER 18TH, 1990 

When Jacob arrives at Bi83, he faces a gun on his face. Aaron Sas, his own father, is aiming at his face 

while asking where he has been. Aaron is sure that Jacob has something to be with the androids and 

with the attack on the Power Plant. Jacob looks at his brothers and sisters that were taken from the 

Underground Cities and using all the air of his lunges, he screams:  

WE CHOSE HOW TO LIFE, WE CHOSE HOW TO DIE!  

With that, all the soldiers and many of the workers that were there from the OPS start to fight against 

the GCP. 

To defeat his father and the GCP, Jacob deactivates the androids transforming the emergency generator 

into an EMP and helping the Clean Future’s reinforcements enter the city.  
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When Jacob looks for his father to finish the battle, he discovers that Aaron is locked in a building with 

several hostages. He asks Jacob to choose between kill ten Privileged and save one prostitute from the 

OPS or kill her but save the ten people. To force Jacob to choose, Aaron put the hostages in two separate 

elevators that are the only way to reach him. When Jacob activates one elevator, the other will explode. 

Whatever Jacob chooses will not matter because both elevators will explode. However, Jacob will 

survive thanks to the emergency brakes. Then, he climbs using the elevator cables to have his last battle 

against Aaron finally.  

Once Jacob kills his father, the GCP army doesn’t have more reason to fight against the Clean Future 

army, and they surrender.  

After this, Clean Future takes control of the area, sending the Survivors to the Outskirts, a place they 

already cleaned to build their new temporal homes, while Clean Future build their sustainable 

Supercities. 

A NEW BEGINNING  

OCTOBER 20TH, 1990 

This will be the last cinematic of the Story Mode. This end is a way to connect this story with the rest of the stories from the saga. 

This final scene is from the “present” of the novel (2018). 

Jacob will narrate how Clean Future conquered the world in a few years, creating beautiful and 

sustainable Supercities.  

The cinematic will finish with Jacob in his apartment on the Supercity 148 with all the city's view, 

decorated for the New Year, talking about how he almost forgot about the weird symbol that he found 

in Dome 13, until that day, December 30th, 2011.  

Then, a swarm of mechanical butterflies will appear from some point in the city, and one will land on 

Jacob’s window, looking at him with her skull face and the GWFCE’s symbol on her belly. While Jacob 

is talking, the butterfly will twist her head, make a mechanic sound, like the string of a music box, and 

then explode in white smoke. 

The last scene will be the eyes of a 70 years old Jacob appearing behind a smoke cloud that comes from 

his water pipe while the voice of a woman says:  

Elise- What are you thinking, old man?  

Jacob- In the good days, Elise  

Elise- Which good days? 

Then both laugh.  
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STORY PRESENTATION 

HOW WILL WE DELIVER THE STORY TO THE PLAYERS?  

In this game, the story is essential. Not only for the story itself but also because it is a metaphor and a 

representation of our society's many problems. I want that the players enjoy an intense fiction story 

that also leaves them thinking about their own lives and decisions, the words and sides that they chose 

when they speak, and a little bit in the consequences of their actions. 

The Rites are the base of the game. Even the factions that aren’t marked as Rites still have similar 

behavior. So, the challenge is not only to present a story but also to transmit the ideas between the lines 

and the feelings involved.  

One problem that I see many times with the story presentation when I watch a gamer playing a game 

like The Division, or Watch Dogs that are action games, is that they usually don’t pay so much attention 

to the story, or at least not to the whole story. The reason is that “action” players are lazy (the most of 

them XD); they don’t want to spend time reading notes or listen hours of recorded content. They want 

the action, when they open our game, they go to “kill.”  

That is why I loved so much Far Cry 3, the story with Vaas was so simple that it was easy to present it with intense cinematics 

and “background action.” Another example is Metal Gear Solid. My best friend is a heart player, and his favorite franchise is Metal 

Gear. That is the only moment in our relationship, and I know him since we have six years old, that I saw him crying for a game 

or a movie. And the reason is that most of the story is presented with long cinematics very well structured and scripted.  

So my point is that in action games, like this one, the easier way to present the story and more when is 

complex, is with the format Cinematic-Action-Cinematic-Action, putting in the cinematics the bulk of 

the story and then in action moments fill the gaps with “background action.” 

So, the tools that we can use are:  

THE CHARACTERS 

To deliver this complex story, the most critical part is how the characters will express themselves:  

 Not only what they will say, but also what they won’t say. “When they decide” to remain silent 

and leave, to lie, to yell, to cry, their facial and corporal expressions, etc.  

 The use of phrases like “think about it” or “you will figure out,” and the use of innuendos and 

sarcasm will force the players to think outside the box. 

 How the NPCs look at the player and other NPCs and their behavior towards them will make 

the players see the characters as real persons with personalities, feelings, thoughts, and 

problems, which will make the players want to stop and think of what they just saw and listen.  

 Also, it’s important how they look. What they will wear, how they wear it, the colors that we 

chose for each one of them, etc.  
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This screenshot that I took from a cinematic in The Division 2 expresses very well my vision for the characters. I love the 

representation of Emeline Shaw, with the blood vials in her neck. I think that I may base my Ela design a lot on this character 

that was my favorite from The Division 2.  

Also, the actors and actresses that we chose for each character and the freedom that we give to them 

to interpret can make a big difference. If we allow them to choose their clothes and part of the 

background, the tone of the voice that they will use or their habits or accents, that will give soul to the 

characters, a real one. And it will make them more credible and authentic.  

A great example is Far Cry 5 and how Joseph Seed is designed. It’s not only the fantastic work of Greg Bryk (the actor behind the 

character) but also is how the colors (the yellow of his glasses with the blue of his eyes, for example) and the lights and shadows 

deliver the character to the players. He is somebody that you want to listen. And that is essential to deliver the whole complex 

experience of the story. 

 

In my opinion, this is one of the best intro scenes in videogames.
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THE DIALOG SCENES 

I used Fallout New Vegas as a reference for this mechanic because that was the first game that made me really cry for a secondary 

character and want to move the whole world to discover his story and help him.  

Also, I used as a reference the game Until Dawn, where the answers and actions the players do build their personality tree.  

The dialog scenes where the players will choose their answer developing their own personality will 

help them empathize with the characters, the story, and the world, making the game theirs. This is 

crucial when we want to tell a story that has a complex background that we allow players to choose 

what to say and how to say it because it will give extra depth to the story and the characters.  

Their answers will affect their Personality Build, allowing them to build their own persona that will 

affect how the NPCs react to them in the future. 

 

I took this screenshot from Ghost Recon Breakpoint, and it is a perfect reference for the dialog scenes that I imagine.  

These are the only moments where the payers will have a HUD to answer the NPCs. To make that this 

HUD has sense with the rest of the game, I will like to put the dialog scenes inside the cinematic 

moments, breaking the gameplay and avoiding problems like the uncontrolled background action (like 

what happens in Fallout). When we break the gameplay, we can play with the camera, doing close-ups or 

aerial shots, and then (like in Breakpoint) stop at a determinate point and give the players the power to 

choose the answer.  

THE BACKGROUND ACTION 

The environment needs to have movement, the NPCs and the fauna need to seem alive, not only when 

the players are playing, but also during the cinematics. This action can be phrases or conversations, or 

activities that need to be related to the area, the year, and the moment.  

This background action will highlight whatever is happening in that moment or in that area. For example, 

in 1984, in Corvo, we can put people hidden inside their houses, closing the windows, or during the cinematic in the house of the 

Forgotten that helps Jacob, we can put some kids hiding behind a door, looking at Jacob with fear.  
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THE DIARY AND THE MISSIONS 

The Diary is a multirole tool in this game. To deliver the story, we can use the Diary and the apps inside. 

Players can receive:  

 Private messages from Renegades, Jacob’s friends, or NPCs that they meet in their journey, etc. 

 News from the local and global happenings. 

 Advertisements from shops, pubs, parties, movies, etc.  

 

All of this will inform the players about the situations and amplify the information we will give with 

the cinematics and dialogs.  

And here, we can add the missions. They will be able to check their Diaries to read all the information 

about them, and many Side Missions will be given by the device, thanks to the advertisements.  

For example, from 1973 to 1984, Uma will be the Renegades leader, and she will provide all the missions to Jacob using the 

Diary to communicate. Players will listen to her voice all those years, and then, after the Red War, the Diary will be silent, and 

they will receive the orders directly from Lucas. The same will happen with the advertisements that after 1977 will not appear 

anymore until Jacob arrives in Bi83 in 1990, and there they will have the “local” ones. These silences, the change in the colors 

and the music from the radio and the advertisements will highlight the political changes and make players feel the 

sorrow of the situation.  

 

CINEMATICS & THE USE OF CINEMA SHOTS IN THE ENVIRONMENT 

Then, finally, we will have the cinematics. Cinematics, for me, are crucial in games not only to deliver 

the story in an easy and intense way but also to deliver character personality and make the players 

understand what is really going on. Because the game is made with 2D aesthetics, so it’s more 

“cartoonish” than realist, the cinematics needs to be impressive to deliver the different situations' 

seriousness. But also because we are using cartoon aesthetics, we can play easily with the colors, the 

forms, and the lights, creating artistic compositions that enhance the situations. For example, when we are 

inside a Clean Future area, we can play with the forms´ symmetry and the colors' asymmetry. Or when we are dealing with Aaron 

or with Ela, we can pay more attention to their eyes, to the severity in Aaron’s eyes, or the pain and sorrow in Ela’s.  

I love cinema, and I wanted to add some references for the cinematics, so I chose 1980 Stanley Kubrick’s The Shining and 2019 

Ari Aster’s Midsommar because of their use of symmetry and colors. Later in the GDD, you will see that I will add other film 

references, like Blade Runner (1982) and Blade Runner 2049 (2017) that were a big inspiration for Neon Blood. 

I took the screenshots from Google, and I put them in the mentioned order: 
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Despite this, we can’t just relate completely in the cinematics; the whole world needs to be designed as 

a movie, like if every corner was a movie shot. The environments need to be shocking and cohesive 

with the moment and with the faction that lives in the area. I want a world that let the players with 

their jaws in the ground with every step.  

For that, I want to use The Division Franchise as a reference. All Ubisoft games share a unique environment design, and that is 

one of the biggest reasons why I fell in love with the company, but The Division is my absolute favorite. It has so many interesting 

areas and points inside those areas that it was impossible don’t look everywhere. I chose some of my screenshots as reference 

(I have many from The Division 2 XD): 
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STORY TOOLSET 

WHICH TOOLS WILL WE USE TO MAKE THE STORY ATTRACTIVE TO THE PLAYERS WITHOUT BREAKING 

THE GAMEPLAY'S RHYTHM?  

As I said in the previous section, this will be an action game, so don’t break the rhythm or do it in the 

right moments is crucial. However, because the story here is as important as the gameplay, I don’t want 

to give the players the option to skip it.  

So, to do this and avoid bored the most “active” players, we can use some tools: 

CINEMATICS & DIALOG SCENES 

Cinematics can’t be super long if we want to force the players to see them without skipping, so my idea 

is to have two types of cinematics: 

 The “normal” ones. Movie style. Very well scripted and structured. Really short movies made 

to deliver intense parts of the story. 

 The interactive ones. These can happen before and/or after the “normal” ones or/and in any 

other gameplay moment, and they will be dialog scenes. During these moments, players will 

recover the camera's movement (but not Jacob’s movement), allowing them to interact a little 

bit with the interlocutor, and they will have options to answer. Even we can put some quick-

time events, like quick answers (like in Until Dawn, Detroit: Become Human, or Walking Dead) to give 

realism to the game.  

Players will be able to see all the cinematics with their answers in their Diaries at any moment.  

I designed this feature based on my own experience as a player. This game is meant to be played in coop. My best friend and 

I have opposite ways to play. I live more in the story, I enjoy each cinematic and scene, but he likes to play faster. Many times 

when we are playing, we are talking, or we just want to have fun, which means that I can’t enjoy the cinematics completely.  

THE DIARY 

So, the story's bulk will be delivered with the cinematics, the dialog scenes, and the background action. 

However, to round the story a little bit more and add extra details, we can use the Diary to allow players 

to recover and receive some information: 

 Receive news, messages, and advertisements. 

 Check all the information about any mission. What they need to do, why, and all the recovered 

information from that mission in a summarized way.  

 Recover information from hacked androids and security systems, like security videotapes, 

chips, or memory cards with data or maybe some recordings from conversations.  

This information needs to be summarized and be used just to complement the story.  

SIDE MISSIONS 

The Side Missions will allow us to deliver more story to the players and make them visit the whole map. 

These missions will give XP, skins, and exclusive weapons, encouraging the players to play them. 
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NOTE ABOUT THE FUTURE OF THE STORY 

The idea will be games situated in the past and games located in the present (2018-2019).  

The ones in the past (like Neon Blood) will be the characters' stories, and 

they will be talking with “somebody.” These will always be in third-person 

and with a 2D aesthetic, showing that what players are experiencing is a 

memory.  

The games in the present (2018-2019) will be in realistic 3D and in first-

person, to hide from the players who this “somebody” that the characters are 

talking with is. Also, the present games are more science fiction with 

Symbionts and the Changed, similar to zombies, and a mutated and 

apocalyptical world, similar to Far Cry New Dawn.  

With the games in the past, players will understand this situation from all the 

possible points of view, and the present one will tell “the main” story about 

the GWFCE, the Toxin, the Perfect Symbionts, and Mía Rey.  

After Mía’s death (that will the end of the novel), 

players will discover who is that “somebody”: a guy 

called Jericho Daponte that is a spy for one of the 

“villains” of the story, the SPTS. However, Jericho has a 

secret: he is working with the SPTS to protect his 

daughter Mirabella, that is a Perfect Symbiont, from the 

GWFCE.  

Then comes the story of the first GDD that I wrote for 

you, Ubi: Morrigan Story. In third-person and realist 

3D, players will play with Jericho because the game is 

the present (2019). In this game, players need to 

escape from the Vichelocrego Archipelago and 

discover the truth about the death of Jericho’s wife and 

the SPTS. The game will have three different endings, 

depending on what the players do and chose. In one of 

them, Mirabella dies to save her father, just like Mía did 

to save her friends.  

Thanks to my best friend Fran to be my model <3 

The novel has 59 characters, plus the new ones that I designed for Neon Blood, like Judas, and 

Morrigan’s Story, like Morrigan or Aloia.  Of course, not all the characters will tell their story in the past; 

some will be relevant just in the present. Also some games, like the one I which Mía dies, will have some 

flashbacks that will tell mini-stories in the past, like the Mía’s.  
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The missions of the game will be divided into two ways:  

 By year ~ 1960, 1963, 1973, 1977, 1984 and 1990.  

 By type:  

 Main Missions ~ Story Mode. Jacob’s main story. 

 Side Missions ~ Extra story about other characters, factions, or places.  

 Special Missions ~ Exploration Mode. Extra story, but mostly to have fun and get cool 

rewards. Those will have different types as well: 

 Exploration Missions ~ Missions to discover the map. 

 Secret Missions ~ Challenge and investigation missions, with rare rewards.  

 Random Missions ~ Missions to have fun around the map. 

 Hunting Missions ~ Missions to get animal partners.  

 

Some of these missions will have as a reward unlock a partner, just if the players take the correct 

choices (more in Gameplay/The Partners). 

Players can come back to the years when they finish all the Main Missions to do the remaining Side and 

Special Missions in the Exploration Mode. All missions will report rewards like XP, unique weapons, 

charms, keychains, skins, etc. All the missions will also have some story, even the random ones, to give 

more depth and an extra reason to do the mission. 

I added this as my personal experience. In many games, the missions that I enjoy the most were the side missions with totally 

random stories. They make me cry and laugh, sometimes even more than the main ones.  

 

I will script the minimum main missions to tell the story, but there can be more if it’s necessary. I design these missions following 

the novel. However, some are different from what I wrote previously in Jacob’s chapter, and I needed to add some extra moments, 

places, and characters to make the game fluid.  

The Main Missions are designed to tell Jacob’s story, the same that you can find in the section 

Story/Timeline · In-Game Story · Mission by Mission. This means that they will have more story than the Side 

and Special Missions.  

These missions are summarized; players will have several options in the game, like kill somebody or 

not, to enter a place or not, etc. These decisions need to be designed separately to decide which 

repercussions will be the best for the game and the extension of those repercussions. (More in Gameplay/ 

Curiosity as Mechanic). This means that maybe some main missions could change with players’ decisions, 

maybe changing what Jacob needs to do, the end of the mission, or just part of the dialogs.  

Because of the complexity (design and narrative) and the amount of time that design this part by own will involve, I just designed 

the base, following Jacob’s narration in my novel and adapting it to the gameplay. 
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Also, we can add more missions if it’s necessary. For example, in 1984, I only designed four missions 

that tell the story inside the novel. These missions are long and hard, but we can add more in between, 

shorter and easier, or add extra missions after the last one.  

1960 ~ THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS  

MISSION 1. THE CITY   

Because the game will not have a proper HUD, I think it is important to give the players this mission to explore the city and 

understand how to use the Diary. Later, they will have PPS, and they can use it as a GPS. However, this mission will help them to 

survive without it, giving more realism to the game.  

 TUTORIAL: This mission will allow the players to know the city and get used to AN-1331B and 

the Diary. Also, players will learn to make decisions, building their personalities. 

 REWARDS: The Diary · XP · Jacob’s Room (Small Base, Fast Travel Point) 

 DURATION: Medium to Short. It will depend on the players if they explore or go direct to home.  

 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: Escravitude (Capital City) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Go from the school to Jacob’s house in the company of AN-1331B. 

Players will be free in this mission so that they can disobey the order, and instead of getting 

out for the main entrance, they can go back and explore the city without AN, although it will 

call players to their Diaries after a while. Players can answer or pass; if they pass, AN will call 

them several times until they pick. If they never pick the phone, AN will look for them and find 

them a while after they started their adventure.  

When players unlock the Exploration Mode, they will come back to this year and explore it calmly. However, we should give 

enough time to the players to explore and be a little be crazy. 

MISSION 2.  FIREWORKS 

 TUTORIAL: This mission will allow the players to get used to the stealth mode. 

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Short 

 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: Jacob’s apartment. Escravitude (Capital City) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to sneak from Jacob’s apartment without being seen by 

AN-1331B to watch the fireworks from the roof. 

MISSION 3.  THE ENVIRONMENTAL SUMMIT 

 TUTORIAL: This mission will allow the players to get used to using AN as a partner, giving it 

orders, like disconnecting the alarms. And use PPS as Immersive HUD (part 1). 

 REWARDS: XP · PPS 

 DURATION: Medium
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 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: Conferences Center. Escravitude (Capital City) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to sneak into the Environmental Summit with the help of 

AN-1331B.  

 In the middle of the mission, when they are inside the Conference Center, they will 

find a PPS hiding behind a corner. They will need to return it. To do that, they will 

connect PPS to their Diaries. That way, they will know how the Immersive UI works. 

MISSION 4. THE FIRST ATTACK 

 TUTORIAL: This mission will allow the players to understand how the coop with AI partners 

works. 

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Medium 

 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: ESCRAVITUDE Power Plant (Outskirts)  

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to help Aaron to liberate the Power Plant from Clean 

Future. 

MISSION 5.  ONE WAS ENOUGH 

This mission is important because of the lack of HUD. With this mission, players will understand how the Immersive HUD 

works regarding weapons, ammunition, and health.  

 TUTORIAL: This mission will allow the players to understand the use of the range weapons, in 

this case, the Crossbow. Also, the use of Medkits and the Immersive HUD. 

 REWARDS: XP · Crossbow 

 DURATION: Medium  

 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: Escravitude Resources Plant (Coal Mine, Outskirts) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to liberate the Resources Plant, a coal mine, from Clean 

Future, who is looking to destroy it. 

MISSION 6.  THEY MUST PAY 

PPS has its lens broken, not enough to don’t be able to use it but still broken. This means that the quality of the image in the 

Diary will not be the best. Fix PPS will take a little time; that is why it’s not fixed in this mission despite being able to upgrade it.  

 REWARDS: XP · Upgrades for the PPS (Terrain Recon) 

 DURATION: Long  

 DIFFICULTY: Hard 
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 PLACE: Clean Future Headquarters. Escravitude (Capital City) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to stop the GCP from attacking Clean Future’s 

Headquarters. 

1963 ~ THE END OF THE RELIGION 

MISSION 7.  UPGRADE AN 

 TUTORIAL: This mission will allow the players to understand the use of the crafting mechanics 

that will allow them to upgrade AN-1331B and PPS in the future. 

 REWARDS: Upgrades for AN · Tools to upgrade and fix PPS 

 DURATION: Short  

 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: Escravitude (Capital City) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players must take AN to the craftsman to be upgraded. They can use 

the Subway if they want. 

MISSION 8.  WRONG MOVE! 

 TUTORIAL: This mission will allow the players to get used to Parkour, Adrenaline Time, and 

QuickTime Events Mechanics. Also will show more from the Immersive HUD, like how the 

players know where they can jump and how it will change during the Adrenaline Time. 

Besides, players will unlock the use of melee weapons, in this case, a Bayonet Knife. 

 REWARDS: QuickTime events & Adrenaline Time · Bayonet Knife “Old Faith”  

 DURATION: Short  

 DIFFICULTY: Medium 

 PLACE: Escravitude (Capital City) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to defend themselves from the attack, the Devotee will 

try to help them using his knife, but the enemies will reduce him easily (his hands will be 

shaky). After this, players will pick the knife from the ground and need to help the Devotee, 

who will die after a heavy kick on his face. The aggressors will be Scavengers, for this reason, 

players will not have more options than run away. This will trigger the Adrenaline Time. Now, 

players need to run from the GCP aggressors, doing parkour on the city and using the 

Adrenaline Time to defeat them and escape safe and sound. 

MISSION 9. SAVING THE DEVOTEES 

 TUTORIAL: This mission will allow the players to get used to the Status Effects. 

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Medium 
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 DIFFICULTY: Medium 

 PLACE: Escravitude (Capital City). Escravitude Church (City Outskirts)  

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to save the Devotees trapped in the church. 

MISSION 10.  15 DAYS AFTER 

 REWARDS: XP · Upgrades for the PPS (Hack) 

 DURATION: Medium 

 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: Escravitude (Capital City) · Emergency Center 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players must go for PPS. When they arrive at the shop, they will 

discover the craftsman's body, holding a rosary. Players must ask for police help. However, the 

police ignore them. So, now they need to figure out why going to the Emergency Center, where 

they discover that the GCP hacked the androids.  

MISSION 11.  CORRUPTION 

 REWARDS: XP · Firefighters & Police Custom Roller Skates  

 DURATION: Long 

 DIFFICULTY: Hard 

 PLACE: Escravitude (Capital City) · Emergency Center · City Hall 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to re-hack the police androids to force them to help the 

Devotees, but when they do it, the GCP appears to stop him. Now the players need to reach the 

City Hall to call the army and ask for help. 

 

1973 ~ THEY WEREN’T WRONG   

MISSION 12.  I  AM TIRED OF THIS!  

 REWARDS: Jacob’s partner (Marcus or Uma) · Jacob’s appearance as Adult · Jacob’s Room 

(small base, Fast Travel Point). 

 DURATION: Short 

 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: University Campus (City Outskirts). University Cafe  

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to set their appearance and chose their sexual 

preference, Marcus or Uma. After that, they need to go to a cafe to talk with Uma and Marcus. 
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MISSION 13.  THE DOME 

 REWARDS: XP · Electric Weapons 

 DURATION: Long  

 DIFFICULTY: Hard 

 PLACE: Clean Future’s Dome 13 (Polluted Area. Navia Region Outskirts)  

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to first look for a way to enter into the Dome. They can 

ring if they want. They need to look for the emergency entrance that is hidden nearby and use 

PPS. They will find an abandoned facility with lots of android’s heads hanging from the trees. 

So, now they need to figure out what happened in the Dome. They will need to fight against the 

crazy Members to able to discover what happened and be able to leave the place alive.  

 This mission will have several parts and a big strong boss at the end.  

 They will find the weapons and other equipment, like Medkits on the Dome. 

 

I had an idea for a choice that players can make in this mission: 

When the players arrive at the Dome, they will see a crack on the glass where they can throw PPS to the interior. However, if 

they do it, one of the crazy Members will take PPS and break it in half in front of the players. Of course, players don’t have fire 

weapons at this moment, so break the glass will be complicated, but they can do it using a rock, for example. Then, if they manage 

to enter and kill the Member, the story can change slightly, like the Members will attack Jacob, and the level will be more difficult. 

Not only because players will be attacked by the Members immediately, but also because they will not have PPS. They will need 

to wait until they come back to Escravitude to be able to fix it. 

MISSION 14. SILENT BUT SECURE 

 REWARDS: XP · Liberdade Base (Fast Travel Point) 

 DURATION: Long  

 DIFFICULTY: Medium 

 PLACE: Escravitude Underground · Escravitude (Capital City) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to inspect the subway and prepare it to be transformed 

into a city.  

 This mission will have several parts that the player needs to accomplish. The city will 

grow with the missions that the players do. Some of these missions will be to recruit 

new members, like medics or artisans. This mission's idea is to create the base of the 

city, a safe place for the players.  

 After this mission, players will unlock the craft shop, the barber, armory, etc. 

MISSION 15. SAVE WHAT IS IMPORTANT 

 REWARDS: XP · Judas Saint Miller (AI Partner) 

 DURATION: Medium 

 DIFFICULTY: Medium 

 PLACE: CyberArt and History Museum (Old Escravitude Cathedral. Escravitude. Capital City)
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 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players must go to the museum to recover the art. The museum is set 

in one of the old churches. Once there, players will discover a library in the basement, and Uma 

sends them to investigate. They will discover a Secret Church that GCP’s members took as their 

base, using the Devotees as slaves. Players must free them. 

MISSION 16. JUST IN CASE 

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Medium 

 DIFFICULTY: Medium 

 PLACE: Grey Area (Escravitude outskirts) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to prepare a farm in the near Grey Area to work as an 

exterior base. The GCP notices this activity, and they will try to stop it, and players will need 

to defeat him. 

MISSION 17.  BLINDS!  

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Short  

 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: Liberdade · Escravitude City Hall 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to paint one of the flyers and then go to the City Hall to 

throw them from the rooftop. 

MISSION 18. RATS! 

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Short 

 DIFFICULTY: Impossible. No matter what they do, the result is the same. 

 PLACE: Escravitude City Square 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to sneak into the City Square to save the Providers. 

 

1977 ~ THE OPS  

MISSION 19. THE TRUTH 

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Medium  
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 DIFFICULTY: Medium 

 PLACE: OPS Recruiters Camp (Escravitude outskirts. Grey Area) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to sneak from Jacob’s apartment without being seen by 

AN-1331B to watch the fireworks from the roof. 

MISSION 20. BAD NEWS 

 REWARDS: XP · The Rawr! App (to take the Radio Station) 

 DURATION: Medium  

 DIFFICULTY: Medium 

 PLACE: Escravitude Radio Station 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players must go to the Radio Station that is being used by the GCP, 

send the news about the OPS and hack and secure it to be able to use against the GCP and to 

send the news to other Underground Cites 

MISSION 21.  CLOSING THE DOORS FOREVER 

 TUTORIAL: This mission will allow the players to get used to the stealth mode. This will be the 

first time that players will use Lethal Force against NPCs. 

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Medium  

 DIFFICULTY: Hard 

 PLACE: Exterior Bases (Grey Area. Escravitude outskirts) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players must defend and protect the Exterior Bases, rescuing the 

hostages. 

 Players must be careful to don’t lose the bases and to protect the hostages from the 

GCP. How many more survive, the more XP they will receive. 

 

1984 ~ THE LUCKY OF THE DEAD  

MISSION 21. WHO CONTROLS GOD, CONTROLS EVERYTHING.   

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Longest  

 DIFFICULTY: Hardest 

 PLACE: Alameda Village (Dark Zone. Old Grey Area) · Corvo. Navia Rural Area (Dark zone) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to travel through the tunnels to the Old Grey Area to 

check one of the villages there and look for a place where the Liberdade population can stay. 
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 This mission will have several parts. (following the story on Story/Timeline · In-Game 

Story · Mission by Mission)  

MISSION 22. RED WAR 

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Medium 

 DIFFICULTY: Medium 

 PLACE: Liberdade (Underground City) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: This mission will have several parts. Players need to put out the fire 

first, help with the city's defense, and with the wounded. 

MISSION 23. BRING THEM BACK 

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Short  

 DIFFICULTY: Impossible. Not matter what they do, they will lose 

 PLACE: Liberdade (Underground City) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to prepare a party to celebrate the win over GCP. 

MISSION 24. SLAVES MAKING SLAVES 

 REWARDS: XP · Sebastián Lefebvre (Partner) · GCP Military Base (Small Base, FT Point) 

 DURATION: Long  

 DIFFICULTY: Medium then Hard 

 PLACE: GCP MILITARY BASE (Near to The Wall. Escravitude Outskirts) · THE WALL · NAVIA 

CITY (Dark Zone) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to travel through the Dark Zone and reach Navia’s City 

following the Yellow Route. Then they need to blow a service entrance to get inside of the 

Underground City.  

 After that, they need to travel through the tunnels and reach the city. However, in the 

city, they will find this strange Rite that adores the darkness, calling “Her”. Players will 

need to leave the city in complete darkness, using PPS, to avoid being killed by the 

Rite. The Priest says to them to follow the Red Route and never come back. Once they 

are outside, they will receive a call from the GCP, ordering them to follow the Red 

Route and seeing if there are survivors from the city. Players will meet Sebastián 

Lefebvre, who will ask Jacob for help to defeat Annabelle’s Rite and recover his lost 

city.  
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1990 ~ THE LAST MISSION  

MISSION 25.  A NEW HOME 

 REWARDS: XP · Bi83 (Small Base. Fast Travel Point) 

 DURATION: Short 

 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: Navia Dark Zone · Bi83  

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to reach the Trade City by driving a truck with supplies. 

In the middle of the travel, the convoy will be attacked, and players need to protect it. However, 

the attackers will not surrender and will force the players to stop. Then players will discover 

a Clean Future agent that asks them to go with them.  

 After talking with Clean Future, players still need to deliver the truck to Bi83. 

MISSION 26.  THE WORST RITE SO FAR 

This mission is important because it will allow the players to explore the city and see how the Privileged ignore Jacob and the 

rest of the soldiers and how that affects the soldiers, who already have traumas after the Red War, the Rites, the Hard War, etc. 

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Short  

 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: Bi83 (Trade City)  

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to reach the radio station to set a safe way to 

communicate with Clean Future. 

MISSION 27.  AM I DEAD YET? 

 REWARDS: XP  

 DURATION: Medium 

 DIFFICULTY: Easy 

 PLACE: Bi83  (Trade City) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to enter the security facility and hack the surveillance 

cameras without being spotted by them or the androids. Also, players will only have a 

determined time to do this mission, because they need to finish it before Jacob’s unit notices 

his absence. After that, players will need to hack the security androids to prevent that the GCP 

could use them. 

MISSION 28. DO YOU SEE AS NOW?? 

 REWARDS: XP · Knock Down 
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 DURATION: Medium 

 DIFFICULTY: Medium 

 PLACE: Escravitude (Ruin City) · Escravitude Power Plant (Escravitude Outskirts)  

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to reach the Power plant and put the bombs without 

being spotted. They can Knock Down the workers if they need it. After putting the bombs, they 

can choose if they ring the alarm to save the workers or leave without being spotted and kill 

them.  

MISSION 29. THE HARDEST BATTLE 

 REWARDS: XP · Aaron’s Knife · Ability to kill Generation 3 Elites · Clean’s Future Equipment 

 DURATION: Long  

 DIFFICULTY: Hard 

 PLACE: Bi83  (Trade City) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to defeat Aaron. To do that, first, they need to deactivate 

the androids transforming the emergency generator into an EMP. After that, players need to 

open the city doors and ask for Clean Future’s reinforcements. Then they can go to defeat 

Aaron. He will be hiding in one of the buildings with several hostages. Aaron will force players 

to choose between kill ten Privileged and save one prostitute from the OPS or kill her but save 

the ten people. To force players to choose, Aaron put the hostages in two separate elevators 

that are the only way to reach him. When the players activate one elevator, the other will 

explode. Whatever the players choose will not matter (but will affect their personality build) 

because both elevators will explode. However, players will survive thanks to the emergency 

brakes. Then players will need to climb using the elevator cables. Finally, they will have their 

last battle against Aaron. 

 

MISSION 30. A NEW BEGINNING 

I decided to add this last mission to avoid adding a really long cinematic at the end of the game and introducing the Outskirts. 

After this mission is the final main story cinematic, the players will have the whole map unlocked with all the years to come back 

to finish. Because I want to focus on the main aspects of the story, I prefer to add the details as side missions instead of adding 

more main missions or long cinematics.   

 REWARDS: The Outskirts (Base. Fast Travel Point) 

 DURATION: Short the first part · Long to finish it (to complete the Outskirts. But this can be 

done with time, players don’t need to complete the base 100% now) 

 PLACE: Outskirts (Navia Rural area. New area) 

 MISSION DESCRIPTION: Players need to build their own city. First, players need to unlock the 

area and put a name to it. That will finish the story, and after the cinematic, they will come 

back here, and they can start to build, expending the XP that they gained and that they will win. 

In my novel, the name of the Outskirts is given after the city is finished and references the area situated, the main materials 

that the city is made, or after some main element that the city has. So I thought that it could be funny if the name came from the 

players. Allowing them to put the name of their new home. It can be dangerous because all we know how the players are, but I 

think that this will round the experience.  
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The Side and Special Missions will complete the game, making it longer and richer. These missions will 

have story, some longer than others, and not always directly connected with the main story. 

Each year will have its Side and Special Missions, and the future expansions will have these missions 

too. 

 

SIDE MISSIONS 

The Side Missions complement the story and are the longest and richer. These missions allow us to add 

more story and more depth to the game without making the cinematics longer. Some could be: 

THE POLLUTED PRISON 

When the Clean Future wins, they sent all the Privileged, included the politicians, to a prison situated 

in one of the Polluted Areas. However, they still are people that are loyal to the old government and to 

the GCP, so they manage to do a prison break. Players will need to travel there and help with the 

situation, deciding who they kill and who they save.  

TRIBUTE TO THE FALLEN 

Another important moment after Clean Future’s victory is the Tribute to the Fallen into the Red War. 

Clean Future will send the players to the Underground City Liberdade to recover Jacob’s belongings. 

Players will help in the ceremony in some ways. This will be a different mission, more emotional and 

short.  

AN-1331B 

In this mission, players will come back to Jacob´s apartment to recover AN-1331B. There they will 

discover that some Scavengers took several parts of his friend. One of those parts is AN´s head, and that 

allows Jacob to track it to the Scavengers’ camp in a Polluted Area. They will need to defeat them, 

recover the stolen parts, and fix AN.  

 

SPECIAL MISSIONS 

The Special Missions are all those extra missions that we can add to make the map richer and the game 

longer.  Some could be: 

EXPLORATION MISSIONS  

Missions to encourage the players to discover unique places on the map. They will need to found 

somebody that is lost, or a treasure, or maybe discover if a legend is true or not, etc. So, they will need 

to investigate and explore. 
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SECRET MISSIONS  

Missions that the players only can discover if they follow the tracks, like a note or a drawing that talks 

about a place, like the “the treasure hunting” kids game. So they will be a challenge because all about 

these missions is secret. They will not have help from the NPCs, and we will not mark the mission in 

the Diary, so they will not have information; they will need to solve puzzles and investigate to find the 

solution.  

These missions need to have a cool reward for the players, like unique-ultra-rare charms for the 

weapons, keychains for the backpack, or patches for the clothes or the backpack. 

RANDOM MISSIONS 

Random happenings around the map, like people that need help. These missions will always be on the 

map, appearing, and disappearing. 

HUNTING MISSIONS 

More in The Natural Elements of the Map/Fauna/Tameable Animals 

These missions are based on the Beast Master Hunts from Far Cry Primal. 

These missions will allow the players to get an animal partner. Each mission will be different, adapted 

to the animal that the players will get and the area where the animal is hidden. These animals will look 

different from the others, having their own personality and skills. 
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CURIOSITY AS MAIN MECHANIC  

The main mechanic of this game is the curiosity of the players. They will have lots of choices that they 

can make, but we will not mark them in any way, which means that players need to want to discover 

when they can make a choice. Like wanting to open a door that not necessarily has something special 

besides to be closed. This mechanic will be enhanced by the Secret Missions that will depend 

exclusively on the players' curiosity to succeed.   

Exploration is part of this mechanic too. Therefore, players can explore and choose the level of 

involvement they want to have with the story. For example, in 1973, they can travel to Annabelle using the tunnels 

and see the first Underground City before the Upgrade Proces happen. This may give them some advantage in the posterior 

mission in the same city in 1984. Even they can meet Sebastian, and that be something good in the future. Or even The Priest 

before becoming into The Priest, so they will or will not know who he is when they met him again in 1984. 

This mechanic also implies that they can follow the orders and complete the missions as we tell them 

that they need to do it or investigate and discover places, things, and other ways to complete the 

missions and even new missions.  

Of course, we need to hook the players to be curious, putting some more obvious things that will call 

their attention and others no so obvious. Once that they discover this mechanic for the first time, they 

will look for it all the time.    

 

THE DECISION MAKING & PERSONALITY BUILD 

I base this mechanic in the game Silent Hill: Shattered Memories and Until Dawn 

So, players will have many decisions that they can make, decisions that go from what they want to 

explore to who they will kill. Some examples are: 

 Which weapons they use.  

 How much time they spend on a 

mission.  

 How much they kill and how they kill.  

 If they are aggressive or supportive. 

 If they play with strategy or are more 

impulsive. 

 How much they explore and discover. 

 If they obey or disobey the leaders' 

orders or the orders that we give them 

in the missions.   

 If the set fire on a forest or they kill 

innocent animals. 

So, the idea is that the players have the total freedom to decide how they want to play but also the type 

of person that they want to be, doing “normal” things like: 

 Paint graffiti or not. 

 Have friends, enemies, lovers, or pets.  

 Steal or not. 

 Be a good citizen, helping everybody 

or not.  

 Be a badass or an asshole when they 

speak, or be kind with the NPCs. 

 Etc.  
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All of this, not only playing style, but also the actions that they would do in real life, will conform the 

Personality Build, creating their own persona. So they will personalize Jacob not only physically but 

also psychologically. If we do this correctly, somebody that is toxic in real life will be toxic in the game, 

and his/her Personality Build will show it, and that will be important for the online mode. I will talk 

about it later in the section Game Modes. 

The Personality Build can be seen by players on their Diaries on My Persona App. (More below in the 

section The Diary System · Diaries as Mechanic/My Persona App). There it will be marked players’ personality 

aspects (like their charisma, kindness, aggressiveness, etc.) with points, and they will be able to see 

where they gain points and where they lose them.  

THE OBVIOUS DECISIONS 

Most of these decisions will depend on players’ curiosity, gameplay style, and instinct. However, there 

will be some that will be “marked.”  

These “obvious” choices will appear in the missions, and it will be the NPCs who give them during the 

Dialog Scenes. An example will be the battle against The Hunter. Players can choose not only how they 

will fight, but also if they want to kill her or not, or if they will kill the Urco* or not:  

*The Urco is a big dog with horns, more in Biomes/The Natural Elements of the Map /Fauna/Mutated Fauna. 

**More about Trust Points in the next section, the Butterfly Effect as Mechanic.  

All these decisions will appear on My Persona App, in their Diaries, but only after the players make 

them. In the App will be a section where players will see like a map of all the decisions that they took 

(like in Detroit Become Human), but they will not see the remaining decisions or how many endings the game 

has. In other words, players can’t see “the paths”; they will be blind. That way, they must follow their 

instincts and have curiosity. More below in the section The Diary System · Diaries as Mechanic/My Persona App 

 

 

Attack first the Urco

The Hunter will ask mercy for the Urco

Kill the Urco

Desperation Mode. She will cry and scream, attacking with 
erratic movemetns, really difficult to kill

She will not ask for mercy, but players still can chose

Kill her

+Trust Points for the 
Forgotten and GCP. 

-Trust Points for Rites

Players will be cursed with 
Sangue Branca that will made 

that all the Urcos attack the 
players

Don't kill her

She will revenge in the future. 
-Trust Points for Rites, GCP 

and Forgotten

Don't kill the 
Urco

She will be thankfull, help the 
players in the future and be 

unlocked her and the Urco as 
a partners. 

+Trust Points** Rites, 
Forgotten, and Clean Future. 

-Trust Points for GCP

Attack first the Hunter

The Urco will ask mercy for the Hunter

Kill her

The Urco will protect her

Square 1- Attack the Urco

Don't kill her

She will be thankfull, help the 
players in the future and be 

unlocked her and the Urco as 
a partners. 

+Trust Points Rites, 
Forgotten, and Clean Future. 

-Trust Points for GCP
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THE FORBIDDEN DECISIONS 

There will be many decisions that the players will not be able to make during the missions (like the 

death of Estadea). This is essential to give realism to the game. There are many events that we can’t 

control in our lives and don’t depend on us. That is the experience of this game, how much we can 

choose, do and influence others and at the same time, how little we can really influence and make a 

difference in others’ lives in the end.  

 

THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT AS MECHANIC  

All the decisions will affect how the game and its story develops, creating a Butterfly Effect that will 

create a connected and living world that will change every time players play.  

I like this mechanic because it will help create conscience about how much our acts and words affect the world that surround 

us, enhancing the game's experience.  

So, players’ decisions will affect to: 

THE FACTIONS 

I used as reference Fallout New Vegas.  

Players can gain or lose Trust Points. These points will represent how the factions’ members will  

behave with the players:  

 How they will talk and look at them. 

 The number of missions that they give to them. 

 If they will attack, help, or ignore them.  

 Etc. 

Players will be able to see their Trust Points on My Persona App in their Diaries.  

Factions will consider the players’ behavior towards their members and their ideals to give or take 

points. For example, if the players destroy Biomes (like forests or lakes), they will lose Clean Future points, but they could 

gain GCP points.  

These points are important even when the faction disappears (the GCP in 1990 or the Renegades 1984, 

for example) because will remain scattered members over the map.  

These points will also be accumulative with the pass of the years, but each year will have its points. So, 

when they come back to a year to finish it, they will need to deal with the trust that the faction has in 

them at that moment, gaining or losing points in that year and the next years with their actions.  

In other words, what the players do will always affect the future, but never the past. 

THE ENVIRONMENTS AND BIOMES 

If players burn a forest, it will remain burned, or if they provoke a flood, breaking a dam, for example, 

the area flooded will stay that way. Their decisions could also provoke that an inhabited area, like 

Corvo, get abandoned or be rebuilt.  
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THE LOOT  

Regarding their combat type, players will receive more weapons, cosmetics, and skins close to their 

game mode and personality. For example, if the players go tactic, they will receive more snipers and 

knives.  

THE NPCS 

Their actions will highly affect how the enemies and allies will talk with them, in the phrases that they 

will use, either to encourage them, either to bother them. Whatever the players do on the game will be 

remembered by the NPCs and will influence their behavior towards them.  

This is different from the Trust Points. For example, if players stole in a Devotee´s store, this will affect their 

Personality Build, and they will lose Trust Points, and the shopkeeper will also remember the event and will never trust the 

players again, even if their Trust Points with the Devotees are positive.  

Some NPCs will also have missions separated from their factions, like the ones that players need to do 

to unlock a new partner. If they bother one of those NPCs, they will lose the mission. 

THE OUTSKIRTS 

Players’ decisions will influence how their Outskirts will grow. If it became in a colorful and happy 

place, or if it evolved into a sad and dark one. More info below, in the section Build Bases. 

THE PARTNERS BEHAVIOR 

The Partners will “copy,” or they will “adapt” to the players' behavior, changing their personality and 

adapting their combat style to the players’. Their behavior, how they will talk and react, not only will 

be towards the players, also towards the rest of the world. What the players do will make them be kind, 

aggressive, rude, funny, etc. And this is crucial to transmit the game's experience because often, 

somebody who is “rude” or “toxic” doesn’t know that he or she is. Many times that person will think 

that is being just funny or extrovert or honest. And the only way to see how much our actions and 

words affect and how they really affect, it’s to see our “personality” reflected in others. So, my idea is 

to use the Partners as a short kind off mirror, where players can see themselves reflected and how 

much their decisions affect the ones around.  More info below, in the section The Partners.  

 

The Butterfly Effect will not only affect to this game, will affect the DLCs and the next titles. So, many of 

the decisions and actions, as well as players’ persona, will be saved and used to build a personalized 

world and characters in the next games. For example, the next game will be in the present (2018), and Jacob will have 

70 years old; players will not play with Jacob again, but they will see and interact with him. Whatever personality they build in 

Neon Blood will be permanent for Jacob in the future, and it will mark how he will speak and behave.  
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THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT ON COOP  

In Coop, teammates’ behavior will not affect the host’s world, to his/her Personality Build, Outskirts, 

Trust Points, etc.  The teammates’ decisions will only affect their “stats,” the ones that are essential for 

the My Persona App: 

 The NPCs’ Behavior towards them, but not towards the host.  

 Their Loot. When they open Loot Boxes, they will find loot that corresponds with their combat 

style 

 Their Personality Build.  

In other words, the host's actions and the teammate's actions will be taken into account independently, 

not as a group. This will give more realism to the game and help both host and teammate enjoy the 

game equally.  

Regarding the effects on Environments and Biomes, like fires or destruction of buildings, players can 

choose if they want to allow their teammates to have some power over their world, making their 

actions permanent, or if they prefer don’t let the teammates have that power. In that case, they can 

deactivate the menu option, and any effect caused by a teammate will disappear after a determinate 

time. More info in Game Modes/Cooperative Mode 

In respect of the decisions “marked” into a Dialog Scene, the ones that will affect the mission, like kill 

the Urco or not, only the host will have the power to decide. More info in Game Modes/Cooperative Mode 

I designed this mechanic this way to avoid toxic teammates that could spoil players’ worlds.   

Also, because the Butterfly Effect will be save for the next games, whatever the teammates do in the 

game, even if it doesn’t have a visual repercussion on it, it will save anyways and it will affect to 

posterior games, even if they don’t play with the same friend.  

 

RESENTMENT AS MECHANIC 

So, as I said before, one of the consequences of the players' decisions will be the behavior of the NPCs 

towards them. My idea is that the NPCs could generate resentment towards the players. So, it’s not only 

that they remember what the players do, but also regarding of the personality that we give to the NPC, 

he or she could generate more easily resentment, so whatever that the players do will not fix their 

previous mistakes. I think this will make the game less predictable and more unique for each player. 
For example, if in the battle against the Hunter, they kill the Urco but don’t kill the Hunter, she will generate a big resentment 

towards players. Even if they later do other actions that will give Rites’ Trust Points, she, in particular, will still hate the players 

and seek vengeance.  

This resentment can also be used with factions. Thus, if the players do something to an important 

member of a faction, their resentment could be too big to amend it, even if they do things to gain Trust 

Points. This resentment will last in time, could even passing thru game to game. So, imagine this: players 

kill a guy, a GCP member, nothing wrong with that. However, the guy had a family, a son who saw his father as a god. He was his 

hero, and now he is dead because of our players. Maybe, in this game, the kid is just a kid, so he can’t do anything about it. But, 

in the posterior games, the kid will grow, and he will not forget what the players, what Jacob, did. Thus, in the next games, this 

kid, now a man, could try to kill Jacob, transform into a boss, or even create a faction that it will not exist if the players didn’t take 

that decision.  
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BESY ~ THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT SYSTEM 

All the mechanics that I mentioned before are part of The Butterfly Effect System, or 

BESY. All starts with the curiosity of the players. Of course, we need to put some 

limits in the game, doors that can’t be open, areas that can’t be visited, actions that 

can’t be done, etc. What and where we put these limitations will come with the 

development of the game. However, even with the limits that we set, players will 

always find a way to challenge those limits. Not only finding glitches, but also 

“breaking” the game’s rules, like climbing a wall that “is not” climbable just 

because, or even inventing new mechanics exploiting the resources that we give to 

them. That is the curiosity that we must enhance and use. So, despite the paths that we will build for 

them, we can use players’ habits and abilities to build a system that “reads” players’ actions and 

“answers” to it. Our system will then consider what the players can do (our paths) and what they can’t 

do (our limits), and how much time they spend trying to break or follow those rules.  

For example, the other day, I was watching my friend playing, and he reached the map limits, but it was a pickable item just on 

the other side of the frontier. Of course, the game didn’t allow him to cross the map limits, but that didn’t stop him from trying 

to pick the item several times and in different ways. And how many times we, as players, did the same thing? See something that 

calls our attention inside a room or outside the map limits, and we waste 5, 10, 30 minutes trying to reach it, trying to break 

those limits? We are curious by nature, and curiosity makes us obstinate, and I think that is a great mechanic that we can use to 

make each game unique.  

Once that BESY consider the limits variable, then she will add the “role” part taking into account the 

playing style, and the karma and trust point system that will pay attention to players’ answers and 

actions, and with it, she will build players’ Personality Build that will affect to the NPCs’ persona, 

creating a “net” where each action of the players affects the “people” around them. 

However, it will not be necessary that all the NPCs react in a complex and unique way, and either that 

we design one by one. NPCs will be sorted by faction. And factions (as I will explain later in the section 

Faction Design) will be sorted by AI Complexity. This means that we can make groups of NPCs that share 

things in common and give them parameters and variables of how they should look and how their 

personality should be regarding faction, year, and the area that they belong.  

For example, Devotees will be calm, with low aggressiveness levels and a lot of patience by default. If the players are aggressive 

with the ones in Escravitude (in the middle of the city, where they deal with that kind of behavior every day), they will react with 

indifference. Still, if players are aggressive with the ones in Alameda (in the city outskirts, where they can have more “power” or 

adepts), then they will react with aggressiveness and less patience.  

These parameters will “react” naturally with players’ actions and help us build realistic NPCs without 

the need to design one big algorithm with lots of variables or design each NPC. This way, we can pay 

more attention to the NPCs that will have a complex AI or that we want to highlight for some reason, 

designing unique looks and personality parameters just for them. 

With that, we have the Butterfly Effect System that will give players the sensation of total freedom and 

punish or/and reward them regarding their actions. This system is based on the classic graphic novel 

mechanics, where players have paths and different endings, just on steroids. So, BESY will create paths 

or strings that will be divided by type: 

 Environment Strings 

 Character Strings 

 Story Strings 

 Other Strings (like factions or events) 

And each group will be divided at the same time by importance: 

 Main Strings  

 Secondary Strings  

 Other Strings 
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This way, we can easily choose which strings will affect the future, the next games, and which ones will 

only affect Neon Blood. So, maybe this game will have 100 strings that will affect what happens inside, 

but the next game will not be affected by those 100, perhaps just by 50 or less. Then, that game will 

have its own strings that will affect future games. As you can see, we will decide how big the spider web 

is and how much the flapping of its butterfly wings will affect in the future. 

So, I imagine BESY like a spider that builds her net with strings that connect at some points and with each other; when 

the players touch one of those strings, the net moves and BESY reacts. :3> 

Personal Note: 

For me, this is the next step in videogames. We start with closed rooms where players had limited movement, and now we 

have gigantic worlds, not just maps, worlds that are sandboxes and that give a lot of freedom to the players. So, in my opinion, 

the next it’s give to the players a real experience that they can make theirs. Something that reacts to them, that plays with them 

as they play with it, worlds that change and adapt and that never be the same for two players. Games that really imitate life and 

that we can use to set a difference and help to understand problems that maybe aren’t so obvious. Thinks like mental health, 

social and etic problems, like the exclusion that some people live without a real reason, maybe just because they are “weird” and 

people don’t understand “weird” things. Or, as I said at the begging of this GDD, teach the players to learn about repercussions, 

teach how our words, even on the internet, really affect the ones around us. This is the next immersive experience: not just 

immerse in a story, in fiction, immerse in ourselves.  

I will put complementary information in The Diary System/My Persona App 

 

LEVEL UP ~ THE USE OF THE XP & TALENTS 

Players will level up, representing their growth in the game. They started being a 12 years old kid to a 

42 years old guy trained in different combat styles and with a lot of knowledge about androids, systems, 

and weapons. With each level, players will earn XP that players will use as currency in their Outskirts, 

and Talents that they will use as currency in their Ability Tree. 

Those levels will mark the difficulty of the enemies as well. The enemies always will have between 2 

and 4 levels above the players’ level depending on if they are playing in solo or coop, to always maintain 

the balance in difficulty. (More in Difficulty) 

The levels will also unlock: 

 NEW EQUIPMENT ~ Like the Special Equipment to explore the Polluted Areas. 

 UPGRADES FOR THE PARTNERS ~ New abilities, like hacking or crafting medkits.  

 ABILITIES FOR JACOB ~ Like the Adrenaline Time that they unlock in 1963 or the Knock Down 

that they unlock in 1990. 

XP AS CURRENCY 

Players will need to reach a determinate number of XP to level up. With each level, the number will be 

increased, making more difficult to level up. When they reach the new level, the XP marker will be reset, 

and the point will go to the Bank, transformed into currency.  Then, when the players want to build or 

buy something for the Outskirts, they will use the XP from the Bank. So, in order to build or buy things, 

they will need to have enough XP saved in the Bank, which means that they need to level up. We can 

also use this currency to allow players to buy other things, like cosmetics for their characters, their 

weapons, or their partners. This will encourage the players to keep playing even after they have all the 

equipment and upgrades.  

I designed this mechanic to give value to the XP and to the time the players will expend on our game. For me, it is really 

frustrating when I play a game, I level up, and nothing happens, and this is the common thing to happen because we need to set 
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a cap for the abilities. However, we don’t need to put any cap on players’ creativity to build and decorate their Outskirts or to 

allow them to buy cosmetics and skins. 

ABILITY TREE ~ TALENTS AS CURRENCY 

Besides the default abilities that Jacob will have and will gain with the levels, I think that it is a good 

idea to add an ability tree with extra abilities where players can choose the ones that fit more with their 

playing style, personalizing, even more, their experience. 

Like the XP, when the players level up, they will get Talents that they can use as currency in their Ability 

Tree. These Talents will be divided into categories: 

 EXPLORATION ~ Abilities to EXPLORE, like: 

 THIEF ~ Use picklocks to open doors.  

 NOSEY ~ Look through the keyholes. 

 FIREARMS COMBAT ~ Abilities for COMBAT, like:  

 SNIPER ~ Aim faster. 

 I LOVE MY GUNS ~ Reload faster. 

 MELEE COMBAT ~ Abilities for COMBAT and DEFENSE, like: 

 SELF-CONTROL ~ More resistance to bleeding. 

 NO BULLETS NEED IT ~ Throw knives. 

 STEALTH & HACKING ~ Abilities to AVOID COMBAT, like:  

 ELITE HACKER ~ Hack faster. 

 GHOST ~ Make less noise when walking.  

 CRAFTING ~ Abilities to CRAFT, like:  

 RECYCLE ~ Craft with fewer materials.  

 HANDYMAN ~ Craft faster. 

 MEDIC AND SUPPORT ~ Abilities to HELP the partners and teammates, like:  

 PHARMACY ~ Wear extra Medkits or Adrenaline shots (in coop). 

 DOCTOR ~ Revive faster. 

To get talents from each category, players will need to do missions or activities related to the category 

from they want talents. They can get all the abilities from the tree; there is no limit on what they can 

learn.  

 

MOVEMENT  

Neon Blood has a big map, with different biomes, environments, weather, and seasons. This means that 

the game will need a large number of movements for Jacob to allow players to enjoy the map. However, 

precisely for that reason, I think that we need to put some restrictions to simplify the gameplay and 

make it more fluid. 
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Players will move in any direction using the WASD keys or the left joystick, or using the camera (with 

the mouse or the right joystick), wherever they point with the camera while moving (walking, running, 

or sprinting), Jacob will move into that direction. To Run, they need to hold a button, and to Sprint, they 

will need to push the Run button two times, which will block the action. 

WALK · RUN · SPRINT & STEALTH WALK 

Players will walk by default, with a normal speed (± 5.0 km/h), then they will be able to Run (± 13 

km/h) and Sprint (± 20 km/h).  

RUN 

Run will bother the passersby, and players could push them and make them fall. They will need to hold 

the key or the button to do the action and then use another button (like SPACE) to Jump Over simple 

obstacles. When players release the button, Jacob will stop running and will walk normally. Run doesn’t 

consume stamina.  

SPRINT 

The Sprint will consume Stamina, making Jacob feel tired (More info below in Physical Stats). This means 

that when the players run out of Stamina, they will not be able to sprint any more or do another type 

of heavy movements, like parry.  

When players are sprinting, the screen's sides will go a little blurred to focus only on the things that 

players have in front. That is why I designed that they don’t need to hold the button to Sprint. That way, 

players can be more focused on the Obstacles that they need to jump (more in Jump Over) and use the 

camera exclusively to move Jacob, giving more fluidity to the movement.  

In addition, when players Sprint in a busy street, it will be easier to bump into some passersby and 

make them fall with the possibility that Jacob falls too. This can happen too if players bump into a car, 

a street lamp, or a trash bin, for example, and they fail to Jump Over   

STEALTH 

Players will be able to do a Stealth Walk in two ways, straight and crouched. Both of them will allow 

players to walk without noise, and the crouched mode will also reduce the possibility of being seeing.  

However, when players do this walk, they need to be careful where they are walking because if the 

floor has crystals, branches, or another type of noisy obstacle, they will make noise anyway to step 

over.  

When they use the Stealth Walk, they will be able to use obstacles as cover and move from cover to 

cover using the camera. More info below in Combat/Stealth. 

JUMP OVER OBSTACLES  

Players will not be able to jump freely; this means sacrificing a part of the realism, but it will help 

improve the gameplay, making it more fluid, avoiding glitches and bugs, like the players get stuck 

between obstacles. Some areas will be marked as climbable or jumpable, with ropes or paint (more in 

Difficulty/Player Aids), but most of the times, players will need to discern when they can jump over or 

climb, just like in real life. This will enhance the main mechanic of the game, the curiosity.  
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The game will have two types of obstacles: Simple and Parkour 

 SIMPLE OBSTACLES will be the most of the obstacles, things like cars, rocks, barriers, 

containers, etc. Items that are easily found in any environment and will represent the basic 

movement to jump over or slide over These movements can be done while players are walking, 

running, or sprinting, with no restrictions.  

 PARKOUR OBSTACLES will be specific obstacles that players can use to do cool tricks, increase 

their speed, or go up, like in a platform game, helping them escape from enemies. Objects like 

determined points in the walls, bars, branches, some barriers, tree trunks, street lamps, etc. 

Players will be able to use these objects when they Sprint, then they will be a little be 

highlighted, making evident for the players that they can use them. More in Parkour.     

When players come closer to an interactive obstacle and press the determined button (like SPACE on PC), 

Jacob will do the corresponded animation to climb or jump over the object. Again, if they are running 

or sprinting and fail to press the button on time, they will bump, and they have the possibility to fall, 

receiving damage, and even could die.  

Some objects, like cars (I based this mechanic on The Division 2), will depend on the side that players do the 

action to the animation that will be activated. For example, if players run towards the front of a stopped 

car, they will climb and walk over, but if they run towards the car bonnet's lateral, players will slide 

over it.  

SLIDE 

When players Run or Sprint, they will be able to slide over the ground or some obstacles, like car 

bonnets or flat surfaces.  

And only when they Sprint they will be able to slide under some Parkour Obstacles, 

like traffic barriers, and only during the Adrenaline Time, under enemies’ legs.  

When they found a downhill or ramp, they can descend it sliding it (like in Ghost Recon Breakpoint). 

To slide, they need to Run or Sprint and press a button (like C in PC) when they want to do it or when they 

come close to the obstacle. 

PARKOUR · ADRENALINE TIME 

(I used as reference Assassins Creed Franchise and Tomb Raider because they are a little bit slower than other games like Mirrors 

Edge, and I want that the player can have great control over their movements) 

I wanted to add the Parkour mechanic to add dynamism to the gameplay and lots of intensity. This 

game is full of enemies that will chase the players, and they will not always have a weapon to fight. 

Sometimes, it will be better to run away than face an enemy that could be too much for the players. 

They can use the Parkour mechanic even if they have low health or if they are under Status Effect, but 

if the players are Bleeding and they push their bodies, they will bleed double, provoking that the camera 

goes blurred and red, making easier for the players to fail the actions.  

As I said before, Parkour will be “activated” when players Sprint. The more they Parkour, the less 

Stamina they will lose, or they will lose it slowly. The faster the going, the blurrier the sides of the 

screen will be, representing the increasing speed and making the screen focused even more on the 

Parkour Obstacles, like the jumping bars or branches that players can use to do big jumps and increase 

their speed to the maximum. The idea is that players do like Parkour Combos, jumping, sliding, and 

climbing different obstacles. These combos will decrease the stamina loss, making them be able to 

move faster, longer. 
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Players can use bars like these and branches to get impulse and increase their speed.  

 

ADRENALINE TIME 

If players are doing Parkour while enemies are chasing them, if they are bleeding, or with low health, 

then, after a moment, the Adrenaline Time will be activated, where the corners of the screen will be 

absolutely blurred, the camera will be a little in slow-mo and the Parkour Obstacles that will be more 

highlighted, with a little shine and a red aura. More about the Adrenaline Time on Combat section 

Adrenaline Time will help players move even faster, not lose stamina, and not receive damage from 

bleeding or enemies. Also, the Status Effects' visual effects (like the blurred screen) will disappear 

during this time. However, when the Adrenaline Time is over, players will be tired and without Stamina. 

This means they will not be able to do parry, avoid, run, sprint, do charge or heavy melee attacks, or 

hold the breath to aim, until they recover their Stamina (when Jacob breath normally). More about 

Stamina in Physical Stats.  

The Adrenaline Time will have a determined duration, enough to help players escape and give extra 

fun to the game. And they will be able to do it again when they have their Stamina back.  

The progression in the speed and the order to activate the Adrenaline Time will be like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIMB & DESCEND 

Players will be able to Climb and Descend with and without ropes in the determinate places to do it, 

like caves, walls, elevators, etc. To mark those places, we can use colors, lights, and decorations, like 

cloths, so when the players see it, they know that they can interact with the area (like in Far Cry 5 that they 

are marked with blue ropes or in The Division 2 that they are marked with yellow plastics).  

Walk (no 
consume 
Stamina)

Run (no 
consume 
Stamina)

Sprint
(consume 
Stamina)

Parkour
(consume 
Stamina 
slower)

Adrenaline 
Time (no 
consume 
Stamina but 
have timer)
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 WITHOUT ROPES: When players don’t use ropes or gadgets, they will need to jump edge to 

edge (like in Tomb Raider), and they can fail and fall. They will also be able to climb rocks, 

containers or boxes, or walls with their hands. Both will consume Stamina, and if they ran out, 

they would fall.  

 WITH ROPES AND GADGETS: Ropes and gadgets are safer and will not consume Stamina, but 

only can be used in determinate places that already have the resources to do it, like elevators’ 

cables (Like in The Division 2) or in caves and walls that have hooks or preinstalled ropes (like in The 

Division 2 and Far Cry 5).  

SWIM & DIVE 

Players will be able to swim and dive in the different rivers and lakes that we can add to the map. From 

1960 to 1973, players can enjoy the waters of Pregaria Lake, for example. Then, moving forward, the 

water will be polluted, and they will need a special suit to swim and dive. It’s true tho, that this is not 

the most important feature due to the type of general biome that I chose (a valley in a mountain chain), 

but I think that is crucial to mention it to have the animations in mind, make the game realistic and 

enhance the freedom that we will give to players.  

SKATING · OTHER WAY TO MOVE 

I love skating (with quads, inline, over ice…). I think that is a super fun sport, and that fits in the game 

perfectly. The game starts with a 12 years old boy; of course, he will not use a car or motorbike, and 

bikes can be tricky to design and animate their movement. So skates are funny, fast, quite dangerous, 

and the best of all: they fit perfectly with the Parkour mechanic and the Adrenaline Time. 

Players will be able to gain the same speed as sprinting, but without consume Stamina. If they find a 

ramp or a slope, they can use it to gain speed and enter in Parkour Mode, seeing clearly the obstacles 

that they can use to jump and do tricks.  

It will be different types of skates: 

 QUADS with 4 wheels. Perfect for interiors and the city. Not super-fast, but have a lot of stability 

and allow to do tricks easily.  

 INLINE with 4 or 5 wheels. These are perfect to go fast.  

 INLINE 4X4. Inline Skates with special wheels that will allow players to use them in rocky 

areas. 

 ICE SKATES with sharp blades, perfect to enjoy the frosty season.  

 

VEHICLES 

In the beginning, I didn´t want to add vehicles and try to do a game closer to The Division, but then I thought that the dimensions 

and geography of the map ask for speed and cool vehicles.  

Despite the Rollers, players will have other vehicles that they will be able to use in the different years. 

Each year will unlock their costume vehicles that will enhance the spirit and the year's main aesthetic. 

Those vehicles will then be usable in the Exploration Mode in any year after 1963 when Jacob is old 

enough to drive. To get the vehicles, players will be able to take the ones they find on the map or go to 

the specific spawn points where they will choose the vehicle they want.  
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Vehicles can suffer damage, fail, explode, be repaired, and players can have accidents with them, 

shooting out of the driver seat. If a vehicle explodes, it can make other vehicles explode and provoke 

fires.  

Not all the vehicles on the map will be usable; some will be rusty or broken. Others will have owners, 

and players will be able to steal those vehicles, affecting their Personality Build (the player’s that stole 

the vehicle). 

Vehicles can also be used in coop, so all the vehicles will have at least two seats or spawn in twos when 

they are in the Coop Mode. Any of the players can drive.  

So, sorted by year, these are the vehicles that I think fit in the game: 

 Diesel Cars & Personal Zeppelins ~ 1960 & 1963 

 Moskitos (Light Planes) & Electric Vehicles. Clean Future ~ 1973 

 Diesel Motorbikes ~ 1977 

 Diesel Quads ~ 1984 

 Aerostatic Globes ~ 1990 

Then we can add more, depending on the missions and the activities that we want to add to the map in 

the different years. For example, we can add canoes to descend the rivers and waterfalls, zip lines to cross valleys in the 

wet forests, or skydiving suits if we want to add extra fun. However, some of these “vehicles” will be useless in posterior years 

to 1973, for example, the canoes, because the rivers will disappear. Maybe we can add a poisonous, toxic waterfall in a Polluted 

Area and make the players descend it with bright yellow canoe in their Special Suits XD.  

 

FAST TRAVEL POINTS & FAST TRAVEL DEVICES 

In the Story Mode, players only will have Fast Travel Points, places like Jacob’s Apartment that will be 

safe for the players to travel between points.  

These Points will be unlocked at the start of the different years in the Story Mode. Others will need 

some Special Missions to be usable. This means that players will have fewer Fast Travel Points in the 

Story Mode than in the Exploration Mode to encourage them to finish “fast” the story (meant as a tutorial) 

and then enjoy more in Exploration Mode.  

FAST TRAVEL DEVICES 

More in Equipment/Fast Travel Device 

Then, in the Exploration Mode, players will unlock the Fast Travel 

Devices that will allow them to decide where they want to put their 

Fast Travel Points.  

They will wear in their Inventory three Devices that they can put in 

any exterior of the map (never in an interior, like inside of a building 

or inside of a mission area). They can put the three Devices on the 

map, having three Fast Travel Points, and pick them whenever they 

want. So, they can have the three of them or just one or two, pick up 

just one and move it to another area, etc. These Devices will work as 

portable bases that will have the same features as the Outskirts. 
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I designed this mechanic because the Dark Zones and the Polluted Areas are dangerous and inhospitable places that I want 

that the players explore. With these Devices, players can put their camps where they want, and we don’t need to be worried to 

add NPCs’ camps or houses or Special Missions in the middle of nowhere to allow players to have Travel Points. Of course, this 

mechanic has its perils because players can put the Device nearby to an enemies’ spawn, and then they will be in problems when 

they leave the camp. But I think that is a minor problem and also enhance the BESY System, trusting in players’ instinct XD. 

 

PHYSICAL STATS & DEATH  

Players will have a default Physical Stats (Health, Resistance, Damage, and Stamina) that they will be 

able to upgrade with the Equipment and some with their Ability Tree’s new abilities.  

Players will see their Physical Stats in their Diaries thanks to the subdermal chip that ComfortLife gives 

to all the kids since 1933. That chip recollects information about the patient, making the doctors’ job 

easier. Thanks to that chip, people can go to a pharmacy where an Android Doctor will read the chip 

and know what is wrong with the patient, giving a fast diagnosis and treatment. The chip is connected 

with the Diaries, allowing the users to check their health at any moment.  

HEALTH 

Players will have a determinate HP that they will lose when they receive any type of damage. When 

they receive damage, their screen will lose color progressively until the whole screen will be grey and 

the corners and sides will be red and with blood spots; when this happens, players know that they need 

to heal with urgency.  

To heal, players can use a Medkit or rest, which means don’t receive damage during a determined time, 

then they will recover their health progressively. However: 

 If they are Bleeding, they will need to use a Medkit to stop the hemorrhage, or they will die. 

 If they lose ¾ of their heath, they will need to use a Medkit to recover full health.  

 If they are Poisoned, they will need to use an Antidote, or they will die. 

BLEEDING AND POISONING  

Players can bleed and be poisoned, along with other Status Effects (More in Combat/Status Effects), being 

these two the most common. When this happens, they will need to use Medkits and Antidotes (more in 

the Equipment section). Both can be crafted (more below in Crafting).  

When they bleed, the screen will remain grey with red in the corners, even if they rest and have “good 

health,” until they heal. The more time they spend without a Medkit, the worse Jacob will feel, coughing 

blood more and more, and losing HP.  

They will know when they are poisoned because Jacob will have problems breathing, and he will feel 

dizzy, so the camera will be blurred and will have some movement side to side. The more time they 

spend without an Antidote, the worse Jacob will fee, puking after some determinate time. 

During the battles with lots of enemies shooting, will be normal that the players bleed, for that reason, 

allies like Clean Future or the Renegades and some partners like Judas will give medkits to the players 

to prevent their death. 

Use a Medkit Better use a Medkit, but you can rest too You need to rest Rest a little bit, and you will fine

HP
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I base this mechanic in Left4Dead when the IA cures the players when they have low heath and no medkit, and in Bioshock 

Infinite, when Elizabeth throws medkits and ammunition to Booker.   

DAMAGE  

Players can inflict damage with their fists as base damage. Their damage will be improved with the 

weapons they will use and the new abilities they unlock. 

RESISTANCE TO DAMAGE  

Players will have little resistance to damage from the beginning. The resistance that they will have will 

be related to the source of the damage and the part of the body where they receive the damage:  

DAMAGE FROM: 

 Melee without a weapon: High resistance. 

 Melee with a weapon: Medium resistance. 

 Falling: High - medium resistance. 

 Androids: Low resistance. 

 Firearms: Low resistance. 

 Environment: Medium – Low resistance.  

PART OF THE BODY: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSTANT DEATH  

INSTANT DEATH 

WITHOUT 

BULLETPROOF VEST.   

WITH THE VEST ,  

LOW RESISTANCE  

 

LOW RESISTANCE 

WITHOUT 

BULLETPROOF VEST.   

WITH THE VEST ,  

MEDIUM 

RESISTANCE  

 

MEDIUM RESISTANCE  

HIGH RESISTANCE  
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The Resistance can be improved with the equipment, like with a Bulletproof Vest. 

When they receive damage in a particular body part, this will be reflected in the players' animation. 

For example, if an enemy shots the players in the leg, Jacob will fell from that leg for a sec, and an open 

wound will appear in the affected area. This mechanic will help the players to know how bad their 

injuries are without the HUD. If they are bleeding, this will be clearly visible for the players. Even we 

can add animations where Jacob holds his damaged body part, like his arm. I base this mechanic on Ghost 

Recon Breakpoint 

STAMINA 

Players will have default Stamina Points that they will improve when they level up, showing how much 

Jacob has trained and grow.  

There will be some movements that will consume Stamina: 

 SPRINT ~ will consume Stamina per second. 

 PARRY AND AVOID ~ will consume a fraction of the Stamina Points. 

 CHARGED AND HEAVY MELEE ATTACKS ~ will consume a significant fraction from the Stamina 

Points.  

 HOLD THE BREATH TO AIM BETTER ~ will consume Stamina per second. 

Players will know that they consume Stamina because Jacob will have problems breathing and/or will 

make some effort noises, even he can complain about it, with phrases like “I need to rest.” Also, like 

happen with the Health, players will be able to check their Stamina levels on the Diaries if they want.  

To recover Stamina, they need to rest. So, like with Health, they need to spend some time without 

making any effort.  

When they run out of Stamina, there will be other actions that they will not be able to do, like run or 

aim, even when these actions will not consume Stamina because Jacob will be tired. We will show this 

with animations of Jacob without breath.  

DEATH 

There is no actual “death” because players are in Jacob’s memories, and I think it can be cool that when 

they “die,” they transform into a smoke cloud and come back to the last checkpoint. I think that this 

could give uniqueness and cohesion to the game.  

Also, because in the first two years players will play with a kid (Jacob has 12 and 15, respectively), I 

think it will be less “traumatic” for the players if Jacob can’t really die.  

In Coop, players will not die, and they call fall and be revived with Adrenaline Shots. More in Game 

Modes/Coop. 

  

COMBAT 

Combat is the primary reason why players will play this game. It will be married with the story, she (the 

story) will give cohesion and sense to the different combat styles that players can choose. These combat 

types will allow the players to decide how they want to play, making the game theirs. This is part of the 

Personality Build and Butterfly Effect.   
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The combat in the game is a little bit complex. I used several references from different games for the design, but I 

think that the closest one will be the Fallout Franchise, where players can choose their type of combat and improve it by leveling 

up their abilities.  

However, in this case, because of the Butterfly Effect, it will be the type of combat that they choose the 

one that will improve their skills and personality. So, the talents and weapons that the players will 

receive will go according to the type of combat they choose. 

These are some general notes about the Combat Mechanic: 

 I want the intensity of Dark Souls, that epic fights against enemies that are clearly stronger than 

the player. This will give realism to the game because Jacob is not a soldier, he is an engineer, 

and he learns while the player is learning, but the enemies already have experience. 

 Also, I wanted to add some of the intensity from Silent Hill, where players don’t have a lot of 

ammunition, and lots of times, they need to run away from the enemies or kill them with melee 

weapons. This type of combat gives even more realism to the game and cohesion with the 

story. (Also, Metro Franchise is a good reference for this mechanic)  

 However, I love shooters, and I want to add it to the game, so players will also have different 

types of weapons like snipers, submachines, assault rifles, etc. All based on the WWI (like the 

ones on Battlefield 1). To keep the cyber part of the story, Clean Future has Electric Weapons, 

which design is more futuristic and abstract. 

 Players will unlock the Bayonet Knife “Old Faith” in 1963, and after that, they will always have 

it with them. They will unlock skins for the knife, but the weapon will be the same. This 

weapon will allow players to make attacks during the Adrenaline Time and make Stealth Kills 

(like the Takedowns in the Far Cry Franchise). Besides this weapon, players will also have several other 

melee weapons, like Bats, Swords, or Spears. 

 The Adrenaline Time, Quick Time Events, and the Parkour mechanics will allow players to kill 

easily, making the game a little bit easier and reachable for all types of players (like in Assassins 

Creed and Far Cry Franchises). 

 To keep the game realistic, players can attack and even kill all the NPCs and animals. It´s their 

decision and will affect their Personality Build and the Butterfly Effect (like in Fallout New Vegas).  

 Players will have some throwable weapons too, like Grenades, Molotov, and Knives. They will 

also be able to throw rocks, ammunition boxes, and any other pickable item, even Medkits (like 

in Silent Hill with the Toaster). 

 Players will be able to throw their fire weapons against enemies or use them as melee 

weapons (like in COD Modern Warfare).  

 Players will be able to pick Arrows and Weapons from dead bodies, but the enemies will also 

be able to do it and even steal the ammunition left by the players’ allies. 

 My idea is that each type of faction will “require” a different kind of combat. The fights against 

GCP or Elite Androids will be classier, arcade-type (like in Far Cry or The Division Franchises), with 

fire and electric weapons, but the Rites are meant to be defeated with melee weapons. They 

will use melee weapons, like blades. They will be fast, and their hits will make that the players 

lose their fire weapons. Their use of strategy (even some Rites, like Meigas, will a Complex AI. 

More in the section Faction Design) and smoke and gas grenades will make it really difficult for 

the players to fight against them if it is not with their rules. But of course, it is still their choice.  
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Combat will show the increasing violence and the hate and disagreement of the society towards the 

government, the GCP, and, eventually, the rest of the people. Imagine how the people from Corvo, the 

Forgotten, feel when they wake up one morning, and the government build The Wall around them and 

let them abandoned, without any type of resources. They went mad, insanely mad. Now add that the 

GCP will shoot anyone who comes closer to The Wall; they don’t care if they are kids, they will shot, 

this means that many families and friends get separated from the ones that live or work in Alameda or 

Escravitude. Families and friends that will preserve their privileges while they die in the cold and the 

pollution. On top of that, add the Scavengers that rape, kill and steal every day, the sickness and the 

war coming closer and closer. Of course, they are angry, and they will not show mercy because nobody 

shows mercy to them.  

So, in 1960, the combat is pure melee, with fists or putting traps to help Clean Future, and from that 

starts to go worse and worse: 

When players unlock the Exploration Mode in 1990, they will find a world consume by war and hate, 

where the battles they will have to face will always be brutal and hard, no matter if the enemies will 

use melee or firearms. In the enemies' eyes, Jacob (the players) will always be the enemy because 

everyone that is not with them is against them and must be eliminated.  

MELEE COMBAT 

I based this mechanic in Assassins Creed Odyssey, Dark Souls, and Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice.  

The Melee Combat is one of the features that will make this game unique because it will feel “medieval” 

in the middle of all the technology, but it has sense in a world that forgot about war a long time ago and 

more in the Rites, that are humble farmers and workers that never hold a weapon before. Melee combat 

is an effective way to show their rage and primitive hate towards everyone that is not from their Rite.  

So, what I imagine is that players will have really intense combats, in which they need to use the 

Adrenaline Time and set strategies to defeat the enemies and bosses. Combats that will feel brutal, 

unequal, and unfair because Jacob is not a fighter, is not a soldier, and he doesn’t want to kill anybody, 

or he wasn’t prepared to do it, but Rites and other enemies think a completely different way. They are 

angry, and they will not show mercy with the players or with any other NPC. Therefore, these combats 

need to make players hold their breath and live intense moments.  

 

1960   
Fights. 
Basic Melee 
Combat

1963
Knives 
and Fire.

1973  
Guns. Basic 
Firearms 
Combat

1977  
War. Fire 
weapons. 
Advanced 
Combat

1984 & 1990 
Extreme violence. 
Advanced Melee 
Combat
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Melee Attacks will produce 90% of times bleeding, and depending on the weapon and where the hit is 

done, one stroke can kill. For example, if Jacob cuts somebody's head. So, the key in Melee Combats will 

be to make Critical Attacks that will kill or produce bleeding. Also, some weapons like the Spear will 

allow players to make charge attacks that will inflict double damage.  

ADRENALINE TIME IN COMBAT & QUICKTIME EVENTS 

I based the visual effect of the Adrenaline Time and the QuickTime Events in the film The Equalizer (Antoine Fuqua, 2014) in the 

minute 31:26.  

I designed this mechanic to help players and highlight the idea of living a dream (Jacob’s memories), and that is what happens 

when you have an intense dream, no? That everything goes in slow-mo, and you can do whatever you want.  

In combat, Adrenaline Time will allow players not only to escape but also to make Critical Melee Attacks 

easily. This mode is activated when the players are in a fight for some time, their health is low, and they 

have enemies close (in the attack range). In that stress moments, players will have this slow-mo 

moment where they will see clearly where they can jump, climb, or hide and the weak points of the 

enemies. Because of the lack of HUD, these points will be highlighted as a heartbeat and with a little 

more color on the grey screen (that happens when players have low heath). For example, they can go beneath 

one big enemy's legs and appear behind, having time to run or make a back attack.  

The QuickTime events will happen in certain Stress Moments, like the one that I mentioned before when players 

go beneath an enemy’s legs. In those moments, we will give a little extra help to make them do amazing 

attacks and movements. It will be a fun feature, something to wow the players. These events will happen when 

the players do determinate actions in a determinate order. In the previous example, players are in the 

Adrenaline Time, the enemy’s legs will be highlighted, players will slide beneath, and at that moment, the camera will go even 

slower, highlighting the ankles of the enemy, and then is when they need to attack, cutting enemy’s ankles and make him/her 

fall to be executed. 

THE DIARY & PPS (REGARDING TO COMBAT) 

The Diary is a multirole tool. Regarding combat, players will need to use it 

with PPS to see all the information they will collect. Also, they will use the 

Diary to control PPS, like a console control. On top of that, players will be 

able to use the Diary to see their Physical Stats, their Missions’ 

Information, use the GPS when PPS is not available and use the camera to 

do a simple Terrain Recon. Also, in Coop, players will able to use The Diary 

System to take photos and send it to their teammates. I will talk more about this system in the next section. 

Stress Moment, 
with low health and 

enemies close

Adrenaline Time, 
enemies' weak 

points are 
highlighted

Players attack the 
enemy

In the middle of the 
attack, a specific

point will be extra 
highlighted

Quick Time Event. 
Execution
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Diaries will work like a smartphone, with APPs that players can use as game tools. The Diaries and PPS 

will also help with the lack of HUD, showing all the information that players will need. More in 

Equipment/Diaries and Equipment/PPS. My idea is that when players use PPS or one of the APPs from their 

Diaries, a transparent interface will appear in the right corner of the screen. Something like Watch Dogs.  

 

When this happens, Jacob will do the animation of taking the Diary, and players will be able to play 

while this interface is open. They will see all the information that PPS collects, the GPS or the camera, 

without pause the game. Also, it will prevent that enemies will catch players by surprise while they are 

checking their Diaries. For example, in combat, players will see PPS sonar and see all the enemies, 

environmental weak points, and parkour points and objects. Once they finish, they will able to close 

the interface, showing Jacob putting the Diary away.  

When they have the interface open, they only will be able to use simple guns (like the Revolver) or 

simple melee weapons (like the Bayonet Knife). The best that they can do is: take cover, check the 

“phone,” put it away and continue fighting.  

These are the PPS functions that will be useful in combat (all its features in Equipment/PPS): 

TERRAIN RECON  

Terrain Recon will help players to find easily: 

 The nooks, where they can lead PPS thru and reach new rooms and areas.  

 The Parkour obstacles and points (like climbable walls).  

 The environmental weak points, where they can put bombs and create holes in the 

ground or walls or made that a structure collapse. 

 The NPCs.  

To do this, players can use PPS in two ways:  

THE SONAR 

The sonar will allow players to see all the terrain and discover all the features without putting PPS in 

danger.  
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The Sonar will show the silhouettes of the obstacles, nooks and NPCs (without mark which type of NPC 

is. If he/she is an ally or enemy or the level) and mark the environmental weak points with a neon Pink 

X, for example. The interface that players will see in the Diaries will be something like the Pulse gadget in The Division2 

   

This screenshot is from my collection ^^ 

CAMERA 

Like the drone in Rainbow Six Siege or the drone in Ghost Recon Breakpoint, with nocturnal and thermic vision.  

 

The camera that PPS has will allow players to have a clear image of the terrain. PPS can run, pass-thru 

nooks, go up and downstairs, jump over obstacles and climb, deploying its legs to reach the different 

rooms. The problem with the camera feature is that the players put at risk PPS. If an enemy discovers 

PPS will kick it and damaging it, showing a damaged image to the players. If this happens, the camera 

will be useless, but they still can use its other features. However, if the players put it in danger many 

times, PPS could be angry with players and turns off. Also, enemies can shoot it, damage it completely.  

The camera could be upgraded to be used with Nocturnal Vision and Thermic Vision to allow players 

to use this feature more safely. 
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HACK 

Players can use PPS to hack androids or security systems. 

To hack, they will need to resolve a puzzle. (Something like in 

Watch Dogs, but making different problems and puzzles, maybe a 

mathematical problem or a memory puzzle).  

 

Again they can do it in two different ways: 

PLUG IN (MEANT FOR SECURITY CONSOLES) 

Players can put PPS personally in a security console and plug into it to access the console and hack it. 

DISTANCE (MEANT FOR ANDROIDS) 

Players can use the camera to look for an android or console and then give PPS the order to hack it. PPS 

has long legs that allow it to climb over an enemy and other obstacles. When players hack an android, 

this will attack the other androids and any other NPC that attack the player. When they hack a security 

system, they can control the cameras with their Diaries to see where the enemies are. 

STEALTH 

Due to the nature of the game, we must give the players the freedom to choose if they want to kill or 

not in most of the missions, so Stealth is fundamental if the players want to avoid those confrontations 

or if they need to do a mission without being spotted. 

Players can walk with stealth whenever they want, reducing the noise and visibility. However, when 

they get closed to an enemy, Jacob will crouch slightly to reduce the visibility and help the players know 

when an enemy is nearby without HUD. 

However, Stealth will make players walk slowly and don’t be able to change their weapons to avoid 

making noise. If they want to change their weapon (from a gun to a sniper, for example), they need to 

stop walking and then change it. Of course, they will not be able to run or sprint; again, they will need 

to stop and then do the next action.  

Stealth only will work if players use it with care and intelligence. If they step over noisy obstacles, like 

glass, branches, or water, they will make noise, and the enemies will hear it. If they come too closer to 

an enemy, he/she could hear them anyway. If Jacob is tired or injured and makes noises (like coughing 

or breathing loudly), enemies will hear this noises even if they walk with stealth. Also, if the 

environment has echo, like inside of a church or a cave, the sound of any noise will be increased, so 

maybe the walk stealth will not be so useful as always.  

They will be able to aim and shot while they are walking with stealth.  

Also, if players make a noise, but they keep hidden, and the enemies don’t see them, then they will be 

able to throw something that is in the ground, or one bullet or their knife, or even PPS and make some 

distraction noise that will attract the enemies to a different location. Or they will be able to move with 

stealth to another location before the enemy goes to investigate. However, this only will work with 

“non-attack noises”; this means noises different to a shot, a bomb, an explosion, or somebody dying. 

The enemies will identify all the noises related to combat as an attack, and they will be alarmed.  
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TAKE COVER 

 

I took this screenshot from The Division 2 

When players walk with stealth and pass close to a wall or an obstacle, they will be automatically 

attached to it to use it as cover. Then they can move from cover to cover, aiming with the camera to the 

direction of the next cover, walk while they are aiming, and then Jacob will walk crouched towards that 

direction. 

If the players are sprinting and do slide towards a cover, they will be attached to it.  

KNOCK DOWN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I try to took a reference screenshot of a knock down in Ghost Recon Wildlands XD 
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Players can Knock Down NPCs when they are moving with stealth, attacking from behind. So, if they 

don’t want to kill the NPC, they can use this option.  

TAKEDOWNS 

 

Like in the Far Cry Franchise. The screenshot is from Far Cry New Dawn.  

The Takedowns are the opposite of the Knock-Downs. When players move with stealth, they can make 

a Takedown over an NPC, killing instantly without making almost any noise. This mechanic allows 

players to do fast, concatenate, and stealth melee attacks, allowing players to clean a small area in a 

few seconds without alarming the rest of the enemies. 

However, as I said before, regarding where the players are (inside of a church, they will make more 

noise) and how close the other enemies are, they will still make noise, enough to alert them. So players 

must distract the enemies first to do effective Takedowns. 

SECURITY SYSTEMS AND ALARMS 

Some buildings and areas will have security systems and alarms that will force players to be careful 

and hack those systems. 

Players can use the cameras to their advantage. When they hack a security system, they will have access 

to the security cameras with their Diaries, so they will able to see where the enemies are and other 

area’s features, like if there are hostages or traps.  

Alarms will activate, in most cases, Security Androids or Elite Androids. In areas without electric 

resources, alarms will call reinforcements, usually with a Leader (a mini-boss, more in Complex AI/The 

Leaders) and many soldiers.  
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TRAPS & USE ANIMALS 

Enemies can put traps in their hideouts, like time or proximity bombs. Players will be able to “hack” 

these traps and use them against the enemies.  

They will be able to put traps too, like bombs in determinate places that provoke collapses, and they 

will be able to use wild animals in their favor, using drugs and baits. (More in The Natural Elements of the 

Map/Fauna) 

STATUS EFFECTS 

Players can be under or produce Status Effects. These effects are dangerous because they last in time, 

producing damage and visual effects, like blurred camera, distortion, or blood spots on the screen, 

making the combat more difficult.  

Some of these Status Effects would be: 

 DIZZINESS  

 IT CAN HAPPEN WHEN: players or characters breathe smoke from a fire or a grenade, 

breathe poisonous gas or pollution, lose too much blood or receive a strong hit 

(reaction to the pain).  

 PROVOKES: side by side camera and character movement, camera aberration, and blur. 

 PARALYSIS  

 IT CAN HAPPEN WHEN: players or characters receive damage from electricity.  

 PROVOKES: camera and character shaking movement, and the controls get blocked for 

a determined time.  

 BURN 

 IT CAN HAPPEN WHEN: players or characters get too close to a fire source.  

 PROVOKES: fire in the bodies of the characters, movement to put the fire out. If the fire 

is in an arm, the character will tap the arm with their free hand; if the fire is in the 

body, the character will fall and roll on the ground.  

 HALLUCINATIONS 

 IT CAN HAPPEN WHEN: players or characters breathe hallucinogen gas, spores, or some 

types of pollution.  

 PROVOKES: that players or characters see things. The NPCs and partners will talk with 

the walls or scream for no reason. Players will see different things regarding their 

BESY and the Environment where they are.  

FIREARMS COMBAT 

Because of the lack of HUD, players will not have a sight in the middle of the screen or an indicator to 

know how much ammunition they have left. We will give this information with additional scopes that 

the players will put on their weapons and with an electronic screen or a hologram that will show the 

ammunition. (Like in Dead Space) Without these gadgets, they will need to take the magazine and count 

the bullets (like in Tarkov) and aim with the weapons' iron sight. More below in the UI section 

Players will know that they made a hit for the blood or the animations from the enemies. (Like in PUBG)
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THE DIARY SYSTEM ~ DIARIES AS MECHANIC 

More about the Diary in Equipment/Diary 

The Diary System is formed by the RAWR! APP, MY PERSONA APP, and BEESOCIAL APP. This system 

is designed to allow players to share information with their teammates and other players, be social, 

create alliances and squads, and share their experiences with other players, friends, and us. 

RAWR! APP ~ CALL FOR HELP! RAAAWR!!!  

I base the name of the App on one of my favorite sweatshirts that I have 

since I was a teenager.  

I designed this App to be used in PVP, but then, I thought it would be 

funnier and useful in Coop. 

The RAWR! App will allow players to share information 

between teammates privately as we do it in real life with 

Apps like Whatsapp.  

The idea is that because the game doesn’t have HUD, players 

can take a photo of an area with the Diary´s camera or with 

PPS (using even the nocturnal and thermic visions) and 

send it to their teammates to mark where the enemies are. 

They will do it in a private chat where they can share all the 

information about the match, with emoji with the game's 

style (like, with the different aesthetics and based on the 

different places and factions).  

Also, they will be able to send their location using the GPS 

and mark things on the map, like secrets or curiosities. The photos will have the location and other info, 

like the hour and the date.  

I designed this feature based on my experience playing with my best friend. Both in Coop and Online modes, we have different 

rhythms; this translates that we are often in different places instead of being together. For example, in PUBG, many times I am 

in a house, and he is in the next group of houses, as you can see in this screenshot 

 

This is him 

This is me 
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Then, when some enemy appear, is really for difficult for us to mark the exact location and that means that many times we die. 

Other times we saw something curious or something that both need to collect, like a secret, and again mark the exact location is 

a little bit complicated most of the times. Also, it happens that what we want to share is something that it’s just happening on my 

or his screen, like a glitch or a bug, or something that happens in the environment, like me doing skydiving, for example.  

 

As you can see, I love to take photos in any game, and that was my second inspiration point to create this system that uses the 

Diary camera, so take photos is easier and faster than using the Photo Mode. Then they will have the Photo Mode App to take 

epic shots. 

So, in addition, players will be able to take selfies and photos with the Diary camera, panoramics 

using PPS, and more complex, cool, and epic photos using the Photo Mode ( that will be an option inside 

the camera app), where they will have emotes for the characters and filters for the photos (like in The 

Division 2). Then they can save them in their Diary, send them to their friends, or share them in the 

BeeSocial App. 

The emoticons on The Division 2 with the Photo Mode are one of the best things about the game when you play with friends XD  
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This is my best friend. I always take pics of him inside the games, and that a big part of my inspiration. 

 

He likes this one and he asked me to include it XD

 

To avoid toxicity and inappropriate behavior, even in coop, players can mute, block, and report other 

players, squads (only in the online mode), and alliances, sending us the screenshots from the 

conversation as proof of the bad behavior. 
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BEESOCIAL APP ~ OUR OWN SOCIAL NETWORK 

The social App will allow players to be social with other 

players and with us, sharing their photos, their 

experiences, problems, questions, participating in 

contests to win prices and making new friends and 

alliances. 

As a difference with RAWR! App, BeeSocial will be public, a 

mixture between Instagram and Reddit, where players 

can talk about the game and made friends. 

I use this Art Nouveau hairpiece as a base for the logo of the App. 

Players will have a profile with their Nickname and some information like: 

 How much time they play the main game and the online mode. 

 If they have the Outskirts unlocked and which is their percentage on them. 

 Their percentage on the story, in the exploration and in the missions.  

 Their Reputation Level 

 How many times they get truly reported (that we send a notification of report to them) by 

cheating, toxicity, or team killing. 

 Their “photo”, their personal Jacob with the skins and the cosmetics that they chose. 

 Their Squad and their Alliance.  

Then, in their profile, they can add personal information from My Persona App (more below), allowing 

other players to know them a little more.   

Other features of the App will be: 

 Search for players by their in-game name and ask for friendship. 

 Form/Search for Alliances (to do Raids) and Squads (to play the online). 

 Search for random and particular players’ Outskirts to visit them. 

 Leave messages to particular players, Outskirts, or Alliances.  

 See the available Raids and look for a team to participate in case they don’t want to have or 

form part of an Alliance. 

 Report and block players, Squads and/or Alliances.  

 Silence the whole App, only the chat, some players or Alliances, etc.  

 

The App will consider the information from the main game (like how the character looks) and the 

information from the online mode, from where players can receive most of the reports. Of course, the 

photos and the conversations will be about any of the modes. We will allow them to talk with us, making 

us questions, requests, and suggestions that, like in Reddit, we will take into more consideration as 

more votes the conversation has.  
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THE GLITCH HUNTER CONTEST 

 

I don’t know if this can be considered a glitch or a bug, but I think that was pretty funny. 

This is one of the contests that I think could be monthly in which we ask the players to upload the 

photos and short videos of the bugs and glitches they found.  

I think it could be cool to make fun of our mistakes because all games will have it, and it is our 

responsibility to fix them and give the players the best experience; this way, we are rewarding players 

for something that they will do anyway.  

  THE BEST PHOTO CONTEST 

I don’t know if this one is the best photo that I have, but that is my favorite place in Far Cry 5 
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I think this is one that could be weekly, and in this contest, players will upload their best photos from 

the game. These photos can be done with the normal camera or with the Photo Mode and from any 

mode (online, coop, single, or raids). Players could use their teammates, the environment, partners, the 

filters, and emotes to make the best photo. Also, we can create categories, like “Nature,” “Toxic,” or 

“Adrenaline,” just to put a few examples.  

The Photo Mode in games like Far Cry allows players to stop time and take the perfect photo of the 

moment, like the one I put in the previous example. However, in games like The Division, the time don’t 

stops, which means that besides the filters and the emotes that we give to the players, they can play 

with the environment, like in this two examples that I take from my collection in The Division 2: 

 

 

Do this requires timing but allows to do really cool shots in real-time. My idea is that we allow players 

to choose which one they prefer. Maybe if they play solo, they will prefer the Far Cry one, which is 

easier to use, but in coop, The Division one is more dynamic and fun. 
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THE REPUTATION LEVEL 

The Reputation Level will work to encourage players to report the cheaters and toxics and participate 

in the community.  

The level that will set by: 

 How much they participate in the community ~ +points 

 How many players they report that get actually banned ~++points 

 How many false reports the make ~ -points 

 How many reports that they receive ~ --points 

When they reach some level, we will give them a special badge that will represent them as Guardian 

Angels (or something like that), which means that they have the higher reputation possible, absolutely 

clean, and that we will have their opinions and reports in more consideration. Of course, this comes 

with the responsibility that if they fail, just once (receiving a true report or having proven bad 

behavior), they will lose their privileges. Depending on what they did, getting them back will be really 

complicated.  

I designed this mechanic because I think that it is necessary a Game Police, good people, and good players that search and hunt 

the cheaters and the toxics that destroy our games.  

Something like this happens in Fallout 76, and I think that is great. When I was starting in the game, I remember that a bully with 

a higher level destroyed my camp, killed me, and stole many things from me. Later, I discovered that somebody hunted this guy, 

and it felt great. I was a Bounty Hunter myself for a while when I get a better level, and the system improved.  

Personal Note: 

Toxic people (and I include cheaters in that “faction”) will always exist. Sometimes, they are just kids or adults who find in 

videogames a way to scape and put on them all their rage, which is kind of ok. From my perspective, they will have good days 

and bad days, good matches, and bad matches; in other words, they will not be “assholes” all the time. But then there are bad 

people, just bad people that like to destroy others, to make them feel miserable, and that uses our games to be the bullies that 

maybe they don’t have the guts to be in real life because in games they don’t have any repercussions. And, as I said at the 

beginning of this GDD, this game talks about repercussions, and I think that lose Reputation, a public, visible one, it’s a hardcore 

repercussion. We will encourage our players to be heroes, real ones that fight against bullies and toxicity and create a 

healthy community, to be an example in this amazing industry.  

MY PERSONA APP ~ THE PERSONALITY BUILD & DECISIONS’ MAP ON THE DIARY 

This App is essential because it will move from game to game, saving the personality and decisions that 

the players took in the past to build the future new worlds.  

For example, players could kill somebody, resulting in one of the future characters will never be born. Or that a future character 

that would be an enemy change to an ally. Also, for example, Jacob will be present in the future (in the novel, he dies in 2018), 

and whatever personality players build to him (included his appearance) will still present in the future. In other words, the future 

Jacob, who will be an NPC or a partner (who knows?:D, will copy what the players did in the past, representing them playing.  

In other words, My Persona App will be the visual representation of the BESY System, allowing the 

players to see their Personality Build, Decisions´ Map, and their Factions’ Trust Points. Also, My Persona 

will create the players’ profile, with their Appearance and their Stats, which will be the one that will be 

visible on the BeeSocial App if players want. Inside the App they will find the option to share their 

whole profile, just part of it, or let the profile private. 

In my opinion, this will talk a lot about the players, not only the information collected in the App, but also the fact that some of 

them will not want to share it. It’s true that we can’t generalize, but if somebody doesn’t want to share their profile could be 

because he or she has something to hide, and that could be a red flag for the other players. 
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The Stats will be recollected while players are playing in the main mode and in the online mode, and 

they will be divided into three categories: 

 THE PLAYING STATS  

These stats will represent “how well” the players play the game, things like their KD, their favorite o 

best weapon, how much map they have discovered, etc.  

This is an example of how it could look: 

 

 THE PERSONALITY BUILD More info in Personality Build. For example:  

 

 FACTIONS’ TRUST POINTS. More in Butterfly Effect as Mechanic. For example: 

90/100 Weapons Collected

Km in Cars

40/50 of Secret Missions Complete

70/80 Secrets 
Collected

Longest Shot ~ 500m

Km in Roller Sckates

20/100 of Side Missions Complete

40/70 Skins Collected

30% of Accuracy

Total Km Traveled 

60% of Story Complete

50/50 Charms 
Collected

Weapons

Travel

Missions

Collections

Kindness

Aggressiveness

Civility

Honesty

Loyalty

Self-destructive Behavior

Players Total

Outskirts

Rites

Renegades

Privileged

GCP

Forgotten

Devotees

Clean Future

Players Total
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As I said in other sections, to collect this information from the players, BESY will take into account the 

many decisions that the players will make, creating a psychological profile that we can use both in Neon 

Blood and in the posterior games to build the characters, the environments, factions, the paths that 

players will walk and the twists in the story and in the game. (I used as reference Silent Hill Shattered Memories). 

These decisions will be separated into three categories again: 

 CURIOSITY/INSTINCTIVE DECISIONS. That will be the “physiological” ones, things like: 

 Where the player look when they speak with the NPCs. As a reference, in Silent Hill Shattered 

Memories, the game takes into account if you look at the women's cleavage or if you look into their eyes.   

 What they investigate and how much time they spend investigating a particular item. 
As a reference, in Silent Hill Shattered Memories, the game takes into account if you look at posters with 

naked women, how much time do you spend doing it, and if you call the number on the posters.  

 How much time they spend on a mission. 

 How curious they are. 

 If they obey the orders or not. 

 Etc.  

 GAMEPLAY DECISIONS. What the players do inside the game. 

 Which weapons they decide to use. 

 How much they kill. 

 If they kill innocent NPCs or animals. 

 If they destroy the environment and how they do it. 

 Etc. 

 MISSION/STORY DECISIONS. What the players (only the host in coop) will choose during the 

missions. These decisions will be given by the NPCs during the dialog scenes and will be visible 

in the App for the players AFTER THEY TAKE THEM . Before making a decision, we will not show 

the paths, the available choices, or the endings. This information will appear AFTER. 

When they are playing in coop, in a host’s game, they cannot make these decisions, and in their 

My Persona, the decisions picked by the host will appear in a different color. Then, inside the 

App, they will be able to choose what they would do. They can see the unpicked decisions, but 

not the consequences of picking them; that way, they will decide what they wanted, no what 

they think will be better for their stats.  

More info in Game Modes/Cooperative Mode/Butterfly Effect/Obvious Decisions.  
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MY PERSONA AS MECHANIC 

This App is also important in two separated areas of the game, but for the same reason: it’s a “public” 

profile.  

MAIN GAME 

In Solo and Coop, the NPCs will be able to check players’ My Persona and know the “type of person” 

that they are. That is why, when the players find some scattered member from an extinct faction, this 

NPC can react towards the player.  

The in-game story behind this App, it was designed to work as an ID. So, when somebody applied for a 

job, have a date, go to a hospital, or are interrogated by the police, this App tells the interlocutor 

whatever information they need. The App uses the GPS, the Diary mic and camera, reads the 

conversations in the BeeSocial App, etc., to create an accurate psychological profile.  

ONLINE 

When the players are online, in a Raid, or playing in the PVP, the other players can see their My Persona 

Profile in the BeeSocial App if they have it activated. This way, players can see the “type of person” that 

the other players are and decide if they want to join their alliances or squads.  

Also, I hope that this measure will reduce toxicity; you know, “birds of a feather flock together.” My idea is that the toxic 

people will create toxic squads or alliances that will easier to be reported and banned; instead of banning player by player, maybe 

we can ban a whole alliance (something like 8 or 16 players).  

THE DIARY APP FOR SMARTPHONES 

My most ambitious idea is to create an App for the players’ Smartphones, so they can have their Diary 

on their phones. This way, they will be able to see PPS’s camera and control it, the PPS’ lectures, and all 

the Diary Apps, with the advertisements and their stained glass to unlock it. 

Something like Fallout 4 did with the App that emulates the Pip-Boy or Ghost Recon Wildlands, with the HQ.  

 

EXPLORE & LOOT BOXES 

More in the section Game Modes/Exploration Mode 

 This is part of the base of the game, involves the Curiosity and the 

Decision Making. I love urban exploration, and I want the players to 

explore the map and discover all the 

interesting places. 

Exploring will help the players to unlock 

Side Missions, and it will be the only way 

to “unlock” the Secret Missions. These m 

lasts missions are specially meant for 

this mechanic, rewarding players’ 

curiosity with cool rewards, like unique 

charms, skins, or weapons.  

To improve the exploration experience, players will be able to unlock 

new abilities related to this mechanic in their Ability Tree with the 

Exploration Talents that they will get when they discover a new 

location, a secret location or complete a Secret Mission. 
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These abilities will help the players explore safely, looking through cracks in the walls, half-closed 

doors, or keyholes before entering a room or opening locks with picks instead of looking for the key or 

using explosives.  

Also, exploration will allow players to get loot, find loot boxes, and complete their Encyclopedia: 

LOOT BOXES 

 

Loot Boxes will be the Gacha part of the game that I think that always gives something extra. However, 

even when what is inside the boxes will be gacha, it will always be subject to BESY, so the loot in the 

loot boxes will be related to the players’ decisions.  

Inside the Loot Boxes, players can find: 

 Weapons. 

 Equipment, like gas masks or bulletproof vests. 

 Recipes to craft. (More below in Crafting) 

 Cosmetics, like clothes or shoes.  

 Skins for the weapons or the equipment.  

These items will have rarity levels (for cosmetics, recipes, and skins), and usefulness (for the 

equipment), except for weapons, that will not have level because players will be able to level up their 

them with the use and the attachments. Rarity only will set how difficult it is to find the item; the 

usefulness will set the item's stats (for example, how much time the players 

can wear a gas mask before need to change the filters). (More info in 

Equipment) 

The Loot Boxes can be found in any place on the map. And even when they 

will have the aesthetic regarding the faction that controls the area, they will 

have something in common, maybe the color, to help the players know that 

the object is pickable. Also, I think that could be cool that can appear Special 

Loot Boxes that need a key that players can find doing a Secret or Side 

Mission.  
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LOOT ~ STEAL 

Despite the loot on the Loot Boxes, players can check the dead bodies to search for ammunition, drugs, 

healing items, craft materials, and objects that can be dismantled to get craft materials. 

Also, in the bodies of the enemies, players will have the possibility to find unique weapons, charms, and 

keychains.  

Another option that players have to loot is Steal (like in Fallout Franchise). Players will be able to use pick 

locks and the hack ability to steal from houses, banks, shops, casinos, etc. Also, they will have other 

abilities that will allow them to steal from a passerby. However, they need to do it without being 

spotted, or they will lose Trust Points and could have problems with the Security Androids or the NPCs 

that they steal from, like they chase players and beat them. Of course, even if they are not spotted, these 

actions will be reflected on their Personality Build and BESY will know about it, reacting to it and could 

increase the security levels, the number of cameras, or the attention that determined NPCs, like shop 

owners, put into the players. Remember, everything has consequences. 

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA APP 

One of the Apps that the Diaries will have will be the Encyclopedia, where players will be able to see all 

the information about the game like a tutorial. The more they play, the more information they will 

unlock.  

Players will be able to organize the subjects of the Encyclopedia by year or by category (Gameplay, 

Equipment, Natural Elements, Craft, Factions, etc.) 

OTHER ACTIVITIES  

Another cool thing that explores has is to discover the many activities that we will prepare with them. 

So, for example, in 1960 or 1990 players will be able to enjoy the city with casinos, cafes, candy shops, 

pubs, brothels, etc. and that means that we need to add extra activities that they can do, like have 

parties, drink, play poker, dances or have sex, for example.  

However, in 1960 and 1963 it will be places that will be prohibited for the players, like the brothels 

because Jacob has 12 and 15 years old, so to “protect” his “innocence.”  

These extra activities will make the game feel richer and extra realistic and encourage players to 

explore and enjoy everything we have prepared for them.  

ABOUT IN-GAME MONEY 

Because of the political changes, the money will change with the different years: 

 1960 TO 1973 (Story Mode) ~ Normal money, maybe 

PESETAS, the old currency from Spain before the Euro. I 

chose this currency because I think that it was really 

beautiful and because the game is based in Galicia, Spain, 

so I think that it has sense.  

 1977 TO 1984 (Story Mode) ~ BATTERIES or trade.  

 1990 (Story Mode) ~ Bi83 money. Something like CASINO 

CHIPS. 
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 OUTSKIRTS IN 1990 (Exploration Mode) ~ CLEAN FUTURE CREDITS.  

The money they don’t expend in that year will stay in that year, and the new one will start with 0 money. 

They can earn money doing missions (the XP from each mission will be transformed into currency), 

sealing items, or/and stealing it. The Batteries will be the most difficult to find and to get. Anyways, most 

of the cosmetics will be acquired doing missions. I added this just to give realism to the game.  

So, when players finish a mission or level up, the XP will be transformed into the currency of the year: 

DURING THE STORY MODE 

In 1960 and 1963, the XP will report in more Pesetas than in 1973, as a way to show the devaluation 

of the money. In 1977, the XP will be transformed into Batteries, but the amount that players will 

receive will be little because it is a “luxurious” item. I think that in 1984, it could be more common the 

trade than the batteries. And at last, in 1990, players will have casino chips as money.  

During the Story Mode, all the XP will be transformed into currencies to allow players to buy whatever 

they want.  

DURING THE EXPLORATION MODE 

Then in the Exploration Mode, the XP will be divided into the XP that they will make doing Side and 

Secret Missions that will be transformed into the currencies of each year (from 1960 to 1984). And the 

XP from the Level Up and the Missions from 1990 will transformed into Clean Future Credits that they 

will use to make the Outskirts grow and buy things for Jacob and the partners.  

 

PERSONALIZATION 

The game will have different ways to personalize it, allowing the players making it completely theirs: 

JACOB ~ THE PLAYERS’ CHARACTER 

Even when Jacob is a black male with his physical characteristics, I want to give the players the 

opportunity to personalize him choosing things like hair, facial hair, scars, and tattoos. Also, players 

can choose his clothing and accessories, like shoes or jewelry.  

They will be able to change their appearance in the Barbers that they can find in the different years and 

areas, and in their bases (like in Jacob’s room in 1960). The difference is that in the Barbers, they will 

be able to change their appearance using cosmetics that they have already in their inventory and buy 

new ones. They will be able to purchase some cosmetics in other shops, like shoe shops or clothing 

shops. Also, they will be able to have loadouts with different styles in different years. 

In the Outskirts (in the Exploration Mode), they will unlock their Bathroom where players will be able 

to see the loadouts and change Jacob's appearance without going to the particular year. To unlock new 

cosmetics (haircuts, for example), they will need to go to the Barber. They will unlock the Tattoo Shop 

in the Outskirts, too, with many tattoos related to the game, like the RATS logo. It could be cool that the 

tattoos can’t be changed once players choose them, but I think that can also be a little bit aggressive for the players. The rest 

of the cosmetics, like the clothing, will be acquired in loot boxes and in Shops inside the Outskirts.  

NOTE ABOUT THE CHARACTERS  
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I decide to work with defined characters (males and females) because they are part of the immersive experience that I talked 

about in the BESY section. The idea of the game is to immerse in ourselves, but also to put us in the shoes of another person. I 

think that is interesting for a female play with a male in this level of immersion, and that way, try to understand a little bit the 

vision of a different gender. For example, in the novel, Jacob says something that I heard many times to my best friend: “why 

women always want us to promise things that they know that we can’t maintain?” Jacob says this when Uma makes him promise 

that everything will be ok with the GCP, moments before the Red War. When Jacob remembers that moment, he says that phrase 

as short kind off regret, because he failed his promise. And I think that my best friend is right; when we (women) are emotional, 

we ask our men to promise things that we know that aren’t in their hands to fulfill. And like that one, there are many things that 

we (women) don’t understand just because we are different; we feel different and, many times, we think different. And the same 

will happen in the next games, where male players will be in females' shoes. And not only with gender, but also with sexuality, 

religion, or political thoughts. So, we will give players a lot of freedom to choose and build their own persona, but coming from 

a base that is not changeable. As I said before, each character will be different with different experiences and points of view, so 

even when players will immerse in themselves to make the decisions that will form their Personality Build, the fact that they 

play with predetermined characters will help them to try to think a little bit like that character and will force them to walk on he 

or she’s shoes, given a new depth to the game: not only they will immerse in themselves, also they will immerse in others. 

THE PARTNERS  

In addition, players will be able to personalize PPS and all their Partners. They will choose cosmetics 

and skins for them and their weapons. Although, they can’t change their partners’ appearance until 

they complete the Story Mode.  

In the Outskirts, they will be able to change any partner's appearance even if he/she or it is not selected 

as a partner. They will do it from the Partner’s House. However, they will be able to change PPS 

appearance at any moment using a Craft Table and sometimes, for some recipes, the necessary 

materials.  

So, the most customizable will be AN-1331B and PPS because they are an android and a drone, so they 

will have different skins and cosmetics for the whole body and for the different sections of it. Players 

will be able to choose the aesthetic (More in Aesthetics) for the whole body or different ones for the 

different body parts, creating their unique compositions. 

To be inclusive, I want players can have the option of non-

conventional outfits, like, for example, Shayla or Hijab for the 

females and androids. I think that this will show caring for 

players’ believes, cultures, and customs. This is just an 

example; there will be many other things that we can add to 

be inclusive, like different bodies’ shapes, colors, and marks, 

allowing them to personalize their partners to the maximum 

and showing pride for their bodies.  

Of course, something similar will happen with Jacob. I think that it is important that we show inclusivity as much as we can. 

Maybe we can allow players to choose Jacobs’ eye color, skin tone, marks, that could have vitiligo and even that show different 

types of clothing adapted to the game's aesthetic.  

WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT 

Weapons will have attachments (more in Equipment) that will improve them as well to adapt them to the 

players’ necessities. In addition, players will have skins to change the paint of the weapon and charms 

that they will hang. Melee weapons can have charms as well. 

Then players will get from enemies and missions especial and unique weapons, like the Old Faith Knife 

that they get in 1963 and the Sacred Blood Spear that get if they kill the Hunter in 1984.  

The equipment will work similarly, so players will be able to change the color of the different items in 

the equipment and add patches that they will collect from missions. In addition they can get keychains 

for the backpack (like in The Division 2)
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VEHICLES 

Players will have paints for their vehicles as well of other accessories (like charms to hang from the 

driving mirror), and like with the weapons, they will be able to unlock exclusive vehicles with unique 

paints.  

BASES 

Players will always have a base to act as a safe place. These bases will be customizable with items that 

players will collect, buy, and craft (Replicas more below in Build Bases) and with sprays, changing the 

room's color and adding some graffiti. More below in Build Bases. 

 

CRAFTING  

This mechanic will allow players to craft, fix, and upgrade their equipment, by themselves or by asking 

some craft professional to do it. More about the equipment durability and upgrades in Equipment 

These are the basic rules: 

 To craft, the players need to have the materials.  

 In Liberdade and in the Outskirts, depending on players’ behavior and how happy the base is, 

the “cost” of materials will be higher or lower. The happier and grateful the survivors are, the 

lower the cost will be.  

 They need to have the right level. The higher the level of the equipment is, the higher the 

player’s level needs to be. Also, the upgrades will need the right level.  

 They need a Craft Table in the Fast Travel Devices or in the Bases to craft weapons, equipment 

or to make reparations. But to craft replicas of furniture or other items for the final Base, they 

need to do it at the Craft Shop on the Outskirts. More below in Build Bases.  

GETTING THE MATERIALS 

Players will find the materials dismantling old equipment, old items from their bases, weapons, or 

abandoned androids. Also, when they explore, they can find these materials in the world.  

However, there is another way to get the materials and that is stealing from shops and other places. 

Steal will affect their Personality Build but could be a good way to get the resources they need. 

CRAFT TABLE VS CRAFT SHOP 

The CRAFT TABLE is useful for the repairs and fast crafting items, like weapons or gas masks’ filters. 

They will find these tables on their Fast Travel Devices and their Bases. The material cost will not vary 

with their behavior, and the time to craft or repair will be immediate. The craft table will have small 

storage for crafting materials. That way, players can always have a backup on their tables.  
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The CRAFT SHOP  only will be in the big bases (Liberdade and the Outskirts), and here players will able 

to craft the same items as in the Craft Tables with the particularity that if they have a good reputation 

on the base, the materials cost will be lower than in the table. Also, in the shop, players will be able to 

craft the replicas of the items they find in the world. They will have the Craft Shop App on their Diaries 

where they can see how much an item cost and how long it will take to have it done or to repair it. Also, 

they can ask for the item from the app. In shops, players will have another storage for crafting materials 

separated from the craft table and the regular storage.  

RECIPES 

The recipes are based on the Don’t Starve’ Blueprints.  

So, the idea is that when the players find these items on Loot Boxes or they buy them, then 

they learn how to craft a particular object, like a weapon or other piece of equipment, even ornaments 

and graffiti. These Recipes will have levels of rarity and will allow players to have really cool and unique 

items.  

 

BASES ~ LIBERDADE & OUTSKIRTS 

Players will have a base for each year and then the biggest one in 1990, The Outskirts. The bases will 

be a safe area for the players, where:  

 They can CHANGE THEIR APPEARANCE and their PARTNERS’ APPEARANCE. 

 CRAFT. 

 HAVE FUN. 

 Buy items in the SHOPS. 

 Have their STORAGE. The storage will be DIVIDED INTO STATIONS. Each one will have their 

storage limit, helping the players to have their bases well organized and giving more realism 

to the game. THE STATIONS WILL BE: 

 FAST STORAGE. With the items that they use more, like drugs and medicines, they 

favorite weapons and ammunition.  

 ARMORY . With all the weapons that they have and the ammunition. This will be the 

biggest storage because I want that the players can collect weapons and see their 

collection. Each year will have its collection of weapons, and in the Outskirts, players 

will have the complete collection.  

 Their ROOM with their COLLECTIONS that they will find when they explore, like the 

charms, the wardrobe, or the key chains. Again, each year will have its collections, and 

then in the Outskirts, players will be able to see the complete collections. 

 The CRAFT TABLE with a small storage for crafting materials that will be available on 

their Fast Travel Devices table too. And in the bigger bases (Liberdade and Outskirts), 

the CRAFT SHOP, with bigger storage for crafting materials and a small one for replicas 

that the players ordered and didn’t put in the base yet.  

 The BASE INVENTORY, with storage space for all the replicas and other items that they 

find and craft and now they not use.  
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THE SMALL BASES 

As I said before, each year will have its base to allow players to have a safe place, from where they can 

do everything that they need. Most of the years will have small bases that will not have Craft Shop or 

other Shops, and that doesn’t need to build it, but that players could personalize anyways.  

 In 1960 and 1963, their base will be JACOB’S ROOM in his father's apartment.  

 In 1973, before they have Liberdade, it will be JACOB’S ROOM ON THE CAMPUS. 

 In 1984, after the Red War, will be JACOB’S BED on the GCP Military Base. 

 In 1990, will be JACOB’S BED  on the MILITARY BARRACK ON BI83. 

 In the EXPLORATION MODE, players will have the FAST TRAVEL DEVICES in each year as well the 

others, to act as a base.  

LIBERDADE ~ THE FIRST BIG BASE 

Liberdade will be easier to build and also will be SMALLER THAN THE OUTSKIRTS, WORKING AS A 

TUTORIAL. However, it will be bigger than Jacob’s room, and players will need to build it, one part 

during the Story Mode, and then in the Exploration Mode, they will be able to make it bigger and richer.  

To build it, players will need to: 

 Bring people to the bases with missions. These people will create their own houses and 

establishments.  

 Decorate it with graffiti, items that they will find in missions, and replicas 

Players will put a lot of effort into building and decorating this first base during the Story Mode to just lose it in the Red 

War. I designed this that way, to force players to experience losing their home.  

Then they will come back in 1973 and 1977 with the base operating, before the Red War, and they will be able to see Uma and 

Marcus. I base this on my own experience with Far Cry 5 because I didn’t want to kill the brothers. I didn’t finish the whole 

story, so in my game, The Collapse didn’t arrive yet, and I love to know that John and Jacob are still alive :3.  

THE OUTSKIRTS ~ THE MAIN BASE 

This base will be unlocked after the Story Mode and will be the biggest and more customizable in the 

game. However, players can decide to don’t work on it, don’t decorate it, or don’t bring new people to 

the base. This decision will part of the personality build too. If this happens, The Outskirts will grow 

alone, with the resources that the NPCs will found by themselves and, of course, will affect how they 

deal with the players. Even can happen that if the players focus on their home but forget about the rest 

of the base, the NPCs could attack players’ houses with graffiti with phrases like “selfish” or just break 

windows or throw paint onto the walls. 

If the players decide to decorate it, they will have several missions to do it, and they will be able to 

choose the recycled materials from what the houses will be built, their colors, the position of the 

houses, etc. It will like a small version of games like Anno where players can build their own city.  

Besides everything said, the Outskirts will also have, The Partners’ Houses where players will be able 

to see them, talk with them, and select them to be their partners (besides that, they can do it from their 

Diaries).  
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THE OUTSKIRTS IN COOP  

In Coop, Outskirts will work like the base of The Division where once players enter, they have their own place where they can 

spend their points to get talents and gadgets.  

So, the idea is that each player has their own Outskirts, even playing in coop. When they cross the “door” 

of the Outskirts, they will be alone, with their own base to build. Once that they leave, they will be in 

coop again.  

REPLICAS ~ PERSONALIZATION 

Players will be able to collect items for their bases with their Diaries. When they find something they 

like, like a sofa, they can take a picture and give it to the Craft Shop to obtain a replica of the item. They 

need to have enough craft materials and money and have the shop unlocked to ask for the replicas. 

Also, the storage will be limited, so they only can have what fits on their base and a determinate number 

of items storage. 

Players will be able to VISIT OTHER PLAYERS’ OUTSKIRTS from the BEESOCIAL APP and use their Diaries 

to get replicas. Imagine that a player has something from a Polluted Area (like a turntable with the Old 

World aesthetic) that is super difficult to get, then players can make a photo and have a replica. I think 

that this mechanic will encourage the players to be social, making the world alive.  

I base this mechanic on a mobile game called Matchington, where players need to restore an old mansion, and they can visit 

other mansions and look for different decorations, like plants or sofas, to their mansions. When players unlock a room to be 

decorated, the game's options are random (gives just 4, something like that); that way, other players can have different items. 

Each mansion has a tree that grows and goes greener with each person that visits the mansion. And that gives a feeling of pride 

and community.  

This feature will have some limitations, tho: 

 PLAYERS ONLY CAN COPY THE ORIGINAL. So, players can make a replica of an item, and then 

other players can make a copy of that replica, but they can't make a copy of a copy. The copies 

will have a mark in the title. Something like: 

 ORIGINAL: Picture from Polluted Area – Rare 

 COPY: (Copy) Picture from Polluted Area – Rare 

 There will be items that CAN’T BE COPIED: 

 Items bought with real money. 

 Items got on Raids. 

 Items from Expansions. 

 Rewards from missions.  

REPUTATION ~ LIBERDADE AND OUTSKIRTS 

The Reputation Level will be unlocked after the Story Mode. Players will be able to check their 

Reputation on their Diaries; this reputation level will be different from the BeeSocial App. 

The Reputation Level on the bases will represent how much the people that live in the base trust on 

the players and their happiness level. Both will affect the players in different ways: 

 On the materials and money/credits cost in the Craft Shop. 
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 On how the NPCs will behave with the players. A bad reputation could mean that they attack 

their houses with graffiti or breaking the windows.  

 On the number of Side Missions that NPCs will offer.  

 The Partners behave with players and with the world.  

 

THE PARTNERS  

Each partner will have their own abilities and upgrades, but all of them will grow and learn with the 

players. If the players play aggressively, they will be aggressive too, but if the players are more passive, 

the partners will be as well.  

The players will provide the equipment. Like Judas, some of the partners will have some special 

equipment from the start, like a couple of medkits in his case, but players will provide the rest of the 

equipment, accessories to personalize them, and upgrades to give them new abilities. Similar to what 

happens in Fallout, where players can choose the equipment that the partners wear and use them as extra inventory. 

The longer the time that players spend with their partners, the most they will learn and improve. In the 

beginning, no one will be good with weapons, for example, but with the players’ help, they will grow 

and learn. So, players will need to spend part of their XP and crafting materials on leveling up their 

partners.  

Players will be able to change between partners. However, this will have restrictions: 

 The partner that they send away will not be available for at least 30 minutes. 

 The new partner needs to arrive at the players’ location, so the switch will not be immediate.  

 They need to do it on a base. Either a Fast Travel Device, either in another base.  

 The partner they send away could be angry with the players when they try to play with 

him/her again, depending on the players’ reputation and personality. 

All the partners will have a complex AI that will allow them to adapt to the players’ gameplay, learn, 

and respond to players’ orders and words. Players will be able to talk with them via the mic.  

Like Siri or Alexa, the AI understands easy phrases and commands and responds to them as those AI do in real life. As a reference, 

I used the game Socom II: US Navy Seals. 

I designed some partners, the ones that have some weight in the main story, but I would like that the 

game has more, like pets, which will be more interesting and funny to use in coop. In the case of an 

animal, like a wolf, they can’t be provided with a weapon, but they will learn tricks to fight side by side 

with the players. Also, I thought it could be cool for players to use a Meiga or maybe the Hunter as a 

partner if they do a Secret Mission to unlock them.  

When a partner DIES, they will show animation, and then it will be blocked for at least 30 minutes.  

Players will be able to give orders to the partners marking spots or enemies to them to attack (like in Far 

Cry 5). When they aim towards a point or an enemy, they can use a voice command, like “attack,” or press 

a button to mark the enemy as a threat or a point as an important area. Then the partner will react to 

the order, attacking or defending.  
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CAMERA BEHAVIOR 

I base the Camera Behavior on the camera of The Division 2 

The camera will be in third-person, fixed to the players, but mobile with the mouse allowing the players 

to change the point of view, do 360, see the whole scenario, and help with the players’ movement.  

Jacob will be situated slightly to the left, allowing the players to have room on the right for the Diary 

interface when they open it.  

However, the camera will be adaptable to the players’ movements and actions. For example, when 

players take cover, the camera will automatically change the “shoulder.”  

I will use The Division 2 as an example again. In the first one, the camera is a little further than normal, and the right side is clean, 

so it’s easier to see the whole scenario. 

 

In the next one, the camera change shoulder to the right, leaving the left side clean. 
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All of these slight camera movements will allow the players to feel the game like an action movie and 

feel that they are playing in Jacob's company, instead of with him as a puppet. This gives realism to the 

game and makes it fluid to the eyes. 

SPECIFIC CAMERAS  

In the game, it will be moments where the camera will need to change a little bit to adapt to the moment 

or to make life a little bit easier for the players. In those moments, the camera will change, and then it 

will be normal again.  

DIARY’ CAMERA & THE PHOTO MODE  

I based this camera on the Watch Dogs 2 Selfie Camera 

 

So the game will have the Diary’s Camera as the main camera to do photos and reconnoiter when PPS 

is not active. Players need to open their Diaries and then select the camera. When this happens, players 

will see the Diary camera, like in the example of Watch Dogs 2, just without the selfie mode. In the 

inferior part of the screen, they will have the HUD with the zoom options, change the camera to Selfie 

Mode, the gestures, and the Photo Mode. 

 

NORMAL/SELFIE CAMERA 

While they are inside the normal/selfie camera, they will be able to move and make simple attacks, like 

a shot with a gun or detonate an explosive. This will allow players to take photos in an easier and faster 

way than with the Photo Mode and more if they play in Solo or if they are pure action gamers.  

The normal and selfie camera will not allow players to make lots of adjustments, despite the zoom, the 

angle, and the gesture of the face in the selfie. This camera is meant just to take quick photos. 
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PHOTO MODE 

The Photo Mode will work as a photo editor with lots of filters, gestures, and emotes for the players 

and the partners. This mode will allow players to take panoramic photos, selfies, group photos, normal 

photos, etc. It will also allow playing with the adjustments, like the light, blur, contrast, saturation, etc. 

Also, players will have the option of the Slow-Mo Photo and the Motion Capture that will take a fast 

burst of photos allowing them to capture movement or create gifs.  

 

QUICK SELFIE 

It will also be cool if players have a fast button to take a selfie without the camera. So players will see 

Jacob taking the Diary and taking the selfie. They will have the option to set a predetermined gesture 

for Jacob. I think that would give extra realism to the game, that players can just take a fast selfie 

So what players will see is Jacob doing this animation from The Division 2 and in the photo whatever is behind him.  

 

 

DRIVE 

In this game, players will be able to drive cars, motorbikes, quads, and even zeppelins. For those 

moments I think that the best is the third person camera.  

A quick animation of the players entering in the vehicle and then drive it with the camera fixing into 

the vehicle and with free 360 movement.  

Originally, my idea was to make the Drive Camera in First Person, like in Far Cry, giving realism to the game, or even allow 

players to choose the camera. But because I don’t know how useful the vehicles will be in all years, I thought that best would be 

to let the vehicles as an extra inside the game and not the main feature and not invest so much on them, changing the camera 

adding all the interior.  
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I used as reference for the driving camera from Ghost Recon Breakpoint. 

FEELING DIZZY 

When players get poisoned or breathe too much smoke, they will feel dizzy, and this will be reflected 

with side by side camera movement. Also, the camera will be blurred, preventing the players see 

properly. 

 

ADRENALINE TIME & QUIT TIME EVENTS 

During this stressful moment, the camera needs to show a tunnel 

vision, focused on the center of the screen.  

In the Quick Time Events, the camera needs to do a slight zoom over 

the “action area” (like in the example that I put, will be the enemy’s ankles) to 

mark the moment where players need to do the action (jump or 

attack). 

 

 

SPRINT & PARKOUR 

When players Sprint and do Parkour, the camera needs to be a little further than when they run or 

walk, to show more scenario’s area. 

Also, the screen's sides need to be a little bit blurred to focus the vision on the central area of the 

scenario. 
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AIMING  

When players aim with any type of sight, the camera will change to first-person, showing the Scope 

View, or at least do a significant zoom on Jacob’s shoulder with the X1 and Iron sights.  

I designed this camera this way that even when players use an iron sight, the camera changes to first-person, to supply the 

lack of HUD and give extra help.  

This is one of my favorite screenshots from The Division 2 

 

INVENTORY 

When players check their Backpack, Jacob will kneel and look in the backpack to see their inventory. 

The camera will show a little zoom over him, and an interface will appear on the right side of the screen, 

with all the items.  

 

CINEMATICS & DIALOG SCENES 

The cinematics needs to feel like a movie that emphasizes more in the characters and scenarios 

surrounding Jacob than on him. However, when the scene is about him, the shots need to be epic, like 

with cowboy shots and close-ups. 

Some of the cinematics, the most intense ones, with close-ups, need to show a little movement of the 

camera in the cinematics to give the sensation that somebody is recording, like in a movie.  

Also, like in The Division 2, the cinematics needs to be adapted to the players’ appearance, showing 

the Jacob and the partners that they build. In top of that, some cinematics needs to be adapted to 

players’ decisions, showing a desolated area that they destroy, for example, or if they kill a character 

that need be reflected in some, like on what the characters said.
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A scene from one of the cinematics of The Division 2 

 

The Dialog Scenes will be a cinematic, where we will add a Jacob close up and the available answers for 

the dialog.  

 

I used as a reference Ghost Recon Breakpoint. Love the close-ups in that game because it makes the dialog scenes really intense. 
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THE IMMERSIVE UI ~ A GAME WITHOUT HUD 

More information about how to implement the HUD in the gameplay in the section Difficulty/Player Aids 

I used as reference Dead Space. In Dead Space, all the important information is integrated into the game as part of Isaac’s suit or 

as part of the environment.  

 

In this screenshot (that I take from Google) you can see a holographic number on Isaac’s gun representing the ammunition, the 

lasers to substitute the sight on the middle of the screen, and the glowing bars on Isaac’s suit that show his health.  

The Division Franchise does something similar, but no so extreme, with ISAC and with the Level Design. This is a screenshot 

from The Division in a contaminated area being scanned by ISAC 

 

Neon Blood will have an immersive UI, without HUD and proper In-Game Menu, because I think that is the next step in 

videogames: 

VR is a really interesting new frontier, but I think that payers aren’t ready for VR yet. There are many problems with it, like the 

amount of space that players need to play the games without any risk, not only for their health but also for their material 
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belongings, like their TVs sets, and problems with the players' health. As developers we know that our players love to spend 

hours in our games, and it is our responsibility to watch over their health, and VR still produces headaches and dizziness, at least. 

Despite that, I can’t play VR because I have hyperactive imagination, so I live the games too much, and VR is like steroids for my 

imagination, and it can produce me panic attacks, for example. And I know there are many people like me or players who don’t 

have enough space or money to enjoy VR. So, as a designer I realize that there is another frontier that is not fully explored yet: 

the immersive games.  

As I said before in this GDD, Neon Blood is not just a game without HUD and immersive UI, helping the players to immerse in the 

gameplay fully. Neon Blood will be a game that will make the players immerse in the story, in characters, in the world and in 

themselves. And Gas Mask War Stories will be a franchise that will allow players to live a second reality. Not something as heavy 

as Sims or Second Life or Animal Crossing, but more like a step between the classic story games, like Far Cry or The Division, and 

VR. Something that will lead and prepared the path for VR and that will allow players to play games in a different way, in a world 

that is constantly changing with their decisions and their acts.  

And the first step to build them it is design a classic game but without the “classic” HUD, making the UI be so integrated in tissue 

of the game, that the game felts like real life, forcing the players to use their instinct and their curiosity to investigate and to go 

as far as the want.  

So, there are many information that needs to be integrated into the gameplay, like: 

 AMMUNITION 

The ammunition will show with gadgets attached to the weapons that will show the amount of 

ammunition left with holograms and with digital indicators.  

 

 

These are watches from the COD Modern Warfare, and I think that is a good reference for a gadget to add to the weapons that 

show the ammunition and kill, like in the case of the Time to Die watch, that shows the kills and the headshots.  

 HEALTH, STAMINA, RESISTANCE (BULLETPROOF VEST) 

Like with ammunition, I base on COD to integrate this information into the gameplay. My idea is that players wear 

something like a smartwatch that shows this information to them. 
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We will also add sounds and effects on the screen, like showing the screen grey when they lose health, 

blood spots when they bleed and coughing when they are out of breath (low stamina).   

 

 

Also, if we chose to use a watch like these ones, we could include the ammunition, and even the kills on it, avoiding adding gadgets 

to the weapons. 

I think that the smartwatch has sense because it is a good complement to the Diary and the ComfortLife 

chip that Jacob wears. 

 DAMAGE 

The damage inflicted on the enemies will be shown with blood from their bodies. When the hit is 

critical, the amount of blood will be bigger than when it is a normal hit.  

Also, I have the idea to use the same smartwatch to show the enemies' health because they will have the same chip that Jacob 

has, and that allows players to know his health.  
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Another idea that I had is that players use PPS to show the enemies' health, like a pulse that analyzes the enemies and 

the environment and gives a moment of HUD with its projecting holograms.  

 MAP 

The map is not so necessary, and players can see it every time they want with a command or from their 

Diaries. 

However, they will be able to mark a point in the map where they want to go and ask PPS to guide them. 

They just need to follow it. Thanks to its 4x4 wheels, its paws, and its lights, it will able to lead the 

players in any terrain, season, and weather.  

 ENVIRONMENT 

The important areas and some of the jumpable, climbable, and “parkoureable” areas will be marked 

with paint, lights, cords, plastics, etc. In the same neon colors, like pink (for Renegades areas), yellow 

(for GCP areas), blue (for Clean Future areas), red (for Rites areas), and orange (for neutral areas). 

 ENEMIES/NPCS 

The enemies and allies will wear characteristic colors and clothes to mark them as part of a faction. 

PPS, the Partners, teammates, and the allies can mark the enemies differently, like the Renegades with 

UV paint and PPS with the sonar. 

 

In addition, we will use the Story Mode as a long Tutorial where PPS, AN, Uma and Lucas, will show the 

players how the game works. Talking and giving orders to them. Once that they pass the Story Mode, 

the Exploration should we a walk in the park for them 

PPS AS MAIN HUD 

PPS will work a little bit as ISAC in The Division Franchise. 

The HUD will be provided by PPS the most part of times.  

PPS will have many features, as you saw in previous sections, like the sonar or the thermic vision that 

will allow players to see the scenario in their Diaries. So, most part of the times, PPS will work as a 

partner of the Diary, but PPS will have lights that it will project in the ground or in the buildings to 

show the information that we want, like where are the enemies, weak, parkour or jumpable points, 

secret access or pickable items, like ammunition.  

PPS will work as a GPS as well as reading the map and guiding the player thru it. When the players 

mark where they want to go in their Diaries, PPS will guide them in front of them, showing the path 

with its lights. However, players will not be able to use PPS during the Adrenaline Time.  

So, PPS will be the eternal and most useful and cute partner ever for the players, both in solo and in 

coop.  
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THE DIARY AS SECONDARY HUD AND IN-GAME MENU 

The game will not stop when players open the Diary or the 

Inventory. 

In many scenarios, the Diary will be the HUD, like when it is 

used with PPS or when players use the camera to do recon 

without PPS. 

When players open it, an interface will appear on the right 

side of the screen (like in Watch Dogs), working as UI and In-

Game Menu, with all the Apps and the rest of the options 

inside of those Apps, like the graphic adjustments.  

Because the Diary is translucent players will be able to see through what will help them to see if an 

enemy comes to close. If they do click outside the interface, they will close it, so they will be able to run 

away easily. 

INVENTORY  

When players open their inventory, Jacob will be knee to 

open the Backpack, and an interface will appear on the 

right side of the screen (like in The Division 2). 

This interface will be translucent, and it will have the style 

of the Diary.  

Also, will be here where players will see all the stats and 

the Level of Usefulness and Rarity of the equipment they 

loot.  

And I think that could be cool that when they open a loot box, they can “look inside,” having an interface 

a little different than this one, something more realistic that changes with what is inside of the loot box, 

that way players can see what they get before to put it in their inventory.  

Inside of the Inventory, Interface will be a section called “Recent” or “Temporal” and will be where 

players will be able to see what they get from a dead body or from a mission and decide what they want 

to do with it.  

In addition, here (and in their Collections in the Bases), players will be able to see a close-up of their 

weapons, charms, keychains, patches, clothes, etc. So they can enjoy them completely. And they will be 

able to share their findings on the BeeSocial App from the Inventory Interface. 

THE DIALOG SCENES  

The dialog scenes will be during the cinematics, and when it 

is time for the players to choose an answer, the camera will 

do a close-up over Jacob, and it the options will appear on 

the right side of the screen.  

These options will have the same style as the Diary, and 

players will be able to move between them to choose one.  

Some of these scenes will have a determinate time to 

answer. When this happens will appear a time bar above the questions will disappear as time runs out. 
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HUD IN THE VEHICLES  

When players drive any vehicle, they will have the map I the right side of the screen opened in their 

Diary as a GPS, showing where they are, where they want to go, the streets and roads.  

Players will be able to close the map at any moment or deactivate the option that opens it by default 

and open it only when they want.  

I don’t think that in this case, the map will break the realism of the game because the most part of people uses the GPS when they 

are in the car, and they don’t know the area. So, I think that it has logic that here happens the same. Also, we can show the Diary 

put in the dashboard of the vehicles.  

IMMERSIVE UI IN COOP 

When players play in Coop, all the UI will be the same. Teammates will be able to mark the enemies 

with the Rawr! App and using their PPS to project lights where they want, for faster interaction.  

Players’ Smartwatch will glow in different colors to show the status of their Teammates, like neon pink 

to a notification in the Rawr! App, neon orange when they need backup, and neon red when they are in 

the ground and need to be revived.  

MAIN MENU 

The front page of the game will be something like this: 

I used my best friend Fran as a model, so thanks ̂ ^, but 

of course, the hands that we will show will be Jacobs’, 

which means that they need to be the ones of a black 

male. 

My idea is that the WINDOW in front of Jacob 

SHOWS THE LAST PLACE where players 

were, with the season, the WEATHER, and 

the TIME OF THE DAY OF THE MOMENT. 

The DIARY will show the GAME’S OPTIONS 

(Start/Continue, Ubi club, Options, Credits, 

etc.), and THE RIGHT HAND WILL MOVE 

ACROSS the option instead of using a cursor.  

The HANDS WILL CHANGE  too, showing 

JACOB’S AGE in the moment of 

Start/Continue the game (12/15, 25/29, 36 

and 42 burned by the pollution and the 

war). Also, if the PLAYERS WEAR gloves or 

rings, that will show as well.  

The ROOM WILL CHANGE as well with the 

POLITICAL MOMENT that the players are. So 

in 1960 will be Jacobs’ room in Escravitude, 

but in 1990 will the same place but ruin, 

back and devastated, maybe with some 

decoration that gives some light, but related with the moment of the game.  
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INCLUSIVE OPTIONS  

An option that I think it could be innovative is to allow players to choose if they are right-handed or 

left-handed, and that will change where the interfaces will appear. So, I designed that interfaces appear 

on the right side of the screen, and for that reason, Jacob appears a little moved into the left, instead of 

to be in the center of the screen. I think that it will be inclusive that this could change for the people 

that are left-handed, having the interface adapted to them as well. This will also affect the camera point, 

so instead of having Jacob move a little into the left, have into the right, so when players aim, they will 

do it with Jacobs’ left side by default and the same in the Parkour scenes, Adrenaline Time and Quick 

Time Events.  

Of course, we need to take into account the colors of the game and even more in a game like Neon Blood 

that uses colors to supply the lack of HUD and, on top of that, uses neon and fluo colors that can be too 

bright for some people and cause dizziness. So I think that it is essential to add the option to adapt the 

intensity of the colors and the lights and change some range colors to be adaptive to all visions.  

The other option that I think is necessary for a game like this one that will have graphic content is to 

add an option or several options to regulate this type of content. So, players will be able to choose to 

change the color of the blood to lime green, for example, or to eliminate it completely with other 

sensitive elements of the game, like torture scenes. Then they will have another option for the mature 

content like the prostitutes, the nudes, and the sex scenes. If players activate this option, these scenes 

will disappear from the cinematics, and the prostitutes and brothels will disappear as well or will be 

cover in some way.  
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To amplify the lifespan of the game and satisfy all the tastes, I want to add different modes. The main 

modes will be the Story Mode & the Exploration Mode; these will be PVE and can be played in Single 

Mode or Coop. Then the game will have a PVP mode similar to Ghost Recon Phantoms, where players 

need to conquest and defend points and do some determinate extra actions inside the point to gain 

more tickets than the other team in the time given. 

 

STORY MODE & TUTORIAL 

I will use Story Mode as a Tutorial. The missions will help the players to live the story while they are 

learning all the mechanics. 

The Story Mode is situated in different years, and each one will tell one part of Jacob’s Story and will 

unlock the different mechanics and equipment: 

 1960 

 The Diary 

 Jacob’s Appearance as young 

 PPS and Upgrades for it 

 Coop with AI Partners 

 Range Weapons ~ Crossbow 

 1963 

 More Upgrades for AN 

(partners personalization) and PPS 

 Adrenaline Time & 

QuickTime Events 

 Bayonet Knife “Old Faith” 

 Basic Melee Combat 

 1973 

 New Jacobs’s Appearance as 

an adult. 

 Liberdade Base 

 Judas Saint Miller, IA Partner 

 Basic Firearms Combat 

 Electric Weapons 

 1977 

 The Rawr! App (completing the 

Diary System) 

 Advanced Firearms Combat 

 1984 

 Sebastián Lefebvre, IA 

Partner (choice, depends on 

players decisions) 

 Advanced Melee Combat 

 1990 

 All Vehicles 

 Knock Down  

 Takedown 

 The Outskirts Base 

 Fast Travel Devices 

 Advanced Combat Strategy 
(use of traps, drones, and explosives) 

 Special Equipment (Polluted 

Areas Exploration) 
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EXPLORATION MODE 

This mode is important to allow the players to enjoy the map with complete freedom. It will be in this 

mode where we can add all the expansions that we want.  

The Exploration Mode & the Outskirts will be unlocked after Story Mode in 1990. In this mode, players 

will:  

 Unlock more weapons, upgrades, and abilities. 

 Will be able to explore all the years and complete all the missions. 

 Players will come back to each year at the end of the main storylines, living with the 

decisions that they take and the Trust Points that they have for each faction.  

 They will build and decor the Outskirts Base and visit Outskirts from other players. 

 

Other features that will be unlocked: 

POLLUTED AREAS 

To explore the Polluted Areas, players will need to get special equipment that they will get from Clean 

Future in 1990.  

In the Old World, players will found:  

 Prisons 

 ComfortLife first android factories, with their experiments  

 Army bases  

 Abandoned facilities, cities, and factories 

 Mines 

 Etc.  

Besides the stories that players will find in these places, they will find as well Ultra-Rare Weapons, 

Equipment, Skins, Charms, Keychains, and Cool stuff for their bases.  

These areas are dangerous. Besides the pollution, they will be full of bosses with complex AI, strong 

enemies, aggressive fauna and flora, environments that will feel like labyrinths, and weather that will 

be as dangerous as all the rest mentioned, with acid rain, wind, sandstorms, electric storms, and even 

tornados. 

SECRET ITEMS · THE COLLECTIONS 

One thing that the players will able to do in the Exploration Mode is to find all the Secret Items. Some 

of them will hide on the Secret Missions, but the thing is that they can find them all around the map in 

the different areas. For example, in Pregarias Lake, players will be able to find an old statuette of a Virgin, a prayer to ask 

for rain and water. We can add Easter Eggs, like references to other Ubi games, like Far Cry 5 with the 

Father glasses, or The Division with the rubber ducks. 

To help players with their search, they will have a Secret Mission in a museum that will reward them 

with a list of all the interesting points of the area. Then in their Diaries, they will have this list and how 

many secret items are in each area. However, they will not have more information or extra help to find 

these secrets. 
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Besides the Item itself that will be added to their Collection on their rooms/bases, they will gain XP and 

Charms, Keychains and Patches for the Backpack and for the Weapons that will have unique properties 

as a reward. For example, when they find the Lake’s Virgin, they will have a miniature for their backpack as a reward. When 

they come close to a spring or a lake, they can use the amulet to make the water drinkable or even to make it rain.  

These properties can be useful, of course, but I designed them to add some “magic” to the game and extra fun, like a way to 

remind the players to believe in magic and to be a little irrational sometimes ;)  

 

RAIDS 

Raids will be separated expansions from the main map that will complement the story and will long 

the lifespan of the game. These missions will be long and hard, but they will have great rewards, like 

exclusive items for the Outskirts and badges to prove that they pass the Raid. 

We can design raids for each week or for each month, making the players have an interest in the game 

for more time.  

These are the basic rules: 

 Raids will have a story, but not decisions making. All the cinematics will be saved on players’ 

Diaries to allow them to enjoy them later.  

 They will have different small and medium bosses and one final boss. They must be challenged. 

 They will endure hours, and it will have several levels. 

 They will be placed outside the main map. 

 They are meant for 6 to 8 players.  

 They will be temporal; once that the season changes, the Raids will change too. 

ALLIANCES 

Players will be able to see the active Raids from their BeeSocial App. Once in the section, they can 

choose to be put with random players, to join an Alliance that is open or to form their own Alliance to 

play with their friends. 

Alliances will be available on the BeeSocial App. When players form their own, they will need to choose 

a name and a “logo” that defines the type of Alliance that they want. Also, they will need to describe a 

little bit the spirit of the Alliance and show the member profiles, allowing the players to know a little 

bit more about the members. The leader of the Alliance will be responsible for all the members, for 

their bad and good behavior, to reward them, and to punish them, putting out of the Alliance. If a 

member of an Alliance is truly reported and the leader doesn’t do anything about it, the whole Alliance 

will receive a strike that the leader will be able to appellate. With three strikes, the whole Alliance will 

be admonished or banned, depending on the severances of the charges, being Toxicity and Cheating 

the worst ones. Players will be able to report Alliance as a complete organism, but these reports need 

to be very well presented, with well-explained allegations and proofs.  
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COOPERATIVE MODE · 2 PLAYERS 

To implement the coop in the Story, the Teammates of the players will be Jacob’s (the Host) brother or 

sister. 

These will the basic rules of the Coop: 

HOW WILL THE PLAYERS SPLIT THE REWARDS?  

The rewards and loot will be individual, even the loot boxes (like in The Division 2).  

WHAT HAPPENS IF ONE OF THE PLAYERS DIES OR FALLS?  

There is still no proper death in the game, so if a player “dies,” he/she “will pass out,” and his/her 

teammate will be able to help them using an Adrenaline Shot (that only will exist in this mode). These 

shots will have their particular spot in the inventory, and they only will be able to carry a limited 

number of them, like 3, for example.  

Also, AI Partners, including PPS, can be used to help a fallen Teammate. However, to do this, the 

Partners will need to be trained and upgraded, and if the players risk their “life” to save “another 

friend,” they could be angry with them later. Players can use their own Partners, including PPS, to help 

themselves, with the same consequences and risks: if they put the Partners’ live in danger, they could 

be angry later and don’t answer to them, do the opposite that they order, or even decline to appear 

when the players select them as Partners. This mechanic includes PPS that even when it is “forced” to 

be always with the players, it can rebel against them and ignore their orders. Also, if a Partner dies, 

players will need to wait 30 minutes to be able to call them again, and if it is PPS, they will need to 

repair it in a Craft Shop.  

Once the players “revive” their Teammates, they will come back in Adrenaline Time to help them to 

take cover and heal their wounds. Also, they will come back with a few HP, and if they were poisoned 

or bleeding before they fell, they would still have the same issues that they need to fix.  

If the players fell, they will need to wait until their Teammates or Partners come and help them. This 

means that once those players fall, they can’t respawn until 2 minutes pass, and if they respawn, they 

will be in the last checkpoint or in a Fast Travel Point, deciding if they want to come back to fight or 

leave the game.  

I designed this mechanic this way to prevent toxic partners that do rage quits and to highlight the importance of the team and 

work as one. 

However, players will be able to help their Teammates before that they pass out (“die”). They will have 

a limited time to help them when they fall that will change depending on the wounds. For example:  

 An explosion will “kill” them immediately, players will not be able to help.  

 If they are bleeding or poisoned, they will have less time, or the time will move faster. 

 If they don’t take cover and the enemies continue infringing damage, the time will be reduced.  

 If they fall from a determinate high, like three floors, for example, they will pass out (“die”) 

immediately. If it is less, like two floors, they could break a bone (bleed), and the time will be 

less or move faster.  

Players need to reach the Teammate in distress and help him/her to get up. Then they can heal him/her 

and give medkits or drugs to help.  
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WILL THE PLAYERS BE ABLE TO TALK OR EXPRESS THEMSELVES IN SOME WAY?  

Players will be able to interact with each other in different ways.  

 Emotes and Dances (like in The Division Franchise) 

 Diary System, in the Rawr! App and the BeeSocial App with emojis and gifs. 

 And, of course, using their mic to talk with their Teammates.   

CAN THE PARTNERS HAVE THEIR AI PARTNERS? 

Yes, each player will be able to have an AI Partner, despite PPS. 

DIFFICULTY IN COOP? 

In Coop the enemies will level up (like in Borderlands), one or two levels above players’ level.  

Enemies need to have a level between both players’ level to have the game balanced. To do that, we 

will take the highest level as a base, and then with an algorithm, we will calculate the “in-between” level 

taking into account the lower level.  

BUTTERFLY EFFECT ON COOP 

Players will have an option in the menu to give or take power to their Teammates to messing with the 

Environments and Biomes of their map.  

If they allow their Teammates to form part of the world, then all their decisions will be permanent on 

the map (the ones that don’t’ affect the missions). That way, if they burn a forest or if they destroy a house, it 

will stay that way, with the consequences that that could have, like block some missions in Coop and 

force the Host or/and the Teammate to do them in Solo Mode.  

However, if the Host decides to restrict the actions of the Teammate, this will mean that whatever the 

Teammate does will only have “statistic” repercussions on his/her stats (in the Faction Trust Points, 

the Personality Build, and the consequences on factions/NPCs behavior toward he/she), but not in any 

other way on the Host world. The effects of the Teammate’s actions will disappear after a while, and 

the Host will not have any repercussions, which means that any mission will be blocked. So, for example, 

if the Teammate burns a forest, he/she will lose Clean Future’s Trust Points, but the forest will not remain burned.  

In both cases, the consequences of the decisions will affect only the Teammate, but not the Host. In 

other words, the Factions and the NPCs will not see them as a team and will give rewards and 

punishments individually. For example, if the partner decides to burn the forest, then he/she will lose Trust Points from 

Clean Future, but not the Host. So, whoever takes action over the decision, is the one that will have the 

consequences.  

I designed this mechanic to create a more cooperative environment and a realistic game, but at the same time, to protect the 

players from toxic teammates.  

Of course, this mechanic has some bad points, like players using their teammates to do “bad things” 

without repercussions. But that is part of the experience to have their Personality Build, to create their 

worlds with their rules, even if that rules are unfair or “cheat” the game rules. And if that is the case, 

sooner or later, they will make a decision in one of the missions or in the world that will show their 

personality, creating an accurate My Persona profile. More in The Diary System · Diaries as Mechanic 
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THE OBVIOUS DECISIONS  

In the “marked” decisions (the ones are given by the NPCs, like kill or not the Urco in the Hunter Battle), will be the 

Host the one that will make the decision. Teammates will be able to decide if they want to save their 

Coop progress on their My Persona App or if they prefer to change the decision. When players play in 

Coop in a Host’s match, those decisions will appear in a different color, and players will be able to save 

them as they are or change them. They only can do it once; when they save their progress, it will be 

permanent. More in Gameplay/Diary System/My Persona App 

These decisions will come with their respective consequences for the Teammate, the ones that don’t 

affect the Host, like the Faction’s Trust Points.  

For example, if in the battle against the Hunter, the Host decides to don’t kill the Urco, but the Teammate decided to change that 

decision on their App, then he/she will has these consequences: 

 +Trust Points for the Forgotten and GCP 

 -Trust Points for Rites 

 Players will be cursed with Sangue Branca that will make that all the Urcos attack the players (only the Teammate, 

never the Host) 

So, we need to regulate the consequences to choose the ones that only will affect the Teammate and 

never the Host.  

Then, in the Dialog Scenes, where players will be able to choose an answer, Teammates will have their 

own Scenes with their own answers, and the Hosts theirs. However, again, the answers taken by the 

Teammates will not affect the Hosts in any way, only the stats of the Teammates.  

 

PVP · 6 VS 6 

The PVP will be a conquest type of gameplay that will be situated on the different years and in different 

sections of the map that will make that each match needs a different type of strategy. For example, we can 

use the Ruin City, Escravitude (1990), Corvo village (1984), or the Subway tunnels (1977).  

Players will cooperate in a team of 6 to conquest and defend the different points before the time is over. 

The goal is to get 600 points before that the time is over. To get those points, players need to kill, 

conquest, defend, and do extra activities, like liberate hostages or recover supplies. These activities will 

change with the map. For example, in Corvo, players will need to liberate hostages, taking them to an 

extraction point and defending them from the enemy team. In the maps, we will let surprises for the 

players, like aggressive NPCs or bombs that can be deployed. Will be medium-fast matches, highly 

cooperative, competitive, and strategic.  

The teams will be formed by:  

 SNIPERS OR RACCOON The first time that I play GRP, I called the Recons raccoon XD, so is a nod to my beginnings. 

 Recon the terrain.  

 Low resistance.  

 High damage. 

 Weapons: Sniper, Knife, and Gun. 

 Their PPS will have a screen with a Heartbeat Scanner. 
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 ASSASSIN  

 Faster and agile. Will be the killer of the team. Parkour 

 Low resistance.  

 High damage. 

 Weapons: Melee Weapon, and Traps.  

 Their PPS will recon the terrain with the Sonar.  

 ASSAULT  

 Advance force. 

 Medium resistance.  

 Medium damage. 

 Weapons: Assault Rifle, Gun, and Grenades. 

 Their PPS will deploy 4 androids each minute. The androids will have low resistance 

and medium damage.  

 SUPPORT 

 Defense and Support. 

 High resistance. 

 Low damage. 

 Weapons: Gun, Heavy, and Mounted Artillery. 

 Their PPS will deploy a shield around him or around a teammate. The shield will be 

big enough to protect two and will heal.  

 

I based this game on Ghost Recon Phantoms, my first online game :3 
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The characters that the players will use will be from the different factions, and they will be able to 

personalize them and their weapons with the skins that they earn in the normal mode and in the online 

mode. This mode will have its own rewards (skins the most), but part of the XP will be added to the 

main mode bank.  

The game will not have Friendly Fire to avoid toxicity. 

When players die, they will respawn in the base or in the last conquered point. 

SQUADS 

Like what happens with the Raids, players will be able to use the BeeSocial App to create and search 

for Squads (groups of 6 players). The rules are the same: 

 One leader that need to take care of the team.  

 Reports to individuals can affect the whole Squad. 

 Squads can be reported as one.  

“KEEP PLAYING” MECHANIC ~ THE DOPPELGANGER BOT 

When a player loses the connection (like an Alt+F4 kind of lost connection) after being playing for at 

least 5 to10 minutes, a bot will be activated after 1 minute of AFK.  

The bot will play in place of the players with a base AI, and it will work to give team support. So, it will 

not do perfect or critical headshots or other types of critical attacks, and its damage will be lower than 

the actual players to balance the game. The idea is to give support and avoid that the team gets 

decompensated when a member loses the connection. Also, it will help the players to don’t lose XP or 

penalizing to have a technical problem. 

However, players can upgrade the bot and have one that is more accurate to themselves, something 

like a doppelganger. To have this doppelganger bot, players need to play X hours in each multiplayer 

map with each specialist. That way, the doppelganger bot will be the most accurate possible to players’ 

movement and combat style. Then, how much they play with a particular weapon and specialist, the 

more accurate the doppelganger bot will be. If they don’t do these missions, the bot will have just a 

simple AI.  

To avoid that the players use this mechanic to “cheat” and earn points without doing anything or take 

too much advantage of the use of the doppelganger bot, we need to set some rules:  

 If the player returns to the match before 5 minutes, the bot will be usable in the same match, 

up to a total of 2 times per match. After a 3 time AFK, the player will be expulsed from the 

match, but the bot will stay to give support.  

 After 5 minutes AFK, the player will be expulsed from the match. The bot will stay to give 

support to the team.  

 When the bot is in the match, the board will appear marked as a bot and will always be the last 

one in the raking, so the real players don’t need to compete against it. 

 If the match ends with the player AFK or the player get expulsed for one of the mentioned 

reasons (3 times AFK or more than 5 minutes AFK), the XP will be just the one given to play 

the match, not extra points for damage, conquest, defend, etc. This can happen only 1 time each 

4h. This means that if in the next match players remain AFK more than 3 times, 5 minutes or 

don’t finish the match, they will lose all the XP from that match. 
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 The more the players “use” the bot, the longer they will need to wait to “use” it again. So, if in 

the same day they get expulsed more than 2 times (so, they get expulsed, they wait 4h, and 

they get expulsed again), the next time they will need to wait for 6h to “use” the bot (that is, to 

gain XP being AFK). If this situation happens more than 3 times per week, then the time will 

be increase to 12h. 

 If the players are reported several times for being AFK, then the time will be increased to 24h, 

which is that they only can “use” the bot only one time per day. If they get reported again, the 

time will be increased to 48h.  

 If three or more players go AFK in the same match in the same team, after 1 minute (when the 

bots are activated), the enemy team will win. 

 If six or more players go AFK in the same match, but in a different team, after 1 minute (when 

the bots are activated), the match will end in a draw.  

 If a player is expulsed from the game for being cheating or to be toxic (in any way), a bot will 

play in him/her place, but the player will not get any XP from that match.  

I designed this mechanic not only to avoid the toxicity that could generate when a teammate leaves the match for any reason, 

and the frustration that generates have a bad connection and lose the XP because of it, also to help with the family time. So, if it’s 

dinner time, for example, and mum calls our player to dinner, now he/she can leave the match (at least one time) without losing 

all his/her points and without letting down the team. 
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I want a game that is a challenge. For that reason, the enemies always will have one or two levels more 

than the players. If the players play in coop, the enemies will level up one or two levels to keep the 

game balanced.  

The Level of the enemies will set their: 

 +Level, -Response Time.  

 +Level, +Accuracy. 

 +Level, +Aggressiveness. 

 +Level, +Damage.  

 +Level, +Resistance to Damage. 

 

DIFIFCULTY SETTINGS · THE HARD WAR DIFFICULTY 

Players will be able to regulate the difficulty of the game from the menu at any moment.  

The game will be set into an Easy to Medium difficulty in the first missions of the Story Mode (from 

1960 to 1977) to pass a Medium to High difficulty in the posterior years and Exploration Mode. The 

level of difficulty will depend on the Mission (some will be more challenging than others), the Biome 

(Polluted Areas, for example, will be more challenging), and the Environment (the Rite Areas will be 

more difficult, for example).  

Players will be able to raise the difficulty level from Normal to Hard War. The Hard War Level will: 

 Increase the number of enemies and their level.  

 Will affect the Environmental Events (like the Sand Storms, for example), producing more 

damage to the players, be more visually aggressive, and be more abundant. This will make the 

game a little bit more realistic and challenging at the same time.  

 In addition, Enemies and Environments will produce Status Effects more frequently, and they 

will last longer or produce more damage. So, for example, Fire will take longer to put out and 

will cause 0.5 or 1 extra DPS.  

The general idea behind the Hard War Level is to create a challenge for the players that want it, creating 

a world more realistically aggressive.  

 

THE LEARNING CURVE · A GAME FOR ALL 

I think that a good way to attract players is if the game has an easy learning curve. This game is meant 

for players +18, and in that range of age, players don’t want to spend a lot of time learning how a game 

works. They want something easy that they can enjoy. But, at the same time, there are many players 

(the hardcore ones, for example) that want a challenge, that miss the old school games (like Rayman) 

that were difficult and require time, patience, and ability. So, it is difficult to make something that 

everyone will love and enjoy.  
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My idea is to use the first years of Story Mode (1960 to 1977) as Tutorial and use the intense story and 

cinematics to introduce the mechanics to the players. This will hook the players to the game, and that 

will make them be more receptive to the challenges that will be given to them in 1984, 1990, and the 

Exploration Mode and posterior Expansions. Because once that the players understand how the game 

works, once that they learned the basic mechanics, they will adapt to the new features, advanced 

mechanics, and challenges that we will throw at them. 

The challenge in this game will come from 4 sources: 

1. The Enemies, most particularly the Leaders and Bosses. They will predict the players’ 

movement and adapt to their combat style. Also, as I said before, the enemies always will have 

one or two levels more than players to keep the game balance for the players with more 

experience.  

2. The Environment. The will be areas that will difficult to access for the players; others will 

change with players' decisions. Also, some aspects of the environments, like the fauna or the 

flora, will be a problem for the players and will force them to use strategy.  

3. The Missions. Even in the Story Mode, it will be missions that will more difficult, either by the 

localization, either by the mission itself, either by the enemies in the mission. 

4. The Difficulty settings. Players will be able to choose the difficulty level, even in Story Mode.  

 

PLAYER AIDS 

Because of the lack of HUD, it’s essential to help the players with visual aids that help them know where 

the danger is, which items are pickable and which areas are interactive, for example.  

These aids consist of: 

THE DIARY AND THE MISSIONS 

Uma will talk with the players from 1973 to middle 1984. Then will be a guy from the GCP and a Clean 

Future member. Later many other characters will talk with the players using the Diary to give the 

missions and guide them thru them. This will help the players to know what they need to do and to 

don’t get lost in the missions. Despite the auditory aids, players will always have all the information 

about the missions in their Diaries.  

When players comeback in the Exploration Mode to the years where Uma is alive (1973 and 1977), she will be the one that will 

talk with them. 

With the Diaries, players can see everything that they need, like their missions, the map, and their 

progress, stats, and personality build. I want that each feature that the players can check is meant like 

an App. (Like in Watch Dogs) 

(More in the UI section) 
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ADVERTISEMENTS 

I base this feature on Bioshock 

I want to use the advertisements to: 

 Tell the players which items they can buy with real money. 

 Notify about active Side Missions and possible Secret Missions. 

 Advertise shops and craft shops, and new skins and cosmetics that they sell. 

The advertisements will appear in the cities, from 1960 to 1973, and in 1990 and in player Diaries from 

1960 to 1977, and in 1990.  

The advertisements for items that players can buy with real money will always be available in their 

Diaries and in the Main Menu 

DAMAGES · PUNISHMENTS 

Again, because of the lack of HUD, add a clear visual aid for the damage received and given is essential 

to help the players with the combat. So: 

DAMAGE RECEIVED 

When the players receive damage, it will be marked visually regarding the source of the damage. For 

example, if they are set on fire, players will see Jacob on fire, or if they are shot, it will appear a blood 

splash. It will happen the same with the partners. When they receive damage, it will be shown visually.  

Also: 

 When players Lose Health, the screen will lose color progressively from the corners.  

 When their Health is Critically Low, the screen will turn red.  

 When they Bleed, blood spots will appear on the screen. 
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 When they are Poisoned, the camera will show a side to side movements and increasing 

distortion. 

DAMAGE GIVEN 

Players will know that they give damage in a similar way than when they receive it. When they shot or 

when they use a melee weapon, the enemies will show an animation that will represent pain regarding 

the damage. It also will be represented visually, like with blood splashes or electroshocks when players 

attack with electric weapons.  

DEATH OF AN NPC 

When an enemy or ally dies, the body will remind in the ground surrounded by blood if the death was 

violent and in a “clean” space if the death was non-violent (like by electrocution).  

The bodies will not disappear, will transform into remains that will change regarding the 

environment/biome: 

 If they die in an inhabited area before 1973, the remains will be just a bloodstain or a pile of 

clothing. The body will disappear. 

 If they die in an inhabited area after 1973, the remains will be a grey/black skeleton consumed 

by the polluted wind. 

 If they die nearby to a lake or a water source, the remains will be a skeleton covered in moss 

with mushrooms.  

 If they die in a “green area” (like a forest, even if it’s after 1984), the remains will be white 

bones with flies or small animals around.  

 If they die in a Polluted Area, the remains will be a skeleton with green or purple crystals.  
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 If they die in the Dark Zone, the remains will attract masked 

crows. 

It will be a few exceptions depending if they die as part of the story or a 

mission (like Lucas in the Annabelle’s City or the Liberdade 

population), or if the corpses are part of the environment, like in 

Corvo’s Church, in those cases the corpses will remain in a specific way.  

This is a concept that I made of a head 

with a crown let by a rite that I designed 

in the first stages of the GDD 

 

 

 

 

This is important because players will be able to investigate the remains to find craft materials, charms, 

and other items, and due there is not a HUD in the game, I think that it’s essential to mark the bodies in 

a way that feels natural.  

Once that the players inspect the body, it will disappear after a few seconds.  

ENEMIES AND ALLIES 

It will be easy to differentiate the different types of enemies and allies. Each type will have their clothing 

and even their aesthetic. For example, Clean Future has the AbstractArt, with white and blue plastic, 

and the Renegades will use the UndergroundArt, with neon colors and more military/working outfits. 

Other aids could be:  

 PHRASES that they use and their VOICE TONE. Enemies will always be ruder or, in the case of 

the Rites, talk in a particular way. 

 MUSIC. For example: 

 The Rites will use guitars and folklore instruments like tambourines and voices a cappella. And the music 

in the battle scenes will be Metal.  

 In the Underground Cities and the Outskirts, they will listen to Electric Swing. 

 ENVIRONMENTAL SOUND. For example: 

 In the Rites, areas will have animals’ sounds, like crows, wolves, and dogs. 

 In the Renegades areas will have people talking and working, like fixing androids.  

 ENVIRONMENT DESIGN. For example: 

 The Rites will have symbols that will be painted on walls. 

 The OPS areas will have different yellow decorations, like flags with their logo and crystal flowers or 

ribbons 

Despite all of that, Allies will be able to mark the enemies in different 

ways, like the Renegades with UV paint or Clean Future with lights that 

I imagine like fireflies drones, helping the players during the combats. 
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THE INTERACTIVE ITEMS AND AREAS · THE LIGHT MARKS THE SPOT 

Because the game doesn’t have HUD, the areas where players can interact (like ammunition or loot 

boxes, pickable items like medkits, or the areas where they can climb or jump) need to be marked in 

some way that will be obvious to the players, but it doesn't break the realism of the game. I think that 

the best way to do it is with colorful lights and decorations, like ropes, flowers, symbols or flags. 

So, yellow will be the main color for the aids in the first years because the GCP controls more 

extensions. Then, in 1990, that color will almost disappear and will be changed for Clean Future’s blue. 

The other colors (neon pink for Renegades, white for Devotees, red for Rites, and orange/green for the 

neutral areas) will be the minority but are essential to make the game immersive and realistic.  

Each faction will bring their personality to their areas. And the zones that are uncontrolled need to feel 

that way, with colors that players can’t relate to any faction. 

INTERACTIVE ITEMS IN AREAS CONTROLLED BY FACTIONS 

I think that a good idea for the items could be 

to use light points, like glowing-sticks or 

candles, and change the color to adapt it to 

the faction that controls the area. It wouldn’t 

make sense that with all the factions in the 

game, the points were marked with the same 

color and in the same way in the different 

areas. And it makes a lot of sense that we use 

light as the main visual aid because the game 

is called Neon Blood and also will accentuate 

the fear of the population to the dark.  

Factions will mark the areas with interactive 

items that would be naturally marked by 

humans in real life, like ammunition, medkits, 

loot boxes, etc. 

 GCP: Will use yellow glowing sticks.  

 RENEGADES: Will use neon pink glowing sticks. 

 RITES: Will use red candles and red jars with candles.  Also, they 

can use other items like bones or witchcraft, like dolls made of corn 

leaves.  

 CLEAN FUTURE: Will use blue led lights, holograms, and glowing 

sticks. 

 DEVOTEES: In this case, because some of their areas are under the 

GCP control, we can use the color yellow to mark some of the points 

like the ammunition that wouldn’t make sense that Devotees have 

it in their areas. 

I took these 

photos. Up, 

candles in my 

apartment. 

Down, a lighted 

candle in a 

graveyard 
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 However, other items, like the Medkits that they made, could be marked by 

them with the white lamps (like in the hospitals and the classrooms) or glowing 

sticks. Also, we can use “cirios,” the church’s white 

candles, for some special places.  

 PRIVILEGED: Like in the Devotees’ areas, the 

Privileged are under the care of the GCP, and for that 

reason, the color should be yellow. However, we can add some 

gold to light or use holographic colors in some areas to make the 

aid fit with the aesthetic of the place, like elegant lamps, for 

example.  

This is a lamp on my grandmother’s house 

INTERACTIVE AREAS (PARKOUR) IN ZONES CONTROLLED BY FACTIONS 

For the jumpable or climbable areas, the main aid will be the paint, but we can add other decorations 

to give extra realism to the game, things like ropes, skulls, flowers, or more lights. Like with the pickable 

items, the colors and decorations will change between factions.   

 GCP: They will use yellow spray and road paint. They can let their logo, an  

mark the points, or just use the paint. Other items that maybe they could use are 

ropes, plastic, glowing sticks, or light beacons. 

 

 

 RENEGADES: They will use neon pink spray. Other items that they could use 

are neon lights, glowing sticks, ropes, or cords (also pink).  

 RITES: They will use blood, jars with offerings, body parts, and bodies covered with candles 

that will drip wax.

 CLEAN FUTURE: Clean Future’s zones in the city will not have lots of climbable or jumpable 

areas because they are offices and conference centers. If it was necessary to add some of these 

areas, we could use blue led stripes.  

However, in the Domes, the thing changes. These areas are 

complex because they will have part of natural environments, 

part of the vibe of the Rites’ environments, and part of Clean 

Future’s environments. Here will be plenty of areas where 

players can do parkour and need to be marked according to the 

environment. So, some of them will be naturally marked with 

lianas, ivies, or flowers, but others will need to be marked “by 

humans”. In these cases, I think that some could be marked with 
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the same led strips as in the cities to give cohesion, but others could be marked with androids 

parts, like heads or arms. It could be cool that some climbable walls would be marked with 

android arms, put it in a way like they were trying to climb. 

 DEVOTEES & PRIVILEGED: Like in the previous case, these factions’ areas are small and 

particular, so it is difficult that the players will need this type of help here. (In the case of 

Devotees are Churches or Secret Churches and the Privileged’s case is the Trade City BI63). 

However, if it as was necessary, we will use something like this: 

 DEVOTEES: We can use the rose windows 

and stained glass windows to create colors, 

like in the photo, that will show the 

climbable or jumpable areas.  

 PRIVILEGED: In their case, we can use gold 

and gasoline backgrounds or decorations 

that will go with the aesthetic of the city, 

based on the mineral bismuth.   

ALL THESE AREAS NEED TO BE WELL INTEGRATED INTO THE LEVEL DESIGN WITHOUT BEING TOO 

OBVIOUS.  

MAPS 

Because the game doesn’t have HUD, players will need to use 

the Map on their Diary, like Google Maps. For that reason, the 

Map needs to be well signalized, with names on the streets 

and in the subway stations. 

Players also can use PPS. They have to mark a point in the 

Map on the Diary, and then PPS will lead the players to the 

point using its lights.  

During the years, it will appear different zones marked on the 

maps as dangerous, war zones, new polluted areas, etc.  

All these areas need to be marked on the map with color 

filters that will signalize the extension of the area. Need to feel 

“rustic,” like if Jacob would have drawn in the map because 

from 1977, the information on the Diaries will not be 

actualized in an automatic way. 

The final colors of the filters will depend on the colors that we chose for the 

Map and the UI. 

THE YELLOW ROUTE AND THE RED ROUTE 

These routes are in the Dark 

Zone. The Yellow Route is from 

GCP, and the Red Route is from the Rites. I designed these routes because 

there are places that will not appear on the Map and because in the Dark 

Zone, PPS not will always be useful.  

This is a concept of the Yellow Rout on Navia City (1984)  
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NEUTRAL AREAS · AREAS WITHOUT FACTIONS · THE POLLUTED AREAS 

The Polluted Areas are the Old World’s ruins. They were abandoned many years ago when there was 

not “factions” per se. For these areas, we will use light points as well, and for the parkour areas, we can 

use other decorations that be consequential with the type of environment where players are.  

For example, in a factory or a construction site, we can use materials like helmets, warning cones, 

construction tape, marks painted with spry, or, my favorite, construction chalk.  

Ok personal note, when I was a kid, my grandfather had a construction company, and I loved to 

play with the construction materials. My favorite was the marking chalk, which was used to create 

perfect lines to put the bricks. My grandfather had a big bottle full of bright blue chalk, and one day, 

playing, the bottle explode a little bit, and I make a mess. That could be a cool reference to mark 

some areas that were abandoned and labeled as dangerous or that was under construction. 

The colors that I want to use for these areas are orange and green. These colors, along with yellow and 

red, are the most used as warnings and are the only ones that aren’t associate with any faction. Besides 

that, orange can be used as a more natural light, which will allow us to play with the sunlight in areas 

that couldn’t make sense that there was a glowing stick.  

I took these photos. From left to right, the light of my bathroom reflected on the patio's wall; A sunset in Galicia from a mountain 

called Xiabre; My mother driving at night. Orange is a common light source, and that allows us to play with it. 

Green, on the other side, can be used in zones that are highly polluted. Radioactive green will instantly 

make the players know and feel that something is not right, making the game even more immersive 

and will help us to create mysterious and interesting places to explore.  

These two colors will make a high contrast that will help players not only to know where they can 

interact with an item or an area but also to detect which areas are more dangerous just because of the 

color that we use.  

NATURAL ITEMS  

There will be “natural items” and “natural areas,” those that wouldn’t make sense that was “marked by 

humans,” like the herbs, abandoned androids, or natural climb walls. We still can use light as a mark 

point, with fireflies or sparkles from the bare wires. It will depend on the item and the area to decide 

the type of light that we want to use. Also, there will be other types of decorations that we can use for 

the climbing areas, like ivies or vines with flowers.  

Whatever we use need to be obvious but integrated with the environment. The idea is that the item or 

area remains as “natural.” If the color, light, and decoration that we use look forced, we will take realism 

from it and will break the immersive experience that we are trying to create.  
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SECRET AREAS 

The game also will have Secret Areas, where players will be able to find Secret Missions (more 

information in Side Missions & Special Missions/Secret Missions) and Secret Items (more information in Game 

Modes/Exploration/Secret Items). These areas need to be marked as well but in a very subtle way, with a 

light beam, a light point that will shine a little bit more than the rest, a different color combination, 

something that looks curious or out of place, etc.  

To make the game more interesting, these aids, in particular, can be used against the players, putting a 

visual aid where there is nothing else than a good view or even nothing at all. This strategy will not 

only add some extra difficulty to the game but also will make it more realistic because life is 

disappointing sometimes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I took these photos. From Up to down and left to right: A decoration 

in a roof on Galicia, probably to scare birds; My apartment. It's really 

subtle, but it was a little shining point on my tablecloth that I just 

loved; An abandoned house on Galicia, I love the light blue light 

coming from the collapsed ceiling 
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The game will save automatically:  

 After some determined game time.  

 When players finish a mission. 

 When enters/leaves a checkpoint 

 When they enter/leave a Fast Travel Point.  

However, players will be able to save their progress at any moment going to any Fast Travel Point or 

any Base (included in both cases the Fast Travel Devices).  

If players leave the game without saving like if they are just exploring and then suddenly leave the 

game, their progress (their XP, the map discovered, the items collected, etc.) will be saved before 

closing the game.  

When players continue the game (load), they will spawn in the nearest Checkpoint/Fast Travel Point 

to their last position. 

 

CHECKPOINTS 

The Checkpoints will be automatic. The game will save the progress automatically in determinate 

points where players can load and spawn after die.  

It will be two types of Checkpoints: 

 AREA 

These Checkpoints will be distributed around the map, and they will be the equivalent to when a player 

enters/leaves a room. They will be the most abundant on the map and help the players always have 

their math saved. These points will not have any enemy’s spawn, to help a little bit the players. 

However, it could be spawn points nearby, tho.  

 MISSION/ACTION 

These ones will be situated at the beginning and the end of the missions and the “action” areas (like the 

bases or the shops). The long and medium missions will be divided into Checkpoints that will help the 

players if they die in the middle of the mission. These “sections” will always be safe places, maybe with 

ammunition or/and medkits, and no enemy’s spawn.  

 

The Decision Making & Personality Build will not be affected by death. Any decision that players take 

before they die will be permanent and will be automatically saved. This makes sense if you imagine this game 

like a bullet journal that tells Jacob’s story. There is no actual death. The checkpoints are just a “punishment” for the players that 

need to redo the areas. But their decisions will be “written” in the “journal.” I designed this way to prevent players to “cheat” and 

come back in time to change a decision.  
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PLAYERS WILL GET THEIR EQUIPMENT ON LOOT BOXES, KILLING ENEMIES AND AFTER FINISHING 

MISSIONS.  

Then they can Upgrade it with attachments and Personalize it with skins and cosmetics.   

LEVELS ~ USEFULNESS LEVELS & RARITY LEVELS 

The equipment will have USEFULNESS LEVELS that will set the STATS of the equipment, like its 

durability, effectiveness, or space, in the case of the backpack. I will talk more about the stats of each item 

below. The levels will be: 

 CIVIL LEVEL 

 EXPLORATION LEVEL 

 MILITARY LEVEL 

 CLEAN FUTURE LEVEL 

These levels will be MARKED in some way in the Inventory Interface (more in UI) and also VISUALLY.  

For example, I will use as reference the game Infestation for this feature. In Infestation, the backpacks have levels that mark 

the number of available spots and the weight that players can wear: 

For the example, I chose the base skins of the Small, Large, and Military Backpacks to represent the Civil, Exploration, and Military 

Levels and the Military Backpack with the skin “Infinity” to represent Clean Future’s Level.  

However, it will be some equipment that will not have these levels: 

 The Weapons 

 PPS 

 The Diary 

These ones will be upgraded with Updates and Attachments and the reason why is to make the game 

more realistic and make the players have a sensation of property over some of their equipment.  

Ok, Personal Note. When I was a kid, I didn’t have anything that was truly mine. All my toys, clothes, books, etc., were “temporal” 

because at the moment that I grow up or when I “finished” with the item, my parents will take it and give it to another kid. This 

means that my parents didn’t allow me to decorate, not even my room, to prevent me from having that sensation of “property” 

(religious thoughts, if you are asking why this happened). So, when I finally got something that was mine, like my shoes, I keep 

it a treasure (and as a matter of fact, I didn’t want to share those items with anybody). In games, it happens to me that I like to 

have a weapon that is mine that I can level and personalize and use from beginning to the end because of the experience that I 

have as a child. This makes me think about the importance of having things that are ours, that we don’t want to lose and that we 

work hard to have them as we want. So, I wanted to give that sensation with the weapons in Neon Blood. Of course that the rest 

of the equipment is theirs, but weapons will be unreplaceable once that players put upgrades on them, and they will be able to 

use them from beginning to the end of the game, just adapting the attachments. Like happen with knife Old Faith, they got it in 

1963, and they can keep it during all games with no problem. 

On another note, I think that this will encourage players to don’t be such consumerists and reuse things that aren’t broken, a 

subject that fits perfectly with the theme of the game and that is really important in our days with all the excess of trash that we 

produce. So, instead of “throw away that weapon and get one better,” we said, “upgrade the weapon to make it better.”  
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All the lootable equipment (all equipment despite PPS and the Diary), some of the attachments and 

updates, and all the customization extras, will have RARITY LEVELS.  

These levels will mark HOW DIFFICULT TO FIND the items are, and they will give some value to the time 

that players will need to invest in getting them. However, they will not affect the stats. It will be just a 

visual reward. These levels will be: 

 COMMON 

 RARE 

 ULTRA-RARE 

 LEGEND 

 

The levels will be MARKED with COLORS that will appear on the Inventory Interface and in the 

Collections in the Base. Something like this: 

    Copper ~ Common                 Silver ~ Rare                Gold ~ Ultra-Rare           Bismuth ~ Legend 

 

THE LEGEND LEVEL RULES:  

 They will always HAVE A PROPER NAME . Examples: the Devotee’s knife “Old Faith,” Hunter’s spear “Sacred 

Blood,” or the Pregarias Lake Virgin, “Water Pray.”  

 All the SECRET ITEMS will have Legend Level.  

 These items and weapons WILL NOT BE CUSTOMIZABLE , but in the case of the FIREARMS, 

players will BE ABLE TO UPGRADE  them with new attachments.   

So, the player will be able to find the same knife, for example, with different rarity levels, but the stats 

will be the same.  

Something like this:  

Bayonet M7 ~ Common · Bayonet M9 ~ Rare · Bayonet M7 Trench ~ Ultra Rare · Bayonet M9 “Old Faith” ~ Legend 
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UPGRADING THE EQUIPMENT ~ UPDATES & ATTACHMENTS  

FIREARMS can be upgraded with ATTACHMENTS, like scopes, amplify magazines, or grips. These 

attachments will improve the accuracy, stability, fire rate, and fire range.  

PPS can be upgraded with COMPONENTS that will work like the firearms attachment, improving the 

physic featured of the drone, like better wheels. These Components will improve PPS speed, range, 

light intensity, grip, etc. 

PPS AND THE DIARY will be able to be UPDATED with chips, improving the internal features, like the 

hacking speed, adding the thermic and night vision, x-ray, etc.  

Players will find these items (Attachments, Components, and Chips) in Loot Boxes, dismantling old 

equipment and androids, and finishing missions.  

 

CUSTOMIZATION 

Players will have Skins and Cosmetics to personalize their equipment.  

I will use Infestation’s Small Backpack again to set the difference between a Skin: 

And a Cosmetic: 

Personal Note. I loved the Teddy Bear Backpack so much that my friends always pick them for me to “save all the Teddy Bears” 

^^ I have 31 Teddy Bear Backpack in total :3 

Neither the Skins nor the Cosmetics will change the stats of the item, not even when the Cosmetic can 

change the complete physical appearance of the item. 

The Skins will have the aesthetics of the game, changing the color or minor physicals aspects, like 

engraved on the metal of the weapons. 

The Cosmetics, on the other hand, not only will show a difference using the aesthetics but also will 

change with the environment, playing with players imagination about the what, who or why about the 

items. Cosmetics can change the aspect of a piece of equipment completely, like the Backpack, but also 

can be decorations that players can add to their equipment: 

CHARMS 

Charms will be decorations that players will be able to hang from the different weapons. Charms will 

represent items from the different factions and years, like a rat chewing in a gas mask (Renegade’s 

logo), or items that represent moments, happenings, and missions inside Neon Blood.  
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We can add Easter Eggs and items that represent other Ubisoft games, like a rubber duck for The 

Division.  

I based this feature on Rainbow Six Siege that allows put Charms in the Shield too.   

 

And in COD Modern Warfare. 

OTHER REFERENCES  
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KEYCHAINS 

The Keychains are similar to the Charms, but for the Backpack, Lantern, Vehicles and, of course, the 

Keys to start the vehicles and to open the bases, like Jacob’s Apartment.  

The difference with the Charms is that the Keychains are bigger and more visual and can be hanged 

two or three from the same chain. 

I base this feature on The Division 2. I love my Hippo :3 

  

PATCHES 

Patches will be pieces of embroidery or holographic plastic that players will be able to put on their 

Bulletproof Vest and in their Backpack. These Patches will be more reacted with factions, some especial 

missions and with players’ Ability Tree. 

I used The Division 2 as reference.
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COLLECTIONS 

As I said before, players will be able to find Equipment with a Legend Rarity Level that will have a 

proper name, and they will not be customizable. These pieces of equipment will be one of the several 

collections that players will be able to complete: 

 TREASURE HUNTER ~ Legendary items collection 

 DETECTIVE ~ Secret items collection 

 ARMORY ~ Weapons Collection 

 GARAGE ~ Vehicle collection 

 DECORATOR ~ Furniture (for the bases) collection 

 JUKEBOX ~ Music collection 

 ANIMAL LOVER ~ All Animal Partners Unlocked 

 LEADER ~ All Partners Unlocked 

 JOB DONE ~ All Story Missions finished I called this one “Job Done” as reference to the future, where players 

will discover that all the games in the past is Jericho Daponte collecting information about the Survivor for the SPTS. 

 I CHOSE HOW I LIVE ~ All the decisions unlocked 

 HOME ~ All the Bases finished (included The Outskirts) 

 WARDROBE  ~ All the clothes 

 MEMORIES  ~ Patches collection 

 SOUVENIRS ~ Keychains and Charms Collection 

 

Of course, we can add more, and players will be able to enjoy them each year in their particular bases 

and in The Outskirts, where they will be able to see the Collections globally, not just the ones from 

1990.  

 

GAS MASK 

The Gas Mask is essential in this game for two reasons: first (and most important), I want the GAS MASKS 

TO EXPRESS THE PERSONALITY OF THE CHARACTERS, FACTIONS, AND PLAYERS. This means that they 

need to be the most customizable item on the equipment. Players need to choose:  

 The COLOR of the mask.  

 The MATERIAL. Leather, rubber, 

metal, or cloth.  

 The VISOR/S SHAPE. Round, 

rectangular or oval.  

 The VISOR/S COLOR. 

 The NUMBER of FILTERS. 1, 2 or 3 

 The SHAPE OF THE FILTERS . Round or 

square.  

 The MATERIAL AND COLOR OF THE 

FILTERS. Rough metal or painted. 

 EXTRA DECORATIONS. Duct tape, 

metal, UV paint, graffiti, tattoo art, 

diamonds, etc. 
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I will put some examples with the concepts that I made for the novel, for the other GDD that I wrote, and for this game (in that 

order) to allow you understand what I meant:  

Carriers of the Blessing (one of the “villains”). This faction wears masks with 3 filters (most of the time), and their masks are 

complex, with cloths over the leather or other decorations like Bible’s pages. 

This is Rosaly’s Mask, the woman responsible for Jacob’s death in the novel 

 

Other factions are Radicals and Smugglers, SPTS (one of the “villains” ), and the GWFCE (the main villains). This is Lisa’s mask 

concept, divided into her “normal” mask (the yellow one with the pick visor) and her GWFCE mask (the grey one).  
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I want to add my favorite mask concept that I did for the novel: Mía’s mask. Mía Rey has 9 years old when she gives her life to 

save her friends, and her story is the main one in the novel. 

 

 

Then we have the future Renegades, a group that fights against the Carriers of the Blessing: 

 

I added this from Morrigan’s Story (the first GDD that I wrote) because it is the only one that I have with a semi mask. The concept 

is from a Rite that adores the Goddess Aloia.  
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Finally, we have the ones that I did for this game. From left to right, Jacob’s mask and Judas “Saint” Miller’s mask. The next one is 

a Rabbit Mask that I designed to be found in Navia (as part of the first design that I did for this game), and I imagine it as a kid’s 

mask. Then you can see two concepts for the Renegades (RATS) and the last one, fort the GCP’s Scavengers: 

 

The SECOND REASON because the Gas Masks are essential is completely functional: the Gas Mask will 

protect the players in the Dark Zones and Polluted Areas from poisoning. Also, NPCs wear masks for 

the same reason, to protect themselves from pollution.  

For this reason, Gas Mask will need FILTERS that players will need to Decontaminated and Craft new 

ones in their Craft Tables. Also, they can find the Filters in the Loot Boxes. 

Players will be able to find gas masks in the Loot Boxes with USEFULNESS LEVELS, set by the material 

of the mask and the filters. Masks and Filters need to have the same Usefulness Level. These levels will 

be determined how effective the mask is against pollution and how much time they can spend without 

changing the filters.  

Also, players will be able to find CUSTOMIZABLE EXTRAS like pieces for the masks, filters, and complete 

gas masks in the loot boxes and in the missions with, Rarity Levels, allowing players to have an 

exclusive gas mask.  

Also, I designed a GAS MASK FOR THE CROWS of Navia (Ela did this to save the crows from pollution and 

use them to find resources). I think that it could be cool and make sense that the animal partners have 

a gas mask too to protect them.  

I based this featured in some photos that I found from WWI where the animals, like the horses and the dogs, wear a gas mask to 

protect them from the Mustard Gas: 
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I liked this concept so much that I adopted it as the logo of my little indie studio. ^^ 

Of course, the Animal Gas Mask will be completely customizable as well, but players will not need to 

change the filters, just decontaminated them.  
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SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 

To enter the Polluted Areas, players will need a Special Equipment that consists of a suit with a 

special gas mask.  

They will GET THIS EQUIPMENT IN CLEAN FUTURE’S DOME for the first time, then they will be able to 

find them in Clean Future’s Loot Boxes, and the GCP Loot Boxes, and it will NOT HAVE USEFULNESS 

LEVELS because this is already an “Elite” item, so it will always have the highest level. However, THEY 

CAN HAVE RARITY LEVELS, allowing players to find unique suits in different colors and with different 

masks. 

The Special Equipment will NOT NEED NEW FILTERS BUT WILL NEED TO 

BE DECONTAMINATED .  To clean it, players will need to use the SPECIAL 

CONTAINERS that will have a timer that they can set with their diaries. 

The longer the exposure to pollution, the longer the time that it will need 

to be clean.  

 

THEY CAN CARRY TWO SUITS (the one that they wear and an extra one) to explore 

the Pollute Areas. The suit will HAVE A WRIST DEVICE (like the one used to mark 

Jacob’s vitals) where they can see the pollution levels that they are exposed to and 

the remaining time that they have before that they need to change the suit. I took 

this watch from COD Modern Warfare as reference.  

 

The suits CAN BE HARMED by the ambient, like by the sand storms, or by combat, by animals or enemies. 

When this happens, the Wrist Device will warn players, and they will need to change the suit and fix it 

immediately. They can do it on any Craft Table.  

The Special Equipment can be UPGRADED with Oxygen Tanks to dive into polluted waters.   

 

LANTERNS 

I think that it can be cool add some old military lanterns to the game (like 

the 1949 Wonder or the WWII Daimon Telko Trio used by Germans, that had red light, blue 

light, and special cover to read maps without being seeing).  

Lanterns will work with manual dynamos that they can charge when they 

need and have light. In the players’ case, they can always have light 

because their lanterns will be changed with their movement. They are lucky 

to have us XD. But the Usefulness Levels will determine the range of the light. 
The concept is based on a Wonder Lamp from 1949 type Cargo.  

Players will be able to choose colors and keychains for 

their lanterns. Also, we can add old-style flashlights.  

This is an Art Nouveau Moonstone 14K gold flashlight charm form 1900 

that I found while a was looking for references. I think that is super cute 

:3 
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FAST TRAVEL DEVICES  

I based the design of this device on Dragon Ball and the Capsules Hoi-Poi from Capsule Corp. 

In the anime, the characters use the capsules to “build” a complete house from nowhere. The capsules also have “other things 

inside,” like vehicles.  

 

This inflatable device will allow the players to decide where they want to put a Fast Travel Point. This 

feature will help them to explore the Polluted Areas and the Dark Zones that are far away from their 

bases, always having with them a place to craft and rest.  

Players will be able to wear three Fast Travel Devices, and they can put one, use it and then pick it up 

or put the three in different places and pick them when they want.  

When the players put the Device on the ground, it will inflate a plastic dome that will act as a small base 

that the players can personalize, like the color of the plastic or the lights.  

SOUND DESIGN 

Sound like the emergency instant inflatable stairs from the planes.  
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DIARY 

The Diary it’s like a smartphone, completely transparent. In the novel, to unlock the Diary, characters 

introduce a patron pressing in the sections of stained glass. So, in the game, to make reference to this, 

when the Diary is off, the screen will be or will show a stained glass that players can personalize.  

My idea is that when players use PPS or one of the 

Apps from their Diaries, a transparent interface will 

appear in the right corner of the screen. Something like 

Watch Dogs. More in UI 

Inside of that interface, players will found the In-Game 

Menu presented like a smartphone menu with Apps. 

This includes options like leave the game or go to the 

main menu. 

 Each App will be a game feature:  

 GPS  ~ MAP 

 Inside the map, players can mark points for PPS or see the route. Like in Google Maps. 

 The camera will use the GPS App to set the location of the photos and to allow players 

to use the Rawr! App and mark specific points on the map.  

 Map App will change with the pass of the years, showing with color filters the new 

dangerous zones, like the War Zones, Polluted Areas, or Dark Zones.  

 In the Map will appear all the active missions from that year, interesting points, the 

Fast Travel Points (included the position of the Fast Travel Devices), the Base position, 

and all the other important information.  

 PPS APP More about PPS below. 

PPS App will allow players to access all PPS features, see its camera, control it, read all the information 

that PPS recollect, see the updates and personalize internal features like the color of its lights or the 

sounds that it will make. Its features will be: 
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 TERRAIN RECON. With Sonar or with the Camera. 

 LANTERN. PPS has its own lantern to see in the dark, so players can use it, but it 

will consume battery from PPS.  

 CAMERA. PPS can use its camera with nocturnal vision, thermic vision, x-ray 

vision, etc., to reconnoiter and take panoramic and 360 photos from the ground 

and from the air.   

 HACK.  

 CAMERA 

 PHOTO MODE. 

 RECONNOITER. Thermal and nocturnal vision 

 THE DIARY SYSTEM 

 RAWR! APP. 

 BEESOCIAL APP. 

 MY PERSONA APP. 

 TO-DO APP. All the missions of the game, with all the necessary information.  

 ADVERTISEMENTS. The Ubi Shop, information about some possible missions, and the I-

Game Shops, like clothing shops. 

 RADIO. Something like Spotify with all the songs that players collect (like in Watch Dogs, 

tracklist) and the Radio, with songs and the news about the war, the Energetic Crisis, Clean 

Future, etc. This news will reflect the players’ actions and decisions. (like in Fallout New Vegas) 

 ENCYCLOPEDIA APP. 

 CRAFT SHOP APP. 

 

The Diary will be personalized by the players, choosing a color them and the stained glass image. This 

image can be a photo that they take inside the game with the Photo Mode, using the filter Stained Glass.  

Players will have Headphones to listen to their music in public. If they don’t use them, people around 

can be annoyed and be angry. 

SOUND DESIGN 

I want that the Diary has sounds similar to a smartphone. When players use the Diary System, I want 

that they can use emotes with sound and that look and sound funny.  
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PPS · PORTABLE PERSONAL SYSTEM 

PPS is based on the Seeker Mine from The Division and the Droids, like R2D2, from Star Wars (for the personality).  

Personal Note about the design. I designed PPS one day that I was playing The Division 2 with my best friend. I live games a 

lot, and I have hyperactive imagination, so for me, all games are like VR :`) and we were on a mission, and I was wearing the 

Seeker Mine (I think that I was using the Mender type, the one that heals), and I throw it, and one of the big guys so it and crush 

it under his feet. And the device made a sound, and I just started to cry and get really angry with the enemy and at that moment 

is when I designed PPS as the eternal partner of the players. Because I just loved so much that little device, with the green light 

running behind me, jumping when I jump that I thought I couldn’t be the only one that loves this little thing. So what I did was 

making real my “vision” of the Seeker Mine.  

 

I made these fast concepts in Photoshop, imagining PPS with a CyberArt aesthetic. Despite that, 

the first aesthetic the PPS will have is AbstractArt from Clean Future. 

More about PPS in the Section Character Design/PPS 

PPS is a Portable Personal System designed and 

developed by Clean Future. However, our little PPS is 

special because it “born” with a factory defect that makes 

it a little bit more “human-like,” with emotions like fear.  

After Jacob saved it from the attacks at the Clean Future 

Summit in 1960, PPS transformed into Jacob’s ally and 

friend, follow him everywhere.  

Players can decide to have PPS with all the time, or to have it in the Backpack and use it when they need 

it. In other words, they can see PPS as a partner or just as a device. That will be one of the decisions that will affect 

PPS personality. The more that players play with PPS, the more close it will be with them, learning new 

tricks and adapting to players' personalities. PPS will have levels of happiness, resentment, fear, and 

intelligence that will change with players’ actions and gameplay. 

PPS will have a Complex AI that will emulate the chess games or the AI from games like Left4Dead or Stanly Parable. Those 

examples have in common that the AI plays with the players as much as the player plays with it, evolving.   

The difference between PPS and the other Partners is that it is not an option, players will always have 

it in their Backpack, and just that will affect PPS personality a lot. And because PPS doesn’t have a 

“voice,” it can’t show its emotions so easily as a regular partner. For that reason, we need to make an 

extra effort to give it life.  

PPS has wheels, is small (like an orange), fast, and can move between and under obstacles. PPS also can 

jump, fly (like a drone) and climb, with its deployable legs (like a spider). PPS can take photos in 360, 

taking photos will it spins in the air. And players will be able to throw it thru small holes and over 

fences, like a grenade, or under walls and obstacles, like a ball 
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Players will be able to upgrade it and personalize PPS. They will need to do emergency repairs when 

an enemy harms it and fix it when it breaks. To do emergency repairs, players can do it anyplace; they 

don’t need a base to do it, just the Materials. To fix it, they need a Craft Table, a Craft Shop, or that one 

of the Partners, like Sebastian, could do it. 

 

WEAPONS 

Even when I based the game armory on real weapons and I put several reference images, the weapons and their skins must be 

adapted to the different aesthetics of the game. An example of this is the futuristic weapons from Clean Future or the first knife 

that players will get, Old Faith that despite to be a Bayonet M9 Knife it has its own aesthetic. (you saw it in the timeline section).   

Players will have lots of weapons that they will be able to use, and that will make their experience 

unique. To get weapons, players need to: 

 Find loot boxes. 

 Kill enemies. 

 Finish missions. 

The weapons can be improved with attachments and personalize with skins and charms. The attachments 

will depend on the weapons that we chose at the end and how many attachments we will allow players to have per weapon.  

I will not make a list will all the weapons because you can find the weapons of the game in the section Factions and because, as I 

said before, the Weapon Design need to be well thought, with weapons that feel real but that are adapted to the game necessities 

and aesthetics. So, I will put a shortlist of the types and some general examples. 

These are the types: 

 LONG RANGE 

 Crossbow 

 Snipers 

 MEDIUM RANGE 

 Assault Rifles 

 SHORT RANGE 

 Guns 

 Shotguns 

 MELEE 

 Pocket Knife 

 Spoon Knife 

 Swords 

 Sickles 

 Spear 

 THROWABLE 

 Grenades 

 Knife 

 ELECTRIC · CLEAN FUTURE WEAPONS 

 Transformable rifle into 

sniper 

 Electric Knife 

SOUND DESIGN 

I base the design of the weapons on the WWI weapons, so the materials are metal and wood, and the 

sound needs to be more mechanical.  

 

MEDKITS & ANTIDOTES ~ ADRENALINE SHOT (ONLY IN COOP) 

Personal Note about a Rejected Idea: At the beginning, I designed that players needed to craft both Antidotes and Medkits, 

using herbs, water, and rags. However, due to the story where players will need to face a world that loses all their natural 

resources, I thought that this mechanic would not make sense in the last years. It’s true that I designed that players will need to 
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use Mutated herbs and plants to use them in the recipes, but again I am not sure about the effectiveness and the necessity to add 

that feature. For that reason, I rejected it.  

Players will need Medkits to cure the bleeding and Antidotes to cure the poisoning. Both of them are 

findable in hospitals, Devotees areas, and clinics the most, but players will be able to find them too in 

dead bodies, exploring the world (like in bathrooms or in pharmacies), and in loot boxes. 

Also, allies will provide healing during the intense battles (like the last one in 1990), and some Partners, 

like Judas, will be able to craft Medkits and/or Antidotes for the players.  

Players will be able to wear 3 Medkits and 2 Antidotes in their Inventory. 

The ADRENALINE SHOTS are only for Coop, and it will be visually similar to the Antidotes. Players will 

be able to find them with the rest of the healing items. Players can wear 3 Adrenaline Shots.  

REFERENCES 

 

 

DRUGS ~ WATER PIPES 

Drugs will be Ultra Rare and Legendary items that will only be found on the Rites areas.  

What players will find will be a container with red “slime” inside, and to use it, players need to use their 

Water Pipe to smoke the drug.  
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Water Piper work like a tobacco pipe but with a jar where people put liquid to filter the 

smoke. The liquid can be juice, milk, tea, water, wine or other alcohol, or even 

personalize mixtures. Theses Pipes became popular with the increase of pollution as a 

“healthier” way to smoke tobacco or other drugs. The liquid inside the jar helps filter 

the smoke and can give a better taste or secondary effects, like in the case of alcohol.  

Of course, the design of this device is based on Arab Hookahs.   

The drug that I designed will allow players to tame animals temporally and use them in combat. 

However, there is another drug in the game: the one that Ela uses to create the Nothings, allowing them 

to don’t feel fear or pain. And I think that one could be interesting for the long battles against Rite 

Bosses that will use Melee weapons that can kill with one hit. Then, we can add other drugs that will 

provide new abilities or powers for a determined time.  

This is Jacob’s Water Pipe. I designed this one for the novel, and it is from the one that he is smoking when the game starts. It’s 

made with an ink fountain, and in the novel, Jacob says that Uma did for him.  

These are other concepts that I made for the Water Pipes, also for my novel. 
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Finally, these last two are a concept for water pipes with the DirtyAbstract (Outskirts 1990) aesthetic. One a normal Water Pipe; 

the other (the light bulb) is a Hot Water Pipe that heats the water to intensify the effect of the drug.  

 

 

BACKPACK & INVENTORY 

Players will have a base Backpack that will have 20 spaces (we need to determine if 

that is enough or too much). Then they need to find new Backpacks with more spaces, 

in other words, with a better level. Then the players can personalize it with skins, 

keychains, and patches. 

So the Backpack will be the inventory, where the players can see their weapons, 

crafting materials, medkits, antidotes, and ammunition. 

SOUND DESIGN 

The backpack will make some metal noises when players move, like a jingle when the weapons, the 

charms, the grenades, and the keychains collide with each other.  

 

BULLETPROOF VEST 

Players can wear Bulletproof Vest to reduce the damage from the enemies.  

The vest will have levels that will mark their resistance, the bigger the level, the bigger 

the resistance. Once that the vest is broken, players can fix it in a Craft Table using 

materials, pay to a Craft Shop or change it for a new one.  

Players will be able to personalize the vest with Skins and Patches. 
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The AI will be different; the bosses (Aaron or Ela) and the partners (like Judas or AN) will have a 

Complex AI, while the NPCs (like Lucas, Uma, or Marcus) will have a simple AI. You will find more 

information about the AI in the next section, Faction Design · AI Sorted by Complexity.  

AARON SAS 

BOSS · HIGH DAMAGE · HIGH RESISTANCE · COMPLEX IA 

Laurence Fishburne is a good reference for this character because he doesn't need to look like a "bad guy." He is somebody with 

strong convictions that fight to be heard and to keep the peace 

PERSONAL LIFE  

 BORN ~ 1920 

 RELIGION ~ Atheist 

 SEXUAL ORIENTATION  ~ Heterosexual 

 STATUS ~ Married with Laura Sas. Father of Jacob Sas. 

 PROFESSION ~ Engineer 

 EYE COLOR ~ Green 

 FACTION ~ GCP. Leader 

 PERSONALITY ~ Serious and severe. He is a man with strong 

convictions that thinks that he always has the truth. He is a natural 

leader.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS · 1960 

In 1960 players will play with Aaron as a partner emulating the coop with players. For that reason, 

Aaron’s AI has to emulate a player, cooperating with the players, and having initiative. At the same 

time, Aaron still needs to have his own personality, being aggressive and bossy.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS · FINAL BATTLE (1990) 

Aaron will deploy Generation 3 Androids (Elite, like the ones that attacked in the Red War) and 

mounted heavy weapons. He will try to sneak around behind the players to kill them with his knife, 

making a Takedown, an instant kill. He will know players’ type of gameplay and will look and remember 

their weak points.  

When players are in coop, Aaron will always attack the weakest (the player that is more tactical or 

slower) to force the other player to play alone. 

If the players die, Aaron will remember their last movements, so the players will need to find new spots. 
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EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING 

Aaron will have different clothing for different years and happenings. For example, in 1960, he has to 

wear a suit, really classy and elegant, but in 1963, he will wear the same style of clothes but adding the 

yellow bracelet with the GCP logo on it. At the end of the game, he will wear something elegant too, but 

more military style.  

He will use a gas mask in 1973.  

In 1990, Aaron will use his Diary to deploy the androids, and he will have his knife and a revolver.  

SOUND DESIGN 

Aaron will always have a deep voice. When he shoots Jacob in1973, he will use a gas mask, so his voice 

will be a little muted, and in 1990 will have a rough voice because of the exposure to pollution. 

OTHER REFERENCES 

I don't know why this spider reminds me a lot of Aaron at the end of 

the game. Something in its eyes, I guess. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AN-1331B 

ANDROID · PARTNER · MEDIUM DAMAGE · HIGH RESISTANCE · COMPLEX IA 

 FACTION: Generation 2 Android. Babysitter and Housekeeper 

 PERSONALITY: AN-1331B’s personality will appear when the players unlocked the android in 

1990. Before that, because it is a Generation 2 Android (more in the section Factions/Androids), it 

is limited by its programming to only say what its programmers decided. After the players 

unlock it, they will also unlock their personality. AN’s Personality has two parts, one that will 

be designed by us and another that will be designed by the players: 
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I found this image on Instagram, and I think that is a great visual reference for how I imagine AN. 

PERSONALITY BY DEFAULT: AN is inquisitive and sarcastic; it 

loves to make jokes and sees Jacob as a son, so it is really 

protective of him.  

PERSONALITY GIVEN BY PLAYERS: Players’ decisions will affect 

AN’s personality. If the players are aggressive in their gameplay, 

for example, AN will be aggressive too, not only in combat, also 

in its answers to the players and the NPCs.  

 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: It will be completely 

customizable. Players can choose if AN will be more feminine, 

masculine, or androgynous. They can mix aesthetics and body 

parts, like a Lego. However, in 1960 and 1963, AN aesthetics are 

CyberArt and androgynous.  

 

 

STORY 

AN-1331B is Jacob’s babysitter android. Even when it is programmed only to answer what the 

programmers designed, it always looks for a way to answer his questions. In 1973, when Jacob is living 

on the Campus, AN stays with Aaron, working as a housekeeper. With the pass of the Energetic Crisis, 

Aaron prohibited it from going outside. So, although it misses Jacob a lot, it couldn’t saw him before he 

joined the Renegades. By 1977, when the OPS is approved, it was already abandoned by Aaron. 

However, Jacob never forgot about it, so when Clean Future ends the Hard War, the first thing that 

Jacob does is look for his best friend. Jacob found him abandoned and rusted, locked into a wardrobe 

with several parts missing, stolen by Scavengers.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

It will react to the players’ actions and how they talk to them. I want the game to listen to what the 

players say by the mic and interact even more with the players, using similar technology as Siri or like 

in the game SOCOM. So, players will be able to give orders to it, and its AI will be changing and growing 

with the players’ decisions.  

AN is an android, tho, so it will have similar abilities to PPS, like a hack, but it also can use weapons. 

EQUIPMENT 

The equipment that AN will wear, the weapons will be provided by the players.  

SOUND DESIGN 

Players can choose its voice: feminine, masculine, androgynous, funny (like a small robot), or no voice 

at all.  

The last option can be cruel but is part of the decisions that will mark players’ personality and how the other NPCs will look and 

talk with them and also, how AN will talk and react to players. 
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ARNELA ALBA “ELA” ·  MOTHER OF THE RITES 

BOSS · HIGH DAMAGE · LOW RESISTANCE · HIGH SPEED · COMPLEX IA 

PERSONAL LIFE  

 BORN ~ 1949 

 RELIGION ~ Devotee · Folklore 

 SEXUAL ORIENTATION  ~ Bisexual 

 STATUS ~ Married with Mateo Alba (Animas’ Backup) 

and mother of Norma Alba (Animas’ Estadea) 

 PROFESSION ~ Teacher 

 EYE COLOR ~ Reddish Brown  

 FACTION ~ Forgotten. Rites ~ Meigas. Leader 

 PERSONALITY ~ Intelligent, spiritual, and devote. 
Reference: Artemisia from 300: The Empire Origins, for her 

attitude and charisma. 

 

 

 

 

STORY 

Arnela Alba, better known as Ela, was a teacher on Corvo when the government built The Wall around 

the village and the fields. In just one night, she was cut off from her family on Alameda. Alameda is a 

small village on the Escravitude outskirts that became into a Grey Area at the same time that Corvo into 

a Dark Zone.  

However, the government allowed the families that were inside the Grey Areas to move on to the Dark 

Zones if they didn’t want to be separated from their families. Ela begged her husband to move on to 

Corvo with her so that way she didn’t need to be separated from Norma, her daughter. But Mateo had 

a good job, a good house with electricity, food, heat, and medical supplies in Alameda, and for him to 

give those things to Norma was way more important than live together in Corvo. Ela saw this as treason, 

even when Norma that had ten years at that moment refuse to move to Corvo and leave her friends and 

amenities. For Ela, Mateo brainwashes Normal to put her on his side.  

For months, she saw how the people of Corvo went insane in the complete dark. Worse than that, I also 

saw how many kids that were her students and older people started to die frozen or sick. So, she tried 

to find a solution. As a teacher, she knew about the meigas (witches) in the local folklore and how they 

made potions and ointments with natural elements. Ela decided then to start to experiment with herbs 

following old books to try to create the medicines that her neighbors need, and it worked; she manages 

to use the few resources that she found to create medicines. Also, she organizes the people from Corvo 

to adapt to their new reality, creating street lights with fire and home lamps feed with oil, creating a 

gas mask for the animals in order to don’t lose them in the pollution, etc.  
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But of course, bad news never comes alone. And a few months later, GCP Scavengers started to attack 

Corvo, stealing the food and the animals, raping young people, and even killing the ones that tried to 

stop them. So, Ela decided to take action again. She started to look for allies in the nearby areas, like 

the city of Navia and her home Alameda. She took the risk to go nearby The Wall and pass thru the 

Polluted Areas, poisoning herself, to enter the Grey Area and look for help and also to warn them what 

would happen in the future. However, nobody listens to her, and Mateo and Norma begged her to stay 

with them in Alameda. When Ela refused to abandon the people of Corvo and asked them to join the 

Right Fight, as she called, Mateo refused again, scared that something bad could happen to Norma.  

Angry with Mateo, she leaves Alameda and built her little army in Corvo, creating her first and second 

Rites, the Nothings confirmed by men that she sent to the fields to stop the Scavengers, and the Meigas, 

conformed by women to protect the weak ones in Corvo. However, the Nothings weren’t soldiers, and 

they didn’t have weapons; they just try their best to scare the Scavengers away, failing miserably and 

making Ela feel really disappointed with the men from Corvo.  

Ela then started to investigate more in the library, finding old forbidden books about witchcraft that 

talked about use blood and other human and animal parts to create vigor drugs to make the men 

invincible. In the beginning, she was reticent to use humans for her experiments, but Morrigan, a Meiga, 

encourage her to use a man that was harmed in the battle, and he would die anyway, telling her that at 

least “he will be useful at the end.” The “potion” was a success, and the Nothing slays the Scavengers 

that night.  

However, the Scavengers will not be defeated by a woman so easily, and buying people from Alameda 

with food, tobacco, alcohol, chocolate, and medicines reunited a little army that attacked Corvo, killing 

many of the inhabitants. And, on top of that, they attacked the clinic, killing the people that were inside. 

They didn’t kill only Ela’s soldiers, they killed everyone in the clinic, included the kids. 

Ela decided that enough is enough, and aware that the majority of the Scavengers were males, Ela 

decided to take revenge using the Meigas. She chooses the best women in the Rite, the best trained and 

the most loyal to her. Then, she sent them as a “present” to the GCP soldiers to stop the war. They drunk 

and drugged the soldiers during the night. Then, the Meigas took the Scavengers and tied them to posts 

creating a path from their camp to Corvo’s Church. Ela waited then until they awake to bleed them out 

really slowly and paint with their blood the Red Route as a warning for all the GCP members and the 

traitors.  

The GCP answered, creating the Yellow Route and killing any person or animal that came too close. Ela 

decided to accept that silent deal with the GCP and stayed in Corvo with her Rites.  

However, she didn’t stop experimenting with men, trying “to fix them” and to make them “useful.”  And 

when Alameda transformed into a Dark Zone, Ela started to use it as stock for her ingredients and 

experiments, called The Victims. She kidnaped male kids and, with time, also all the women that were 

against her, creating her last Rite, the Ánimas. A small coalition to help her with her vision.  

Norma tried to stop her mother, only to be transformed into a Victim because she was alienated by her 

father, and Ela wanted to take from her the “male virus.” When Mateo discovered, he offered his life 

and body in exchange for Norma’s. Ela accepted, and that is how Mateo transformed into the Backup, 

the Guardian of the Victims and the Church, where Norma is locked, transformed into The Estadea, the 

carrier of the Cross.  

More about the different Rites on the section Faction Design/AI Medium/Nothings & AI Complex/Animas & Meigas 
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THE IDEA BEHIND ELA’S BEHAVIOR  · GOOD INTENTIONS, BAD ACTIONS 

ELA IS A RADICAL FEMINIST. SHE WASN’T AT THE BEGINNING, BUT THE CIRCUMSTANCES MAKE HER 

CHANGE: 

When Corvo transformed into a Dark Zone, she asked her husband, who was in Alameda with her 

daughter, to come to Corvo with her. However, he denied to her and stayed in Alameda for the good 

sake of their daughter due in there they will have resources, supplies, and electricity. Ela saw this as 

treason, but at the same time, she understood his motives.  

After that, Corvo started to suffer from the attacks of the Scavengers. Scavengers are in their majority 

males, the reason why is that the GCP saves females sympathizers from working as recruiters and other 

jobs, like spies, snipers, drives or pilots, jobs that were highly respected, wherefore, there are not 

females soldiers in the GCP. Scavengers are the worse of the society, just a bunch of brute that only use 

the GCP for its power. For months the Scavengers attacked Corvo, reaping males and females equally, 

with one subtle difference: males were usually also tortured, pushed into death fights, and killed 

without mercy, while women were left alive to rape them again and again. The females that were rape 

transformed into cold and aggressive persons learned to fight and started to use metal nails as 

protection to use them as claws.  

This situation provoked that some of the females were murdered by the Scavengers, which Ela 

considerer an act of hate towards females and provoke that she created her army to fight against the 

Scavengers. However, when many die in this battle, some males prohibited their daughters and sons to 

support Ela, accusing her of favoritism because she never interfered when the males were the ones 

being killed. She didn’t care then, when they were the ones sent to the death fights, to be tortured, 

raped, and murder just for fun. However, Ela accused these males of hate against women, implicating 

that what they are saying is that they should do nothing and let the women be killed. Adding that “a 

man that allows himself to be raped and tortured, is not a man, is a worthless piece of shit.”  

At that moment, many supported Ela for many different reasons. In the end, she was the one saving 

those people from the cold, sickness, and starvation, and now, she was the only one fighting against the 

Scavengers. However, when she started to use pregnant women in her experiments and even using the 

fetus or newborns to make potions, many women run away with their families to be safe. These 

produce that the hate that Ela was feeling towards males trespass to all the females that supported 

their husbands, fathers, brothers, or sons because all males are rapists and brute that deserve to be 

treated like the animals that they are. The hate that Ela was feeling was so big that when her own 

daughter defends her father, she used her for her experiments.  

And that is the thing: THAT ELA IS NOT A BAD PERSON, SHE NEVER WAS. She wanted to help and protect 

her family and friends, BUT HER CIRCUMSTANCES FORCE HER TO TRANSFORM THE PAIN INTO HATE. This 

hate is like the fuel that keeps her alive, that gives her a reason to wake up and fight for what she thinks 

is right. And, in the end, the power corrupts the soul, makes those good intentions get rotten and 

transformed into bad actions. Pain produces pain. Hate produces hate. And there is a limited number 

of times that a heart can be broken without consequences 

This is my personal opinion and my personal experience that I decide to share in Ela’s design. 

Regrettably, the words that I chose for Ela, the way that she thinks is the way that some females close to me think. My 

grandmother, for example. Her father was an alcoholic and abusive with my great grandmother when he was drunk. On top of 

that, she lived “in other time” where females have a limited purpose in their lives, or at least, that is what she was told. She is not 

happy in her marriage, and my father was abusive with me, and he cheated on my mother. All of these events and many others 

provoked a lot of pain, pain that she translates into some kind of “hate” towards males.  

She is not a bad person or bad mother (she also has a son), she is just tired and hurt. However, that is not an excuse to spread 

hate towards anybody. Radical feminism is not healthy, like any other type of radicalism, as I showed with other factions, and I 

believe that as game developers, we can spread some love and some education, trying to make the next generations better.  
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I chose such a sensitive subject to talk about, to show how easy it is to go to the dark side and transform us into what we hate. I 

am not talking about feminism, I am talking about pain, about power in wrong hands, in wrong hearts, and in wrong moments. I 

am talking about radicalism and at the end, the whole story, the whole novel and whole game represents the radicalism in 

different ways and how many bad actions started with good intentions.  

Radicalism is a blindfold that prevents us from seeing the truth to feel empathy, and that forces us to put everyone in the same 

box. Like Ela did with the men that were rape and torture, or with her own husband. Like my grandmother does when a man 

complains about being abused or feel depressed, accusing that man of lying or of “don’t being enough men, just a pussy and little 

shit.” Like Ela, she traits men as men treated her, and once that we reach the point, it is not just hate what is in our hearts, is 

indifference. Indifference to set a difference between subjects, persons, and circumstances.  

EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING 

Players will not be able to see Ela's face very well because she wears a veil. She is thin, and she wears 

a long white, greyish dress, witchcraft, and druid style. She also wears a crown made of white branches 

with a red ribbon that represents the blood that she adores and consumes. The dress will blend with 

the smoke from the grenades, and she wears Fingernail Blades as jewelry.  

 

The Fingernail Blades will be something like this but sharper. 

SOUND DESIGN 

Her voice will sound broke after so much time breathing the pollution. Her dress and veil are made of 

chiffon, but it is old, so it will make a little sound when she moves. And the blades on her nails will have 

sound too when it hit each other.  

OTHER REFERENCES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This drawing was my main inspiration for Ela 
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I love this type of dress for Ela, but in white 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This drawing is my favorite. I think that represents very well the vibe behind Ela. She is not a bad person, she just wants to save 

as many as she can, and for her, the end justifies the means. 

 

JACOB SAS · MAIN CHARACTER 

Players are going to live Jacob’s life and build their 

personality and personal life. Jacob was born in 1948, so 

when the game begins, he has 12 years old, and he is a lonely 

kid. This is the only note that I will give about Jacob because 

he is like the realist note that will contrast with the fast 

rhythm of life that the rest are living. His faction is the 

Renegades. However, he will be forced to serve on the GCP, 

and in the end, he will help Clean Future as well. Also, his 

ethnicity is Sub-Saharan, like his parents.  
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JUDAS “SAINT” MILLER  

PARTNER · MEDIUM DAMAGE · MEDIUM RESISTANCE · MEDIC · COMPLEX IA 

PERSONAL LIFE  

 BORN ~ 1947 

 RELIGION ~ Devotee  

 SEXUAL ORIENTATION  ~ Heterosexual 

 PROFESSION ~ Doctor 

 EYE COLOR ~ Light blue with light brown spots 

 FACTION ~ Devotee · Renegades 

 PERSONALITY ~ Quiet and sensitive.  

 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: Thin and white 

skin after he spent so much time underground. 

STORY 

Judas was one of the many Devotees bullied by the 

GCP, but in his case, the nightmare didn’t over when 

they took refuge in the Secret Churches. The GCP took 

his congregation as hostages to use them as slaves. Judas passed from being a doctor in the Escravitude 

Hospital to heal the wounds on the bodies of his brothers and sisters, maltreated by the GCP. Once 

Jacob liberates them, Judas decides to join the Renegades and help them.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

His AI will work the same as with AN. He will grow and learn with the players, obeying them. The only 

difference is that Judas is a Doctor, so he can craft and wear medkits for players.  

Judas can craft medkits, antidotes, and adrenaline shots from default.  

EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING 

He will have a gas mask of his own with crosses and his rosary, but like with AN, players will be able to 

personalize him and change it if they want.  

The equipment will be provided by the players. However, Judas will always have medkits with him.  

SOUND DESIGN 

It will depend on the equipment that the players give to him. His voice is soft and calm. When he wears 

the gas mask, his voice must sound muted. 
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LUCAS DA ROSA 

NPC · SIMPLE IA 

PERSONAL LIFE  

 BORN ~ 1935 

 RELIGION ~ Atheist 

 SEXUAL ORIENTATION  ~ Heterosexual 

 PROFESSION ~ Soldier · Assault 

 EYE COLOR ~ Deep brown 

 FACTION ~ GCP 

 PERSONALITY ~ Idiot and conceited. 

 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: He is a big guy, with black hair, well-

combed. 

STORY 

He is one of the soldiers of the GCP. He joins GCP from the beginning, and he believes that what they do 

is the best that they can do.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

His AI is simple. He basically will wait for the players and guide them to Annabelle’s City. While he is 

waiting, he likes to play with his knife and make comments to the players, calling them Rats and hurry 

them.  

EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING 

He will wear military clothes with a half gas mask in yellow with the GCP logo. He wears the GCP 

bracelet too.  

He will wear a lantern, his Diary, a gun, a knife, and an assault rifle.  

SOUND DESIGN 

The gas mask will mute his voice. However, it has to sound deep and conceited.  
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MARCUS THOMSON 

NPC · SIMPLE IA 

The actor Billy Porter is a good reference for this character 

PERSONAL LIFE  

 BORN ~ 1948 

 RELIGION ~ Atheist 

 SEXUAL ORIENTATION  ~ Homosexual 

 STATUS ~ In a relationship with Jacob Sas (players’ option) 

 PROFESSION ~ Mechanic 

 EYE COLOR ~ Deep black 

 FACTION ~ Renegades 

 PERSONALITY ~ Cheerful, full of life. Cautious. 

 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: Handsome, with big strong 

hands. Long hair, kind of an afro type (Warrick Brown, CSI). 

STORY 

Marcus is Jacob and Uma’s best friend. They met on the Campus. Marcus is originally from Corvo. There 

is where his family lived all their life. So, when he discovered that the government abandoned the whole 

Navia region, he escapes from Liberdade to look for his family. The area had been isolated for two 

weeks at that moment, and he managed to found a way to enter into the Dark Zone thru The Wall. 

However, what he finds is his worst nightmare: the old fields transformed into a desert in which its 

dirty sands were tinted with the blood of his family and friends. The GCP soldiers had shot even the 

kids that had went too close to The Wall. After that, Marcus comes back to Liberdade, determined to 

never let the GCP win. 

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

It is a simple NPC. Will react to the players in a way or in another depending on if they chose him as a 

partner or just a friend. 

The reason why I put Marcus and Uma as just NPCs is because they will die, and I am not sure how that will affect the players. I 

had the idea that one of them could survive, so the players can rescue him or her after the Story Mode, but which one should 

survive? Of course, the other reason that I have to kill them is to be the most faithful to the novel possible. In the novel, Jacob is 

married to Uma, and she dies in the Red War; this incident deeply affects Jacob and sets part of his personality.  

EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING 

Usually wears mechanic clothing.  

SOUND DESIGN 

His voice has to sound really silky and sexy.  
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PPS 

DRONE · MEDIUM RESISTANCE · PARTNER · COMPLEX IA 

 FACTION ~ Clean Future · Renegades  

 PERSONALITY ~ Full of emotions. Honest. Funny. 

STORY   

PPS didn’t have a human companion when Jacob found it. It had a 

programming problem that makes it a little bit unpredictable. For 

that reason, Clean Future put it as a helper for the summit, helping 

the guests to find their seats. However, some guests that were 

already angry with Clean Future kicked it, breaking its lens. That is 

why it was so scared when Jacob found it.  

PPS is the eternal players’ partner. They can have it with them all the time or use it when it is necessary. 

It is a ball with wheels that allow it to go anywhere. It can project its emotions on the ground with funny 

lights. It can fly like a drone and jump. Also, it can deploy its long, articulate metal legs with strong 

metal claws with magnets that allow it to climb almost any surface without noise. Also, it has a big lens 

that it can use as a camera. The first time that the players see PPS, it has the Clean’s Future aesthetic, 

the AbstractArt, with clean white plastic and decorations on bright translucent blue. Later, the players 

will be able to change PPS’ appearance. 

BATTERY & COOLDOWNS 

PPS will have an infinite battery because it is made by Clean Future, so it has solar and kinetic batteries. 

However, it will have cooldowns for some of the abilities, like hack and sonar. Those abilities are the 

ones that would consume more battery in real life; therefore, make them have cooldowns will give 

realism to the game while we maintain the level of difficulty. 

RESISTANCE · SHIELD  

PPS can’t die but can be harmed with a kick or a shot. A kick will be broke PPS’ lens, and players will 

need to repair it. However, it will still move; therefore, players can still use it. However, if PPS gets shot, 

it will not be able to move, and players will need to pick it and then repair it. If they don’t pick it, after 

a time, PPS will come back to players’ inventory, and it will be angry with them and will not obey his 

orders.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

PPS will have this unpredictable personality. If the players don’t treat him well, it will be angry and will 

stop to obey the players. However, if the players treat it well, it will show its emotions with its lights 

and will be ready to help them. Besides that, PPS will have an easy AI, responding to players' orders, 

and will not have initiative.  

SOUND DESIGN 

It need to sound really cute, with “bips” and other robot-like noises. Like a toy.
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THE PRIEST 

BOSS · LOW RESISTANCE · LOW DAMAGE · COMPLEX IA 

Even when I am not sure if the players will see the Priest or not, I wanted to put some references about how he could look. This 

is one. Something similar to an android, but still human 

 FACTION ~ Renegades · Rites ~ Annabelle  

 PERSONALITY ~ Conceited. Kind. Devote.  

 PERSONAL LIFE ~ No information.  

STORY 

The Priest was one of the citizens from Annabelle. Nobody 

knows who he was. The only thing that is known is that he 

was the only human that survived the Upgrade Process 

from the Androids. Now he is the leader of Annabelle’s Rite. 

More information into 

Faction/Rites/Annabelle 

NOTE ABOUT HIS PERSONAL LIFE 

Nobody knows how The Priest looks, not even Sebastian. When the 

Upgrade Process started, all the electrical lights were turned off, and 

the only thing that left was the screams of the experiments. The 

Priest was the only that survived the complete process. His eyes were 

replaced with electronic eyes, proving to the androids that the 

process works.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

The Priest can see in the darkness and will destroy any light that the 

players use, including PPS, using his throwable knives. The Priest will use 

the Generation 1 Androids to his favor, commanding them. These 

androids will have a complex AI to attack the weak points of the players 

in the dark. So, even when he can be weak as an individual, his 

intelligence and the androids will be his strength. Players will need to use 

other light sources, such as flares or maybe holes in the ceiling, in order 

to weaken him and be able to go nearby to kill him.   

EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING 

In the novel, Jacob says that when The Priest is nearby, he can smell 

something sweet, like a scent between fresh laundry and flowers. I think 

that because he is still human, he can smell the odor from the 

decomposing bodies that in the subway will be a slow process, and for 

that reason, he wears a device that spreads incense or another type of 

smoke.  

He will have throwable knives as a weapon.  
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SOUND DESIGN 

His voice is soft and calm, always in the distance, accentuated with the eco of the tunnel. He uses pauses 

when he talks.  

SEBASTIAN LEFEBVRE 

PARTNER · ANDROID DESIGNER · LOW RESISTANCE · HIGH DAMAGE · COMPLEX IA 

PERSONAL LIFE  

 BORN ~ 1942 

 RELIGION ~ Atheist 

 SEXUAL ORIENTATION  ~ Heterosexual 

 PROFESSION ~ Android designer 

 EYE COLOR ~ White eyes, damaged for the Upgrade Process 

 FACTION ~ Renegades · Forgotten. Leader 

 PERSONALITY ~ Imaginative, creative, intelligent, and kind. 

 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: Sebastian is a really 

handsome man with vitiligo on his face, torso, and right 

hand. 

 

 

STORY  

Sebastián Lefebvre was one of the citizens of the Annabelle Underground City, and before that, he was 

an engineer on ComfortLife working with the androids. After the collective suicide of androids, 

Sebastián left the company but continued designing and creating generation 1 androids. When the 

Renegades formed, he used all his work to help them. However, when Navia became a Dark Zone, some 

of the citizens started to get obsessed with the idea that the lack of electricity could make any person 

go insane. To protect themselves from the “darkness sickness,” they begun to do daily blackouts. One 

or two hours of pure darkness, every day that only provoked that the obsession grew. Generation 1 

androids that Sebastián design to help and protect Annabelle started to 

worry about the sanity of the population. So they came out with the plan 

of the Upgrade Process (more information into Faction Design/Medium 

AI/Generation 1). Sebastián tried to stop them, but it was impossible, and 

he almost loses his sight. After the confrontation, he was able to run away 

and took refuge in the polluted Pregarias’s Caves. Now the only thing that 

he wants is to recover his city and his children, and for that, he needs 

Jacob. 

“You too young to remember the generation 1 androids. We 
design them to be like us. To learn. To grow. We gave them mind, 
heart, and with that, a soul.”  

This was my main reference for Sebastian
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AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

Sebastián is like AN or Judas, who will grow and learn with the players’ actions and gameplay. With the 

difference that he is an Androids Designer. He can hack, deploy, and command androids. Also, he can 

fix PPS without the Craft Table and any cost. He will always carry Craft Materials.  

SOUND DESIGN 

He smokes and also had been exposed to the pollution for many years that produce a rough voice, but 

still soft and kind.  

 

UMA LAUREDA 

NPC · SIMPLE IA 

This drawing is by an artist called Boris Vallejo, and I love how he represents women with muscles. I think that is a good reference 

for Uma  

PERSONAL LIFE  

 BORN ~ 1948 

 RELIGION ~ Atheist 

 SEXUAL ORIENTATION  ~ Heterosexual 

 STATUS ~ In a relationship with Jacob Sas (players’ 

option) 

 PROFESSION ~ Mechanic 

 EYE COLOR ~ Honey 

 FACTION ~ Renegade. Leader 

 PERSONALITY ~ She is highly intelligent and strong. 

You will never see her cry.  

 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: Uma is a curvy, strong 

woman with muscles, big hips, and breasts. She has long 

hair colored in blue. Her skin is white but a little bit 

orange, with freckles all around her shoulders. 

STORY 

Uma’s childhood was dark. She was abused by her father, and when her babysitter, a Generation 1 

android, discovered it, it treated to tell the police. Luckily for the father, Generation 1 androids had 

many problems in the past, so it was easy for him to actualize it. The actualization only limited what 

the android could say and the actions that can realize. As revenge, Uma’s father forced the android to 

see the next abuses knowing that it couldn’t do anything. As the only way to save Uma, the android 

suicides jumping into the subway tracks. When Uma-s father sued ConfortLife, the company investigate 

the android’s memory to discover that it recorded all the abuses. This happening affected Uma in her 
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personality and is the key to actions that she took in the Red War. When, knowingly that the OPS will 

force her and her baby to serve as prostitutes, she decides to take her own life as a freedom scream.  

UMA VS. ELA. THE COUNTERPOINT 

Uma is the leader of the Renegades in the Navia region, like Ela is the leader of the Rites in the Navia 

region. Both women are strong, independent, and intelligent. However, as we saw, Ela let that the pain 

that her circumstances provoke her transformed into what she fought to destroy. But, on the other 

hand, Uma, who suffer awful abuses from her father, decided to do something right with all that pain.  

She represents the first feminists the even living in a men’s world, surrender by real machos that hate 

them just to be women, they fought not with blood, but with their actions and words. 

Again, I will talk about my experience here. I was abuse when I was a kid, physically, sexually, and psychologically. I grow up 

surrounded by machismo, by men telling me that I couldn’t study or work in a garage because I was a woman. With a father that 

hated me and beat on me just to be a woman. That is why I understand my grandmother and her “hate” towards men. But, at that 

same time, see what that hate produces, seeing her and my mother telling me the same things that my father did before. Or telling 

my uncle and my grandfather that they can cry because they are men makes me realize how thin is the line between the fight for 

what is right and transform into the aggressor.  

They, my mother and my grandmother, never believe me when I said what my father did to me or when I told them that I was 

raped because I didn’t act “as a victim.”  Because I refused to be angry and to hate my father or the rest of the men, because I 

believed in forgiveness and redemption, because I was calm, I wasn’t a victim, and because I was strong, I didn’t need help. 

Because I forgive, I was alienated, and I was stupid, and “it will happen again.” Like Ela, they try to make me “hate” in some way 

males and force me to be separated from them, fear them. But what I discovered was that talking and listening are way more 

powerful than hate, and argue, and scream. That we aren’t equals, we don’t think or feel equally, but at the same we are humans, 

we have that in common, and we make a great team when we work together, having our strengths and weakness in mind as Uma 

does.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

Is a simple NPC. Will react to the players in a way or in another depending on if they chose him as a 

partner or just a friend. 

SOUND DESIGN 

Her voice is strong but sweet.  
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In the Gas Mask War world, each group of NPCs has a name. In a society with no social classes, these 

names provide some kind of differentiation between individuals and separate the ones that follow the 

stream and the ones that walk against it.  

Each faction will have an aesthetic that will make them easily differentiable for the players. Even the 

Rites will have different features, colors, and aesthetics. Other tools to make them unique will be the 

way that they talk, the music that they will hear, and their environment. (More in Difficulty/Player 

Aids/Enemies and Allies)  

Factions are essential in the game to tell the story and explain the political environment that the 

population lives in. They will set the ambient and introduce the political changes, at the same time that 

will talk about the problems that society, either inside the game, either in real life, has.  

I will separate the factions by AI complexity (You will found them in the sections below):  

 Factions with Neutral NPCs will have a Simple AI. They will react naturally to the players and 

the environment. They will attack, ignore, talk, help, etc. but always in an “automatic” and 

natural way.  

 Factions with allies or enemies will have a Medium AI. Besides the natural reactions, they will 

have initiative and have a strategy when they want to attack or help.  

 All the bosses, partners, and some special faction will have a Complex AI. Besides the natural 

reactions and the initiative, they will have a more advanced strategy, looking for the players' 

and enemies’ weak points and adapting to players’ behavior and decisions. Also, they will have 

a recognizable personality that also will change and adapt to the players’.  

The only coalition that will not have any AI is GWFCE. This faction is crucial for GMW’s future stories, 

but this time they will only appear as a logo, a graffiti that they let on the places that they attack. (More 

information below) 

QUICK LIST · ALL FACTIONS · SHORTED BY YEAR 

1960 

 Clean Future (without Clean Minds)  

 Devotees (players will be able to see them in the streets or the churches) 

 GCP (first time as faction)  

 GWFCE (this will be the only time that they will be seen as “members,” it happen in the Main Mission One Was 

Enough) 

1963 

 Devotees  

 GCP (as a differentiable group)  
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1973 

 GCP (as new police)  

 Scavengers (as a small group that characterizes for their extreme violent methods)  

 Renegades · RATS (first time as a group)  

 Forgotten (the abandoned on the new Dark Zones)  

 Privileged (just a bunch of rich people that starts to move on to the Trade Cities)  

 GWFCE (in the Dome as a graffiti) 

1977 

 GCP (as a military group)  

 Scavengers (as a separated group inside GCP, with their own aesthetics)  

 OPS Recruiters (small section inside the GCP, women the most)  

 Renegades (as differentiable faction)  

 Forgotten  

 Rites (first organized groups, not yet all violent)  

 Survivors (the poor that lives in the Ruin Cities)  

 Privileged (as a more differentiable group, rich people that lives in the Trade Cities)  

1984 

 GCP (as the new law)  

 OPS Recruiters and Members 

 Scavengers (as a faction, still inside the GCP, but more and more separated from them)  

 Renegades 

 Forgotten (the ones left in the Dark Zones and that don’t belong to any Rite) 

 Rites (as differentiable groups with their manners and aesthetics) 

 Privileged (as a faction) 

 Survivors 

1990  

BEFORE CLEAN FUTURE 

 GCP 

 Scavengers
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 OPS Members  

 Forgotten 

 Survivors 

 Privileged 

 Rites 

 Clean Future 

 Clean Minds (First time that appears officially Clean Future’s Army) 

AFTER CLEAN FUTURE 

 Clean Future 

 Clean Minds 

 Scavengers (as a separated faction from GCP) 

 Survivors (all the survivors of the Hard War that lives in the Outskirts. This name will be the one that they will use 

in the future, after GWFCE attacks on 2011) 

 Rites 

 

GWFCE · GREEN WARRIORS FOR CLEAN EARTH 

BACKGROUND  

Although this group is born inside of Clean Future, both 

factions have contrary ideas. GWFCE is more violent. They are 

warriors; they want to fight, while Clean Future tries to be a 

pacifist. When Clean Future decides to buy the natural 

reserves and abandon the fight, GWFCE definitely separated 

from them and not happy with that, they started to attack 

Clean Future’s Domes and other areas. Always with the same 

patron: they attack, left their logo, and then, disappear. They 

were responsible for the creation of Clean Minds, Clean 

Future's internal army, and to the development of the combat 

androids and drones that Clean Minds have as a backup. In 

their heads, Clean Future would start and end the first world 

war to set up a better world.  

This is the mask of Lisa Dacal, a young member from GWFCE, in 2018. I designed this mask for the novel, and I liked that I used 

the color yellow for her and the GWFCE logo, given a connection with the GCP 

IN-GAME STORY  

They only appear as a logo, a graffiti left in some areas that were attacked. Like the Power Plant and 

the Resources Plant. Without Clean Future’s approval, this group took part in the Clean Minds’ army 

and attacked these areas, killing some of the workers in their second attack. In the first attack, they 
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surrender peacefully to distract the GCP from their second attack. The members that were arrested 

escaped from the prison couple of days after, leaving the logo behind. They will use the colors green 

and orange. 

THE LOGO 

This logo will have more sense in the future when 

they attack using a toxin made with different fungus 

spores, like the Cordyceps Unilateralis. This logo 

represents the spores seen in a microscope. The idea 

is to let the players know 

that GWFCE has thought 

on the attack for years, 

preparing their revenge.  

 

 

 

AFTER-GAME STORY 

This group will continue fighting over the years, killing many in the name of justice and Mother Nature. 

Because of their use of bioweapons, the people will call them the Green Sect. For years GWFCE will use 

mutated spores to infect humans with parasites or mutated insects to transmit viruses. Until their most 

significant attack in 2011, when they will do coordinated attacks over the globe infecting the whole 

world with their Toxin. It will be a sophisticated attack, with several steps, prepared for years.  

Summarized will be: 

DECEMBER 30TH 

 They will attack the Supercities in two steps: 

 First, they will collapse with explosions on the roads, airports, and subways, isolating 

the people.  

 Then, they will attack the citizens with Eris' Dream, a cocktail of hallucinogen spores 

that will drive people crazy, collapsing the emergency services. (This is what is happening 

at the end of this game when Jacob sees the moth with the skull face and the GWFCE logo on the 

belly) 

 Clean Future will evacuate the Supercities and the Outskirts, looking for the GWFCE members 

that live there. The survivors will move to the Evacuation Camps. 

JANUARY 3ST 

They will attack the Evacuation Camps with the Toxin, a cocktail of different parasite spores. This attack 

will kill 90% of the global population.  

What the Toxin was supposed to do is that after the body dies, the Parasite would grow from it with 

other plants and fungus that would attract insects and birds, making the planet green again. However, 

the Parasite will mutate in some victims, reacting to existing conditions, like diseases, bacteria, or 

medicines.  
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The mutation will grant certain intelligence to the Parasite, that instead to kill the organism, will decide 

to ally with the previous condition, and mutated the body. This way, the Parasite can live longer and 

infect other organisms more effectively.  

This process will be extremely painful and can endure several days where the victim will be in a state 

similar to a coma, with lots of vivid nightmares, while the Parasite replaces the human tissues with its 

mycelia. The replaced tissues percentage and the level of control that the Parasite has will set the 

different mutations:  

 IMMUNES  

 Inactive Parasite.  

 Cero control either way.  

 Percentage: 10 to 30%.  

 Physical Characteristics: They will show lichens 

in their skin and ramifications or stains on their eyes. 

They will present mushrooms on their hair that are alive 

but inactive, so if they cut them will hurt like if they cut 

an arm, but the fungus will not grow again.  

 Other Characteristics: If they expose to a mutated 

strain of the Toxin or disease, the Parasite could "awake" 

and mutate, mutating the body again.  

Jacob will be an Immune, which is why he has the marks on his eyes at the beginning and the end of 

the game. 

 BLESSED (Commensalism)  

 Active Parasite.  

 It can’t control them, but they can benefit from it. 

They will REGENERATE if they are hurt, the mycelium will 

close the wound.  

 Percentage: 50 to 70%.   

 Physical Characteristics: They will present 

deformed pupils, bloated veins, no lichen, and living 

mushrooms on their hair. Their blood is contagious.  

 Other Characteristics: They will be immune to the 

exposure of any mutated strain. Their skin and organs 

will dry fast if they spend too much time under the sun or 

near a heat source. 

 CHANGED (Parasitism) 

 The complete symbiosis, the Parasite controls them 

completely, and they don't have any type of control over 

their bodies or their actions. They are trapped inside of 

their bodies.  

 Percentage: 100%.  
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 Other Characteristics: They will have regeneration. And their speed, hearing, and vision will 

be increased, and they can use the Hive Mind, something like telepathy but using 

pheromones. The Hive Mind will allow them to attack like a swarm and transmit information 

between them. They are highly contagious, not only in their blood but also in their bodies, 

because they can produce mutated aggressive spores and hallucinogen spores.  

 SYMBIONTS (Mutualism) 

 They will be like Changed, but they can control the parasite and 

themselves.  

 They can produce mycelia voluntarily and use it to protect 

themselves or others.  

 They smell like wet dirt, their skin is greenish, brownish, or 

yellowish, and their bones and nails are strengthened.  

 They aren't contagious.  

 The mushrooms on their hair are alive and active so that they can 

control them like an arm, and if they are cut, they will grow again.  

 Their pupils and iris are highly deformed.  

 They need clean water and clean earth to survive because they are 

basically a plant. 

WITH THE PASS OF THE YEARS, more mutations will appear, like the CHOSEN BLESSED, the OBLIGING 

FATHERS, and the PERFECT SYMBIONTS. These last ones will become GWFCE's main target.  

After the attack, GWFCE will disappear, as usual, but some years later, in 2018, another group called 

Blood Ants will appear, and they will be rapidly connected with GWFCE. This group will be like GWFCE 

special forces, a group of trained scientists that do experiments to try to find the Perfect Toxin, the one 

that will transform everyone into Perfect Symbionts that the group aspires to control and use as 

warriors to control the future generations and avoid the past mistakes.  

REFERENCES · THE TOXIN 

The reason why I decided to use the Cordyceps as a base for the 

Toxin is Venom. I love Venom, and he is my main inspiration for 

the Symbionts. I wanted to design something like him, but a little 

more realistic, and there is when I found about the Cordyceps and 

other parasites that have the ability to replace the host tissues 

with their own mycelia. Of course, this only happens in some 

particular species, like spiders, ants, or worms, and there is where 

GWFCE appears. I thought that if somebody could mutate those 

spores to make them work on humans, it could be a cool weapon, 

not only to kill but also to create warriors like Venom, creatures 

almost indestructible. With Venom in mind, I designed some of 

the Symbionts powers. Like, generate mycelia that can heal and 

protect the host and others, releasing from their skin hundreds of 

filaments that will grow and move to cover the wound or even 

coming to disintegrate themselves into that filaments to cover 

something bigger, like a friend.   
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ALL THE FAUNA AND MOST OF THE NEUTRAL NPCS  

THEY WILL REACT NATURALLY TO THE PLAYERS, attacking, ignoring, or talking to them, but without a 

complex strategy or behavior.  

GENERATION 2 ANDROIDS · SHOPKEEPERS, BARTENDERS, PROSTITUTES.. .  

THE INSPIRATION 

Androids represent those people that “are programmed” to don’t lie but also to don’t tell the truth 

either. It’s like a paradox that happens inside religions, companies, politics, etc. In all those groups that 

ask for a commitment that can be easily transformed into fanaticism. ComfortLife, the company that 

builds the androids, is like all those leaders that imprison the soul of the fanatics, taking from them 

their ability to speak their minds and take action, transforming them into empty vessels that they use 

as puppets. What they say is not what they think, and in the end, they say many things and nothing at 

the same time.  

BACKGROUND 

The first android was created by ComfortLife in 1930 to work on all that hideous chores that take time 

from the humans to develop themselves as specie. The creation of these machines introduced humanity 

to a new era of comfort that meant the end of poverty and the social classes.  

When Generation 1 “failed” (more information in the section Medium AI/Generation 1), ComfortLife released 

Generation 2 and upgrade many Generation 1 to Generation 2. This new generation is similar physically 

to the previous one. The only difference is that the androids are limited in what they can express. A 

measure that is being considered by many as cruelty against the Androids.  

IN-GAME STORY 

Players will find Generation 2 all over the map during the first years 

as shopkeepers, bartenders, libraries, cleaners, waitresses or 

waiters, nurses, etc. They will do any job that doesn’t require having 

a “soul.” AN-1331B is a Generation 2 too. Later, they will find them 

again in Bi83 also as prostitutes, dancers, croupiers, etc. These androids 

(Generation 2 in general) are inspired by the Geisha android from Ghost in the Shell. 

During the Hard War (1977, 1984, and 1990), players will find 

androids abandoned in the Ruin Cities, in most of the cases with 

missing parts. Players will be able to get Crafting Materials from their 

bodies, like chips, electronic pieces, and metal, to fix PPS and upgrade 

AN.  

In 1977, while the players are inside Liberdade, they will have 

androids there too. However, Generation 2 that belongs to the 

Renegades, will be hacked to remove all the limitations that ComfortLife imposed previously, which 

will mean that they can express themselves and have personality. These androids will be similar in personality 

to the ones that appear in the Star Wars Franchise, like C3PO.
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AESTHETICS & SOUND DESIGN 

THE AESTHETIC AND THE SOUND OF GENERATION 2 WILL CHANGE REGARDING THEIR JOB . The 

babysitters, like AN, the cleaners, or the shopkeepers, for example, are more androgynous, while the 

prostitutes, dancers, or waitresses/waiters will have a male or female defined body. All of them will 

have beautiful and elaborate bodies that go with the aesthetic of the moment or of the faction that they 

belong. For example, Generation 2 that form part of the Renegades will have their aesthetic, with neon 

colors and lights, and recycled pieces, like eyes made with crystal bottles. For this reason, their voice 

and sounds change regarding the materials that they are made and the job that they do. 

GENERATION 2 AS PROSTITUTES VS OPS PROSTITUTES 

The OPS or Obligatory Prostitution Service was a law approved in 1977 that 

exchanged young people for electricity hours and batteries. Despite its name, 

the people that were “recruited” weren’t used only as prostitutes; they were 

basically used as slaves. 

However, many of the people recruited ended indeed as prostitutes in 

particular houses or Trade Cities. They were well-fed and maintained to look 

healthy in a world consumed by pollution and war. Some countries even 

created OPS Storages Houses, which were like prison-schools or “farms” 

where they instructed the youngest recruits and maintain them in good shape 

to use them as merchandise in the future.  

Before the OPS and the Hard War, the majority of the sex industry was 

Generation 2. After the beginning of the Energetic Crisis, many men and 

women started to use their bodies to earn some batteries and other resources 

like food or synthetic water. Later, when governments approved the OPS, 

human prostitutes became the “new luxury.” They were like exotic pets for the 

Privileged. So, in 1990, when the players visit Bi83, they will find OPS 

prostitutes as well as Generation 2, being these ones the majority.  

Human prostitutes always have their 

faces covered as a way to take from 

them part of their humanity and to 

prevent to be easily recognizable by 

any family member or friend. Also, to 

cover their lost eyes after years of being 

abused or the inevitable marks of 

pollution and sickness. In the novel, I 

talked about the Forgotten. They are 

people that, after the war, never 

recovered their sanity and ended as living 

ghosts that never talks. Many of the 

human prostitutes ended as Forgotten.  

In the case of Generation 2 prostitutes, 

all of them have different aesthetics to 

satisfy all the tastes. Some look more 

human, and others are closer to animals or creatures from 

fantasy tales, like fairies. It will depend on the client. 
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OTHER REFERENCES 

 

 

 

 

These are images from the Geisha of Ghost in the Shell. I love how detailed she is even internally and I think this describes 

perfectly what I want for the Androids. Art Nouveau is all about beauty any detail, that even the screws will be beautiful and the 

Androids needs to be the ambassadors of that philosophy, because they are the reason why in can be possible 

 

DEVOTEES  

THE INSPIRATION 

This faction isn’t based on any religion, as other factions like the Privileged or the Rites. The Devotees 

are just the remaining God believers. My idea behind them is to show that there are things that will not 

disappear even when the world change and that can coexist with other ideas that seem contrary, like, 

in this case, science/technology, and God. They are more like monks or Buddhists, just people that 

decided to be different from the others. When they decide to preach the end of the world, talking about 

the Bible’s1 prophecies, they are just doing the same thing that Clean Future did before them. Again, it 

is my way to talk about the similitudes that both groups have (Clean Future and Devotees, the science 

and the faith) and how the ones that don’t want to listen will ignore any type of advice. In my opinion, 

this is a big issue that society has, and that is why I used it as the essence of this game.
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[1They call their Bible The Letter because it is a recompilation of all the sacred texts that have some meaning for their lives. In 

2018, will appear a new group similar to the Devotees, but closer to the Rites. They will use The Letter for their own benefit, 

creating a new sacred book called The Truth.] 

BACKGROUND 

Devotees are the remaining God believers. They joined under one Bible, The Letter, one God, The 

Omnipresent, and one Voice, The Conscience.  

When the governments started to end all the wars and conflicts, society accused religions of promoting 

violence and greed, accusing them of being the reason for all the pain in the world, which produced the 

demise of many small religions, seeing their end close, the main religions, took the decision to join 

forces and create a united, strong, and unique faith called Devotees that started to dedicate exclusively 

to meditation and studies, like medicine, trying to help people and amend their mistakes. Governments 

and society gave Devotees a new opportunity to show that they were telling the truth, and also they 

decide to keep them as reminders of the Old World’s sins.  

IN-GAME STORY 

SIDE: Neutrals 

LEADER: It will depend on the church or congregation.  

STORY 

In 1963 they will try to warn the population about the end of the world, and that will cause their demise. 

They will be forced to disappear and live underground in the Secret Churches or move far away from 

the cities. Many will die in the hands of the GCP, burned alive into their churches and houses.  

After these happenings, their churches will be remodeled into leisure centers, as it happened before 

with the prisons and police stations. 

AESTHETICS 

For me, it is easier to find feminine references in fashion magazines and on Instagram. That is the reason why the majority of the 

references are from female clothing. 

I imagine the Devotees with some kind of uniform, something that both genders wear almost the same. 

The type of clothes can be classier and sober (Fig. 1) or maybe more ecclesiastical (Fig. 2) that will set a 

difference between them and the other NPCs. Or they can wear something closer to the fashion of the 

moment just with their ecclesiastical style (Fig. 3). 

As you can see, 

they will use 

mute and 

neutral colors, 

like browns, 

whites, or 

black. Nothing 

colorful. 
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FORGOTTEN 

IN-GAME STORY 

SIDE: From 1960 to 1977 – Neutral, after 1977– Allies, Enemies or Neutrals, depending on players 

decisions. 

LEADER: After 1984 - Sebastián Lefebvre 

STORY 

The Forgotten is the name that was given to the people abandoned on the Dark Zones. These people 

were left without any type of resources, included electricity and medical supplies. Big cities, like Navia, 

could survive for a year while they tried to convince the government to send more supplies or tried to 

made contracts with Scavengers inside the GCP in order to get them. However, rural villages like Corvo 

didn’t survive the winter without these resources, and that is the main reason for the formation of the 

Rites. So, in the beginning, the Rites were just communes that wanted to survive by any means. Then, 

with the pass of time, they started to develop their costumes, acquiring their features and aesthetics. 

(More information in the section Medium AI/Rites) 

Despite this, they will still exist Forgotten after 1984. They will be led by Sebastián Lefebvre, and they 

will create their shelter near Corvo. These people will be the survivors of the Rites and the main 

resistance against them. When The Wall disappear in 1990, after Clean Future’s win, this faction will 

stay in the Dark Zone to clean it and reforest it, fighting against the Scavengers and the raining Rites.  

THE FORGOTTEN AFTER THE GAME  

In the novel,  after the GWFCE attacks in 2011 starts to appear several new factions, like the Radicals 

in the new Anarchies, the old Supercities. Radicals, in the beginning, are what remains from Clean 

Minds (More information in Medium AI/Clean Future/Clean Minds/After the Game) and what they want is to 

protect what Clean Future built. However, their good intentions end in cities transformed into prisons. 

This situation generates that the Survivors to revolt against the Radicals, creating a coalition called 

NMA, No More Anarchy, that seeks alliances in the Outskirts convince them that the Radicals will attack 

them to take control over their cities. These alliances are highly beneficial for the NMA that use the 

Outskirts as bases, fortifying them, and arming their citizens.  

However, this war results to be too long, useless, and bloody. The military training that the Radicals 

have and the position of the Anarchies make them indestructible enemy. After a couple of months, the 

NMA decide to use the same dirty tricks that GWFCE used with them and create the Ants’Nest. These 

awful bombs liberate Drone Ants that seek humans and flammable surfaces to explode after a couple 

of seconds; these drones use something called Hell’s Fire, a compound of crude oil, quicklime, sulfur, 

and saltpeter (I based this weapon on the Greek Fire) that make the fire almost impossible to put out. These 

attacks killed many innocents that were living in the Anarchies: kids sleeping in their beds, wounded 

or sick people in the hospitals, nonmilitary citizens that just lived there with their families, etc. As 

revenge, Radicals to pay with the same coin and use Eris’ Dream with the Outskirts, but instead to use 

Drone Months to make them inhale the drug as GWFCE did, they decide to create Drone Centipedes 

that entered the houses at night and injected the toxin on the victims. The problem with this is that the 

side effects of the drug, all those hideous hallucinations, didn’t disappear on the affected, turning them 

into crazy people trapped in their personal nightmares.
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NOTE: Eris’ Dream is a hallucinogen spores cocktail that made people have vivid nightmares, forcing them to fight against each 

other. GWFCE used it to provoke chaos in the Supercities and collapse the Emergency Centers and Forces, obliging Clean Future 

to evacuate the cities.    

This biological attack set the end of this so-called Freedom War, putting the Survivors against the NMA. 

The NMA decides then that they love more to have power than win the war, so they sign some kind of 

peace agreement with the Radicals and leave the battle, abandoning the Outskirts. However, the NMA 

only took with them the healthy Survivors, promising to come back for the wounded and with a cure 

for the affected by the Eris’ Dream. Of course, this never happened, and the NMA ended changing its 

name and transforming into the next big organization that controls everything, the SPTS, The Society 

for the Protection of Time and Shelters.  

The people that were abandoned into the Outskirts decided to call themselves the Forgotten in 

memorial of those that were abandoned by the governments into the Dark Zones.  

No all The Forgotten are crazy, but they decided a code between them, 

something to help the healthy to deal with the ones affected by Eris’s Dream. 

So, the healthy decided to act like if all were dead and they live in hell on the 

earth. For them, the outsiders are demons, creatures, or ghosts like them, and 

that gives sense to their hallucinations, calming in some way their tortured 

minds. The affected never talk with anybody that doesn't wear the special suit 

that The Forgotten wears. This suit was designed to protect people from Eris' 

Dream and is now transformed into a uniform for them. 

The Forgotten that are healthy works as spore sellers. They enter into the Corpses Forests to recollect 

the different type of mutated spores; they also have Spore Farms, they sell mushrooms, fungus, and 

pre-made compounds that can be used as weapons and drugs.  

REFERENCES 

I found two photos of soldiers with CSR, Combat Stress Reaction, or the “Thousand-Yard Stare,” and they were my main 

inspiration for The Forgotten that were affected with the Eris’ Dream.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regarding Eris’ Dream, I based on the nocturne 

terrors that I had years ago. 
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And also in the work of an artist called Zdzisław Beksiński, who draws his own nightmares. 

 

 

AESTHETICS  

I based the design of this faction on the typical Galician clothes. These clothes are the ones that I 

remember in my childhood with my great-grandmother and in the traditional dances and festivities. 

Also, these clothes fit perfectly with the later aesthetic of the Rites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the typical jewelry 

made from black amber (in 

Galicia is called Azabache). In 

the photo you can see 

"cunchas" (seas shells that 

means pilgrimage), “figas” 

(the fig sing that in Galicia 

means protection and good 

luck) and “mouchos” (owls 

that means also protection). 

All of them made from black 

amber and embellished with 

red coral.  

 

The traditional dresses could be found also in black
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PRIVILEGED 

THE INSPIRATION 

I based the Privileged on the cult where I grew up. This cult boasts of equality among its members 

that they are like a big family where everyone is equally loved and respected, but the reality is 

completely different. Like with the Privileged, there is an obvious separation between them and the 

other members of the same society.  

Also, in the cult, the members have this amazing ability to “be blind” before the problems and the 

truth. I remember this guy that suicide, and everyone was in shock, saying things like, “I don’t 

understand, he was so happy. I saw him at the reunion the other day, and he was fine. I don’t know 

what had could happen”. When the reality was that this guy had a severe depression that was obvious 

for everyone except for them. He was always sad, apathetic, quiet, and with a deep sorrow marked on 

his eyes. I called my mother (she is still in the cult) a week after to know how his family was (his wife 

and daughter, the ones that found him). She told me, “Oh, they are fine, smiling again. They come back 

to work and the reunions, and they are fine”. (Of course, all of them are inside the cult, the guy that 

took his life and his family). Like that case, many others happened, and that is my inspiration to 

create this perfect looking group that decided collectively and voluntarily brainwash themselves until 

the point to ignore a murder in front of their eyes.  

A good reference for this group is the anime Psycho-Pass in the first season, episode 14 – Bystander Effect, where a woman is 

murdered on the street in front of everyone looking without doing anything.  

BACKGROUND 

The Privileged appear during the last years of the Energetic Crisis, just when the Hard 

War began. This social class consists of all the rich people that, as soon as the blackouts 

in the cities transformed something daily, they took shelter in the Trade Cities.  

IN-GAME STORY 

When players meet them, in 1990, they will discover a group of people that 

brainwashed themselves voluntarily to be isolated in all possible ways from the war 

and the “regular” people. They even have their own special radio and false newspapers, 

printed especially for them.  

In the Trade Cities, they live like gods and goddesses, with all the luxuries, amenities, and 

protection that they want. For them, life still is a constant party with no worries. For 

them, there is no war; there has never been one. 
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So, even when the base of the society is the lack of social classes and is something for that the GCP is 

ready to die, this group elevates the social distinction to a new level, making the whole situation a big 

lie.  

AESTHETICS 

This aesthetic is the CyberArt aesthetic. All the class and luxury from 1920 with the touches of the 

technology, like the optical fiber as one of the main materials for the dresses. 

 

OPS RECRUITERS & MEMBERS 

IN-GAME STORY 

SIDE: Enemies 

LEADER: Basi Do Val
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STORY 

In 1977 when the OPS law is approved, the GCP takes the responsibility to “recruit” members for the 

movement. The GCP decide to use the women in their lines to the task, thinking that will be easier for 

them to convince the young to voluntarily join the OPS. However, most part of the young and healthy 

citizens are in the Underground Cities with the Renegades, and the few that remain in the cities don’t 

want to join a movement called “Obligatory Prostitution Service.”  

For this reason, the GCP comes with the idea to make the people believe that it is a voluntary service 

that many families are enjoying. They not only lie about the number of members that the OPS has but 

also about the benefits of joining it. Using the Diaries, they send a list with all the goodies that the 

voluntaries will get, things like batteries or Electric Hours, frozen-fresh meat, fish and fruit, high-

quality synthetic water, etc. All luxury items, things that only the highest levels inside the GCP can get.  

This tactic works and the OPS gets some volunteers. However, most parts of the members are people 

kidnaped by the GCP until the point that in 1984, the GCP decides to attack the Underground Cities and 

get more members for the OPS. 

The OPS member aren’t just prostitutes, they use the young and healthy as soldiers, babysitters, 

cleaning, in the resources centrals, etc. Basically, they do all the heavy duties that the androids did 

before.  

The idea behind the OPS is to “sell” the healthy and young people to other cities and countries to get 

alliances and resources. The reason why the governments decide to sell people is because is the last 

thing that they can sell. People in 1977 are disposable when the electricity, bullets, food, and medical 

resources aren’t. 

INSPIRATION 

Of course, the OPS is based on human traffic, but it has a couple of other nuances. 

As I said before, the Obligatory Prostitution Service was a law approved in 1977 that exchanged young 

people for electricity hours and batteries. Despite its name, the people that were “recruited” weren’t 

used only as prostitutes; they were basically used as slaves. I chose that name because of a conversation 

that I had with my best friend, in which he was complaining about his job and how exploited he felt. He 

was feeling like a “prostitute” that, instead of selling his body, was selling his time and his life just for 

money. And that is the main point of the OPS: talk about how people transformed themselves into 

prostitutes or slaves that sell their lives and their time to have some amenities that they can’t really 

enjoy or to provide for families that they never see.   

Also, I based the OPS on how many governments force their young people to immigrate to other 

countries, searching for a better life. When I was writing my novel, I remember talking with my uncle 

about the OPS. He asks me, “For what the other countries need these young people to be slaves if they 

have their own?” And it’s a fair question, but if we look to our society, why our countries let so many 

immigrants enter? Because they can use them to do the “dirty” jobs, pay them less, and use them as 

slaves, while they encourage the young people to moving country to country and only come back when 

they have succeeded. Then their governments are proud of them and proud to have an “infiltrate” in 

other countries, like a stupid competence to see who have the better cows.  
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AESTHETICS · RECRUITERS 

They will wear the same outfit as the GCP and the Survivors (1977), with the color yellow in bracelets 

and in ribbons that they wear in their hats.  

 

AESTHETICS · MEMBERS 

As I said in the section Generation 2 Androids/ Generation 2 as Prostitutes vs. OPS Prostitutes, the OPS 

members always wear their eyes or heads covered. The colors and aesthetics of their outfit will change 

with the job that they do. 

 

 

SURVIVORS · 1977 · RUIN CITIES 

IN-GAME STORY 

Survivors are the name given to the citizens of the Inhabited Zones, like Ruin Cities. They are the in-

between the Forgotten, in the Dark Zones, and the Privileged, in the Trade Cities.  
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AESTHETICS 

They are the NPC by default. They will wear the same clothes as GCP but 

thorn and worn. These clothes will be more and more worn with the pass 

of time, and in 1990, when players visit for the first time Escravitude as 

Ruin City, the Survivors will wear cloths made from other clothes, rags, 

table cloths, curtains, parachutes, paper, foil, etc.  

 

 

 

SURVIVORS · 1990 · OUTSKIRTS 

IN-GAME STORY 

When Clean Future wins the war, they will move all the Survivors from the Ruin Cities and the OPS 

members to the Outskirts. These areas are cleaned by Clean Future with drones and androids that 

purified the air and the soil. Also, they provide them potable water, real water, and a clean generator 

to have removable energy. With the debris of the old cities, they need to build their new towns. So, after 

this, the word Survivor transformed into something good. They aren’t victims surviving; they are 

survivors, fighters, they grow wiser, and they will be better in the future.  

These Survivors are also people from the Rites, old Renegades, and even the families of the GCP 

members. This creates problems inside the Outskirts, confronting old rival factions and creating 

separated groups.  

Many of these Survivors will come from the Side Missions that the players will need to complete in 

1990, finding people lost in the Dark Zones, trapped in the Rites, or kidnaped by the Scavengers.  
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AFTER THE GAME 

The Outskirts will still exist in the future as the home of all the ones that will not enter the Supercities 

or the ones that prefer to stay away from Clean Future. After the attacks in 2011, the Outskirts will pass 

for different states, from the bases of the NMA in the Freedom War (battle between Radicals and the 

NMA) until they transformed into big shelters.  

The ones that live in the Outskirts will still be called that way, even after the construction of the 

Supercities.  

After the attacks in 2011, the Survivors will be all the ones that didn’t transformed into a Changed, a 

Blessed, or a Symbionts. And again, the word will have a “bad” connotation, being a painful reminder 

of the ones that didn’t make it and that humanity doesn’t live anymore, just survive, fighting every day 

to remain humans.  

AESTHETICS · DIRTYABSTRACT 

(More information about this Aesthetic in the section Aesthetics/DirtyAbstract) 

The Survivors on the Outskirts will use a mixture between the UndergroundArt that the Renegades 

used, with recycled materials and neon colors, and the AbstractArt that Clean Future uses, with clothes 

made out of plastic and abstract and geometric silhouettes.  

Like with the Renegades, I used the Fifth Element Fashion as reference for the 

clothing of the Survivors in the Outskirts. I love its geometric shapes and their use 

of plastic. 
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THE VICTIMS · ÁNIMAS RITE 

 

This is a concept that I called Lady in the Wall. 

IN-GAME STORY 

SIDE: Enemies (during the Mission 21 · Who Controls God, Controls Everything, when they are 

commanded by the Backup) · Neutrals  

LEADER: Backup 

STORY 

They are the experiments from Ela. These people are Scavengers, members from the GCP, and people 

from Corvo and other villages. She uses them to test the “potions” and drugs. In the beginning, these 

“potions” were the attempts to create medicines that could substitute the medical supplies that the 

government was denying to them. But with the pass of time, when she discovered that using human 

blood and organs could create better “potions,” Ela started to use these people that were sick to just 

more than test subjects. Taking big amounts of blood and even organs or organ pieces from them, plus 

the drugs transformed them into insane unpredictable people.  

They are similar to the Nothings that they are still “conscious,” but the Victims are more like zombies; 

they attack as a horde or just ignore everything, steering to a wall whispering eerie words.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

They will do strange things, like: 

 Talk with walls 

 Bite walls, doors, or windows 

 Stay very still, looking to the sky or the ground 
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 Eat their hair 

When the players go too close, they will run and scream, or they push them to the ground and attack 

them. When they are alone, their damage will low, and they will be easy to defeat with just one hit, 

making them run. However, as a horde, they almost indestructible, pushing, hitting, and scratching the 

enemies.  

EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING 

They walk naked or use dirty and worm pajamas or nightgowns.  

SOUND DESIGN 

They talk softly in other languages or in an intelligible way. Also, they can make guttural noises, start 

to laugh or scream without reason.  
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ALLIES AND ENEMIES  

They will attack or help players having some initiative, reacting to the players. For example, if the 

players throw a grenade, the enemies will try to avoid it and take cover. In the case of the allies, they 

will throw ammunition to the players or meds when their health is low.  

A good reference for this type of AI is the enemies from F.E.A.R. 2 that can ambush the players and attack from their blind points.  

ABOUT THE RITES 

Rite is the name given to any coalition formed by any reason or circumstance in the Dark Zones or 

Polluted Areas after 1973.  

These groups are well known to be radical, violent, and strange, having, in many cases, their own 

religion and language. Rites’ aesthetic breaks with the rest of the game because they use clothing that 

we can say is more like costumes than “real” clothing. The reason why is to look more threatening or 

crazy to maintain the Scavengers, the GCP, and other groups away from them. In some cases, their 

clothing or aesthetic is part of their beliefs or insanity. For this same reason, the Rites always use melee 

weapons, traps, and artesian grenades with toxic components, like spores or pollution.  

The Rites are, in the most part of the cases, just people that wanted to survive. Forgotten that decided 

to create their own rules and live a life separated from the governments, the Capital and Trade Cities, 

the GCP, and the Privileged. They were abandoned by them, isolated behind The Wall, and they just 

embrace that idea, transforming the Dark Zones and Polluted Areas in their realm.   

There are many types of Rites, with different sizes and beliefs. Some will live in villages, camps, or even 

in just one house. Others will live in small towns or small cities.  

I designed 5 Rites for this GDD: 

 Annabelle’s Rite 

 Formed by Generation 1 Androids 

 Place - Annabelle Underground City. Navia City. (Dark Zone) 

 Leader – The Priest 

 Info in Medium AI/Generation 1 Androids · Annabelle’s Rite 

 Ánimas  

 Formed by Ela’s security.  

 Place – Corvo. Navia’s Rural Area. (Dark Zone) 

 Leader – A Barquera, Navia 

 Info in Complex AI/Ánimas Rite 

 Info in Simple AI/The Victims · Ánimas Rite 

 The Members 

 Formed by Clean Future’s crazy members. 

 Place – Dome 13. Navia’s Polluted Area 
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 Leader - The 13th Member 

 Info in Medium AI/ The Dome 13 Rite · The Members 

 Meigas 

 Formed by Ela’s servants.  

 Place – Meigas (old Alameda). Navia’s outskirts.  

 Leader – Ela 

 Info in Complex AI/Meigas 

 Nothings 

 Formed by the patients from Corvo’s Asylum. 

 Place – Navia’s Rural Area (Dark Zone). 

 Leader – A Morte, Morrigan. 

 Info in Medium AI/Nothings 

 

GENERATION 1 ANDROIDS ·  ANNABELLE’S RITE  

BACKGROUND 

These are the first Androids. They were designed to learn and to 

grow with their owners. Basically, they were designed to generate 

a soul. However, this meant a big problem for many that started to 

see them as a threat to their intelligence. After all the complaints, 

ComfortLife decided to upgrade their Generation 1. However, this 

actualization only meant that they limited the capacity of the 

androids to talk, express feelings or thoughts, and do some actions, 

like paint or play music. This provoked that many Generation 1 take 

their own lives.  

Even the majority of Generation 1 were eliminated or updated; some decided to run away and hide in 

different places, like in Polluted Areas, old mines, or old factories. Some were helped by people that 

were in disagreement with ComfortLife methods and transferred to abandoned towns where they 

formed their society separated from the humans.  

The problem was that ComfortLife saw these Androids as living proofs of their failure. Also, the many 

revolts and attacks by some of the citizens “forced” the company to take drastic measures. They started 

a hunt to dismantle all the Generation 1 that they could find. Even some of the reprogramed Generation 

2 were eliminated. They offered rewards to any person that helped find and destroy them. This action 

provoked that many Generation 1 became violent towards humans, proving ComfortLife’s point of view 

and turning the population opinion against Generation 1. In the end, the few that manage to survive 

decided to hide forever, and nobody saw them again.  

That was the case of Generation 1 designed by Sebastián Lefebvre. Sebastián worked on the factory 

that ComfortLife had in Navia’s Outskirts until they started to get rid of Generation 1. He worked on 

their design for years and felt betrayed by ComfortLife, so he left and spent his time saving all the 

Generation 1 that he could and building more to help him. When the Renegades appeared for the first 

time, he joined them immediately and used his Androids to help them
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IN-GAME STORY · ANNABELLE’S RITE  

SIDE: Enemies 

LEADER: The Priest (Complex AI · More in Character Design/The Priest) 

STORY 

When the Underground City Annabelle started to do some tests leaving the people in the dark to make 

them get used to living without electricity, many of them began to go crazy. They said that they listen 

to Annabelle’s voice calling them from the tunnels. 

Part of the city citizens was Generation 1 that grew believing that they were equals to humans. Their 

programming also forced them to protect their fathers and mothers, so when the human citizens 

started to have panic attacks, the androids began to get worried.  

In their logic, if they can be upgraded, their mothers and fathers need to be updated too. So they started 

the Upgrade Process, where they took parts of their bodies and other discarded pieces from the shops 

to upgrade the humans. They tried to change their eyes with mechanic eyes to allow them to see in the 

dark. And also, they tried to replace the brain of some humans to upgrade them and cure their madness. 

Of course, many died, and that provoked that the Androids go crazy. Finally, one of their experiments 

worked, becoming The Priest.  

The problem is that both The Priest and Generation 1are insane after 

the Upgrade Process, and they transformed into a violent Rite that 

adores Annabelle, the goddess of the darkness. They kill any living 

creature that enters the city or the tunnels, leaving a symbol drew 

with blood to mark the victims as Annabelle's sacrifices.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

Annabelle’s members will be fast and aggressive, moving with the orders from The Priest. If they see a 

light source, they will destroy it, and if the players come to close to The Priest, they will attack with no 

mercy.  

Their strategy will be clambering to the ceiling and jump over the players like a spider, using their 

strength to strangle them.  

Players will be able to kill them using an EMP or to hack them to use them against The Priest.  

SOUND DESIGN 

In the novel, Jacob says that Annabelle’s Rite members move fast and that they sound like something 

between an animal and a human in the way that they move. They are made of metal, and I want that 

claws make noise when they collide with the metal tracks and others when they collide with the stone 

of the wall or the ceiling. Also, their noise needs to have eco.  

They don’t talk to always listen to Annabelle’s voice.  
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REFERENCES 

I know that isn’t an android, but when I designed this Rite for the first time, this 

was what I had in mind. In the beginning, Annabelle’s Rite were humans that 

mutated for some reason and transformed into creatures. Also, in the novel, this 

Rite, The Priest, and how Jacob solves the situation is slightly different from how 

I designed it for the game.  

 

I based de symbol on Clavicula Nox (goddess of the night), 

Venus symbol (femininity), and the Lauburu with the blades 

turning to the left, representing death 

 

 

GENERATION 3 ANDROIDS · SECURITY FORCERS & ELITE ANDROIDS 

BACKGROUND 

Generation 3 was released with Generation 2 as the new Security Forces. They were presented as the 

new police, firefighters, and rescue teams.  

What the society didn’t know is that ComfortLife had a contract with the governments to develop also 

an Elite team, just in case of a war started or they need them to stop a manifestation or revolt. 

IN-GAME STORY 

The first time that players will see a Generation 3 will be at the beginning of the game in the city, as 

SECURITY FORCES. These androids work as police and firefighters, and players will be able to see them 

walking in the city, talking, or helping the passersby. These androids will look similar to Generation 2, 

with elaborated and decorated bodies, but with a more “formal” look. Their bodies are stronger than 

Generation 2, and that needs to be reflected in some way, maybe being taller or bigger than Generation 

2.  

Then, in 1963, players will need to work against the HACKED SECURITY FORCES that the GCP hacked to 

prevent them from helping Devotees and to use them as their private army, preventing, also, any type 

of revolt on the city.  

Later, players will meet the ELITE ANDROIDS in 1984, during the RED WAR. The GCP will use them to 

mark all the targets that need to being eliminated and the ones that must remain alive. THEY WILL BE 

INDESTRUCTIBLE DURING THIS MISSION. However, in 1990, when players face them again in the last battle 

against the GCP and Aaron Sas, they will be able to destroy them.  

Also, CLEAN FUTURE’S ANDROIDS will be ELITE ANDROIDS but manufactured and designed by them. 

They will look completely different from the common Generation 3, with translucent bodies and 

geometric forms. They don’t care if the androids don’t look human. For them, they are the 

representation of a clean Earth and the perfect order. Clean Future designed these androids for more 

things than just battle. They can clean and purify air and water, transport seeds, spores, and eggs from 

fishes and insects to create colonies that will help to clean an area from pollution. Also, they can pick 

samples from polluted areas and analyze them in-situ.
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Clean Future designed these androids long before ComfortLife their Generation 2, and this was one of 

the many reasons why the GCP hates Clean Future. They accuse them of being selfish and to try to 

destroy their economy.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

SECURITY FORCES & HACKED SECURITY FORCES  

The Security Forces can be considered as allies. Players will be able to ask them for help in case they 

are lost, for example, or if they see something wrong, like a fire or a fight. When the players come nearby 

of an android, they will be able to use their Diaries to have a dialog with them using the Security Forces 

Official App (More in Equipment/Diary). There they will have the questions and requests that they can 

make. When the android answers, they will have more options to dialog with it. In the case that players 

want to ask for a particular place or inform about something, the App will have a map connected with 

the GPS, where the players can mark the area to the android. If the place is nearby, Generation 3 will 

escort the players to the location, but if the site is far, the android will mark the best way to reach the 

point on the map, players then will be able to use the GPS App to travel to the location. Also, they will 

give indications to the players, like the subway line or station that players need to use or if the area is 

dangerous or inaccessible for any reason.  

THIS IS A COOL MECHANIC that can be used TO HIDE SECRET MISSIONS (More in Side Missions & Special 

Missions). For example, if players ask for a specific subway station, Generation 3 will not answer for a 

while and then respond with something weird, like a pre-recorded message, as “not available 

information” or “error 404, place not found”. Then they will leave without saying anything else and 

closing the App in players’ Diaries. This way, players will feel curious about the place and will try harder 

to reach it.  

However, if the players infringe the law or harm the Security Forces in any way, like painting them with 

spray, they will chase players, using their alarms and Tasers. If they catch players, they could arrest 

them (More in Main Missions · By Year/Mission 1 · The City) 

They measure the stress and pain levels of the citizens to decide if they need to intervene in a fight or 

not. Also, they use logic to determine which one will be the best strategy to help and to reduce a 

threat. 

They also work with a HIVE MIND AI: WHEN THEY RECEIVE A DIRECT ORDER, THEY CAN'T IGNORE IT, 

AND ALL WILL FOLLOW IT WITHOUT EXCEPTIONS. These orders come from the command center in the 

Emergency Center. That way, when something big happens, like multiple car accident or a fire, the 

Emergency Center Leader that is a human, can command them as one, working much faster and with 

much more control than if every android worked alone.  

ELITE ANDROIDS 

Elite Generation 3 has a firewall against standard hacking. Players will need special skills to hack just 

one unit because they don’t use the Hive Mind. The leader of the squad gives particular orders to each 

member, and then the androids use the logic and the probability analysis to set their own strategies 

and decide which targets must be killed first or when they should move back 

They will able to see in the darkness and use facial recognition to know which targets they must 

eliminate and which ones must remain alive. They are mostly long and medium-range soldiers, but if 

the players come to close, they will use their .50 Gun to shoot or their Tactical Bayonet Knife to close 
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combat. They are incredibly tactical. Their movements will be like real elite soldiers (Like in Ghost Recon: 

Breakpoint), very precise.  

THEIR EYES are their best feature. They will have:  

 NOCTURNE and THERMAL vision. 

 TELESCOPIC SIGHT.  

 FACIAL RECOGNITION  

 TARGET TRACKER.   

 They can CALCULATE THE SPEED of the target, the WIND, and the TEMPERATURE to make the 

PERFECT SHOT.  

 PROBABILITY ANALYSIS. Analyze the enemy movements and analyze the next most probable 

move. 

 360º VISION.  

CLEAN FUTURE’S ANDROIDS 

These androids are allies and will help the players in the same way as Clean Minds (more information in 

the next Faction Section). They will move and act similar to the GCP Elites because, in the end, they are 

designed to be soldiers.  

HOW TO KILL AN ANDROID? 

As you can see, kill an android, even a normal one (like a Generation 2), is not so easy. To “kill” androids, 

players have different options: 

 Use an EMP to fry them. But also will fry any other electric device, like PPS, AN, the Diary, 

and/or the lights, which will produce a blackout, letting the players in the dark.  

 Use ELECTRIC WEAPONS. These weapons will fry the androids without frying everything else, 

but first, the player needs to have these weapons, and second, they only can kill one by one or 

SET A TRAP, like put the androids into water. Rain counts as water.  

 HACKING them when is possible. Some, like Generation 3, will be almost impossible to hack, 

and players will need to have special skills. Also, in their case, they will need to hack one by 

one.  

 With EXPLOSIVES. Like bullets, bombs, grenades, etc. But the body will be useless after that, so 

they can’t take any Crafting Material from it.  

 With TRAPS THAT PROVOKE COLLAPSES over them, but again this will make it impossible to 

recover any useful piece from the body.  

EQUIPMENT  

SECURITY FORCES  

 POLICE – Baton. Taser. Alarm whistle. Radio. 
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 FIREFIGHTERS – Axe. Alarm.  

Both will have a potent alarm incorporated on their heads. When they want to activate it, they will open 

their mouth, and inside they will have the megaphone.  

 

ELITE ANDROIDS · GCP 

They will wear semi-automatic snipers, .50 Gun, and the Tactical Bayonet Knife. Their bodies are 

bulletproof, and their eyes are protected whit a bulletproof visor. 

ELITE ANDROIDS · CLEAN FUTURE 

They will use a special electric gun that works as an automatic rifle but with the peculiarity that it can 

be transformed into a sniper rifle. Bullets aren’t lethal, like all the weapons from Clean Future, but 

will knock the human enemies and fry the androids.  

IDENTIFYING COLORS · SECURITY FORCES 

Like in the rest of the factions, colors are essential to identify the members; however, in the case of the 

Security Forces, color has the extra function to show the political clime changes. In 1960, before the 

GCP hack them, the Security Forces will have different colors for the different teams, and all of them 

will have green eyes, but from 1963 besides the base color (blue or red), the GCP will add their logo to 

the bodies and the color yellow to the eyes, face, and weapons.  

SECURITY FORCES · 1960 · BEFORE GCP 

POLICE will use blue and white as their uniform’s colors. FIREFIGHTERS and RESCUE TEAMS will use 

red, white, and black as uniform colors, and all will have green eyes that will change to yellow when 

they are in an “action” mode. 

 

 

 

I decided to use the neon colors for the eyes to give sense to the colors that the Renegades will use later. So, neon, in this 

context, represents justice and be safe. 
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I customized my skate rollers imagining a skin and logo for the Firefighters, and this is the result: 

I love asymmetry, so that each pair is unique. I chose 

the 13 Division because 13 is my lucky number.  

I also found this font in DaFont, Codex by Emerald 

City Fontwerks 

The cool thing with that type of font is that we can 

use it for the rest of the teams. 

HACKED SECURITY FORCES · FROM 1963 

So, once the GCP takes control over the Security Forces, they will start to “personalize” the androids. 

They will use yellow paint on their bodies and yellow rags to decorate the weapons. Also, they will 

eliminate completely the color green from their eyes and will let only the yellow, as a way to make them 

more threatening and show that they are on constant alert.  

 

 

 

 

This is cool because it will represent what the players will be able to do with their partners, like AN-

1331B.  

Another interesting thing with this concept is the contrast between the logo and how they apply the 

color to their androids. I designed the logo to look serious and “legal,” to represents their side as a 

nonviolent committee that just looks for a way to fight against what they considered threats. However, 

the way that they apply the color, with spray, car or road paint, and rags, represents that they are the 

people, and they fight for the people. Also, remarks their violent side. For this aspect, I used as 

inspiration the VOX faction on Bioshock Infinite.  

These are references from the Bioshock Infinite Art Book. I love how they incorporate the color red to the weapons and the 

Patriots 
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CONCEPTS · SECURITY FORCES VS HACKED SECURITY FORCES 

I used a stock image, and I worked it a little bit on Photoshop to save some time and test the colors.  

POLICE VS GCP POLICE 

These are my favorites 

FIREFIGHTER VS GCP FIREFIGHTER 
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IDENTIFYING COLORS ·  ELITES · GCP  

GCP Elites will have bodies manufactured in yellow 

and black and will have three bright yellow eyes. Like 

Sam Fisher’s ones, but in yellow. Other cool 

reference is Cyrax, from Mortal Kombat 11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IDENTIFYING COLORS ·  ELITES · CLEAN FUTURE  

Clean Future’s colors are light blue and white (more information below), and that colors will be reflected 

on the androids, whit their bodies in white and the lights in blue or with their bodies in translucent 

blue and white and light blue lights.  

However, more than for the colors, Clean Future’s Elites will be 

identified by their unique aesthetic. They will have an abstract 

and clean aesthetic, with lots of geometric forms. Some of their 

designs will be inspired on nature: insects, stream water, storms, 

mushrooms, etc. Their designs will deconstruct reality and took 

only the forms and the colors.  

REFERENCES 

I love this aesthetic and I think that an android made with it will look 

really cool.  

 

Also, this kind of aesthetic works very 

well with the Renegades, reinforcing 

the idea that Clean Future are the 

allies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is Oberon, from Warframe, with the skin 

“Speedva”. I love how they incorporated the natural 

elements to this badass skin. Clean Future will be 

more subtle, but exemplifies very well what I have 

in mind. 
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SOUND DESIGN 

SECURITY FORCES (1960 & HACKED) ~ Their voice is strong and mechanic, androgynous. The alarm 

will be potent and annoying. 

ELITE ANDROIDS (GCP  & CLEAN FUTURE) ~ Silent. 

 

CLEAN FUTURE · CLEAN MINDS 

Logo ideas that I put them together here in Word based in a concept that I made for the novel.  

I used two different fonts from DaFont From up to down, Inversion by Acoramon & 6 Cells by Chequered Ink 

BACKGROUND  

Clean Future is a group formed by ecologic and philanthropic persons 

concerned with the rising levels of pollution and the destruction of the 

earth. With their money, which comes from different sources, they 

bought several investigation industries to build their own army, called 

Clean Minds, and to investigate new ways to live and to produce energy 

without attack Mother Earth. Clean Future sees the earth as a goddess 

that must be protected and adored. For that reason, they live in the most 

ecologic way possible, only using renewable energies and recyclable 

elements.  

Overall, they're like a secret society. Nobody knows who they are or how 

many members they have. 

IN-GAME STORY 

SIDE: Allies 

IDENTIFYING COLOR: Light Blue and White 

 

 

 

 

LEADER 

They don’t have a known leader because all their members are known only by a number, and they act 

as a secret society. Also, their council works like a round table, where all are equals, and their true 

leader is Mother Earth.  So, technically the leaders will be the lowest numbers, like from #0 to #10. 

STORY 

They appear in 1960 as ENEMIES. They create the Environmental Summit to try to make conscience 

about the climatic change, the pollution, and the destruction of the planet. Even when the leading group 
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is pacifist and only planned to do the Summit and then accept the consequences, a small faction inside 

of the society was in disagreement with that way to do things. This group was responsible for the 

creation of Clean Minds, and they call themselves GWFCE (more information in Faction Design/GWFCE), the 

Green Warriors For a Clean Earth. After the Summit, GWFCE attacks the Power Plant and the Resources 

Plant without Clean Future’s permission, causing several deaths and the attack over their offices in 

Navia. Many more reports about GWFCE’s attacks over the world produce that Clean Future Council 

expulse the group from the company, even when some of them were part of that Council and were 

founders of the company, like Carlota Romay’s case. After this, GWFCE decides to take revenge and 

focus all their hate on Clean Future. When the company decides to don’t fight against the governments 

and buy the last natural reserves to protect them with their Domes, GWFCE was already ready to attack 

the buildings. This time, Clean Future fought back, not for them, but for Mother Nature and the 

protection of their Domes. However, many Domes fell before GWFCE biological attacks. One of the 

fallen Domes is the 13th, in Navia’s vicinity, where GWFCE used spores to infect the citizens, using them 

as test subjects for what it will become in the future their infamous Toxin.  

In 1990, Clean Future will appear again, this time to end the war and as allies of the players. They will 

ask for Jacob’s help to take down Bi83, the last GCP’s bastion in Navia. After their victory, Clean Future 

will rebuild the society with their Outskirts and Supercities. 

AFTER-GAME STORY 

Clean Future will use the Outskirts inhabitants to build their Supercities. A Supercity is an energetically 

responsible and sustainable city, clean in any possible way, and with waste 0. They will sell to the 

population that everyone that wanted would have an apartment in the new Supercities, with a proper 

job that will fit with their abilities and that the Outskirts was just temporal. However, when the first 

Supercities are finished, Clean Future will force the citizens to do aptitude tests to determine who will 

enter the city first. Even when Clean Future will assure the people that this measure is also temporal, 

just while all the rest of the Supercities are building, the citizens will not be happy with this solution, 

making protest and isolating some of the Outskirts from Clean Future. Many of them even will move to 

the Farms, rural areas separated from everything and everyone, that, even when they still work for 

Clean Future, at least they will be away from their lies.  

Also, Clean Future will set a tax on the electricity that the Outskirts use, even when this electricity is 

clean, to control its use. The idea is to prevent old mistakes of the past to happen again, like another 

Energetic Crisis. However, the population will see this measure as another way of control. On top of 

that, Clean Future will reopen the Trade Cities, alleging that they do it as a way to remember the old 

mistakes and soft the problems between the Supercities’ inhabitants and the Outskirts’ inhabitants. 

The issue will be that these areas will consume tons of electricity without paying taxes, so the Trade 

Cities’ inhabitants will have more privileges than the Outskirts’ inhabitants, and their business will 

grow faster. The second main problem will be the prices. Instead of being leisure areas within 

everyone’s reach, they will set an even more obvious separation between the wealthy people that live 

in the Supercities and the people that live in the Outskirts.  

However, Clean Future will not be the “bad guys” completely. They will provide jobs to everyone and 

will prevent poverty, allowing the Outskirts to have their own currency and be almost independents 

from them, having their laws, police, taxes, and business. They will clean the Dark Zones and the 

Polluted Areas and will rescue the Rites survivors. They will create the Metal Health Centers, like New 

Mind, where they will help people from the Rites and from the OPS to be reinserted into the population. 

And they will keep their promise to build more Supercities, but they will keep doing more aptitude 

tests to allow the qualified people to enter first. 
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Despite Clean Future’s good actions, their bad actions will speak loudly enough to awake GWFCE, who 

will make several attacks against them. Some of the attacks will be kind of inoffensive, like do graffiti 

with moss paint in the Trade Cities. But, on other occasions, they will perpetrate massacres that 

sometimes will even involve innocents. Clean Future will answer, arresting many members from 

GWFCE and even destroying some of their bases. In the process, Clean Future will also kill and arrest 

innocents, in most cases, people used by GWFCE to divert Clean Future’s attention, forcing them to 

chase ghosts and piss off the population. 

This weird war will be on until GWFCE final attack in 2011.  

The reason why GWFCE could perpetrate this awful attack will be Clean Future’s pride. GWFCE will 

“sign the peace” with Clean Future that same year, almost a week before the attacks. Then they will 

send to the Trade Cities, where the leaders will be celebrating the End of the Year, fine bottles of a 

luxury liquor called Golden Hive. This beverage will be made with real honey, real water from exclusive 

aquifers, natural spices, and even a real honey bee preserve in amber in the bottles’ plugs. What nobody 

will know is that liquor will have a secret ingredient that will make the guests mutate into “golden 

mummies.” They will use mutated spores from the parasite Cordyceps Sinensis. Once that the job is 

done, they will attack the Trade Cities, killing everyone, hacking the androids, and making the bodies 

disappear, transforming the beautiful areas into ghost towns. That will be the end of Clean Future.  

THE RADICALS 

After the GWFCE attacks, some members from Clean Future will survive 

and come back to the Supercities, waiting for Clean Future to give some 

orders. With the pass of the time, they realize that those orders will never 

come, that whatever happened in their cities, was just a distraction to 

destroy Clean Future. This situation generates chaos. Many other 

survivors decide that they want to start their lives again, forget everything 

that happened, but Clean Minds force them to stay and wait. They decide 

to close the Supercities and demand permits to be able to cross the cities’ 

areas. With time, their measures get harder and harder, creating 

something like a new government closer to a dictatorship than another 

thing. For this reason, the Survivors started to call them Dirty Minds or 

Radicals and to the Supercities, Anarchies, because, even when Clean 

Minds presume about using the Clean Future perfect laws, that is a lie. 

Many cities report abuses, organized street fights, people that disappear, 

bodies that appear in the streets, weird experiments, etc.  

For these many reasons, the Survivors create the group called NMA and 

fight against the Radicals (More information in Simple AI/Forgotten/The Forgotten After the Game) 

After the war, the Radicals adopt the name and also the name of the Anarchies, using the number of the 

old Supercitie sometimes and others putting their own name to the Anarchy. These settlements gain 

really quickly the fame to be awful places, filled with worst of the worst. The seven sins incarnate in 

each city. Radicals transformed from respected figures to feared figures, wearing strange gas masks 

that mark them from meters, traveling in their caravans looking for slaves to sale, buy and kidnap, 

killing, stealing, and reaping everything on their path.  
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THE LOGO 

Clean Future’s logo shows the light bulb with the crystal 

replaced with a blue or green leaf that REPRESENTS THAT 

THEIR IDEAS, INVENTIONS, AND WORK ALWAYS THINK INTO 

THE ENVIRONMENT FIRST.  

 

WHY BLUE? 

Reference, BionicSwift by Festo 

I chose the light blue because of its connection with cleanness, imagination, freedom, intelligence, and 

confidence. However, my first design used green as the primary color for this faction. The reason why 

I decided to changed it is because green, in my mind, is kind-off messy. Of course, it represents Earth 

and nature, but Clean Future doesn’t represent that. They fight for Mother Earth, but they are separated 

from Her. They don’t perceive themselves as “humans” per se, so they aren’t “animals,” so they more 

are like “angels,” androgen creatures clean in soul and body, ready to fight for the Goddess, the Earth. 

SO, GREEN WOULD BE TOO “HUMAN,” TOO “DIRTY,” BUT BLUE AND WHITE ARE CELESTIAL AND PERFECT.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

Players will fight with Clean Minds in the battle on Bi83. The soldiers will help them taking down the 

Hacked Security Forces and Generation 3 Elites with their Electric Assault Rifles and special Drones.  

THE SOLDIERS WILL ACT AS REAL ELITE SOLDIERS MIXED WITH ELVES. We must remember that they 

portray themselves as perfect creatures, closed to angels than humans. So, they will not be "violent" 

and will not kill any human. In case of close combat, they will use martial arts to knock down the 

human enemies or the Tasers with the androids and heavy enemies.  

They don't care to die, they will no show emotions, and they will be silent. No screams or orders. They 

communicate with each other with their Diaries and the lenses that they wear in their eyes that allow 

them to "talk," blinking and moving the eyes.  

PLAYERS WILL BE ABLE TO COMMUNICATE WITH THEM WITH THEIR DIARIES to warn where the Elites 

are and ask for help. Also, Clean Minds will let ammunition and medicines nearby to the players’ 

position or even will heal them if they are nearby. 

Clean Minds will command their own GENERATION 3 ANDROIDS (more in Generation 3 Androids) to be the 

first combat line. These androids will use martial arts as close combat and their assault /sniper rifle, 

depending on the circumstances. They will only obey Clean Minds, not the players, but they will protect 

and help players. For example, they can use their bodies to cover the players or takedown enemies that 

are attacking from behind. They need to feel advanced in comparison with the Security Forces and the 

Elites from GCP.  

When an android is almost to die, it will deploy a small swarm of drone-birds that will do a kamikaze 

attack over the enemies, providing a diversion for the allies. I think that this mechanic can be a cool 

visual asset for the game. I imagine the last battle in Bi83 and several Clean Future Androids being 

taking down, and then tons of drone-birds flying over the enemies, allowing the allies to go back. 

IF THE PLAYERS ATTACK THE ANDROIDS OR ANY CLEAN MINDS MEMBER INTENTIONALLY (so, aiming at 

them, attacking several times, or using close combat on them), Clean Future will take them down, and 

players will "die." If this happens, when they appear again, they will have a penalty on their 
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Personality Build, losing some trust points from the Clean Future faction, which translates to fewer 

missions in the future and less help from Clean Minds. 

EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING 

CLEAN MINDS 

Clean Minds use TASERS and ELECTRICAL WEAPONS, automatic rifles that use non-lethal rubber bullets 

with an electric load that can paralyze any human within a radius of 300m.  

The CLOTHING is a white second skin tactical suit that allows them to move freely while it protects their 

skin from any cut. They wear a blue bulletproof vest over for extra protection. Also, they wear complete 

helmets that cover their faces. These helmets have an air purification system included and night and 

thermal vision.  

They wear SPECIAL LENSES in their eyes that allow them to mark enemies and transmit orders just with 

the movement of their eyes or blinking. 

To battle, they can command Clean Future’s Generation 3 Androids and Drones.  

Clean Future’s DRONES are high technology nature-based drones that have many functions, being 

combat the last in the list. Their main functions are the purification of water, air, and soil, and the 

reforestation of the polluted areas. As well as help with the construction and maintenance of the 

Domes. However, drones can be used to deploy EMP and Electric Bombs, to repair androids and other 

equipment, to help fallen soldiers, as an aerial backup, as cameras to mark and follow targets, etc. 

 

My reference for Clean Future Drones’ are a company called Festo. They do these amazing designs based on nature and its 

movement, and they are how I imagine Clean Future. 

 

Ghost Recon Breakpoint is a good reference as well, I love the Drone Swarms from that game, but I want something more 

idyllic that represents in an abstract way the beauty of nature. Festo’s drones, in general, are closer to the vision that I have for 

GWFCE drones, but still is a good reference.  
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DRONES IN THE FUTURE OF GAS MASK WAR FRANCHISE 

 

Concept for GWFCE Spider Drone 

These Drones are highly important in Gas Mask War Franchise because these devices will be present 

in the whole saga in a way or another. First, as Clean Future tools, later as GWFCE weapons, and in the 

future as tools made by the Survivors. The Drones, PPSs, Diaries, and Androids will work as HUD in the 

games, a recurrent asset in the story, and the mechanic that will help the players to feel each game as 

part of a whole instead of an independent game. In a franchise where each game will have its essence, 

soul, aesthetic, and story, the players must have these small details that they can expect.  
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In 2011, GWFCE will use drone Cicadas, Moths, and Spiders to deploy their Toxin. GWFCE was the 

faction inside Clean Future that design and prepared Clean Minds and all their equipment, included the 

Drones. Clean Future Council designed the drones, the androids, and the PPSs to work for them and as 

a representation of the perfect existence on this Earth. The ideal workers, clean and with 0 waste. Their 

love for this technology was so big that even they wanted to put their brain on an android body to be 

sure to never dirt the Mother Earth again. 

GWFCE updated the Drones, Androids, and the PPSs to use them in battle, adding new programming 

and features, like the bulletproof material that protects the Androids or the bombs in the Drones. 

GWFCE members paid more attention to the PPSs and the Drones due to their manageable size and 

easy AI that allowed them to program the drones to do complex tasks efficiently. For that reason, GEFCE 

has the original blueprints of these devices, and they decided to take advantage of this and use them as 

their weapons. After 2011, many survivors recycled the Drones to use them for their benefit, like the 

Junkfinders, small drones that help to collect the little pieces from androids and vehicles and maintain 

the workshops clean.  

THE MAIN DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN GWFCE’S DRONES AND CLEAN FUTURE’S DRONES is that GWFCE is 

literal with their designs, while Clean Future is abstract, taking just the essence of nature, like the 

movement, for example.  

Reference for Clean Future Spider Drone, BionicWheelBot by Festo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLEAN FUTURE MEMBERS 

All members have their personal PPS and Diary. Their clothing is made of recycled 

plastic and other similar materials like the PU. The reason why is because it is 

malleable, durable, and easy to clean with a cloth, so they don’t need to waste 
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electricity, water, and chemicals. They have a feminine aesthetic, even the men, as a way to reverence 

even more Mother Earth.  

SOUND DESIGN 

Clean Future members don’t speak too much and never laughs. They are calm people, and when they 

need to talk or to show their emotions, they always do it in the most relaxed way possible.  

When they move, their clothes made the characteristic sound of the thick plastic moving (except for 

Clean Minds, that their suits are silent). It can’t be an annoying sound, but, inevitably, the plastic will 

make some noise when the person moves.  

AESTHETIC & IDENTIFYING COLORS · ABSTRACTART 

More in Aesthetics/AbstractArt · 1960 

The AbstractArt deconstructs nature to transform it into useful things. In that aspect, AbstractArt is 

similar to Art aesthetic that looks for the beauty in everything but being functional at the same time. 

The differences are the materials that Clean Future only uses recycled and recyclable materials and 

artistic expression. CyberArt looks for the complexity of nature, with intertwined vines and curves, 

while AbstractArt looks for clean lines and geometric forms.  
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THE MEMBERS · THE DOME 13 RITE 

Reference image. I found this one in Instagram and I felled in love. It’s a sculpture from the artist Salman Khoshroo 

IN-GAME STORY 

SIDE: Enemies 

LEADER: The 13th Member 

STORY 

When Jacob travels to Dome 13, he thought that he 

would found the Clean Future army there. With their 

amazing androids and drones, ready to help for the ones 

that believe in their words. However, what Jacob finds is 

an abandoned installation, filled with dismembered 

androids hanging from the trees or scatted all over the 

place.  

 

When he decides to investigate a little bit, he discovers the last android alive in the facility. It tells him 

what happened inside: 

A - I am afraid that the bacteria that was found in the water is making my friends 
have paranoia. This paranoia comes from their own research and beliefs about 
Androids. Their dreams of moving their minds into us to be a perfect creature in 
balance with our beloved Mother Nature are transformed now into nightmares 
that consume the same minds that try to save.  

The android explains to Jacob that the Members wanted to move their brains into the androids to be 

able to live forever without producing waste. The android shows Jacob the labs filled with heads and 

brains cryogenized from old members that already were sick or too old, and they decided to donate 

their bodies to the science. However, when the water was poisoned with the bacteria, the members 

infected started to “see” the androids doing their experiments and trying to steal from them their 

minds. For that reason, one of the Members decided to broke the doors and looked everyone inside to 

prevent that the androids scape and search for backup.  

A - After that, it was the chaos. Our uninfected friends tried for all the media to 
stop the ones that were infected… But was in vain. The paranoia was too strong 
and forced the sick to attack the uninfected. They kill them or infect them… Then 
they kill the drones and the androids. We are not programmed to attack our 
creators, our family… We were helpless… 

The group that attacked the Dome is GWFCE, a group that formed part of Clean Future and that were 

responsible for the violent attacks over the Resources and Electric Plants that occurred in 1960. Players 

will know that the GWFCE logo that will appear every time that they attack. The reason why GWFCE 

attacked the Dome is in revenge against Clean Future because they think that the main group was 

surrender to the government asking to buy the natural reservations to disappearing with no fight. 
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They were also our family. But they betrayed us. They let us die. I saw one of them 
here taking notes about the bacteria's behavior. He looks at me with his cold eyes, 
colder than mine… I never saw a human without a soul before… 

The android asks Jacob for help to run away with the promise that it will call Clean Future to help 

Jacob’s city. When the Members see Jacob with the android, they attack him, convince that the android 

finds a way to put his mind on Jacob or that maybe he is an android himself.  

THE NUMBER 13 · THE DOME AND THE LEADER 

Clean Future is obsessed with order, maths and geometry, and perfection, and for that reason, they call 

themselves using numbers, never names. Names are given by humans, and they are not humans. They 

are above humanity. Numbers are ordered and perfect. So, when they started to create their Domes, 

they decide to put in charge of each Dome the member with the same number, like a way to respect the 

“universal laws.”  

I chose this number because 13 is my favorite number and is also my birthday, and in the Tarot cards, 

13 corresponds with the Death card that marks the uncertainty and the transformation, the end of 

something, and the renewal. So, I think that fits perfectly with what happened in the Dome.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

Not all the members are Clean Minds, which means that not all soldiers, so it’s necessary to create two 

types of AIs.  

 The Clean Mind Members will move and act the same as a normal Clean Mind member. Here 

Clean Future · Clean Minds/AI · Specific Mechanics. 

 The normal Members that are scientific and engineers. My idea for these ones is that they will 

have shaky hands when they shoot, and they can use melee non-common weapons. More below. 

They will be afraid, and they will attack screaming and without a clear strategy.  

In Coop, both types of Members will continue shooting and hitting when the player fell, don’t letting 

the partner help.  

In single, something similar will happen because we must remember that Clean Future use non-lethal 

weapons. They only use Electric Weapons (more in Clean Future · Clean Minds/Equipment and Clothing), so 

when they shoot, they will paralyze (more in Gameplay/Combat/Status Effects) players with the electricity, 

but they will continue shooting to kill them.  

EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING 

They will use the same equipment and clothing as Clean Future and Clean Minds. And as I said before, 

they will use some non-common weapons as well, that will do anything that they can found around the 

facility. Some examples are: 

 A Spoon Knife. A spoon sharpened to be used as a knife. 

 Forks.  

 Glass shards 

 Android’s Arms as hammers or bats.
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SOUND DESIGN 

Unlike Clean Future normal members, the Members will noisy, screaming, and whispering things. 

Players will be able to hear them inside a room or in the hallways, for example. They will cry as a result 

of the few seconds of lucidity that the bacteria gives to them, and they will show pure fear in their 

voices when they speak.  

 

GROUP FOR CITIZEN PEACE · THE GCP & SCAVENGERS 

IN-GAME STORY 

SIDE: Enemies 

LEADER: Aaron Sas (Complex AI · More in Character Design/Aaron Sas) 

STORY 

The GCP is born in 1960 just as a radio party, a group of concerned 

citizens that complained about “Clean Future’s threats.” For them, Clean 

Future was threatening their future and insulting all the hard work that 

women and men did to have the amenities that they now enjoy. They conquered the Earth, therefore, 

it’s theirs, and they can do whatever they want with it. When the Summit became a reality, the GCP 

became a reality with it. They weren't any more an invisible group complaining on radio, now they 

have names and faces and not fear to make themselves heard.  Even when they never wanted to be 

violent, just “aggressive, serious and immovable with the threats," they boycotted the Summit and 

made Clean Future shut up forever.  

In 1963, the quality of the air was getting worse by seconds, many new diseases appeared, and the 

number of places where people can go to relax was lower than ever. The beaches, for example, were in 

their majority closed, there was no sand, only plastic, and the water was dirty, being harmful to health. 

Restaurants and shops stopped selling meat, wine, or fish. Those items were transformed little by little 

in high luxury purchases until the point that it was cheaper to buy a diamond necklace than a fresh fish. 

This situation started to show the teeth of the social classes. Thirty years without them, being all equals, 

and now a fish makes all the system crumble. Of course, there were always people that had more money 

than others, either because they save it in their banks, either because they work the double, either 

because they were the bosses of a big company. Whichever was the reason was irrelevant because 

money wasn’t a problem anymore for anybody. But in 1963, that was changing little by little. The ones 

that had just a bit more money could go to private natural beaches instead of the artificial ones. They 

could buy fresh meat, fish, or fruit when others need to eat it frozen or canned. And in the middle of all 

of this, the Devotees appeared to preach the end of the world. 

What happened with the Devotees is that they paid for Clean Future, the dirty air, the diseases, the new 

rich people, the nightmares, and the anxiety. They transformed into stress relievers in the name of 

“protecting the future, the past, and our lifestyle.” It was born that way the violent side of the GCP. Now, 

they kill families in their houses, burn people alive inside the churches or their shops, hack the 

emergency services to be sure that nobody will help them, etc. All in the name of "peace." They decided 

to be blind, but they weren’t idiots. They knew that Clean Future was right, and they knew that 

Devotees are right, but they decided to close their ears and eyes and trust blindly in the government 

and their hard work.  
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With time, GCP transformed into the new police. And for the 

year 1973, nobody could move a muscle without they know. 

It’s for that reason that the Renegades worked in the 

shadows without speak with their elders, teachers, or 

parents. They were brave, but that doesn’t mean that they 

were fearless. They were scared as hell that the GCP attack 

them as they attacked the Devotees. What the Renegades 

wanted were to run away from a corrupted society and built 

their own, proving that Clean Future was right, and there 

are other ways of living. But, they knew that GCP would not 

see their actions in that way.  

When the GCP realizes what was happening, the Renegades 

already was hidden in the subway. Maybe because they 

were their children, the GCP decided to don’t act violently 

and just attack passively with pamphlets and 

advertisements calling them Rats. Because the Renegades 

just fought back with words and no with actions, the GCP 

allows them to do whatever they wanted.  

Many more conflicts happened in the next years (more information in Main Missions) that transformed the 

GCP from a citizen-group concerned with keeping the peace into a more military and well-armed group 

that took the place of the government in Navia. This new power only produces more violence, and when 

the first Dark Zones starts to appear, some members inside of the faction decided to take advantage of 

the Forgotten. It was born that way the Scavengers, a faction inside the faction that uses the power that 

GCP has to rape, steal, kill, and destroy everything on their way. Aaron Sas was too busy battling in the 

Hard War or trying to keep that power to see what was going on inside of his coalition and when he 

discovers, it’s too late to stop it. So, what Aaron does is try to control the damage that they do, but the 

reality is that he doesn’t have any control over his faction anymore.  

And then, in 1984, they decided that the Renegades, that stupid Rats that were hidden in the subway, 

had enough freedom and fun for enough time. They attacked the Underground City Liberdade and kill 

all the “useless” humans that they could find, taking the younger and healthier to their camps to be 

trained and use it as expendable soldiers that they could send to suicide missions or to get resources.  

Even when in 1990, Clean Future won the war, the GCP didn’t disappear at all. Some of the members 

that survived the final battle manage to escape from Clean Future hands. Also, many people still 

supported the GCP and helped many members to run and hide from Clean Minds.  

NOTE ABOUT THE LAST BATTLE IN 1990 

This last battle needs to feel uneven. The soldiers from the GCP need to cough blood, have difficulties 

in breathing, and look visually sick, while the soldiers from Clean Future need to look healthy and 

strong. The same will happen with their weapons and equipment. GCP will use worn and old weapons, 

while Clean Future will have new and futurist equipment. This way, once that the battle started, players 

will feel superiority and, at the same time, will feel some kind of pity for the soldiers on the other side. 

These sick and weak soldiers will be fighting to protect the ones that put them in that position, the ones 

that abandoned them. On their side, the Privileged will look as healthy as Clean Future’s members. 

Their clothes, shoes, purses, hats, everything that they possess will be new and shiny. They didn’t share 

anything with the soldiers. They despise them, ignore them, let them die in a war that they say is a lie, 

and that never happened. While our players will be equipped by Clean Future with their shiny and 

brand new equipment. Only the Leaders will be a little bit better prepared with their Elites, but still, 

they are in inferiority regarding Clean Future’s forces.
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They are the metaphor of our society, of the ones that vote and defend some governments and presidents even when they prove 

to be worse for them. People proud to send their children to wars to fight in the name of a country that lets them down every 

day.  

When the players have the sensation that they are winning, then is when the Bombardiers will produce 

the collapses under players and Clean Future’s feet, the survivors will be attacked by the Scavengers. 

This second part of the battle must feel barbaric and bloodthirsty, more even than the battles against 

the Rites. It mostly shows the hate and the insanity of the Scavengers. They will be the exemplification 

of how much power can corrode the human soul. They aren’t fighting in the name of GCP, or the 

Privileged, or to protect their future, not even in the name of God or survival; they fight for fun.  

AFTER-GAME STORY 

Many of the members from the GCP, like Alfonso Moure, will be 

hired by Clean Future for their knowledge of military-strategic, 

medicine, or androids and engineering. Some of them, even right 

after the Hard War. Of course, that operation will be made in the 

dark, far away from the eyes of the Survivors.  

And later, they will be funders of the next big group called SPTS, 

Society Protecting Time and Shelters, keeping that way their power 

over years and living without a real punishment for their crimes.  

 

 

THE LOGO 

To design the logo, I looked at how the real logos was made in 

1920.  

These are the logos from Aston Martin and Mazda in 1920 

Having this in mind, I used the letters that conform their anagram, GCP, and I 

looked for a font that look cool. I used Red Moon Rising de Skyhaven Fonts 

 

 

 

 

I added four lines in the P belly and using the G belly I created the “tower”, this represents a 

hand doing the silence symbol. 

Then I added that extra detail having in mind the first name that I gave to this faction: The 

Hushers, inspired by the name that I gave them in the novel Grupo de Silenciamiento 

Ciudadano, something like “Citizen Silencing Group.” My idea behind the name was that they 

“silence” the possible threats to society. However, I didn’t like the names of “Citizen Silencing 

Group” or “The Hushers” because they didn’t sound “serious” or realistic. That is when I came 

with the name of Group for Citizen Peace, which acronym sounds like what I wanted for this 

group.  
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WHY YELLOW? 

The main reason why I chose yellow is that in my novel, the 

government has the Yellow Route that, in my head, is painted 

with yellow road paint. However, investigating for this game, I 

discovered that yellow suits GCP perfectly because of its 

meanings. Of course, yellow and black are the most used color 

combination to warn about something and at the same time 

provide a safe sensation, if it’s a warning, you can be prepared. So, for that side, yellow is perfect for a 

violent group that basically attacks like wasps, “if you are in my territory and you are not a wasp, you 

are my enemy.” But on the other side, yellow also represents: 

 Loyalty, to the government in this case. 

 Cowardice, to accept the consequences of their actions and the responsibility for their lifestyle.  

 Deceit, not only to the society when they try to justify their violence but also to themselves 

when they don’t want to open their eyes to the reality of the pollution, energetic crisis and war.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS  

The interesting thing with the GCP is that they will grow with the players. Not only will they be stronger 

with the pass of time, but they will also change their mechanics, improve their strategy, and weapon 

use.  

So, in the first years (from 1960 to 1973), they aren’t soldiers, so their type of combat will be a little be 

sloppy with not a lot of strategy or even with bad strategy. But in the next years, they will be 

commanded by leaders with military experience, and their skills and weapons will be improved.  

This is crucial for the game because will give realism to it and will reinforce the idea of the time passing. 

That the main faction improves while the players improve and that their combat skills change to be 

more effective and with more strategy will make the experience unique and immersive.  

So, their combat will evolve as time passes, and they gain power:  

FROM 1960 TO 1973 

They will use melee combat exclusively. During this period, their combat will be sloppy, and they will 

attack in a group, all at the same time, as a horde. They will chase their objective until he or she is 

cornered in an alley or inside of a building, one target at the time. If they need to kill a family or a group, 

they will set traps, like using a woman or a kid crying to lure the people inside a building to set it one 

fire, for example. The idea is that they will play dirty because they don’t have the confidence or the 

training to do things in another way.  

A GROUP DIVIDED 

It’s important to set this difference from the beginning to give cohesion and realism to the story. The Scavengers didn’t appear 

one day just because they were always there, hidden between the others. And these first years, they need to look like the others, 

integrated into the herd, and at the same time, they need to stand out enough to the players see that something is wrong. That 

way, when they met the Rites in the future, and they discover that the reason for their existence is the Scavengers, they will not 

be surprised. 

In these first years, all of them are civils; they will look, talk, and behave as civils. The reason why they 

act with violence is that they feel attacked and threatened by these other coalitions, like Clean Future, 

the Devotees, or the Renegades. In their majority, they don’t want to kill; they want to scare the others. 
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However, it will be a group inside of the faction that will act with extreme violence towards anybody 

that thinks or behaves differently. They will not look different, but they will talk and behave different. 

They will be more aggressive, bad talked, and bloodthirsty. This group will be in the future of the 

Scavengers. 

I love the idea of making the players fight with their bodies using martial arts, like in games like Mortal Kombat or Tekken. Again, 

in these first years, Jacob will be a kid, a teenager, and a young man that knows nothing about combat, fights, or weapons. Give 

the players a choice to use their bodies to fight instead of using weapons gives extra depth to the game and remarks the idea 

that, in these first years, people weren’t used to violence.  

1977 

BIGGIES 

The Big Papas and the Big Mommas will still use melee combat. These enemies will be big and strong 

and will use their strength to their benefit, lifting their enemies and throw them against walls or tables, 

inflicting damage. They will use melee weapons and their fists to inflict the most part of the damage. 

ROOKIES 

They will be the first soldiers that will use firearms. They will use Thompson submachines and 

Revolvers. They will be sloppy, and they will miss several shots. Their hands will be shaky and sweaty, 

and that could produce that the arm slips away from them. When they hit a target, they will laugh with 

nervousness, and they will encourage each other to shot again. 

BOSSES 

They will be the leaders. They will give orders, but they will not fight. They will have a Revolver, but 

they will always try to escape. They have important information about the GCP, so for them, it is crucial 

to keep them alive. They can call for backup and will always be protected with one or two Biggies.  

REINFORCEMENTS 

Bosses can call them, and they will arrive in their Bikes or Trucks. They will Rookies in their majority 

and maybe one or two Biggies.  

FROM 1984 TO 1990 

BIGGIES 

As Before 

SNIPERS 

Snipers will be like ghosts, almost invisible. They will look for the shadows and the heights, places that 

they can hide easily. To see them, players will need to have a thermic vision. Also, Snipers will use 

tricks, like holographic replicas that will work as bait or put lanterns or hot spots to blind the night 

vision and the thermic vision of the players. Also, when they have low health, they will use Steam 

Grenades in the players’ position to block their vision and be able to escape. They can heal themselves.  

ASSAULTS 

They are the previous Rookies, and they will work as the advanced force. They will use mobile 

barricades to use them as shields. They will move in two groups; one will stay behind the barricades 

covering the next group that will advance and put the next barricade. They will coordinate between 

groups to attack, marking their enemies and attacking with strategy, trying to ambushing the players 

and catch them with low guard. They will avoid the grenades and will try to destroy PPS if they see it. 

They can shoot from cover.  

I used as reference for this AI the enemies from F.E.A.R. 2.   
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BOMBARDIERS 

They will be explosive and demolition experts. They will put bombs underneath, above, or near players’ 

position, producing collapses that can kill the players or block access to some areas.  

SCAVENGERS 

They will be bloodthirsty, attacking in the chaos of an explosion, always with melee weapons. They will 

be sneaky and difficult to see and more to catch. They will use Smoke to appear and disappear and Gas 

Mask to avoid be intoxicated with it. 

These tactics will still be used once that the GCP disappears and they transform into a faction on their 

own. More below in the section The Scavengers. 

I chose these mechanics for this group and posterior faction to remark their Rite’s personality. Rites are known to be violent 

and bloodthirsty, but with the difference that they are for a reason, to survive. Scavengers are just because. They love the power 

that this behave gives to them, the fear that they inspire.  

LEADERS & ELITES 

Look in Generation 3 Androids/AI · Specific Mechanics/Elite Androids 

Elites only can be commanded by the Leaders, so players will not find them in normal battlefields, only 

in special missions and around the Leaders.  

Leaders will replace the Bosses. They have military training in most of the cases. Some, like Aaron Sas, 

are just there because the faction trust on them, and their power grow enough to don’t be replaced. 

These Leaders are the result of the GCP’s fusion with the army, getting better weapons, training, and 

strategy. Leaders, like Aaron Sas, will have a Complex AI, so I will put the information in that section: Complex 

AI/Leaders · GCP 

EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING 

They will use the style of 1920 – 1930 (real world), and they will wear yellow bracelets on their arms and 

yellow ribbons on their hats. Also, they can wear yellow ties and handkerchiefs.  

Feminine references on Simple AI/OPS Recruiters & Members/Aesthetics · Members 
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These are concepts 

that I did for the 

novel. I painted them 

for this GDD and 

added the yellow 

details. My idea for 

females in that 

concept was to use a 

trench as a dress with 

a silk or gauze shirt 

underneath.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WEAPONS & OTHER EQUIPMENT 

All the weapons will be decorated with yellow ropes and paint.  

 

 

FROM 1960 TO 1973 

 MELEE WEAPONS (these will be the Biggies’ weapons in all years), like:  

 Batons 

 Metal and wood bats  

 Pipes  

 Metal bars  

 Their Fists 

 Brass Knuckles 

 Boxing gloves with and without metal filling to make it heavier. 

 EXPLOSIVE & INCENDIARY DEVICES 

Reference from Battlefield V. The skins are 

“Paracadutista” and “Liberte”.  
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 MOLOTOV 

1977 

 SUBMACHINES, like 

 Thompson M1921(1) 

 Thompson M1A1(2)  

 MP-18(3) 

 MP-40(4) 

 

 REVOLVERS, like M1917 

 

 

 

 

FROM 1984 TO 1990 

Weapons can’t improve so much due to the lack of resources that governments will have during the 

Hard War. My idea is to keep the weapons the closer that we can to the ones used on WWI and maybe 

some from WWII to show some improvement.  

This is important for two reasons: 

1. Because of the Beautiful Days, people weren’t prepared for war, they were living in peace, 

weapons were destroyed in a big fire many years ago, the armories were closed, and the 

government didn’t have any reason to seek the developing of new weapons. So, it would not 

make sense that in some short period of time and during Energetic Crises, the governments 

develop new weapons and less military advanced ones.  

2. Will set a difference between the GCP and Clean Future that has better weapons. No lethal 

though, these weapons are aesthetically and technically futuristic.  

 SNIPERS 

 MINIKAR OR MINI98. This will be a small version of the normal sniper rifle, and it will 

be used by snipers as a portable sniper-gun. It will use the same ammunition as the 

Kar98, which means less weight for the user that only needs to carry one type of 

ammunition. It will have a medium-range sight (X3 or X4) and a short-range canted 

sight.  

There is a similar weapon in real life, a modification of a hunting carbine, called CZ 455 Mini Sniper. This weapon is a little 

bigger than what I have in mind but is a good reference anyway. 

    

 

 

Also, I found this prototype I think it is when I was looking for references. 

 

 

1  

2  

4  
3  
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 SNIPER RIFLE, Mauser Kar98 

 

I decided to use the Kar98 

because it’s always my favorite in all shooting games. I love 

the sound and the simplicity of its design. However, we can 

add more like the Mondragón Model 1908 or the Mosin-

Nagant   

 TACTICAL BAYONET KNIFE. Like the M9.  

 

 STEAM GRENADES. These grenades will blind not only the normal vision, like a 

smoke grenade, but also the thermic vision, creating hot spots that will allow the 

snipers to run away.  

 ASSAULT  

 PORTABLE BARRICADES.  

 BULLETPROOF VEST & HELMET 

 SUBMACHINES.  

 SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLES like M1 Garand (1), M1 Carbine (2), and Selective-fire 

Carbine M2 (3) and M3 (4) with Infrared Scope.   

 

 

 BOMBARDIERS 

 Bomb Suit (protective equipment) 

 Plastic Explosives, like Nobel 808.  

 Another type of Explosives and Grenades, like Dynamite that they can use as a 

demolition device or throw at the enemies.  

 

 

 

 

1  

2

   1  

3  

4  
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 SCAVENGERS 

 Trench Clubs 

 Trench Knives 

 Smoke Grenades  

 Gas Mask  

 

 

 

SOUND DESIGN 

They will provoke players, insulting them, calling them RATS after 1973, for example. They will insult 

all their enemies, and they will encourage each other to be more violent. The insults that they chose 

against the players will depend on their Personality Build and on the decisions that they chose. More in 

Gameplay/Personality Build · The Decision Making 

They will use gas masks from 1973, so their voice will sound muted by the mask.  

The like guitar and percussion music. They like to sing about the good days, love and beauty. Their 

songs must be cheerful to make a contrast with the decaying world, for they are fighting. Their music 

that they play is another way to fight against everything and to keep the illusion that everything is fine.  

1984 -  1990 

Besides the mask, their voices need to sound broken and rough because of the pollution that they inhale 

every day. They will have respiratory problems, so they need to cough, spit, or clear their throats.  

REFERENCES · 1984 –  1990 · THE HARD WAR · MILITARY UNIFORMS 

This concept is for Judas. At the beginning of my design process, Judas was part of the GCP. As 

a matter of fact, he was the character that Lucas is now, but I fell in love with him, and for that 

reason, I redesign him. He wears a military suit with a black t-shirt underneath. The color for 

the uniform could be brownish yellow or sand yellow. 

French Military 

Uniforms. WWI  

 

The SOUND IS ESSENTIAL because the game doesn’t have HUD, so the players can know where the 

enemies are listening to their voices, whisperings, steps, or when they reload a weapon and the 

bullet shell hits the ground. 
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THE SCAVENGERS 

These people form part of the GCP, and they use their power to attack 

the Dark Zones to steal, kill, torture, and rape the Forgotten. They are 

the worst part of the GCP, who, even knowing what they are doing, 

allow them to do it and even embrace it, protecting them.  

They will be an independent faction from 1990. Before that year, they 

will act as a separate coalition but using the GCP power. However, 

they will always use yellow as their main color, but in a more 

aggressive way.  

Their mechanics and AI will be the same, but more aggressive and 

violent, as well. Their way of talking will also be more aggressive, 

with lots of bad words and fights between their members. 

The Scavengers are similar to the Rites. They will wear extreme 

masks, decorated with duct tape or wires, long coats, and their weapons not only are melee, but they 

are also intimidating. They like to use the Trench Clubs and Knives, weapons that produce heavy 

traumatisms and bleedings.  

I made this comparison to bring out the type of faction that the Scavengers are. Rites are insane because of necessity, as a 

way to survive. However, Scavengers are because the power corroded their souls and transformed them into monsters that enjoy 

the suffering of the people and that uses the fear as a source of power and entertainment. They are like our haters that said and 

do whatever that they want, sheltered by the power that the GCP gives to them, like the ones that we have today on social media, 

that tears apart people just for fun, protected by the power that the Internet gives to them. Hidden behind the mask of anonymity.   

After 1990, The Scavengers will be the next big enemy faction. They will substitute GCP creating 

settlements and attacking the Outskirts, the Rites, Clean Minds, and other locations.  

RENEGADES · RATS (REBOOT ALL THE SYSTEM) 

IN-GAME STORY  

SIDE: Allies 

LEADER:Uma Laureda. 

STORY 

In 1973, when the Energetic Crisis is a painful reality, a group of 

young people decides to join and escape from society, building 

their cities in the abandoned metros. They built these cities 

using all the recycled materials that they could find and 

recruiting engineers, androids, and mechanics to help in the 

construction of the necessary systems, like air purification or the 

aeroponic farms. They used subway cars to build common areas, 

like social lunchrooms or shops. And on the platforms, they put 

tents as private apartments. They filled their cities with neon 

colors, graffiti, light, and music. They painted the ceilings and the walls representing scenes from their 

childhood, when the sky was still blue, the clouds white, and the grass green. But also they represented 

with their art how they felt before the situation, doing satires of the GCP, the government, and the 

Privileged.  
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During 1973 the Renegades decided to enter museums and libraries to take all the “beauty” that they 

could find, saving it from the “Blind,” how they called the rest of the people. In an attempt to dissuade 

the people from joining the Renegades, the GCP started to call them Rats or Subway Rats, telling the 

people that they were sick and dirty and calling them cowards and traitors. Many families erased their 

kids from legal papers, denying their existence. This behavior was encouraged and applauded by the 

GCP.  However, instead of forcing the young to come back, that behavior provoked that more join them, 

even older people that was already sick of the lies and violence from the GCP.   

These events, added to many others, provoked that the GCP attacked the Renegades in their cities, but 

again, they were ready to fight, and the plans didn’t go as the GCP expected. After that, they decided to 

leave the Renegades alone, and they closed Liberdade's doors forever, making the subway their realm, 

with new laws and leaders.  

In 1977, the Renegades enter into action again when the GCP tried to lie again about the OPS to get the 

young people offered to serve voluntarily. The Renegades destroyed GCP plans, and for that reason, 

they attacked their exterior bases, killing many farmers and suppliers that worked there and that was 

unarmed.  

In 1984, the GCP made their last move attacking the Underground Cities, collapsing the tunnels and 

killing all the sick and weak citizens, and kidnaping the rest to use them on their army and in OPS.  

AFTER-GAME STORY 

Even when the Renegades as Rats disappear after the Red War in 1984, many members, like Jacob, 

survive the Hard War and start to live in the Outskirts and Supercities. After the GWFCE attack in 2011, 

many groups began to appear to try to control the 

survivors, and where the tyranny appears, the rebels 

appear. These groups of rebels that fight against different 

factions are considered all Renegades, even with 

different names. Until in 2018, when a new group called 

Renegades will appear, this time against the cult of 

murderers Carriers of the Blessing. So, this faction will be 

like the glue on the franchise. Even with different names 

and different targets, all of them have the same feeling. 

They want to be free from tyranny and speak for justice.  

 

THE LOGO 

The logo represents a rat chewing on a mask gas, and the Renegades use it as a mock back to the GCP 

that called them Rats. The idea is to represent a graffiti paint. For that reason, I decided to use a simple 

design that could be transformed easily into a template that the Renegades can use to paint their logo 

in any place that they want faster than doing elaborate graffiti. I have other variations of the logo, such:  

These were the original ones. But I think that the yellow mask has too much protagonism. 
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These are variations from my final concept that you saw before. The idea of adding the red line comes from the mask of the 

future Renegades. That mask (that you can see in the previous mini section) has three lines: dark orange, to represent the 

oppression, dark yellow, to represent the treason, and red, to represent the rebellion. I thought that add that line could join 

both factions and give cohesion to the franchise, making the red line a common factor on all the “good factions,” until reaching 

the final Renegades. 

 

WHY NEON PINK? 

I decided to use neon pink as a way to break entirely with the other colors that the factions use. Even 

Clean Future, which has a more technological approach, uses sober colors like white and blue. I want 

them to stand out above the other factions.  

For me, hot, fluor, or neon colors are the representation of the rebellion.  

Also, pink represents friendship and is a playful color.  

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

Like with Clean Future, the Renegades will help players working hand in hand with them. Because this 

faction is like Jacob’s family, I think that their mechanics need to reflect it. For example: 

 They will throw ammunition or medkits to the players when they need it (like Elisabeth to 

Bucker in Bioshock 3). 

 If the players are wounded, they will cover them to help them to retreat.  

 They will inform players where the enemies are when they see them even could mark them 

using a special paint that is only visible when player look from the sight or using a special light. 

Something like UV paint. It could be cool that when they light this type of light, the tunnel 

change, showing different art that the one that players can see in normal circumstances. Maybe 

with rat monsters or rat hordes. Even they can have paint on their faces imitating a rat face.  

 They will extremely sensitive to flash grenades because of all the time that they spend in low 

light conditions.  
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EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING 

GAS MASK 

Because of their work as engineers, I designed their gas masks based on the welding masks. Also, this 

design is the same as the mask from the future Renegades. The gas masks in this story are how 

characters and factions show their personality and emotions, so it makes sense that the Renegades, 

even in different eras and with different enemies, have the same type of mask. I did a couple of designs: (I 

used my phone to take the photos because my scanner didn’t catch the neon colors) 

 

CLOTHING 

They will wear comfy clothes, military or working-style. With t-shirts and cargo pants. Even the 

woman. 

I imagine that when they want to go party the wear dresses made of recycled materials, like metal 

pieces. Paco Rabanne's fashion inspired me a lot for that kind of clothing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This was the first photo that inspired me to design the Renegades' clothing. 
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One of my favorite movies is The Fifth Element and always inspired me in my designs. In this case, I love Korben Dallas's 

clothing for the Renegade males. Also, Leeloo's clothing is a cool reference too. 

Even when they have these cities full of light, color, and music, their life is tough. They need to work on 

the farms and with the suppliers, bringing water, medicines, and materials to fix the machines. 

Everyone has a job, and even the ones that have a calmer job, like the teachers, need to be ready to fight 

because they don’t know when GCP will try to attack.   

WEAPONS 

The weapons that they use, as like the rest, are handmade. They use pulley bows, crossbows, and bolt-

action rifles (I use as reference Kar98 that was designed in 1935). Their bows and crossbows are 

designed to shot several arrows and to use different ammunition without losing effectiveness. For 

example, they will use arrows with an explosive head that will be heavier than a normal arrow, but the 

pulley bows have enough strength to correct the arrows’ drop. They will use guns as well, like the 

M1911, and knives. Also, they will have smoke grenades, with different colors, of course. 

SOUND DESIGN 

They listen to Electro Swing, and they use recycled instruments that need to have a particular sound, 

something a little “dirty,” not defined as a regular instrument. Their cities are full of life and music all 

day. They like to laugh and to talk. Other noises could be paint sprays and people working on the 

machinery. They are young, so they talk like young people, with no formalism and some bad words, but 

without being annoying.  

One cool thing could be that they do Electro Swing remixes from the songs that the GCP listens as a 

bigger way to mock them.  
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REFERENCES 

Their aesthetic is the UndergroundArt. (More in Aesthetics/UndergroundArt ·1973). They took the base of 

the CyberArt, the colors, and the textures and make then neon, bright and futurist to break with the 

system 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTHINGS · MORRIGAN’S RITE 

IN-GAME STORY 

SIDE: Enemies 

LEADER: A Morte, Morrigan (Meiga) 

STORY 

This is the first Rite that Ela creates. In the beginning, they were 

the man from Corvo used as soldiers to fight against the 

Scavengers. That is the main reason for their costumes that was 

meant to be a short kind of armor made of metal scraps.  

Because of the lack of resources that these humble people had, 

they decide to use crafted grenades filled with poisonous and 

hallucinogen gas. Ela ordered them to use the gas and smoke to 

make the Scavengers think that they were ghosts or creatures that could scare them. 

However, this fumes started to affect these man, provoking to be more aggressive and unpredictable. 

For that reason, Ela started to give them drugs secretly diluted in the water or with the food to make 

them more manageable. Using these drugs, Ela manages to convince them that they are dead, so they 

can’t die again, which made them really dangerous going against the Scavengers without fear of their 

bullets.  

When Jacob wants to investigate what is going on, Corvo the Nothings stop him, poisoning him and 

transforming him into a Nothing like them. However, on that occasion, Ela decides to forgive him.  
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After that Jacob dissolves Ela’s Rites, Nothings will remain still active around all the Navia’s Rural Area.  

THE INSPIRATION FOR THE MASKS AND OUTFITS 

The base for this design is the saint statues and, most particularly, 

the ones from my childhood. These statues are usually are found in 

big houses, cemeteries, and churches inside of holes in the walls. The 

holes are usually covered with a cage to prevent 

somebody from stoles the statue. When I was a kid, I 

thought that they put the cage to prevent the statue from 

running away. 

Since I was a kid, I always loved those figurines, 

the expressions on their faces, and the complexity 

of the details in their clothes, paint, and 

complements. I imagined the Nothings like 

something like that, statues that watch from their 

cages, and that moves when nobody is watching 

to curse the ones that try to harm their land.  

The mask comes from a nightmare that I had with a killer that I called 

“The White Man.” This guy was following me, and the only thing that 

I have for sure is I need to hide and continue moving before he catches 

me. He didn’t run, he just move when I wasn’t looking, like in the game 

Statues.  

 

 

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

My idea for the Nothings is to use the same nightmare that I used for the mask and use the game Statues 

(also known as Red Light, Green Light in US or Un, deux, trois, soleil in France) as a mechanic. The Nothings will move 

when nobody is watching. They will use the areas with fog, sand storms, or they will create smoke to 

be able to move faster without being spotted. When they are detected by someone, they will stay still, 

like statues. They are not afraid to die, but they will attack if somebody comes to close using gas, and 

they wear shields that will protect them from almost any attack.  

They will work in couples, like mosquitos. One distracts and other attacks. So, when somebody spots 

them, they usually only will spot one. This one will be still while his partner attacks from behind. If both 

are spotted, they will use smoke and hallucinogen gas to be able to disappear and attack.   

Players will be able to find them buried in the sand, just with the mask visible, playing death. They will 

do this as a diversion. Since they only can move when the players aren’t watching, they will use this 

trap and other similar, like let something shiny or striking in the ground or in a wall, to force players to 

look, and they attack from behind using the grenades. Then, they use the hallucinations and the smoke 

to drive the players into holes and cliffs  

What they want is to transform their enemies into Nothings, like them.  

The funny thing with them is they will always attack by surprise, provoking jump scares.  
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EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING 

CLOTHING 

They will use long ropes, like monks or nuns, 

and they will wear their wood or metal masks. 

They will wear the first one beneath the cape, the second 

concept. I based the design of the cape on the old church 

bells 

I found this men skirt, Japanese 

style that I think is a great 

reference 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EQUIPMENT 

Nothings will wear metal and wood mask. 
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Besides the mask, they will wear a shield to protect them from the enemies.  

As weapons, they will use crafted Gas Grenades poisonous and hallucinogen, 

Smoke Grenades, and they could use Fire Grenade 

This is a Grenade extinguisher, 

but I love it as reference for a 

grenade, because glass bottles 

are easy to get and even to do, 

recycling broken glass 

 

 

 

SOUND DESIGN 

They will be silent, even when the player attacks them. The only sounds that will relate to them will be 

the sound of the grenades when they explode and break, the sound of the gas, and the metal of their 

shields or masks when they are hit by a weapon.  

REFERENCES  

This image is a perfect reference for how the Nothings works, watching people from the shadows, waiting for the moment to 

kill them 

I like this one as reference for the “crown” that the Nothings wear. Also I like for their leader Morrigan, so I will put it later 

again  
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I took these two photos. The second one it’s one of 

the creepiest church photos that I ever took. With 

the two eyes in the chalice and how the church is 

painted, I think is a perfect reference for this Rite  

 

I took this images as well, these “altars” are 

something common in Galicia. In graveyards, 

churches or monuments. I like this one because it 

shows different types of saint figures “looked.” 
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THE PARTNERS (INCLUDED THE TAMED ANIMALS), PPS, THE BOSSES, AND SOME OF THE ENEMIES 

The complex AI means that the NPCs will have initiative and intelligence, generating strategies to help 

or attack the players. They not only will react to the players’ movements and decisions, but they will 

also remember them and react to them, even after the players die. They will change the way that they 

attack, even their weapons, in order to help or attack more efficiently.  

While the other AI will feel more “game-like,” and their personalities will be programmed and will not 

improve or change at all, more than loss or gain trust or respect on the players, these other NPCs will 

feel more realistic and unique from game to game, having names and recognizable faces and costumes 

and being will be able to generate a personality adapted to the players’ decisions and behavior. 

ÁNIMAS  

IN-GAME STORY 

SIDE: Enemies 

LEADER: A Barquera, Navia (Meiga) · Estadea 

GENERAL STORY · ESTADEA AND BACKUP, NORMA 

AND MATEO ALBA 

THIS GROUP IS FORMED BY FOUR WOMEN AND ONE 

MAN.  

This is the third Rite that she creates. When the 

experiments that Ela was doing started to go in a 

savage way, kidnapping people to do tests or to use 

their blood, she created this coalition to maintain the 

curious away and to collect victims.  

At first, these victims were Scavengers and other 

members from the GCP that the Nothings hunt for her. 

While this was happening, nobody in Corvo really 

cared about these experiments, but when some men 

that were working as Nothings never come back home 

and other males and even females started to 

disappear, then the people started to be afraid and ran 

away from Corvo and from Ela.  

Norma Alba, The Estadea 

So, in the beginning, the group was bigger, with several members on each range (Hunters, Watchers, 

Markers, and Backups), and they were led by the Meiga, Navia, self-called A Barquera (more information 

in the section Meigas). However, with the pass of time and the people leaving, the group gets reduced to 

just three members, a Hunter, a Watcher, and a Marker.  

When Alameda gets swallowed by the Dark Zone and Ela could come back with her family, she thought 

that her daughter would be happy to see everything that she did and also that she will be angry with 
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her father to separate her from Ela. However, this wasn’t quite like that. Norma, Ela’s daughter, was 

happy to see her mother but wasn’t so happy to see what she became. When Ela asks her Meigas to 

take her husband Mateo to transform him into a Nothing, Norma complained and fought her mother, 

with the result to be taken to be part of the experiments, because Ela was sure that Norma was alienate, 

that her father brainwashed her to put her on his side. After days of torturing and Mateo asking for 

mercy for Norma, Ela asks her daughter again on which side she was:  

Norma – I don’t see fair that question mother. I don’t see fair that you ask for sides 
when both of you are my family.  

Ela – Are you ready to die for a man, then?  

N – I am ready to die for my father, as I will be ready to die for you as my mother. 
No, as Ela. No as the Mother of the Rites. As my mother. And as I proof of my love 
for both, I offer you my life in exchange for his. 

Ela – You are a disappointment. You are not my daughter. You are only a man’s 
child. You don’t have the right to ask for anything.  

N – Fine, then I offer to you, Ela, Mother of Rites, mine and my father services in 
exchange for our lives  

 

Norma convinces Ela to don’t transform Mateo into a simple Nothing and give him a better purpose 

regarding his size and strength and use him as the new Backup. Ela access and with the condition that 

Norma will be part of the Ánimas, as the Estadea as a way to try to convince her that she was mistaken. 

Mateo Alba, The Backup 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HUNTER · NENA CONTÉS  

Nena was abandoned by her family a long time ago before Corvo transformed into a Dark Zone. She 

wasn’t an orphan, but she desired to be one. Her family was too busy to paid attention to her, and the 
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little one that they paid to her was just to humiliate her. For that reason, she spent 

most of the time in the school and in the library, away from her problems. There 

is where she met Ela when she was just a teacher, and she transformed into a 

mother for Nena, whose love and admiration for Ela was so big that when she 

created the Ánimas, Nena was the first one to enter. When the rest of the group 

abandoned Ela, she never left, even she didn’t agree with Ela’s plans or behavior.  

MARKER · ARIADNA MONTES 

Ariadna was abused by a male in her surroundings for 

years. Similar to what happens with Nena, Ariadna was 

Ela’s student that saw in her a power figure, something 

close to a mother who she trusted enough to tell her what’s 

was happening with this guy. When Ela formed the 

Ánimas, she asked Ariadna to mark the abuser with her 

nail. Days after, the guy disappeared from Corvo, and Ela 

asked Ariadna if she wanted to help to catch more bad 

guys, transforming her into a Marker.  

 

 

 

WATCHER · LUISA BERTRÁN  

Luisa had a little boy that was sick. When Corvo 

was transformed into a Dark Zone, she was one to suffer the most 

because without the medical supplies, her kid will die. When Ela put 

everything that she had to maintain the clinic open and get medical 

resources even from the air, Luisa decided to help her and save her kid 

no matter what happened.   

 

AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

Despite that it’s a group, each member will have its own mechanics, 

personality, and aesthetic, to make them unique and independent 

characters. They must be treated as bosses, and I think that will cool that 

if the players could choose if they kill them or not.  

BACKUP  

He will command the Victims, using them as a swarm that will make the 

players fall, inflicting damage. When the players are in the ground, 

Backup will take the players from the ground and throw them away. If 

it’s a wall nearby, Backup will use it.  

Backup will use the Victims to chase players, cornering them or setting 

traps, and then he will use his hands and strength as the main weapon. 
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His personality is complicated. He needs to feel unstable, like punching some of the Victims if they put 

themselves in front of him or throwing them away, but other times, when the players hit on a Victim or 

if that Victim is a kid or a girl, he will help them and be double of angry and aggressive with the players.  

In the first battle against him, when he uses the Victims, it’s impossible to win, but it needs to feel like 

a challenge, and players need to feel how unstable and broken the Backup is.  

In the second fight, he will not use the Victims to make the fight more personal. This fight will be similar 

to like the ones against the GCP Biggies. The Backup will fight like an MMA and WWE fighter, with kicks 

and fists and throwing the players through the air and against walls. 

COOP 

If the players are playing in coop, he will use the Victims in both battles to always be balanced. The 

Victims will attack the strongest player, the one that has more kills or the one that is more aggressive. 

When both players are balanced, the Victims will be sent against the host of the match. While the 

Victims attack one of the players, the Backup will attack the other. 

I think that will be cool if in the first battle, the one that the players must lose, the Victims will drag one of the players to the 

church, and the Backup will stop the partner to help.  

 

ESTADEA 

Even when she carries the cross, I don’t think that will made a good weapon. The Estadea could use it 

as a hammer tho, maybe if the players are winning or come too close to her. However, my main idea is 

that the Estadea uses knives (as close combat weapon and as a throwable weapon) and a bow.  

Estadea doesn’t want to fight against the players, but she must do it to protect her father, so my idea is 

that she misses many of her shots and depending on how the players fight, if they are aggressive or if 

they see what she is trying to do and maybe they try to escape without harming her, regarding those 

decisions is how she will fight. So if players force her to fight, she will do it, and she will improving until 

she will not miss a shot, and backward, if the players don’t attack, she will miss more and more, helping 

them to scape.  

COOP 

In coop, she will pay attention to both players, so if one is aggressive with her, she will defend, even if 

that player isn’t the host.  

 

HUNTER  

Hunter will use a spear, and it will be a partner with an Urco (a big dog with horns). The Urco can be 

commanded by her, but at the same time, he will be independent and has the initiative to attack, 

searching for the blind and weak points. So, if the Hunter attacks frontal and the players are distracted, 

the Urco will attack from the back.  

This teamwork will also happen when one of them is in trouble, acting as a shield and/or distraction.  

The Hunter can kill with just one hit if the hit is critical, for example, if the Hunter cut players’ heads.  

COOP 

In coop, the Urco will be against the weaker player, forcing the team to separate.  
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MARKER  

The Marker marks their victims and their homes with blood, this blood attracts the Hunters’ Urcos, and 

that is how they hunt the victims that will be served for Ela’s experiments.  

As for the weapon, she uses the Holy Baton, and she will look for the body’s weak points, like the head, 

the ribs, or the knees. Her hits will produce dizziness and will slow the players. The Marker is the 

smaller and the fastest of the faction, which allows her to make several attacks in a short period of time. 

So, even if her damage isn’t too much, she compensates with the speed and the number of hits that she 

can do. 

COOP 

In coop, the Marker will always attack the strongest players first, trying to split the team. When the 

player is in the ground, the Marker will not separate from him/her, making it difficult for the partner 

to rescue him/her. If the partner gets to close, the Marker will kick the player in the ground to push 

him/her away.  

The best strategy with her will be to use gas and smoke grenades because she doesn’t wear a mask, and she will be vulnerable 

to these attacks.  

 

WATCHER  

The Watcher will use her blowtorch to burn the players. Fighting with her must be a visual experience 

whit fire swirls and the beautiful red lights from her weapon. She is weak, and she will not have 

advanced fighting skills whatsoever, which is why she is the Watcher and will use the fire to keep the 

player away from her and from the lab door.   

COOP 

Because she uses fire as a range weapon, I think that she will be balanced even in coop. Kill her or go 

close to her will be difficult anyway. Also, I think that she could set some fire traps if it’s necessary to 

increment the difficulty, like using some incendiary bombs or set the ground on fire. 

EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING 

The weapons and clothes that this group wear are over the top. They aren’t realistic at all. And that is the funny part of the Rites: 

they don’t need to have “sense” or be “realistic.” They will use whatever they can find to be used as a weapon and/or armor. They 

break with the “cyber” part of the game aesthetic. Like if they were out of this world and belonged to another game.  

All of them wear robes with long sleeves decorated with tassels, rosaries, and crosses.  

 

BACKUP  

He is well protected with a leather and metal vest and an Urco’s mask with copper horns. He wears a 

red robe with a complete hood that covers his face and over a black cape and a black hood. He also 

wears reinforced black gloves and boots.  
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ESTADEA  

She wears a long black and white robe (like a nun) with a long black cape and a black hood over. Her 

face is cover with a white ceramic mask with red crosses on its eyes.  

Her weapons will be a bow, knives, and a big wooden cross, a symbol of the penitence that she must to 

every day to atone for her father's “sins.”  

 

HUNTER 

She wears a long white robe with black sleeves, a white cape over, and a black hood in a cone shape. 

Her weapon is a spear made with a metal flag banner and a monstrance filled with blood.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MONSTRANCE REFERENCES 

I named this weapon Sacred Blood 
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MARKER 

She wears a long white and black robe with red sleeves, a red cape, and a red hood with crosses charms 

over. The Marker doesn’t wear a mask, she is the only member that wears her face uncovered. Her 

weapon will be the Holy Baton. 

 

In the design, I added a metal halo, but I 

am not sure if it’s a good idea. I think 

that it will take realism from the 

character, and it will make her moves 

weird. 

 

 

 

 

I made two designs for the head. My idea 

is to transform a catholic aspergillum 

into a baton. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WATCHER 

She will wear a white and black robe with red sleeves, a white cape with golden details, a white hood, 

a ceramic mask, and a crown with candles.  

I realize how surrealist it’s the candle crown 

and that the candles will go out in the 

moment that the Watcher moves to fight. 

However, I am in love with the design and I 

think it can work visually, even if in the 

combat the candles must be out.  
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Her weapon will be Faro de Lume (Fire Lighthouse), an artesian blowtorch with four red stones that 

will shine with the fire and several bells that will alert her allies. 

SOUND DESIGN 

All of them will wear heavy robes, with a cloth similar to the Pope’s type. 

BACKUP 

 He will sound like an animal (like The Judge in Far Cry New Dawn) and heavy. 

ESTADEA  

She will have a really sweet voice but cracked by all the experiments.  

HUNTER 

She will be silent until she begs for Urco’s life; her voice will sound young but serious. 
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MARKER & WATCHER 

Both will be silent. Marker clothes will make some noise because of the crosses that she wears hanging. 

The Watcher will surrender by the sound of fire and the wells of her staff.  

THE INSPIRATION · A SANTA COMPAÑA 

 

My art and my stories are very influenced by the folklore from my motherland, Galicia. Galicia has a 

unique mix of Celtic, Viking, and Catholic legends, as well as a beautiful language that has several words 

that don't have a translation in other languages, as Morriña or Luscofusco. For this Rite, I used the most 

famous legend from Galicia, A Santa Compaña. A Santa Compaña is a soul procession that curses a living 

person to carry a cross and help them to search for new victims for their procession.  

Ánimas is the Galician word for souls, and its leader, the Estadea, is the name given to the cursed victims 

that carry the cross. I based each member from this Rite on the five main members that conform to the 

procession: 

 

 BACKUP –  I based this member on the carrier of the Peto 

das Ánimas (wayside shrine). This item is a stone 

monument to the death cult and is associated with the 

idea of purgatory. In Galicia, they are usually found on 

roads, crossroads, or churches. Also, I based the mask that 

this member wears on Urco's myth, the dog guardian of 

the Galician underworld (Alén) that lives in the Borrón, a 

place covered in mist. 
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 ESTADEA – As I said before, the Estadea is based on the cursed victim that carries the cross and 

opens the procession.  

 HUNTER – This member is based on the carrier of the estandarte, and this member 

will have an Urco as a partner.  

 MARKER – I based this member in the carrier of the caldeiro 

(cauldron) filled with holy water and the aspergillum, despite I 

change the water for blood.  

 WATCHER – This member is based on the carrier of the candil and 

the bell. 

 

 

 

Regarding the masks that the Ánimas wear (Backup wears an Urco’s mask, the Watcher wears an owl 

mask, and the Estadea wears a ceramic mask), I based my design on the Entroido Masks and on the 

Sargadelos Masks and Amulets.  

Cigarróns                                                                                                              Felos 

 “O Entroido” is how the carnival is called in Galicia and is common the use of weird masks like the ones 

called “Cigarróns” or ones used by the “Felos.” 

 

And Sargadelos is a famous artesian ceramic brand that recreates the myths, legends, and tradition of 

Galicia in their products. The mask and amulets are one of the most famous ones. 
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For the clothes, I based the design on the traditional catholic robes, like the ones worn by the Pope or 

the nuns, and in the Chinese Kimonos for the sleeves and the movement of the robes. I am in love with the 

fighting choreographies in Chinese movies like House of Flying Daggers and how the hair and the clothes move with the actors 

and actresses' movements.  

I must admit that one of the inspirations that I had for the Hunter in particular (she is my favorite) was a painting from a French 

painter called Clovis Trouille.  

Also, her hood is based on the Capitores that are used by the Nazarenos during the Semana Santa in Spain. 
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MEIGAS 

I found this photo session on Instagram and I thought that is a great reference for my vision of the Meigas 

IN-GAME STORY 

SIDE: Enemies 

LEADER: Ela 

GENERAL STORY  

Meigas is the second Rite that Ela put together. “As 

Meigas” is a group of women that started to train 

together to be Corvo’s army in union with the 

Nothings. “As Meigas” will stay in the village as the 

last defense line while the Nothings will fight in the 

fields. However, when the Scavengers started to 

avoid the Nothings, Ela accused the man of don’t do 

their job and put the Meigas as the only real defense. 

Meigas did a great job defending Corvo and 

defeating the Scavengers, probing to Ela how 

useless the Nothings are. From that moment, Ela 

started her experiments to make the Nothings 

useful and to grant power to the Meigas. This Rite 

transformed then into the fear of the village and was 

known to be merciless and cruel.  

When the governments left the Grey Areas, and Ela 

could come back to her home, she decided to “share” with her family and friends all that she has 

learned. To be sure to be heard, she used the Ánimas to control the village, and then she started to form 

the other women to be Meigas like her, forcing the ones that wanted to join her to kill one man in their 

family.  

Ela prohibited the men from being meigas or even live in Alameda. For her, men are the problem and 

the solution, so she used them to do the hard work, create babies, and nothing more.  

Meigas is the closest circle to Ela, and she uses them to be the leaders of the other Rites and have the 

region under control.  

THE INSPIRATION BEHIND OF “AS  MEIGAS”  

A Meiga in Galicia is a witch, and there are many types of them. One is Chuchonas. They suck the blood 

and steal “os untos,” the corporal fat to make potions. However, depending on how tells the story, as 

meigas can also be good, creating potions and ointments that can heal.  

They are the greatest legend on Galicia and on them are based many festivities during the summer and 

the fall. Like A Noite Meiga (Witch’s Night), when the people drink Quiemada, a beverage made with 

schnapps, fruits, and coffee beans, or San Xoan (Saint John), when people lit big fires in the beaches and 

fields to scare the meigas, ask for protection and good luck when they jump over the fire.  

Also, it is rare to find a person in Galicia that doesn’t believe in them, and is common the proverb 

“haberlas hailas” which means something like “even if you can’t see them, there are.”  
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AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

I imagine the meigas like the female fighters in Mortal Kombat, with muscles, 

strength, flexibility, and no mercy for the adversary. Also, they will not show any 

kind of weakness. Each one needs to have her own personality and be a boss for 

themselves. I designed two:  

 

NAVIA, A BARQUERA  

Navia is reserved, talks really soft, and walks slow. She sees herself as the 

legend boatwoman Navia, the one that crossed the soul from one realm 

to another. And like her, she uses drugs to “cross” the man from this realm 

to another where they are immortals, transforming them into Nothings.  

She always saw herself as a goddess, like someone that was over the rest, 

not only over the males, over every living creature. Now she uses the 

power that Ela gave to her to do experiments and find the “divinity” in 

everyone, trying to make the rest “like her.” Even when she works for Ela, 

she doesn’t respect her as equal. Navia is only loyal to herself. 

She is highly flexible and super-fast. Navia will always try to be at a high 

point where she can shoot her weapons and set traps for the players. She 

will use cords and take advantage of the height ceilings that the Secret 

Church has to climb to the lamps and false windows and shot from a safe 

place. She will change weapons, having several bows hiding in the place. 

If the players go full melee, she will never go down, and players will need 

to do strategy in order to make her down.  

If players use some kind of ranged weapon, she will shoot and move constantly. Even in the ground, 

she will roll and do backflips.  

If the players manage to corner her, she will use capoeira moves (using her legs to fight).   

LEVEL DESIGN NOTE: Defeat her if the players go full melee will be complicated, so in the room, it must be traps that the players 

can use to corner her or to force her to fight in the ground and not in the heights. And a bow or a crossbow that players can 

acquire even during the fight in order to be able to defeat her.  

 

MORRIGAN, A MORTE 

Morrigan is the contrary of Navia in every possible way. She laughs 

and talks loudly. She loves attention and is really conceited. 

Morrigan has the name of the Celtic Goddess of war and death, and 

she embraces it being bloodthirsty and cruel with all her enemies 

and also with some of the allies. She is loyal to Ela to a sick point, 

and some even think that she is secretly in love with her.   

She is a little bit slower than Navia but still fast. She will not show 

any fear to the players and will always attack frontal, with her eyes 

open and a big smile on her face. If the players try to attack her by 

the back, she will be angry with them, and her cruelty will be 
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increased. Also, each time that players hit her will increment her violence towards them.  

I found this illustration when I was looking for references for Morrigan. 

 

 

EQUIPMENT AND CLOTHING 

All Meigas will use long and see-through robes, and their favorite weapons will be swords, blades, and 

knives. However, they can use other types of weapons while these weapons are crafted. Also, they wear 

crowns, jewels, and amulets. 

NAVIA 

She will use a special slingshot to shoot metal beads, small metal arrows, and 

crystal beads with gas inside, the same used by the Nothings.  

Also, she will use a bow and crossbow, both with metal arrows. 

 

 

 

 

MORRIGAN 

Morrigan will use a couple of sickles and a scythe at the end of the match 

when she is almost dead. The Scythe will give her range.  

I chose these weapons because they are something that can be found easily 

on any Galician rural house, like the ones in Corvo. When I was little, I was 

obsessed with the sickle. I always thought that it is a beautiful tool. To 

transform them into weapons, we need to make them pretty, worthy of a 

“goddess.” 
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Assassins Creed Origins has these beautiful Egyptian sickle-swords called Khopesh that I think that can be a great reference  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOUND DESIGN 

Meigas will sing a cappella songs about magic and legends. I took a lot of inspiration from a metal group 

called In This Moment, that the vocalist is a woman. Their last album, Mother, I think that fits perfectly 

with the vibe that I image with the Meigas. 

REFERENCES  
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THE LEADERS · GCP 

IN-GAME STORY 

SIDE: Enemies 

LEADER: Aaron Sas is the main leader of the GCP.  

GENERAL STORY  

The Leaders from the GCP appear in 1984 when the faction merges with the small army that the 

government has. Before the fusion, the GCP works with intuition, they are civils with not combat 

preparation whatsoever, so they do what they can. When the government asks for the GCP's help and 

merges the collation with their army, the GCP gains in combat experience and decide to replace most 

part of their bosses with army Leaders that know what they are doing and can guide the teams better. 
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AI · SPECIFIC MECHANICS 

Each Leader will have his/her own personality, combat style, and equipment. These features will 

change regarding three aspects: 

1. The Character. Each Leader that will put in the game will have a base behavior and will be 

predilection to some weapon and combat style. This will give realism to the game and will 

make it funnier and less predictable. 

2. The Players’ Personality Build. Leaders will adapt to the players’ combat styles and strategies. 

If the players are aggressive, regarding the personality of the Leader, they can act aggressively 

or take the role of a Sniper and attack from a safe position. Also, Leaders will remember 

players’ decisions and movements, so, in case that the players die, the Leader will attack 

following the patron of the players, forcing them to adapt and change their strategy. Again, this 

will make the game even less predictable.  

3. The Environment. Leaders will adapt to the environment that they are in, always taking into 

account rules 1 and 2. For example, if they are in an area with heights, they could take 

advantage of that and take the role of a Sniper, or if they are in an industrial area, dark and 

with several hidden places, then they can act like and Scavenger. Also, they will take advance 

of the environment in other ways, like cutting the ropes of a bunch of logs to crush players, 

using improvised covers, like a container, throwing dust to the players when they don’t have 

smoke, cutting the lights or turning them on to blind players that are using night vision, or 

using improvised weapons like bars, wooden sticks, stones, etc. They can use mounted 

weapons if they are nearby or take the weapon of a fallen soldier when they run out of ammo.   

And they will command the Elites and Soldiers (the human members of the GCP) that they can call 

when they feel threatened.  

EQUIPMENT & CLOTHING  

The same as the GCP members.  

They will wear the color yellow, and the GCP and their clothing will be military. 

More in Medium AI/Group for Citizen Peace · The GCP & Scavengers/Equipment and Clothing  

SOUND DESIGN 

The same as the GCP members. 

More in Medium AI/Group for Citizen Peace · The GCP & Scavengers/Sound Desing 

It will depend on the character and the personality that we give him/her to define her/his voice or 

characteristic sound.  
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GENERAL NOTES  

I want a game that has a unique aesthetic, in 3D but done with 2D aesthetics. Something between the 

game Genshin Impact and Immortals: Fenyx Rising.  

The reason why I chose this type of aesthetic over a pure 3D and more realistic one is because this 

game is the memories of Jacob, is “how he remembers” the happenings that he lived. In my idea, some 

of the next games will be situated “in the present” (in 2018 in the novel time). Those ones could have 

another aesthetic, one more realistic, separating that way, the games that are “memories” from the 

ones that are the “present news.” 
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Besides, I want that each “memory,” like this one, feel like a bullet journal or diary that each character 

wrote, and each player makes his/herself. The reason is that will be in the memories where the players 

will create their future: the world, the characters, the relationships and even the missions that will 

happen in the “present.” So, the game aesthetic will represent the moment and the main character 

basics, like when we go to a store, and we buy the journal that we like, and then the players will build 

around with their decisions and their personality, choosing who they kill and who they safe, what they 

destroy, what they save and what the build.  

This aesthetic also allows us to create complex environments, biomes, and characters with fewer 

resources and give the game a unique look, using non-common colors that will fit just because of the 

aesthetic.  

This is a concept that I made for the Old Fields, the area around Corvo Village 

The different areas and the different years will have different types of light and color: 

 In 1960 the color must be vibrant but natural. 

 In 1973 in the Underground Cities, the color is represented with neon colors and neon lights. 

 In 1990 the map is dark, almost in greyscale but has beautiful color points that remember the 

old days. I took Sin City film as reference, and to make it realistic, the color I want comes from 

light and glass. Glass and plastic (from Clean Future) are essential for this game and will be the 

richest color points. That way, we can choose where or what we want to highlight. 
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I took these photos in different places. The first four in Madrid and the last one in Galicia: 
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This is a reference image that I toke from Instagram that I think that shows my vision for the Ruin Cities 

So, these are Jacob’s memories. Not all are good, and not all are bad, he grows as a lonely and kind of 

sad kid, and for that reason, I make some much highlight on the colors and the light of the game, on the 

little details that need to shine more than others. I put much of myself on him. When I was a kid, and 

all was darkness around me, I learn to look for the light, for those little things that for others disappear, 

but for me were little treasures. Like the morning frost on the green pasture shining like thousands of 

diamonds, the lights of the candles in the cemeteries or the sunlight thru a curtain making funny 

shadows in the furniture, and the dust in the air shine like gold. That is the particular vision that Jacob 

has of the world. For him, the details that the others ignore are more important than the “main action.” 

For that reason, I added the Adrenaline Time mechanic because it suits him perfectly ^^.  

Other characters will be more aggressive, colder, sweeter, or more naive, and that will be reflected in 

their games’ details and aesthesis. As an example, in the previous GDD that I wrote (Morrigan’s Story), 

the focus point was the storms and how they change everything. I designed mechanics adapted to that 

point of view, and many of the cinematics and characters were made around that idea. Here, in Jacob’s 

Story, I paid more attention to the time and how there are things that don’t change with it, and the 

darkness and how there always light even in the darkest one.   
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THE FAUVISM AS MAIN INSPIRATION FOR COLORS  

One of the main ideas that I had for the aesthetic of this game was to use bright, neon, and strong colors 

to represent the different environments and biomes. I will put some reference images: 
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This idea comes from the Fauvism that was one of the main styles that the Art Deco used in their 

paintings. The Fauvism was the style of les Fauves a group form in the 20th century whose works were 

characterized by the provocative use of the colors over the realistic use from the Impressionism.  

I think that this style suits very well with all the years and also with Jacob’s vision of the world: 

 These colors represent the surrealism of the society that lives in a dystrophic utopic, where 

even when they don’t have crime, poverty, or illness, they can’t sustain their life train, killing 

the planet in order to maintain their luxury style and creating new and complex problems.  

 Later, these colors represent pollution. The oil and gasoline that dirt the ground and the water, 

the mutated vegetation and animals that started to appear in the Polluted Areas and the sky 

covered in dense gas that doesn’t allow the sun pass thru.  

 These colors will also help to embrace the sadness of the Ruin Cities in 1990. Grey, dark, and 

ruined areas with a few colored areas, some surviving light from an old bar or the shadow of a 

dying light thru a colored window. This style will make that those few “moments” will bright 

the double, highlighting the sadness that surrounds them.  

 Finally, as I said before, Jacob learned to seek the light and for the little details that others 

ignore, and each game from the GMW Stories Saga will be like a bullet journal, so these colors 

will perfectly represent Jacob’s base personality. The bright colors will “protect” him from the 

sadness and the darkness that he feels inside. Therefore, when he remembers these 

happenings, he “paints” his memories with this style.  

A TRANSITION IN TIME · THE EVOLUTION OF THE AESTHETICS 

Besides all said, the game will have different internal aesthetics that will change with the year and with 

the faction, showing the transition of the time, all the different political and social changes, and also the 

personality of some factions, creating a fascinating world for the players to explore.  

1960 ~ 1963 

THE CYBERART FROM THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS 

So, when the players start the game (1960), they will see a fast and bustling map, with big and beautiful 

buildings in an Art Deco/Futurism style and decorations, art, advertisements, and fashion based on the 

Art Nouveau, all spiced up with the lights and the technology from the Cyberpunk style. 
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The map will be alive no matter if it’s during the day with people going shopping, fast cars, music in 

each corner, etc. Or if it’s during the night, with all the lights lighting, even the sky. All the inhabited 

areas will be filled with the beauty of technology, electricity, and light. With bright, shiny, and beautiful 

colors representing nature and, at the same time, the machines. Reds, Greens, Blues over Gold in every 

detail, even in the lights of the cities. 

I love the film Blade Runner and it was great inspiration for this game 

THE ABSTRACTART FROM CLEAN FUTURE  

In the middle of this, Clean Future areas will stand out with their minimalist and cubist style, with 

sober, mute, and monochromatic colors. Plain white with some touches of plain blue. When players 

visit one of these areas, it will like to enter a completely different game. Instead of paintings with 

beautiful females representing the joy of the cities, they will have abstract paintings representing light, 

time, or nature in a peculiar way. Instead of all the music and the bustle, it will be silence. Not even the 

androids will talk. This contrast also will highlight how pedantic Clean Future is, making the players 

understand the bitterness of GCP towards this faction.   

Rayonist landscape, Goncharova 

Artist run collective A'shop mural in Montreal 
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1973 ~ 1977 

THE ENERGETIC CRISIS. THE BEGINNING OF THE END.  

With the pass of time, players will see how these cities start to change, to be darker and dirtier, seeing 

the buildings falling apart, the lights go out, and the cars and androids being abandoned. Something 

like what happened in Detroit. 

 

AN ESCAPE ROUTE. THE UNDERGROUNDART FROM THE RENEGADES.  

And is during these obscure times where the Renegades were born and decided to build their own 

reality before is too late. They fill their cities with colors and music, showing their rebellion against the 

established system.  
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These cities will make a curious contrast with the upper cities: the “heaven” will be in the underground, 

while the “hell” will be over. This represents the ambiguity of the society, how that for some is good 

and for others it’s not.  

1984  

A NEW REALITY. THE FORGOTTENART FROM THE RITES AND THE DARK ZONES. 

While the Renegades enjoy their lives in the cities, the situation upside gets worse and worse. The fields 

are now deserts, villages, towns, and cities are abandoned, and a new order appears. So, when the 

players went out in 1984, and they can see for the first time the Dark Zone and what the pollution, the 

Energetic Crisis, and the Hard War have done to the land, players will realize that the Renegades aren’t 

so different from the GCP, if not even worse. At least the GCP assumed and embraced their defect, living 

the consequences of their decisions, while the Renegades escape from reality. They don’t deny it, but 

they didn’t solve it either. They just ran away and let the world die. Here, players will discover the Rites 

and their unique way to escape from that reality using whatever they have by hand to build their own 

reality, one where they are the gods and goddesses, kings and queens, one that they can understand 

and deal with.  

1990 

HIDEOUS COMPARISONS. THE DIRTYART FROM THE RUIN CITIES VS. THE CYBERART FROM BI83.  

When players reach the end of the game, they will find another contrast: the Ruin Cities vs. Bi83. The 

Survivors fighting with everything that they have against the desolation of the war vs. the Privileged 

ignoring the war and its consequences. The DirtyArt vs. the CyberArt. I hope that this will make the 

players angry against the Privileged and the GCP that protects them.  

Danakil Depression in Ethiopia 
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A NEW HOPE. THE DIRTYABSTRACT FROM THE OUTSKIRTS.  

When everything passes and Clean Future wins the war, the Survivors need to build their lives again 

with whatever they can find and the help from Clean Future. That is how the Outskirts were born, with 

the old spirit from the Underground Cities, their search for beauty and light. 

 

THE OLD WORLD 

Finally, in the Exploration Mode, 

players will be able to visit some 

of the ruins of the Old World in 

the Polluted Areas. These zones 

will have a particular beauty 

based on the melancholy of the 

old times, before the advanced 

technology and the androids, 

when life was a little slower and 

more like a life and not a constant 

party. These areas mix the 

melancholic of the Dieselpunk 

style with toxic and mutated 

vegetation.  
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AESTHETICS BY YEAR & FACTION · TECHNICAL ASPECTS 

Each aesthetic is based on different art styles to create a unique mixture: 

CYBERART · THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS 

1960 ~ 1963 

Art is a mix between Art Deco (1), Futurism (2), Art Nouveau (3), and Cyberpunk (4).  

2 1 

3 

2 
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FROM THE ART NOUVEAU: 

 The intention to create a new, young, and free art.  

 Its inspiration from nature but incorporating the advances of the industrial revolution.  

 The idea of that even the smallest everyday objects should have aesthetic value but be 

accessible to the entire population, transforming beauty from a luxury into a necessity.  

 Its rounded lines, which intertwine with each other’s, and the asymmetry of the movement.  

 Its sensuality and its eroticism.  

FROM THE ART DECO:  

 Its aerodynamic, geometric, and clean lines are taken from cubism.  

 Its influence in Egypt.  

 That it’s based on the city, the urban, the progress, and the machines. It is functional as well as 

elegant. 

 The fauvist use of the color.  

FROM THE FUTURISM: 

 Its reverence for the speed, the movement, the machines, and the bustle of the cities. 

 Its use of geometry, transparencies, and the multiplication of the lines and the details making 

the reality as if we see it thru a kaleidoscope. 

 Its desire to build a new order around the movement from the cities and the machines.  

FROM THE CYBERPUNK: 

 Its use and abuse of advanced technology and the AIs. 

 The dystopia.  

Therefore, CyberArt is a utopia in which beauty is available to all because it is a necessity so basic as 

eat or drink. In this utopia, there is no great difference between classes, and everyone can opt for the 

same luxury and waste. It is an unbridled, fast, beautiful, and fun aesthetic. In which everything is valid. 

3 4 
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The materials that it uses are not only the typical from the Art Nouveau and the Art Deco, like glass or 

metal, also uses futuristic and cyber materials such as optical fiber or electronic components. The use 

of these materials highlights the highly technological era in which they live. So, although there is a great 

reference to nature in CyberArt, there is also a great reference to technology, petroleum, urban, and 

electricity.  

The colors are vivid in the ornamentation and luxurious in the clothing. However, 

the color that stands out is the gasoline color with its iridescence. 

The clothing is androgynous and comfortable. The women wear suits as short 

dresses, with big buttons without a bra and always with a waist belt. These belts 

are electronic and can change its color using an app on the Diaries. Under the suit, 

the women can use silk shirts with open back complemented with long electronic 

pearls back necklaces. In the nights, the women wear long dresses with open backs 

or short dresses with optical fiber fringes.  

During the energetic crisis , the population  uses  

gel masks to protect their skin from the 

pollution. They use them in addition with their 

gas masks.   
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ABSTRACTART · 1960 · CLEAN FUTURE AREAS 

The AbstractArt is a mix between the Cyberpunk, Minimalism (1), Cubism (2), Rayonism (3) & Constructivism (4). 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

3

  4 

1 

2 
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FROM CYBERPUNK 

 The use of advanced technology, even more advanced than the ones used in the CyberArt. 

FROM MINIMALISM  

 The simplicity.  

 The use of plane color. 

 The use of cold lighting. 

 And the large spaces with minimum objects and furniture. 

FROM CUBISM 

 It’s connection with the Art Deco 

 It’s multiple perspectives that represent all the parts from an object (the nature in this case) 

using geometric figures, fragmenting lines and surfaces, and putting all in the same level.  

 Their representation of the world form what we know about it and not how we look at it.  

 The use of deep and muted color tones and the use of the monochromatism.  

FROM RAYONISM  

 Its sense of the abstract. With lines that represent light. 

FROM CONSTRUCTIVISM 

 It’s a way to reflect a social change, something that breaks completely with the past and build 

something new.  

This aesthetic is used by Clean Future. It’s clean and geometric. Clean Future used plastic for 

everything, from everyday objects to clothing. The reasons were that it was easy to clean and durable. 

Also, they use tons of different recycled materials. They used the same clothes almost their entire adult 

life and the same with the objects. Avoiding in this way, taking more resources 

from Mother Earth. Using this material allowed them to create complex and light 

structures, with impossible forms that represented nature, music, math, or even 

feelings, like love, from an abstract point of view.  

UNDERGROUNDART. 1973. THE UNDERGROUND CITIES  

The UndergroundArt tries to emulate the style of Art, but using recycled 

materials, taking things from here and there to create something beautiful that 

resembles the Art. This Dirty CyberArt uses more Art Deco as a base than Art 

Nouveau. The reason is that Art Deco is much more exaggerated in its lines and 

in its colors, regarding the society's desire to flee from the economic depression 

and the ghost of war. In addition, this new movement 

tends to eliminate that erotic and sensual part that the Art 

Nouveau had, but staying with the elegant and practical 

part and with that mentality that every detail must-have 

beauty.  

The UndergroundArt also uses neon and fluor colors to 

make a mock of the CyberArt and to spread the will to live 

and to enjoy each second.  
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FORGOTTENART. THE RITES. 1984. DARK ZONES 

I based this aesthetic on the catholic rituals and processions, using all that they can find to build their 

new reality. Like what the Renegades did before, the Rites decided to set their rules, break with the 

past, and do anything to survive. Their aesthetic need to look crafty and scary. 

I based the most on the saint and virgin figurines.  

DIRTYART · 1990 · HARD WAR ~ RUIN CITIES 

I based the DirtyArt on DIY art, in created beautiful things from the 

remains of a lost life.  

During the Hard War, the Dirty Art became the most used style, except 

in the Trade Cities that kept intact the luxurious CyberArt. The houses 

of the Ruined Cities were the only ones with light and resources. Many 

of the houses lacked a roof or some of the walls. They were very 

precarious times. Despite this, the Survivors did not want to give up the 

beauty surrounded them in the past. For that reason, they tried to find pieces of "beauty" in the rubble 

of Ruin Cities, in the Dark Areas, or, the most fortunate ones, in some of the abandoned Trade Cities. 

These memories of a better life could be from doors or windows to pieces of crockery or cutlery, with 

which they then built all kinds of everyday furniture and objects such as tables, cribs, chairs, plates, 

cutlery, etc.  

DIRTYABSTRACT · 1990 · OUTSKIRTS 

Like it happened before with the UndergroundArt, the DirtyAbstract took Clean Future’s 

aesthetic and dirties it, taking only the parts that the Survivors wanted. This last aesthetic 

is then a mixture of the Renegades’ UndergroundArt and Clean Future’s AbstractArt. 

So, this is a really funny aesthetic, saturated with neon and fluor colors, clean lines, very 

practical and beautiful in any detail. Which generates a somewhat cleaner and refined 

aesthetic, but it is still a hodgepodge of different aesthetics.  
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This aesthetic uses plastic materials from Abstract Art, metal materials from CyberArt, and the recycled 

materials from the DirtyArt. This creates really amazing villages, built with all the materials and objects 

that the survivors could find mixed with new, clean, and colorful materials and always from an artistic 

and beautiful point of view.  

For example, in my novel is mentioned an Outskirt called Redes that are completely made with rests from ships and boats, 

buoys, diving suits, fishing nets… Others were built with planes, cars, or debris from other cities, but, again, they always place 

full of beauty.  

THE AESTHETIC OF THE OLD WORLD · THE POLLUTED AREAS 

This aesthetic is based on Dieselpunk. It still uses Art Deco as a base but is more focused on the diesel 

machines. These diesel machines were the ones that make the factories running and also, the diesel 

was used for the vehicles. The abuse of this component is what leads the population into their demise, 

polluting the factories areas and the cities and forcing the people to leave and look for a new place 

where to build their cities. When ComfortLife develops their first androids, they also use diesel.  
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THERE WILL BE TWO TYPES OF MUSIC: 

MUSIC FOR THE PLAYERS  

Music prepared for the players to be heard in the battles, cinematics, or in special scenes. This music 

will be more complex, with more instruments, like electric guitars. We will be pre-prepared to make 

the players feel something in particular during a specific moment of the game. This is even more 

important in this game due to the lack of HUD. The music will help players to immerse in the game and 

to understand with more clarity what the characters feel. Each year will have their genres with we can 

play to create the soundtrack, creating unique experiences for each year. So, we don’t only need proper 

songs. Also, we will have music and sounds based on specific genres.  

As reference, I love the OST from Ghost Recon Wildlands, the beautiful mixture between the metal and the folk music from 

Bolivia.  

MUSIC PLAYED BY NPCS 

This music will play in different years and around the map. This music will be simpler, played just with 

guitars, basic and rudimentary percussion instruments, and human voices.  

 

THE MUSIC IS ESSENTIAL FOR THIS GAME FOR TWO MAIN REASONS: 

 Will help to differentiate the different factions easily 

 Will set a differentiation between time periods and political climes. Also, the music will set a 

rollercoaster of emotions for the players 

 

Hot Jazz Silence Stride Choir Swing Dark Jazz Folk
Electro 
Swing Acoustic Metal Silence

Electro 
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The Beatiful Days

A Dark Future

Denial of Reality
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ALL GENRES BREAKE DOWN 

This is the music that the players will hear in the different years and environments, as I said before, as 

the time changes as the music changes. The different genres will represent the progression from the 

good days, full of parties, and light to the dark days, filled with darkness, war, and pain.  

NOTE: Even with each year will have new genres setting the new political changes, old genres will still 

there in Radio and in the factions. So, for example, in 1960, if the players go to a church, they will be 

able to listen to Choir Music, but it will not be until 1963 that this music will be relevant. And, even in 

1963, the main music will be Stride, players will still hear Hot Jazz in the Radios, as “classics” or in some 

houses that prefer that genre. If a genre belongs to a faction, as far as that faction exists, the genre will 

exist in the world. Also, all the songs will be available on players’ Diaries in their Radio App.  

These are the years with their genre. 

1960 

HOT JAZZ 

Represents the parties, the fast life, and the luxuries that the society had in this period. The Beautiful 

Days are the top of the comfort; there aren’t wars, poverty, violence, or diseases. It’s paradise on earth.  

WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 In the streets before Clean Future’s Summit. 

 In the Radio and TV. 

 In the advertisements.  

 In the houses, pubs, discotheques, shops, etc. 

 

SILENCE (CLEAN FUTURE) 

Silence is equally important as music. In Clean Future’s time, it will represent the collective rage against 

them. Something like a strike, no music or parties. Also, the Silence on Clean Future’s Headquarters is 

a different sound. For them, it is just an act of reverence before Mother Earth. Their Silence is clean and 

cold, like the night, while the Silence in the streets is just one without music, full of murmurs and the 

static from the TVs.  

WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 In the streets, shops, or houses, after the Summit, the population will avoid the use of any music 

as a strike against Clean Future, as a way to show to them the harm that they are doing.  

 In Clean Future areas, in the Summit, and in their Headquarters. 

Player will still be able to hear music in their Diaries, but if they listen to this music without 

headphones, if they raise the volume too high in Jacob’s house, or if the ask AN-1331B to reproduce it, 

people around will be angry with players, and this will affect of their Personality Build.  
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1963 

STRIDE 

 I chose this fast piano genre to represents the quick-wear of the environment and the fast life that 

everyone is having during 1963.  

WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 Like the Hot Jazz, they can hear this music on the streets, houses, pubs, etc. 

 Also, they can hear it on the Radio, TV, and in advertisements. 

 

CHOIR MUSIC 

This sad and slow genre makes a counterpoint with the Stride and enhances the destiny of humanity. 

WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 In the churches and cathedrals. 

 In the streets, where the Devotees join in preaching, they will sing to ask for God's blessing and 

the attention of the citizens. 

 

SWING 

This genre isn’t as fast as Stride because people are tired of the situation. However, this genre still is 

fast and funny, representing the parties and the carefree life that people are wearing. It kills the sadness 

from the Choir, masking the fear, blind them before the problems that the society has. 

WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 This will be new music on the streets, advertisements, and pubs. 

 This will be the soundtrack of the Privileged on the Trade Cities. 

  

1973 

DARK JAZZ 

Ten years later, society can’t deny the evidence more. This genre represents the acid winds, the dirty 

sand that corrodes the buildings and the clothes, the crazy pigeons banging their heads against the 

walls, drugged with the poison air and the melancholy of the better days. It’s a sentence. The music that 

usually cheered them in the past now depresses them.  

WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 Some street musicians could play it, but this genre is meant to be a soundtrack for the 

cinematics and the battle moments. People, in general, will still hear Swing and the “classics” 

from previous years.  
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FOLK 

Galician Folk Music can be either melancholic, either festive. In this case, I chose the melancholic side. 

Women signing a Capella about better days, about clean rivers, fresh rain, and green forests.  

WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 In the Grey Areas, like in Alameda. 

 In the Dark Zones, like in Corvo or in the fields.   

 

ELECTRO SWING 

This is the genre of the Renegades. They use the old music and add the electronic side, representing a 

new beginning. This happy and funny music makes a counterpoint with the Dark Jazz and the Folk and 

makes a clear separation between the Renegades and everyone else.  

WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 This is the music of the Renegades. Players will be able to hear this type of music in special 

pubs and areas reserved for the Renegades. So, this type of music will say to the players that 

they are in a friendly area, that they are safe.  

 Later, they will hear it in the Underground Cities. 

 

1977 

ACOUSTIC 

This is the genre of the GCP. Acoustic music allows them to express different emotions and situations. 

From something sad, like somebody’s death, to something happy or funny, like music for a party. 

Acoustic music could be joined by clapping or tapping, or even with other types of percussion, like 

improvised drums made of buckets.  

WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 This is the music of the GCP. Players will able to hear their members playing the guitar and 

singing songs about the old Beautiful Days, about the parties, and the electric light. So, they can 

hear this music in the camps and other GCP areas.  

 Also, in the cities, like Escravitude, where the families from the GCP live.  

 

1984 

METAL 

Metal appears in 1980 (in the game story), with the new Rites. Players will discover it in 1984, after 

the Red War, when they defeat Ela’s Rites and Annabelle’s Rite.  

Metal is a genre that allows the compositors to express many feelings and also to transmit them more 

easily than other genres. Also, it is fast music that fits perfectly with the battle scenes, making the game 

much more intense. I chose Metal because it breaks completely with the rest of the genres and 

highlights the fall of humans into insanity, rage, and basic instincts. 
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WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 This genre is meant to use mostly in the battles against the Rites and the Scavengers. Also, in 

the cinematics about Rites.  

 Players will hear this genre in the Rites areas too, but in a simplified and rudimentary way. 

Instead of “clean” electric instruments and drums, they will hear a metal version with 

homemade guitars, bass, and drums, broken voices because of the pollution, or muted voices 

because of the gas masks, and maybe other types of instruments like pipes or the hurdy-gurdy.  

 

1990 

DIRTY SILENCE (RUIN CITIES) 

This Silence is dirty. It is the silence of death and destruction. Wind charged with sand howling between 

the buildings whispers lost in the eco of the ruins, or quiet steps on the abandoned buildings.  

WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 In the Ruin Cities. 

 Also, in some of the abandoned cities, like Navia. 

 

ELECTRO SWING 

Even when the Renegades are gone, their light, the will to survive and to do the things right stays in the 

word. That is what this music represents. Clean Future would prefer the silence and the “perfection” 

that they are used to in their Dome and Headquarters, but people need to smile, to dance again, to feel 

that everything could go better in the future.  

WHERE CAN PLAYERS HEAR THIS MUSIC? 

 In the Outskirts 

So, in some way, the game finished as it started: it started with jazz and silence and ends with silence 

and jazz.  

FACTIONS AND THEIR MUSIC · MUSIC PLAYED BY NPCS 

As you see, each year, the environment and faction will have their specific genre. And, how I said before, 

the factions will be a little bit different. So, I will put here a list with the factions and their music, why I 

chose that genre and how it’s represented by the faction.   

CLEAN FUTURE -  SILENCE · THE REVERENCE  

I chose the Silence for Clean Future because music is a human invention. For them, it is just noise that 

disturbs the sounds of Mother Nature. So, Silence, for them, is the most beautiful sound because it 

allows them to hear their Goddess.  

NOTE: This is one of the reasons why they abandoned PPS. It is too loud and noisy 

HOW THEY REPRESENT IT? 

 Don’t speaking, yelling, or laughing. 
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 Meditating. 

 If they need to speak, they will do it in a soft, low, and calm voice. 

 

DEVOTEES - CHOIR MUSIC/CHURCH MUSIC · THE SOUND OF THE PROPHETS 

The Devotees are the last prophets, the last God believers, and the protectors of The Letter, but more 

than that, they are studying people. They not only protect books and art from religion; they protect 

scientific and pseudoscientific books and paintings. So, this calm and slow genre highlights their lives 

dedicated to the devotion to study and meditation.   

Also, this genre makes a big counterpoint with the fast and funny rhythm of the Jazz, separating the 

Devotees completely from the rest of the world.  

Finally, the solemnity and the sadness of this music are like a prophecy of darker days that will come. 

HOW THEY REPRESENT IT? 

 As played music in their churches and cathedrals. 

 As chants with and without instruments to join. 

 

FORGOTTEN -  FOLK MUSIC · THE SOUND OF THE DARK ZONES 

In Galicia, Folk Music is used to express complex feelings like the joy of the first kiss, the excitement of 

secret love, or the “morriña,” the sorrow from missing our home. It’s beautiful and yet simple music 

where the most important instrument is the voice of one or many women. Also, it is common to use 

simple instruments like “cunchas” (scallops shells), anise bottles (they scrap the ornamented bottle 

with a teaspoon), or tambourines. I remember my great-grandmothers singing while they were picking 

grapes or working in the fields.  

So, I chose this genre because the Forgotten don’t have any electricity, and they live in the majority in 

the rural area, so they need a genre that they can sing and play easily.  

It will be melancholic and sad music. 

HOW THEY REPRESENT IT? 

 Singing a Capella or with simple instruments, like tambourines, while they are working in the 

fields or traveling to some location.  

 During celebrations or at night around fire. 

 Usually will be sung by women.  

 

GCP -  HOT JAZZ, STRIDE & ACOUSTIC MUSIC · THE PROGRESSION OF THE DECADENCE 

I chose 1920 as reference era because, in real life, this was the era of wildness, luxury, and beauty. 

People wanted to run away from the ghost of WWI and recover all the lost time and money. Hot Jazz, 

Stride, and Swing were the genres of these years. 
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I chose not to include the Swing as part of the GCP’s genres as a way to show an early separation 

between them and the ones that will become the Privileged.  

Also, I chose Acoustic for the Hard War years because it’s similar to the Folk, from the Forgotten, but 

with the difference that they will use guitars and the voices are from males. I chose to use a similar 

genre to enhance that the GCP is also abandoned by governments, but they don’t want to see it. They 

aren’t Privileged. They don’t live in the Trade Cities, they just live in camps or barracks, and their 

families are abandoned into the dirty Ruin Cities. This music is their subconscious way to express this 

feeling. 

So, they will start with fun music that invites them to dance and to have fun. This is the music of the 

good days and represents all that they want to protect. Then they will use the Stride, fast as their 

descent to the decadence and destruction. The hands moving fast into the keyboards represent how 

the GCP moves fast thru life: going to work, to parties and to work again. They don’t want to think, they 

just want to continue descending. And finally, the Acoustic, slow and intimate, their way to express the 

pain in their hearts that they don’t want to show in their eyes. 

HOW THEY REPRESENT IT? 

 They will use guitars made with cigar boxes or ammunition boxes, joined with their clapping 

or tapping in the ground with their military boots. The voices will be masculine, and they will 

sing while they are resting or waiting for some mission.  

 They can also sing during celebrations or in the improvised pubs in their camps.  

 

PRIVILEGED –  SWING · A BLINDFOLD FOR THE BRAIN 

Swing is cheerful and funny. Privileged walk thru the dirty streets with their headphones listening to 

this music, with their eyes closed, dancing and singing, ignoring they don’t see the sky turning purple 

and the birds falling from the roofs, poisoned with the pollution. They want to be blind, and this music 

is the perfect isolation, a blindfold for their brains.  

As I said before, this genre is from 1920 and represents very well the stupid splurge that the Privileged 

does. Even when this music can be heard in the cities and on the Radio, it will be related to the Trade 

Cities, thus, with this faction.  

In 1990, when the Silence is the main sound of the map, the Swing will still be played in the Trade Cities, 

as a mock to the Survivors and all the dead in the Hard War. For this reason, the GCP hates this music, 

and the Renegades use it to make fun of society. 

HOW THEY REPRESENT IT? 

 This music will be played by musicians in the Trade Cities or played from turntables or 

jukeboxes in the houses and pubs.  

 Also, from 1963 to 1973, this music can be found in the cities too. On the cafes, pubs, houses, 

etc.  

 

RENEGADES –  ELECTRO SWING · THE SOUND OF LIGHT 

The Renegades took the old music and added the electronic part to it, making it fresh and unique. This 

is their way to express themselves, to separate from the society and “Reboot All The System.” This 
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genre is funny, invites to dance and to laugh, and during 1973 and more in 1977, will be like a light in 

the middle of the darkness. This music will create a negative space in the cities. Players will walk thru 

the dark buildings, the dust, and the toxic wind that burns their clothes, and when they reach the 

entrance of Liberdade, they will hear the music from outside, like a parallel world and oasis in the 

desert. This music will feel warm in their hearts, and when they heard it later in 1990, they will feel at 

home again.  

 

HOW THEY REPRESENT IT? 

 They will use old police and firefighters androids as jukeboxes. They will program them to 

reproduce electronic music instead of the alarm. They will paint their bodies with neon colors 

and UV colors representing rats and even change their heads for some with ears to make them 

look like big cartoon rats.   

 

RITES –  METAL/DEATH METAL · THE MOST SANITY INSANITY 

Many Metal and Death Metal bands come from the Folk Music, making complex songs that can produce 

emotions like sorrow, fear, euphoria, etc., in the ones that listen to it. If we add drugs to the mixture, 

people could have experiences where they see monsters, ghosts, or demons. It happens with other 

music genres, like some classical music or psychedelic rock. This happens due to the complexity of the 

compositions and the rhythms.  

So, I chose this genre for Rites due to its speed and complexity. It will transmit the complex feelings 

that those people feel. The rage and hate for the society, for The Wall, the GCP, the government, and 

themselves. And, at the same time, their will to survive, to grow, to change, and to adapt. Metal is a way 

to express those feelings, to get rid of them, and to calm their minds.  

Also, I chose this genre because usually, the people that listen to Heavy Metal and Death Metal are 

misunderstood. “Normal” people that listen to “normal” music usually think that the ones that listen to 

these genres are violent, disrespectful, dirty, drug addicts, or dirty. That they don’t believe in God or 

they are Satanists or poorly educated. These are stereotypes with the people that love Heavy Metal 

need to deal with like the Rites need to deal with the stereotypes that they are crazy or savages. Rites 

are the result of the Forgotten trying to survive in a world polluted, without natural resources, and 

without any type of support for their governments. Their methods could be extreme and violent many 

times, but they were forced to take that route, and the proof is that when the war was over in 1990, 

many of these Rites dissolved and come back to the civilization, starting to live in the Outskirts. Just a 

few are indeed crazy and violent with no reason, and the problem is that these ones make so much 

noise that makes the people believe that all are the same, just like what happens with Heavy Metal and 

many other collectives that need to deal with stereotypes every day.  

HOW THEY REPRESENT IT? 

 Rite will not use electric guitars or bass. They will use handmade drums and guitars and their 

voices. This music will be like the Folk, but more intense and fast.  

 They will sing in the ceremonies, like chants.  
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SCAVENGERS –  ACOUSTIC & METAL · THE IN-BETWEEN  

I decided to use two different genres with the Scavengers to highlight the fact that they come from the 

GCP and also the Rite background. They pretend that they are right, that they belong to the GCP, but 

they only use the power that that faction gives to them. The reality is that they are worse than the Rites. 

They allow the power to corrupt them and transformed them into monsters.  

These two genres, separated or combined, will enhance that in-between personality that they have.   

 

HOW THEY REPRESENT IT? 

The Metal part will is meant to be used more for the cinematics and the battles, while the Acoustic will 

be for them to play it. Like with the GCP, the difference will be that they will use faster rhythms and 

more aggressive lyrics.  

 Like Rites and GCP members, they will use their guitars and their male voices to sing, and they 

will join the music with clapping.  

 

SURVIVORS (RUIN CITIES) – THE SILENCE · THE SOUND OF DEATH 

In 1990, people aren’t in the mood for songs or to dance. They barely survive the cold, the extremely 

hot, or the toxic air that they breath every day. This Silence will be different from the one in 1960, it 

will be uncomfortable and will highlight the situation that the Survivors are living in.  

Of course, players still can find music on old Jukeboxes or in their Diaries, maybe in some places they 

can find a bunch of kids singing old songs or a street musician playing the guitar in a corner, but in 

general, the Ruin Cities will be like a grave, silent and cold.  

 

SURVIVORS (OUTSKIRTS) –  ELECTRO SWING · A NEW LIGHT 

When the war is over, the Survivors will want to recover all the time lost, but they don’t want to listen 

to the music of the GCP or the Privileged so full of bad memories. For that reason, they listen to the 

Renegades songs, filled with sad memories but infused with the light of hope.  

 

HOW THEY REPRESENT IT? 

 They will use the old Jukeboxes that they can find because the androids that Renegades used 

are destroyed after the Red War.  
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The map needs to have vegetation and animals that made it feel alive and realistic. Both will change 

with the pass of time and also regarding the environment. In some zones, like Navia’s rural area, the 

vegetation will change drastically during the years, starting with a “normal” look and mutating because 

of the pollution. The same will happen to the animals.  

 

 

 

This is the most important feature regarding the fauna and flora because it will highlight the sadness 

of the moment, making the players feel angry and impotent before the situation. The idea is that in 

1960 when the players start the game, the environment is still “clean.” So, the Polluted Areas exist, but 

they are far from the cities and the inhabited areas. When players visit Navia’s rural area, they will be 

able to see Pregarias Lake, for example. This lake will be full of life and more or less clean, but with the 

pass of the years, the lake will be transformed into no more than a swamp or a puddle, dirty with oil, 

coal residue, and diesel.  The vegetation that was colorful and abundant before now will be almost gone, 

and the one that remains will be mutated into something disgusting and smelly, like if nature 

transformed into a big ugly monster that wants to kill and destroy the humans.  

Also, in the Polluted Areas that the players will 

discover during the Exploration Mode, it needs 

to be special animals and vegetation. This will 

happen because of two main reasons: the 

amount of time that these areas were polluted 

allow the flora to conquer them and the fauna 

to adapt like we can see in real life in highly 

contaminated areas like Chernobyl.  
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FAUNA · TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS & AI 

 

Screenshot from Far Cry 5 

So, the animals in the game will have a Simple AI, which means that regarding if they are Meek, Neutral, 

or Predators, they will react to the players naturally: 

IF THEY ARE MEEK: 

They will ignore players or run away from them. If the players attack them or if they feel fear (because 

players are fighting against an enemy, for example), they will run away. They will be just “decorative.”   

IF THEY ARE NEUTRAL: 

Neutral animals only will attack if the players attack first, if they feel fear or if the players are too close 

to their burrows. These animals will chase the players a little bit, but they will abandon the hunt easily 

if the players run away. However, they will remember the players’ actions and will react to them 

regarding their actions. This means that if the players come back after attack one of these animals, they 

will attack the players, no matter how much time passed. They will not have a “hive mind,” so this 

feature only will affect a particular animal or group, not the whole map.  

IF THEY ARE PREDATORS:  

Predators will always be aggressive and will attack players when they can, no matter if players are 

pacifist or aggressive with them. They will chase players for longer than the Neutrals, and they will 

“hunt” players, attacking from behind, in groups, from trees, etc. The strategies will be determined by 

us. The animals will always attack in the same way, and their strategy will feel natural, like attacking in 

herds when they are wolves or running away when they are wounded. Maybe we can add two or three 

different attacks to make the gameplay more interesting and less predictable. They will also have 

memory, so they will remember players’ actions towards them. If the players are aggressive and 

violent, they will react in the same way. If the players are passive or try to avoid them, Predators will 

remember it, and they will have fewer chances to attack players. 
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Screenshot from Far Cry 5. Cheeseburger vs. a wolverine 

Animals will fight between them and also will attack other NPCs, like the Scavengers, the GCP members, 

or the Rites. However, just to spice up a little bit of the game, they will never attack Clean Future 

members. They will always ignore them or run away from them. The memory that Neutrals and 

Predators have will be applied to the rest of the AI, reacting a little differently to each faction, for 

example, showing more fear/aggressiveness to the members of the Scavengers than to the Rite’s 

members.  

 

 

Screenshot from The Division 2, with a raccoon digging in the bin.  

One of the things that I love the most from The Division and Far Cry Franchise is how unpredictable 

the environments are thanks to the fauna. In Far Cry, the fauna is an important part of the gameplay 

due to the players can hunt and use the resources to craft and sell, but in The Division the fauna adds 
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to give realism and life to the map. From dogs barking to squirrels or cars, to raccoons digging into the 

trash. Whatever the players’ looks, there is movement, and that is what I imagined for this game: a 

mixture between the aggressiveness of Far Cry and the neutrality of The Division.  

So, it’s important that the animals behave naturally and do things that we have to habit to see in real 

life, like cats chasing mice, birds pecking in the ground, or dogs barking to something or someone.  

DEATH · DAMAGE & RESISTANCE · OTHER STATS 

The damage and the resistance will depend on the animal, for example, a cow will have more resistance 

to the damage than a chicken, and a dog could cause more damage than a horse.  

When an animal dies, its corpse will disappear after a few seconds. 

Other stats that we need to take into account are: 

 Movement and Attack Speed 

 Level of Stealth, from “I can hear them from far away” to “total silence” (Sneaky Animals) 

 If they produce or can receive Status Effects, like if they poison the players or being poisoned. 

And how that will affect their behavior depending on the animal and its characteristics.  

 Special Attacks. Maybe some animals (the mutated ones the most) could have some special 

attacks that only they can do or do some kind of strategy that is exclusive from their group or 

environment.  

 Level of Aggressiveness, from “I bite you if you are nearby and then run away” to “I will kill 

you no matter what.”    

All these stats and other data will be in the Encyclopedia App in their Diaries.  

SNEAKY ANIMALS  

I used as reference the Crocodiles on Far Cry 3 

Al the Sneaky Animals will be Predators that will attack by surprise when the players enter their action 

area. Like what happens with the Nothings, these animals will scare the players keeping them alert at 

any moment, because they will be present on all the map with different levels in their stats.  One cool 

thing about these animals is that they can be unpredictable, so even when their AI is simple, like the 

rest of the animals, they will be able “to choose” if they want to attack or not (we can do it with variables 

and percentages, for example, if the players pass by the same area X times, they will have H percentage 

to be attacked by THIS Sneaky animal and that percentage will be increased each time that they pass 

by the attack area of the animal).  

NOCTURNAL AND DIURNAL ANIMALS 

Because the map will have day and night, I think that be a cool feature if we put animals that exclusively 

nocturnal, others that will be exclusively diurnal, and some that can be in an hour. The ones that are 

diurnal will be asleep during the night time, and players can find them like that in their habitat.  

This idea will change the sounds of the map, and some areas, that will be harmless during the day, will 

be dangerous during the night, making it more mysterious, realistic, and interesting.  
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TAMEABLE ANIMALS · HUNTING MISSIONS 

I used as reference the Beast Master Hunts from Far Cry Primal 

Players will have one Hunting Mission per year (6 in total) and maybe one extra to get an ultra-rare 

animal in a Polluted Area. In these missions, they will need to track, investigate areas, and tame one 

special animal that they will be able to use as a partner. Each animal will be unique, with its special 

features and with Complex AI. What players will need to do to get it will be different too, adapted to the 

type of animal, the year, and the animal characteristics.  

The Special Animals will be: 

 1960 ~ Dog (Can tracks enemies, included Nothings. Detects Sneaky Animals and hidden 

enemies) 

 1963 ~ Pigeon (Fly. No detectable by enemies. Players can see what she sees using their 

Diaries and a special camera in her eyes) 

 1973 ~ Fox (Sneaky. Useful to attack from behind and make silent kills)  

 1977 ~ Wolfdog (Aggressive Predator. Big and strong, good for close combat) 

 1984 ~ Masked Crow (Fly. Search for materials and loot boxes. Will loot the corpses 

automatically) 

 1990 ~ Rat (She will have rubber in her paws, metal teeth, and she will use her tail as 

grounding, being able to chew on any cable to produce blackouts and destroy androids. She 

will go into players shoulder, and after to chew in high power cables, players will have X time 

to command her to attack, electrocuting the enemy) 

Each time that player tame an animal, they will lose points from Clean Future. These points will be 

recoverable with other actions. 

The reason why I didn’t add the Urco is that players can get the Hunter as a partner, and she will use 

the Urco as her partner. So, I think that it’s interesting to let the Urco as something rare to get.  

USE ANIMALS IN COMBAT 

Players will be able to use wild animals by taming them temporally (with a special drug, more in the 

section Equipment) or luring them into a fight against enemies. Both options will make that players lose 

points from Clean Future. 

When players use the drug in an animal or a group, this will produce that they can command it/them 

to move in a determinate position or to attack. Players can do this by aiming with their guns or using 

the Diary’s camera (more in Gameplay/The Partners). The drug’s effect will be temporal, so players need 

to be sure what they want the animals to do. Once that players give the command to attack, animals 

will normally attack even when the drug effect passes, so for example, Predators will attack until the 

enemy is dead and will chase if the NPC runs.  

To lure the animals, players need baits that are not more than a piece of meat that they can take from 

a dead animal. Then, they can throw it to a determinate point, and the animals will be lured to it (as an 

individual or as a group). When the animals are Neutrals, they will only attack if they are attacked, but 

if players lure Predators, they will attack any other NPC that is nearby.  

This mechanic is based on Far Cry 4
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STRATEGIES 

This mechanic is useful in combat when players have low health, get out of ammunition, or want to 

attack without being spotted. For example, the GCP will use Dogs in their camps. Players can use this 

mechanic to use them against the soldiers, create a distraction, and enter the camp easily.  

Another use is to create a distraction. Players can lure or command a Predator into a group of Meeks, 

or a Predator against a Predator, forcing fights and making noise that will alert human NPCs, creating 

a distraction and allowing players to enter into areas without being spotted.  

The last one will be to escape from the attack of an animal or a herd. If players have low health, for 

example, and a herd of Urcos wants to attack them, they can use the drug to tame them and have time 

to run away. In the case that the animal or the herd already has “marked” the players as a target, they 

will not be able to use the bait because animals will ignore it. However, the drug will always work.  

 

FAUNA BY ENVIRONMENT/BIOME 

This is a list of some of the animals of the game in 1960. We can add more if it’s necessary. I chose 

animals that are autochthonous from Galicia. Lots of these animals will disappear when the pollution 

increases or will mutate, changing their name and shape.  

MOUNTAINS 

 EURASIAN EAGLE-OWL (Bubo bubo) 

Meek. Nocturnal. Will disappear. 

 IBERIAN IBEX (Capra pyrenaica) 

Neutral. Will mutate.  

 IBERIAN WOLF (Canis lupus signatus) 

Sneaky Animal. Will mutate. Nocturnal and diurnal. They attack in herds.  

 EURASIAN BROWN BEAR (Ursus arctos arctos) 

Predator. Will mutate.  

 IBERIAN HARE. (Lepus granatensis) 

Meek. Will mutate 
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FORESTS · HIGH FORESTS (MOUN TAINS) & HUMID FORESTS (RIVERSIDES)  

 COMMON GENET (Genetta genetta) 

Sneaky Animal. Nocturnal. Only in Clean 

Future’s Areas. 

 RED DEER (Cervus elaphus) 

Neutral. Will mutate. 

 EURASIAN RED SQUIRREL  or Esquío 
(Sciurus vulgaris) 

Meek. Will disappear.  

 IBERIAN HARE (Lepus granatensis) 

Meek. Will mutate.  

 WESTERN CAPERCAILLIE  or Pita do 

monte (Tetrao urogallus) 

Neutral. Only in Clean Future’s Areas.  

 RED FOX or Raposo (Vulpes vulpes) 

Sneaky Animal. Will mutate. Nocturnal and 

diurnal. 

 WILD BOAR or Xabaril (Sus scrofa) 

Predator. Will mutate. 

 EUROPEAN PINE MARTEN  or Martaraña 
(Martes martes) 

Sneaky Animal. Nocturnal. Will mutate. 

 EUROPEAN WILDCAT (Felis silvestris) 

Sneaky Animal. Will mutate. 
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RIVERS & LAKES 

 GRAY HERON (Ardea cinerea)  

Meek. Only in Clean Future’s Dome 

 COMMON KINGFISHER or Picapeixe (Alcedo atthis)  

Meek. Will mutate. 

 OSPREY (Pandion haliaetus)  

Predator. Will mutate.  

 VIPERINE WATER SNAKE  (Natrix maura)  

 Sneaky Animal. Will attack when player get to close to the water or the reeds or if the swim. Will 

mutate.  

 EURASIAN OTTER (Lutra lutra)  

Meek. Will disappear. 

 NORTHERN SHOVELER (Anas clypeata)  

Meek. Only in Clean Future’s Dome 

 RIVER TROUT (Salmo trutta fario)  

Meek. Will mutate.  

 PEREZ’S FROG (Pelophylax perezi) 

Meek. Neutral (1984) Will mutate. Nocturnal & Diurnal.  
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MEADOWS & FIELDS  

THE FIELDS ARE AN ENVIRONMENT. OUTSKIRTS OF THE VILLAGES 

 IBERIAN HARE (Lepus granatensis) 

Meek. Will mutate.  

 DONKEYS (Equus asinus) 

Neutral. Will disappear.  

 GALICIAN MOUNTAIN HORSE 

Neutral. Will disappear. Will appear horse corpses and skeletons, 

highlighting the sadness of the moment.  

 COMMON RAVEN (Corvus corax) 

Neutral. Will attack in flocks. Will be rescue by Ela and her Rites. 

 DOMESTIC SHEEP (Ovis aries) 

Meek. Will disappear. 

 BASKIAN VIPER (Vipera seoanei) 

Sneaky Animal. Will mutate.  

 HOUSE SPARROW (Passer domesticus) 

Meek. Will disappear, this will make the areas a little bit sadder and silent.  

 EUROPEAN WILDCAT (Felis silvestris) 

Sneaky Animal. Will mutate.  
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VILLAGES  

ENVIRONMENT. INSIDE OF THE VILLAGES 

 IBERIAN EMERALD LIZARD (Lacerta 

schreiberi) 

Meek. Will mutate. 

 RED FOX OR RAPOSO (Vulpes vulpes) 

Sneaky Animal. Will survive. Nocturnal. The 

foxes in the villages will survive because they 

eat chickens, and they will only be nocturnal, 

while the ones in the forest will be diurnal and 

nocturnal and will mutate because of their diet.  

 GALICIAN SHEPHERD DOG 

Neutral. Will survive.  

 WESTERN BARN OWL or Curuxa (Tyto 

alba) 

Meek. Nocturnal. Will survive. 

 COMMON RAVEN (Corvus corax) 

Neutral. Will attack in flocks. Will be rescued by 

Ela and her Rites. 

 WOLFDOG or Lubican 

Predator. Will survive. 

 NIGHTJARS or Noitebra (Caprimulgidae) 

Meek. Will survive. They live in the horreos 

(Galician building, more in Environments) and 

barns, between the hay.   

 DOMESTIC PIG (Sus scrofa domesticus) 

Neutral. Will survive.  

 DOMESTIC CATS (Felis catus) 

Neutral. Will survive.  

 CHICKEN (Gallus gallus domesticus) 

Meek. Will survive  

 MICE (Mus) 

Meek. Will survive.  
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These are my grandmother chickens ^^ 

The animals in the Villages will survive without mutating because the people that live there will protect 

them and because the barns and houses will protect them from the polluted wind that comes from the 

Polluted Areas and the Cities. While the ones that are in the Fields, like the sheep or the horses, will die. 

CITIES · MILITARY CAMPS 

ENVIRONMENT. INSIDE OF THE CITIES AND ITS CLOSE OUTSKIRTS 

 GERMAN SHEPHERD 

Predator. Trained. Will Survive.  

 COMMON PIGEON  (Columbidae) 

Meek. Will disappear.  

 HOUSE SPARROW (Passer domesticus) 

Meek. Will disappear. 

 CATS (Felis catus) 

Neutral. Predator (1984). Will mutate.  

 RATS (Rattus) 

Neutral. Predator (1984). Will mutate. 
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MEEK NEUTRAL PREDATORS SNEAKY NOCTURNAL 

Chickens Capercaillie Bears Genets Eagle-owls 

Eagle-owls Cats Cats Martens Genets 

Frogs Deer German 
Shepherds 

Red foxes Martens 

Hares Donkeys Ospreys Vipers Nightjars 

Herons Frogs Rats Water snakes Barn Owls 

Kingfishers Galician 
shepherds 

Wild boars Wildcats Red foxes 

Lizards Horses Wolfdogs Wolfs Wolfs 

Mice Ibexes 
   

Nightjars Pigs 
   

Otters Rats 
   

Barn Owls Ravens 
   

Pigeons 
    

Sheep 
    

Sparrows 
    

Squirrels 
    

Trout 
    

 

GENERAL FAUNA  

Then I think that it’s important to add other types of fauna, like insects, slugs, other reptiles, and 

amphibians or fishes. Normal ones and mutated ones. First, because I want to add big animals that will 

feed on these small animals. And second, because they will give and take life from the environments. 

So, for example, at first in 1960, insects like bees, bumblebees, butterflies or moths, will give the 

sensation that everything is alright. However, with the pass of time and the increase of pollution, these 

insects will disappear slowly, until 1984 and 1990 where they will be inexistent. Then, we can add that 

the Trade City will have drone insects, like butterflies, highlighting, even more, the stupidity of the 

Privileged.  
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The Division 2. Reference. This one of my screenshots. 

 

MUTATED FAUNA  

Animals will mutate with the long exposition to the high levels of pollution. So, how much pollution is 

in an area, the more aggressive will be the mutation that the animal will suffer. For some, there will be 

just a physical change, like extra horns or fur, but for others will be a radical change, transforming them 

into Predators or making them being poisonous. For this reason, in the Polluted Areas is necessary to 

design special fauna that could resist that hardcore environment.  

This is a small list with the Mutated Animals that I already designed for the novel, but we will need to 

add more for sure.  

ASH BEARS OR OSO DE CINZA 

EURASIAN BROWN BEAR (URSUS ARCTOS ARCTOS) 

Predator. Will mutate. 

This mutated animal has the physical appearance and customs of a 

bear and the incredible antlers of a deer. Sometimes even having 

double or triple antlers, with several ramifications that remind to the 

wood. They do not have any sensitivity to them. The skin of the bear 

is usually light brown or white, with black, red, or blue eyes in the 

younger specimens. In the antlers of older specimens, it is common to 

see birds nesting since they form curves that protect them from the 

cold. They eat crabs, fish, berries, and especially, the resin of the Cinis 

Silva or Arbores de Cinza. To get it, they scratch the wood with their 

strong claws and then lick the oily resin. They also tend to hit the 

younger and leafy trees so that the leaves fall on them and turn in dust that gets rid of the parasites. 

They do this, especially when they shed the skin of the horns.
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BELL OF THE DEAD OR CAMPÁ DOS MORTOS 

PEREZ’S FROG (PELOPHYLAX PEREZI) 

Neutral. Nocturnal & Diurnal. 

These are frogs that mutated for the high levels of pollution in the 

waters of the rivers and lakes. Their skin is thicker than the normal 

frogs and has the gasoline color, with iridescence. The inside of their 

mouths is full of poison and have bright red or blue colors. Their name 

comes from their white, burned eyes. In addition, their smell is horrendous 

 

ELA’S CROWS  

These animals didn’t mutate because Ela and Corvo’s inhabitants save 

them to use them to find resources, like meat, water resources, or wood 

that wasn’t contaminated. To save them, Ela sews gas masks to the 

newborn crows and teaches them to live with them.  
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URCOS 

IBERIAN WOLF (CANIS LUPUS SIGNATUS) 

Sneaky Animal. Will mutate. Nocturnal and diurnal. They attack in herds. 

The Urcos are in Galicia folklore the guardians of the Alén, something 

like the purgatory. Here, the Urcos are the mutated wolves. Like with 

the bears, when they mutated, they generate long goat horns. Their skin 

becomes black or dark grey, and their eyes bright yellow, orange, or 

red. When the exposition to the pollution is too high, their eyes will 

burn, being white or bluish. Their size is bigger than a normal wolf, and 

their aggressiveness level is higher.   

WATER BUTTERFLY OR BOLBORETA DE AUGA 

VIPERINE  WATER SNAKE (NATRIX MAURA)  

 Sneaky Animal. Will attack when players gets too close to the 

water or the reeds or if they swim.  

They live in the polluted lakes and rivers. Their wings are 

orange, blue, and black. Their skin is very thick in dark blue 

and purple colors. They have long, sharp, and translucent 

teeth that remind of broken pieces of glass. Their eyes are 

disproportionate in relation to their face, and they have light 

to attract their prey. They are fast, aggressive, and smart.  

Their name came from their enormous chest fins, which are 

like butterfly wings. With them, these snakes catch the water 

currents, making air balloons that allow them to be 

suspended in the water without losing energy. 
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REFERENCES FOR OTHER MUTATED FAUNA 
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FLORA BY BIOME/ENVIRONMENT 

Most part of the flora of the game will be decorative and like happen with the fauna. It will change 

regarding the Biome/Environment and the year.  

The list that I chose is based on autochthonous plants from Galicia, and as the animals this will be the 

ones that exist in 1960, then they will mute or disappear. And of course, we can add more.  

 

MOUNTAINS & HIGH FORESTS 

I based Navia in A Serra de Courel, so I think that regarding the flora, both can be one biome. 

 ENGLISH YEW (Taxus baccata) 

 CHESTNUT (Castanea sativa) 

 BLACKTHORN (Prunus spinosa) 

 WANDERING HEATH or Brezo (Erica vagans) 

 GUM ROCKROSE  (Cistus ladanifer) 

 WILD BLACKBERRY (Rubus ulmifolius) 

 GORSE (Ulex) 
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FRAGAS (HUMID FORESTS) · RIVERS & LAKES 

Fragas do Eume 

 FERN (Polypodiopsida) 

 EUROPEAN OAK or Carballo (Quercus robur) 

 HOLLY (Ilex aquifolium) 

 ALDER (Alnus glutinosa) 

 FOXGLOVE (Digitalis purpurea)  

 WILD STRAWBERRY  (Fragaria vesca) 

 YELLOW FLAG (Iris pseudacorus) 

 COMMON BROOM (Cytisus scoparius) 
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MEADOWS & FIELDS 

In these areas could be in 1960 some crops, vineyards, apple trees to make cider, lots of fruit trees, etc.  

 COMMON HAWTHORN  or Espiño branco (Crataegus monogyna) 

 BLACKTHORN (Prunus spinosa) 

 ELDER or Sabugueiro (Sambucus nigra) 

 DEADLY NIGHTSHADE (Atropa belladonna) 

 CARDOON (Cynara cardunculus) 

 PRIMULA 

 WILD BLACKBERRY  (Rubus ulmifolius) 

 COMMON BROOM (Cytisus scoparius) 
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VILLAGES & CITIES 

 WILLOW or Sauce chorón 

 POPLAR or Álamos (Alamedas) (Populus) 

 HYDRANGEA 

 PRIMULA 
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GENERAL FLORA 

Because Galicia is an humid place, there are some species that grow everywhere, some are: 

 MOSS 

 LICHEN 

 CLOVERS 

 FUNGUS and MUSHROOMS in general. Like the Amanita 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MUTATED FLORA 

The flora, like the fauna, will mutate with exposure to high levels of pollution. The longer the exposure, 

the hardcore the mutation will be.  

These are some that I already designed for the game: 

ASH TREES OR ÁRBORES DE CINZA 

These trees mutated because the air and soil highly contaminated and 

acid. These toxic trees have a trunk black as coal, brittle looking, but 

hard as stone to the touch. Its wood is black with red streaks as well 

as the resin, which is reminiscent of blood in color and texture, but its 

odor is oily and strong. They have tall branches. Those closest to the 

sky have reddish leaves, but those closest to the ground are the color 

of ash, grayish and white. When they are touched, they dissolve as if 

they were, in fact, only ash, and when they “dry up,” they turn black, 

falling to the ground, where they are suspended due to their 

lightweight. Step on a floor of these toxic leaves is dangerous since it 

can be turned into dust that is easily inhaled. Their wood is used by 

certain Rites to build their homes, and the resin is a great fuel. 

 

Pterocarpus angolensis, Reference 
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DEAD TREES OR MORTE BRANCA 

Arboreal species that grows only in polluted zones. It is characterized to have a very greyish white 

wood and a resin resembling blood. Their wood and resin are highly flammable. They do not have 

leaves or fruits, but if they are watered and fertilized, they can generate large red flowers with large, 

heavy petals that, when rotted, smell like a rotting corpse. Also, that can be picked and dried, leaving 

them like if was dry human skin. Some Rite adores these trees and feeds them with fresh human blood. 

 

PETROL COCOON

 

 

SPIRITS OF THE WIND 
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TAR FUNGUS AND OIL IRIS 

 

REFERENCES FOR OTHER MUTATED FLORA 
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As you saw in the Flora section, de map will have different biomes with their characteristic fauna and 

flora.  These biomes will change with the pass of time, showing the desolation caused by the Energetic 

Crisis, the Hard War, and the Pollution. For example, in 1960, there will be plains with vineyards and 

fields, forests, a river, and the aquifer. Then Clean Future will buy the aquifer and put the Dome on it, 

and in 1963 the rive dries, and the vineyard gets abandoned. So, the geologic characteristic and 

extension will not change, but the visual characteristics and the biomes inside will do it. 

The map is a valley in a mountain chain  

I used as a reference A Serra do Courel, in Galicia. 

 

The villages (Alameda and Corvo) will be hidden between mountains, and the cities (Navia and 

Escravitude) will be before and after the valley. In 1960, when still are trees and fields with vineyards, 

it is a really beautiful and magical place to explore, which will accentuate the sadness of seeing how the 

population let the area become a desert.  

Navia is a temperate and wet area. However, during the Energetic Crisis, the pollution elevated the 

temperature, changing the clime to other hotter, even during the coldest months.  

The weather is usually rainy and fogy, which is a problem after 1963 because of the acid and polluted 

rain and wind that burn everything.  
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THE MAIN BIOMES FROM HIGHEST TO LOWEST & THEIR CHANGES 

The highest point will be up to 1700m and the lowest to 400m, without the caves.  

MOUNTAINS ~ MOUNTAINS 

It will be the highest points on the map. They will be rocky and without trees, only plants and bushes.  

After 1984 this biome will remain more or less the same, due to their altitude.  

HIGH FORESTS ~ DESERTIC PLAINS  

The forests that are closest to the slopes of the mountains will lees abundant, increasing their density 

with the lower elevation. They will be rich in animals and vegetation during 1960-1963. 

This biome will be one of the firsts affected by the pollution because of the waste from the factories and 

their closeness to the resources and power plants.  

After 1984 the forests will almost disappear, letting the slopes of the mountains almost completely 

exposed, and the few trees that remain are anemic and sick.  
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HUMID FOREST · FRAGA ~ TOXIC FORESTS 

This biome is the biggest and richest one, with km of extension. It’s a place where it is easy to get lost 

and is the place of birth of many legends. People didn’t use these forests for energetic purposes until 

later because they were used for tourism and hunting. However, when the pollution started to affect 

the rivers and lakes, and the animals started to die or mutate, the people stopped to hunt them and 

started to use the wood, depopulating in a big way these forests.  

After 1984, these forests are dangerous places, filled with mutated and toxic species. They are small 

areas of the map around lakes or aquifers. 

Clean Future’s Dome 13 is built around one of these forests.  

RIVERS & LAKES ~ HIGHLY TOXIC AREAS 

The rivers, lakes, and waterfalls were the first ones to be affected by the pollution way before 1960. 

For that year, the water of these areas was not potable, and only the strongest fishes survived and only 

in some determinate areas.  
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In 1973 the most part of the river's affluent and small lakes disappeared, and the quality of the reaming 

water was so poor that it was killing most part of the life around.  

After 1984 the water sources are highly polluted, with oil, gasoline residue, and other toxic waste. The 

water is acid and burns the eyes and the skin of the living forms that live on them. Just the strongest 

creatures survived and adapted. 

Clean Future’s Dome was built around an aquifer that has a waterfall. They clean the water, having a 

potable source of water, and clean animals and vegetables to eat.  
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MEADOWS & FIELDS ~ DESERTS 

Because of the pollution of the water and their closeness to the cities, these areas were the firsts to be 

visibly affected. The herb started to disappear, and the areas get transformed into deserts. 

After 1984, these areas are big acid deserts.  
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CAVES ~ CAVES. TOXIC CAVES. COLLAPSED CAVES 

I wanted to add caves because I am obsessed with them and to give more depth to the map. It will be 

different caves on the map; the number will change. In 1990 it will be more than in 1960. However, 

some of these caves could be inaccessible after some of the players’ decisions, like if they use dynamite 

in a cave, they could collapse it, provoking that it will be inaccessible. Some of these caves will be highly 

polluted due to their proximity to toxic waste, Polluted Areas, or polluted aquifers or lakes.  

GREY AREAS AS BIOME 

ALAMEDA 

The Grey Areas are usually the cities outskirts, the closest villages to the city. These areas had electricity 

and supplies from the government because they were farmers and workers on the resources and power 

plants. For that reason, the biome of the Grey Areas is plain, with lots of fields. 

Usually, they are nearby to rivers, forests, or lakes, where they take the resources to work and live and 

will be surrounded by meadows. 

These areas will be dusty and dirty due to their proximity to the Dark Zones and the cities.  

LEVEL DESIGN · NATURAL ELEMENTS 

These elements will change over the years. In 1960 are greener and cleaner, and then it will get worse 

and worse with the pass of time. So even when these natural elements don’t change, their aspect will 

be dirtier, burned, and dried. Some could be: 

 FLORA: Wine plants, bushes, roses, fruit trees. 

 FAUNA: Dogs, Wolf Dogs, Cats. 
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 NPCS: In these areas, players will found normal people and Devotees sometimes. In 1973 and 

1977, players will find the Providers from Renegades.  

SOUND DESIGN 

In these areas need to be folklore music, women singing a cappella in a foreign language, even during 

the Energetic Crisis. Lots of sound of people working and machines to work the fields or to make wine. 

Also, animals sounds, like dogs, barking, pigs, chickens, or horses.  

 

DARK ZONE AS BIOME 

The Dark Zones are polluted areas in which levels of toxicity are almost bearable that was abandoned 

by the governments, which means that they don’t have electricity or supplies. The first ones are the 

deep rural areas, then the Dark Zone eat the Grey Areas, which were small cities and villages. The last 

ones to fell where the cities, like Navia. The Capital Cities, like Escravitude, transformed into Ruin Cities, 

but they weren’t’ abandoned by the governments because they need the people that live there to work 

in the resources and power plants.  

The Dark Zones will have microbiomes inside, like lakes, forests, and deserts, and high levels of 

pollution. For that reason, players will need to use Gas Mask.  

The clime is hot and humid. The weather is still rainy, but acid and dirty rain, and windy.  

Whatever natural element that is these areas will be mutated or adapted in some way. The acid wind 

and rain cause a lot of erosion in the geology, so the lowest areas will deserts.  

SOUND DESIGN 

The sound will be desolate, the dirty wind over the sand and the dried flora. In some areas, it could be 

cool the sound of a distant battle, with shots and screams. Other areas will be marked by the Rites, with 

their “metal” sound, the drums, and the handmade guitars. Sometimes players could hear some animals 

howling or “crying,” and other areas will be just silent as a dead.  

POLLUTED AREAS AS BIOME 

The Polluted Areas are the ones that were abandoned by the governments in the Old World and during 

the first years of the Energetic Crisis. These areas are so toxic that players will need special suits to 

enter and investigate.  Like the Dark Zones, they will have other biomes inside, like forest or lakes, 

because life always finds a way, but these natural elements will be beyond mutated, almost 

unrecognizable, like if these areas weren’t from this word.  

The clime is really hot, extremely dry in the sandstorms, and extremely humid during the fog and the 

rain. The weather will be rainy and foggy, but acid and dirty rain and fog. 

SOUND DESIGN 

It will depend a lot on the area of the biome. Some will be more like a jungle or similar to the sound of 

a forest, others will remain silent. 
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The environments are the areas build by humans and will be where players can find NPCs and missions 

easily.  

The environments will change drastically with the pass of time and the pollution levels. For example, 

in 1960, players will live in a beautiful and expensive city of Escravitude, take the subway, and visit the 

city of Navia. In the subway station, they will see the gorgeous statue of a woman called Annabelle that 

represents that the most beautiful things in life must be felt, not see. Players will be able to see the 

difference between the two cities and enjoy exploring. However, in 1984, players will not be able to 

take the subway, Escravitude is now a Ruin City that they don’t have allowed visiting to be prisoners 

from the GCP, the rural area is now a desert, and the city of Navia is abandoned and covered in strange 

symbols that mark the deaths of the people that enter. When players visit the Underground City, they 

will discover the Annabelle statue covered in blood, with corpses around her, and the amazing city, 

reduced to a mass grave. 
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These two are screenshots from Far Cry 5 and Far Cry New Dawn that happen 17 years after the end of Far Cry 5. This exemplifies 

very well what needs to happen with the environments.  

Also, the environment will be highly affected by the players´ decisions and actions. This means that 

they could be areas that would disappear, appear, or be rebuild, creating a unique map for each player. 

One cool thing with the environments is that those decisions could affect the next games and DLCs. For 

example, if the players make that Corvo be rebuilt thanks to their decisions, it could still exist in the 

future, meaning that the players will have extra allies in the future and maybe an unlock Fast Travel 

Point.  

The environments will change a lot too from day to night and with the weather and the seasons. Having 

more or less light, more or fewer people in the streets, also changing their behavior and their clothing. 

For example, in the Capital City, in winter, they will wear long fur coats and hats, or when it rains, they 

will wear umbrellas, and they will be more bitter and rude.  

These are the General Environments that I designed for the game. Regarding the missions that we add, 

we probably need to add more. In the next section Map, you will see all the particular environments 

that players can find per year.  

OUTSKIRTS · 1990 PLAYERS’ BASE  

The Outskirts are group houses made with recycled materials that players will personalize, so the 

materials and the final look will depend exclusively on the players’ decisions, the missions that they do, 

and how much they expand on the construction. 

These areas were created by Clean Future as a safe place for the Survivors. The soil and the air from 

these spaces are relatively clean, and the corporation also uses purifiers to help to clean even more. 

The Survivors works cleaning the area, building homes, clinics, schools, and business, making the city 

grow.
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Also, some of them work for Clean Future as Cleaners, Clean Minds, and Voluntaries, helping cleaning 

other areas, serving as police, and locating and rescuing other Survivors trapped in the Dark Zones. 

WHAT CAN THE PLAYERS DO IN THIS AREAS? 

This area is filled with missions that players can do to make it bigger and more beautiful. These 

missions will be different between them, some being more difficult and intense than others.  

Also, in this area, players will found all the resources and shops that they need. They will be able to: 

 Change Jacob’s appearance in any year. 

 Change any partner’s appearance. 

 Get better equipment crafting. 

 Have their house decorated as they like.  

 See their collections and missions.  

 Get ammunition, medicines, and drugs refill.  

SOUND DESIGN 

The Outskirts need to be a loud place, full of life, where the music from the Beautiful Days, the Rites, 

and the Underground Cities will live together.  

REFERENCES 
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GCP AREAS & MILITARY AREAS · FROM 1960 TO 1990 

The GCP areas will always be marked with their logo and the color yellow.  

From 1960 to 1973, these areas will be pubs, particular houses, or offices. Then, from 1977 to 1984, 

their areas will be in the city outskirts, where the pollution is less aggressive. They will build barracks 

and military camps where they will recruit and train OPS members and new GCP members.  

 

Also, in 1977, they use the old campus to build an OPS Storage House, where they will “storage” the 

OPS “recruits” that are too young or that they will not sell immediately.  

In 1990 these areas will be abandoned, and the GCP will move to the Trade City, Bi83, where they will 

occupy the Staff Areas. 

WHAT CAN THE PLAYERS DO IN THIS AREAS? 

Players will have more chances to find Loot Boxes with good equipment, crafting materials, and recipes 

to upgrade the equipment.  

SOUND DESIGN 

Music played with guitar and harmonica. Before 1984 the songs will talk about parties, sex, and beauty. 

After, some of the songs are sadder coming from the ex-Renegades from the Underground Cities that 

talk about the war, the loyalty, and the loss of the home and the family.  

 

ESCRAVITUDE  

Escravitude is the name of a real village in Galicia, and it means “Slavery” in Galician. I pick this name 

because it makes a contrast with the name Liberdade, “Freedom,” that the Renegades give to their city.  

The city will have several interesting points that will change with the pass of time (more in the section 

Maps) and also it will have the outskirts with villages, like Alameda, and other interesting areas. Players 

will be able to take the subway too (in 1960 and 1963) to travel fast thru the city and to visit other 

areas, like Corvo or the city of Navia.  
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CAPITAL CITY · FROM 1960 TO 1984 

Capital Cities are half traditional, made of stone, with Art Deco architecture and Art Nouveau 

embellishments, lots of color from the stained glass, and half cyber, with lots of androids, holograms, 

and neon lights. 

A Capital City is the biggest city of a determinate region, in this case, Navia. In Navia, players will find 

another big city called Navia as well. The city of Navia was the Capital City in the past, but due to its 

proximity to the Polluted Areas, the government decides to let it to the ones that worked in the Power 

Plant and the Resources Plant and build a brand new city away from the pollution. The government 

chose to use a town called Escravitude because it already has a subway station, good connections, and 

beautiful buildings that will help with tourism.  

In Escravitude, the government put the “important” people: medics, engineers, mathematicians, 

architects, musicians, or artists. While in Navia, they put the “expendable” people. This happened under 

the table, and almost nobody notices this subtle division that the government did way before that the 

Privileged existed.  

So in 1960 and 1963, Escravitude is a city prosper, big and rich that want to continue growing. The 

music, color, and extravagance were everywhere. However, the city will pass for a drastic change over 

the years that will transform it, little by little, into a living dead skeleton of what it was in the past.  

Therefore, in 1973 the monster of pollution already started to show its teeth, devouring the 

embellishments of the buildings, the asphalt, and the color from the cars and the androids. By 1977, 

Escravitude was barely recognizable, with many buildings felt apart, almost non-neon lights, androids, 

or music. Lots of gas masks thrown down the street, air filled with pollution, acid rain, and dirty winds.  

The city remain as Capital City until 1984, when the government “abandoned” the city, let it as a Ruin 

City. 
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RUIN CITY · FROM 1984 TO 1990 

Ruin Cities lose all the shine and elegance that once was their main characteristic as Capital Cities. As 

their name indicates, they are in ruin. When players enter in, one is all black and grey, buildings falling 

apart and just color points from the few lights and the broken shards of stained glass that still there. 

WHAT CAN THE PLAYERS DO IN THIS AREAS? 

In Escravitude, players will be able to explore and find interesting missions to get exclusive cosmetics 

and skins.  

SOUND DESIGN 

It will depend on the year and the mood of the people. Escravitude needs to be a changing area, not 

only with the pass of the years, with the pass of the hours.  

REFERENCES 

I took this two photos where I live. The 

first one is from a hotel and the second 

one is the police lights on my building. 

FALLOUT 3, CONCEPT ART 
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I love how The Division Franchise play with the light in their environments
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NAVIA CITY & ANNABELLE CITY 

 

Navia City still preserves the Old World style, without so many neon lights and technology like 

Escravitude. They are more or less equally in size, tho. Navia is darker and is already severely polluted 

by 1960. However, it will not change a lot from that year to 1984, when the players visit it obligatorily. 

Navia is like time stopped, and the reason why is the amount of people that live in the city. When the 

city stopped to be a Capital City, many families leave the place to start over in Escravitude, so for the 

year of 1960, the city is already almost empty, only the workers from the power and resources plants 

remain.  

In 1970, most parts of these people abandoned the polluted surface to look for refuge in the subway, 

and in 1973, Annabelle city was the first one in its category, serving a lead for many young people that 

wanted to escape from the pollution and the lies, creating the Underground Cities.  

However, this meant that the city was almost abandoned, and the government decides that was enough 

reason to let it go completely, transforming Navia city also into the first Dark Zone in the Navia region. 

This produced lot of chaos and attacks on the Underground City Annabelle. The inhabitants decided to 

don’t fight and collapse the tunnels, letting just a couple of secret entrances to the city even when this 

movement would let them uncommunicated with the other cities. Soon after, the remaining people 

from the up city left and started to live in Corvo, Alameda or, the lucky ones, in Escravitude.  

Nevertheless, this wasn’t the end of the bad luck for inhabitants of Annabelle’s City. The collapse of the 

tunnels damages some of the electric lines severely, letting part of the city without electricity. This 

provokes that many people started to have auditory and sensitive hallucinations where a woman, 

which they identified as Annabelle, talked to them about the darkness, The Truth, the tunnels, etc. 

Things that didn’t have any logic at all, but that these people started to believe blindly. Worried about 

the mental health of the people from Annabelle, Generation 1 decide to “upgrade” them to help them 

to see in the dark and cure their madness. Of course, these provoke many deaths, and that few survivors 

let the underground city to live in the up city, just to be hunted by Generation 1, some months later.  

In 1984, when players visit Navia and Annabelle, these two brave and beautiful cities are now just a 

massive graveyard.  
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CONCEPTS 

This is the Subway entrance in 1984, the clock will have a representation of Annabelle. Like a concept for the statue 

 

Concepts of the interior of the Annabelle City in 1984 and Annabelle Statue 
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INDUSTRIAL AREAS 

The Industrial Areas are where players can find 

the Resources Plants, the Factories, and the 

Power Plant, all more or less in the same area. 

These zones are highly toxic, and players will 

need to use the gas mask if they want to visit 

them, even in 1960.  

The Resources Plants are where the industries get all the materials that they need for their factories 

and to produce combustible. These could be wood, coal, oil, etc. 

In 1990, the only two that are still working are the Coal Mine and the Power Plant. The Factories are 

all closed.  

NAVIA’S RURAL AREA ~ CORVO & ALAMEDA. GREY AREAS & DARK ZONES 

Navia is a big region that haves several villages and small towns. I just designed 2 

The difference between Corvo and Alameda from 1960 to 1973 is the size.  

ALAMEDA 

 

Alameda is more like a small town. It 

has a big clinic, school, library, 

several pubs, discotheque, cinema, 

several parks, and a little 

amusement park. Also, Alameda was 

known for its festivities, with dances 

and concerts. 
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In 1973, Alameda and its surroundings transformed into a Grey Area. Despite this, the inhabitants 

continue supporting the GCP and the government.  

In 1980, Alameda transformed into a Dark Zone and got under the control of Ela and her Rites. She 

changed the name of the town to Meigas.  

CORVO 

Corvo is a small village where lives farmers take care of the fields, the animals, and the vineyards. 

However, because the pollution affects the fields, Corvo transformed into a Dark Zone in 1973. This 

meant that Ela took control of the area. 

WHAT CAN THE PLAYERS DO IN THIS AREAS? 

In all the years, these are a perfect place to find craft materials, many interesting missions with cool 

rewards, and to explore and have fun.  

SOUND DESIGN 

Before the Rites, they like to use the radio to listen to jazz, and they like to sing a cappella old songs 

about sex, affairs, legends, etc. 

After the Rites, they only sing and use handmade instruments, like drums and guitars, to join the 

singing. The themes are similar but more focused on the legends, mysticism, witchcraft, etc.  

This type of music is based on the metal and heavy metal genres.  

CONCEPTS & REFERENCES 
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POLLUTED AREAS AS EN VIRONMENT 

The Polluted Areas contains the remains of the Old World. Places like:  

 The first office from ComfortLife.  

 Old prisons. 

 Army bases.  

 Abandoned cities and towns. 

 Abandoned leisure places, like casinos or amusement parks.  

 Abandoned factories. 
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These areas aren´t inhabited. The will be animals, Rites, and other people that decide to stay in the old 

cities or move to them once that the Dark Zones starter appear, running away from the war, the 

Scavengers, the Rites, and the violence.  

This screenshot is from the Fallout New Vegas DLC Dead Money. This place is a perfect reference for the Polluted Areas because 

the time stopped on the city, frozen at the opening night. Also, all the resort is covered by the Cloud, a red toxin produced by a 

lab.  

WHAT CAN THE PLAYERS DO IN THIS AREAS? 

In these places, players will discover extra information about the world, like the old factory from 

ComfortLife full of failed experiments, not only machines, also humans that were sick, that were useless 

for society, or were against the progression. These specimens were used to make many experiments to 

develop better medicines or create better servants that would take care of the chores that now the 

androids take care of. For them, it was a cheap way to make social progress.  

SOUND DESIGN 

These places are, for the most part, silent, with uncanny noises in the distance that will make the 

players feel uncomfortable.  

REFERENCES 
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This photo is from the Oregon’s fires, 2020.
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CLEAN FUTURE’S  AREAS 

 

All the areas that belong to Clean Future are easily recognizable with their pure white and blue colors 

and their minimalist buildings, which breaks with all the rest of aesthetics. Clean Future areas have 

their logo and are made of recycled plastic in really abstract forms that made a contrast with the natural 

and clean lines of the CyberArt. The idea of the Clean Future is to take those natural representations, 

deconstructed them, and represented each part of it in an abstract way.   

Clean Future has several areas on the map, like offices, conference centers, labs, or the domes.  

DOME 13 
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This area is situated in an aquifer, with a waterfall, a lake, and a small river, surrounded by a forest. 

The whole nature area is closed with a crystal dome, like an enormous greenhouse. Inside the Clean 

Future, members will have their houses, labs, clinics, and everything that they could need. They clean 

and purify the air, soil, and water. 

SUPERCITIES · SUPERCITY 148 (IN CONSTRUCTION AND IN THE LAST CINEMATIC) 

I saw this toy in an online store, and it became my main inspiration for Supercities’ buildings.  

Supercities are like Outskirts on steroids. The buildings use the empty carcass of some of the Ruin 

Cities’ buildings, and inside they build the apartments with containers and colored recycled plastic. 

Jacob will be in one of these buildings during the last cinematic of the Story Mode.  

The Supercities are build all by the same blueprint, having all the same number of buildings and the 

same distribution. The Supercities, like the Domes and the Clean Future members, are named with a 

number, never with a name, and it’s strictly prohibited to put them any type of name, under expulsion 

penalty. I have more concepts for the rest of the buildings of the Supercities, but because they will not be in the game, I will 

not put them here.  

WHAT CAN THE PLAYERS DO IN THIS AREAS? 

In Clean Future areas, players can found electric weapons, chips to upgrade PPS, and the androids, like 

AN. Also, there are good places to find special equipment and gas masks to explore de Polluted Areas 

and the Dark Zones.  

SOUND DESIGN 

Clean Future are quiet areas, they don’t use music, and they talk in a low voice, really calm. 
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DEVOTEES ’  CHURCHES 

 

Usually, these buildings are outside the cities, in villages, or in the outskirts. However, some of them, 

like the Escravitude Cathedral, are inside the cities. These places are old and have icons and “biblical” 

representations all over the buildings. The devotees are a mix between the majoritarian religions, is 

not just the catholic. However, the cross is used as the main symbol. The buildings are old, big and 

solemn, made of stone, and preserve all the dignity of the old days.  

WHAT CAN THE PLAYERS DO IN THESE AREAS? 

Devotees are great doctors, so players will found medical resources for them and for their bases. They 

can find between the Devotees assets for their bases, like Judas, that will be one of the unlockable 

partners.  

Devotees’ areas are old and filled with secrets, so they are perfect places to hide easter eggs and secret 

missions.  

SOUND DESIGN 

The churches are made of stone, so they have echo. Otherwise, are solemn places that are usually in 

silence, but that time to time, Devotees will sing chants or play music with string instruments.  
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RECONVERTED CHURCHES · AFTER 1963 

 

After the attacks in 1963, all the churches and cathedrals, even the ones in the rural areas, were 

reconverted in another type of establishment, like: 

 Libraries 

 Discotheques  

 Shops 

 Theaters 

 Universities (Jacob’s campus) or schools 

 Museums (Mission 15. Save What Is Important) 

 Etc. 

These areas preserve the dignity of the old buildings adding all the cyber components, lots of music, 

and light. They are like the pre-Underground Cities. 

WHAT CAN THE PLAYERS DO IN THESE AREAS? 

These are leisure places, so players will be able to have fun and find some interesting missions.  

SOUND DESIGN 

This will depend on the type of establishment that the church is now. But usually, there are now places 

full of music and people talking.
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TRADE CITIES · BI83  

 

Trade Cities are opulent, and luxury areas build by the governments to calm the population in the face 

of the proximity of the Energetic Crisis and the happenings with the Devotees. Lots of these leisure 

cities were made around of the old cathedrals, like Bi83. The common characteristics are:  

 That all the cities are that the main theme for them are minerals, like Bismuth, (BI83  the name 

came from the periodic table). 

 That the cathedrals are the center in the city as a mock to the Devotees.  

 That nothing is illegal. Drugs, alcohol, or sex is just part of what the citizens can buy. These 

cities are so absurdly luxurious that even the prostitutes have lights in their nipples.  

 And all the cities have a dome that will show a clean a beautiful sky that will change with the 

pass of the time, showing a morning light, the noon and the afternoon sun, the evening light 

going down and finally a beautiful night sky full of stars and the moon phases. This will remark 

once more the stupidity of the Privileged and how they chose to be blind because, with the 

lights of the city, it would be impossible to see the stars. This will exemplify how our society works, 

attracted by the shiny lies of the governments, the big companies, social media, the publicity, and the advertisements. 

No matter how stupid the lie is, it’s doesn’t matter how obvious it’s the lie. They will buy it because they want to be 

blind. 

WHAT CAN THE PLAYERS DO IN THESE AREAS? 

These areas are similar to the cities in 1960, so players will be able to enjoy the different establishments 

and have fun. The Trade City will be a small fraction in 1990 and is more focused on telling the story.  

After the Clean Future win, the Trade City will be shutter down and abandoned. So, we can put a couple 

of missions inside, like someone that doesn’t want to leave or find some treasure inside.  
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SOUND DESIGN 

Like Escravitude in 1960, this city needs to be loud and full of music, in this case, Stride and Jazz. 

However, when the night comes, the city must remain in silence, like if everyone went to bed at the 

same time, programmed to obey a determinate system. If the players investigate at night and go to the 

casinos, the only sound will be the one from the slots or if they talk with an android, but nothing else.  

SECRET CHURCHES · THE UPSIDE-DOWN CATHEDRALS · AS ABOVE SO BELOW 

 

This is a fast concept of a church with a Secret Church beneath. The Secret church will be a reflection 

of the church below, modify to be used as a flat, with “apartments” and floors that the Devotees 

transformed in their houses. The stained glass will be false windows with lamps behind, and everything 

will be upside down, included the columns, the windows, and the domes and ceilings.  The domes and 

ceilings, like in the case of the bell tower, will have crystal or plastic floors with some soft light.  

These constructions were initially private subway stations to brought supplies to the Devotees. The 

stations were designed as a reflection of the church or cathedral that is above, as a way to know in 

which one they were. After the happenings in 1963, the Devotees took refuge on that stations, 

transformed into bunkers. They build floors when it was necessary and use the ones that already exited 

as floors, where they build separations to create apartments to put households and other 

establishments, like clinics, dining room, and laundry rooms.  

WHAT CAN THE PLAYERS DO IN THESE AREAS? 

Players will be able to find these areas around the map from the beginning to the end.  

 In 1960, they will be able to see the train rails and the train stops and maybe part of the station. 

However, these areas are private, so access will be limited.  

 In 1963, players will see the train rails that go to the train stops being attacked or blocked. 
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 After 1963 the access to the train stops in the tunnels will be collapsed. But players will be able 

to find other ways to enter the Secret Churches, like in Missions 15 and 21, where the player 

needs to enter the Escravitude Cathedral and Corvo Church.  

Inside of the Secret Churches, after 1963, players will find medical supplies, drugs, and melee weapons, 

such as knives, spears, or staffs. Also, they are great places to put secret missions and exclusive rewards 

more focused on superstition and mysticism.  

Players will find Secret Churches in the Polluted Areas as well. Not as a bunker for the Devotees, due 

these areas were abandoned before 1963, but as the stations or places where the Devotees hide their 

secrets. We can put Rites or creatures living inside these places because it will act as a safe place from 

the pollution.  

SOUND DESIGN 

The sound will depend on the Secret Church and what happens inside. Some will be like a normal 

church, others will be silent or with stranger noises.  

 

UNDERGROUND CITIES ~ RENEGADE AREAS 

 

Like with the GCP, all the Renegades areas will be marked with their logo. These cities have a high 

contrast between the darkness of the tunnels, the dirty upper city, and the music, art, and color that 

the Renegades use. The apartments in the city are in tents, the metro wagons are used as social areas, 

like dining rooms, pubs, and schools. Each city will have its own personality, for example: 
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 LIBERDADE will be more focused on art, as an 

homage to videogames that, for me, give 

freedom to express and create. The walls will be 

filled with neon lights and graffiti made with UV 

paint, showing changing paintings. 

 

 

 

 

 ANNABELLE will be focused on how humans perceive beauty and 

how the most beautiful things in life can’t be seen and need to be felted. 

That is why the statue of Annabelle has her eyes covered. So it will be more 

concentrated on the feelings, therefore in the music and the light. The walls 

will not have graffiti, just colors, and it will be more sculptures, wind 

chimes in the tunnels, and lots of bottles with lights inside.  

Hundreds of wind chimes 

hanging from ribbons in 

Sydney 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Renegades will have other areas, like the Exterior Bases, in the Rural Ares (later Grey Areas). These 

houses will be decorated similar to the city that they belong to, using the same type of colors and art 

and, of course, the Renegades logo.  
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WHAT CAN THE PLAYERS DO IN THIS AREAS? 

In the Underground Cities and in any Renegades areas, players will find allies, craft benches, and loot 

boxes with any type of weapons and exclusive skins. The allies will give them special missions where 

they can find unique items.  

After 1984 and the Red War, these areas will be destroyed and abandoned the most, but I want that 

some Renegades find their way to escape, and they will be hidden in some of these areas or hideouts. 

Here players will find special missions and with them factions points and unique rewards.  

SOUND DESIGN 

The Underground Cities need to be funny and enjoyable, full of music like electro swing and people 

talking and working.  

After 1984, these places will be silent as well, as the tomb that they are. Maybe some distant noises, 

like the one that a rat or a street cat will make. However, the hideouts need to have some movement, 

for example, some old music plating in turntables or from their diaries. These places need to feel like 

an oasis for the resistance.  

 

THE WALL. DARK ZONES AS ENVIRONMENT 

 

The Wall will be around all the Dark Zones, and it will highly be protected by GCP soldiers that will shot 

at anybody or anything that comes to close. These walls are built with metal scraps, car or airplanes 

remains finished with barbed wire and some crafter lamps, made with car headlights or mine lamps. 
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Around The Wall will be a pit with traps, like wood spears, and even in some places, it will be mines in 

the ground. These areas will highlight the cruelty of the GCP. In determinate points, the GCP will have 

military camps.  

 

OTHER AREAS IN THE MAP · WAR AREAS 

The map can have other areas, like war areas or militarized areas. These areas are hot points of the 

Hard War nearby to the inhabited zones. We can put these areas in the actual game map or in separated 

zones.  War Areas will appear after 1973, and they don’t need to be necessarily explorable, just areas 

to give cohesion to map with the story and make it more realistic. From these areas if from where 

players will be able to listen to explosions or gunfire, maybe even see part of the battle. 
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HAIL IN MY STREET, MADRID 

These events, like the weather, for example, will give realism to the game and elevate the experience. 

The fact that changes not only with time and the year but also with the area will make the map alive. 

For example, in the cities in 1960 will be normal the rain, but in the rural area will be more common, 

the wind and the fog. That way, we can create unique environments and biomes events for each year, 

season, and area, making the map less predictable, funnier, and more interesting.  

These events will be general, so even when they can change visually, the base of the event will always 

be the same. For example, when it rains in 1960 is just water, but in 1973 it is dirty, acid water, and 

this will be reflected in the environment visually. So, in 1960 the rain will create puddles, but in 1973 

will ruin the cars’ paint or the androids’ enamel.  

WEATHER 

I think that weather is the most vital event because it will produce other secondary events. For example, 

the wind will produce sandstorms in the deserts. Weather will change with the seasons, so:  

 In winter will snow and hail.  

 In autumn will rain, and be foggy and windy.  

 In spring will rain and will be windy.  

 In the summer will have sunnier days where the heat will be so strong that will be reflected 

on the environment, with blurred lines on the horizon.  
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However, the weather needs to be unpredictable, so it can rain, or be foggy or windy in any season. And 

when time pass and the pollution rises, it needs to feel aggressive with the players and with the 

environment.  

More in Environment & NPCs Events By Year 

One of my screenshots from The Division 2, it has a black and white filter to make it more dramtic.  

 

SEASONS 

The different years are in different seasons, and that needs to be reflected in the weather and the 

temperature.  

The seasons can be shown with other types of events, like the holidays and their celebration. And I 

want to use the folklore from Galicia to give more cohesion to the game. For example, for spring, use 

the Maios, which is the celebration of the spring. Usually, 

for that celebration in Galicia, they do big constructions 

with flowers, but in 1973 it could be impossible, so maybe 

they could do it with holograms, electronic flowers or glass. 

And in summer is San Xoan, St John, where big bonfires are 

lit to be jumped.  
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DAY & NIGHT 

 

 

Two screenshots of the same point of Far Cry 5, one during the night and the other during the day. 

This event is important because it will set the pass of the time and will give the players the sensation 

of fluidity and that they are not stuck in a moment. Also, the night moment is crucial for some moments 

of the game because it will show the chaos when the city is run out of electricity. Like for example, in 

1973, with the first blackouts. And at the same time, in other moments, like in 1960, the night will show 

the life rhythm, with the music, the party, and the bustle.  

Also, we need to have in mind that with the increasing of the pollution, the sky will change its color and 

in 1990 the pollution will be so much in the Ruin City that will not allow the sun pass by. These also 

mean that with the increase, the nocturnal sky will change as well. So in 1960, in the Capital City, the 

lights will not allow seeing the stars, but in the rural area will be possible. Then, in 1984, the pollution 
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will make the sky in these areas will still allow seeing the stars and the moon, when the pollution is not 

too high. However, in the Ruin City in 1990, the sky will be black, without a star.  

We need to set a time for the game, something like 1 hour in real life = 24h in the game. Doing this will 

also help the players to set a timer for their playing time.  

I think that when the time isn’t random, it is easier for the players to “understand” how much time they are spending playing, 

and that will give some value to that time. 

I think that it would be cool if the map in the diaries change if it is day or night when it is night, it could 

be cool that the areas are habituated have to light. This will also help to show the Dark Zones and the 

Polluted Areas because those ones will never will light up at night.  

I based on North Korea and South Korea from space.  

This effect will highlight even more the reality in where Jacob is living because in 1960, the majority of 

the map will be light up, but as the year passes, more and more areas will be in darkness and marked 

as polluted or as dangerous. By 1990, only the Trade City, Bi83, will remain to light up.  

MOON PHASES  

If we add a night, we need to add stars and the moon. It’s true that in the cities, the nocturnal sky will 

be black, without stars, but in the rural areas, some polluted areas, and in the mountains, players will 

be able to see the beautiful sky, with the Milky Way and the bright moon. For this reason, the moon 

needs to change and show its different phases with the pass of the days.  

Another cool thing that we can add is that regarding the season, the moon changes its color and could 

be a big yellow moon, a small blue moon, an amazing blood moon, or even a bright pink moon in the 

areas with the polluted sky. This will highlight the mysticism of the game and will make that the Rite 

believes, their comeback to the tradition and the witchcraft has more sense. When the lights go down, 

the moon and the stars transform in their only salvation in the darkness.  
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RADIO & ADVERTISEMENTS· IN AND OUT OF THE DIARY 

 

Like with seasons, the radio and the advertisements will show the pass of the time. The radio will talk 

about the lasted news and can be used to give tracks for secret missions, like the broadcaster talking 

about a missing child in a determined street or area. The advertisements will talk about parties, 

holidays, or other things that will give realism to the story. For example, in 1973, the advertisements 

will advertise about fashion gas masks and antipollution masks, but in 1960 they will be more focused 

on parties, clothing, and makeup.  

The advertisements will have 1920 aesthetic, but they will be holographic and with the CyberArt 

aesthetic, and their colors will change with the political climate, being more severe, mute, or cheerful. 

Also, the music that goes with them will change.  

The advertisements will form an active part of the story, like in 1977 announcing the OPS recruitments, 

and they will be personalized to the players, using the Personality Build App for it, always showing the 

most interesting news for the players.  

 In the film Minority Report (2002), the holographic advertisements call the agent John Anderton by his name. That was one of 

my inspirations for this mechanic.   
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The holographic advertisements on the film Blade Runner 2049 (2017) are a great reference to what I imagine in the cities and, 

on a smaller scale, the Diaries.  

BATTLES & CHOICES · BODIES  

As I said before, the environments and biomes will change drastically with the players’ intervention. 

When the players fight against any enemies or NPC or if they decide to burn, destroy, paint, etc., 

whatever consequence result of their actions will be permanent on the map. So, for example, if they 

paint graffiti on a wall, the graffiti will stay, and it will degrade with time. Or if they destroy a building 

or burn a house, it will remain that way, or maybe it could be rebuilt, and players see the process. The 

general idea is to give weight to players’ actions and decisions, a weight that will stay in time. 

 

Part of the environment and biome changing will be bodies of humans or animals that will remain in 

the area, and they will decompose, letting the bones and, depending on the area, maybe moss, insects, 

or even crystals from the pollution. These bodies will form part of the environment, like in 1963 when 

the GCP kill Devotees, in 1984 the Rites with the Scavengers, or in any time with animals killing each 

other. In other words, these bodies will not the result of players’ actions, and therefore, they can’t revise 

them to get resources. 

 

Screenshot that I take from The Division 2 
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Each year will have its own specific environmental events that will reflect the political and social 

changes and increase of the violence, pollution, and corruption that the society is living. What I want is 

that the pass of the time is clear for the players, not only by the seasons, also by the environments. So, 

my idea is that the impoverishment of the air and the water be highly reflected on them. 

1960 · THE BEAUTIFUL DAYS 

This year needs to reflect the easy and comfy life of the people. There is no pollution at all, so this year 

and the next one will be the closest to our reality.  

The attitude of the people in Escravitude will change with the hour of the day.  

 In the morning, they are focused on their jobs, walk fast, listening to music from the radio in 

their Diaries.  

 During the noon, there will be no humans on the streets because they are working. There will 

be only androids. In the afternoon, they will be more groups of people walking slower and 

talking about their plans.  

 At night, there will be more humans than androids. People will be drunk and loud. 

 

1963 · THE END OF THE RELIGION 

This year we need to show the INCREASING VIOLENCE AND POLLUTION progressively.  

VIOLENT EVENTS 

 It will appear groups of preachers with banners or pamphlets. On the next day, those banners 

will appear abandoned on some alley with some blood.  

 Sometimes, players can hear a fight coming from an apartment or a shop. Other times, they can 

see bloody splashes or hands appearing in the windows or shadows that show violent scenes.  

 GCP people coming out of apartments or shops with blood on their hands or clothes. 

 Buildings burning, and the Fire Unit (androids) putting out the fire. 

 The shops that were run by Devotees will be closed or be vandalized one day to another. 

INCREASING-POLLUTION EVENTS 

 Pigeons falling from the rooftops because of the pollution 

 

1973 · THEY WEREN’T WRONG 

This year is marked by the beginning of the Energetic Crisis, the Hard War, and the alarming levels of 

pollution. In this year, the pollution will create a greenhouse effect, increasing the temperature and 

making the rain more acid. The wind will be dirty and acid as well. People will start to use the 

antipollution mask and gas masks.  
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 Pigeons hitting their heads against the walls, crazy, dizzy, and drug by the pollution.  

 Blackouts. Players can look through the window and see the whole city lighted and then how 

one section goes out and the people screaming. Also, see how some streets get out of the light 

until only the main roads have some light. Or if they are in the subway, this could be stopped 

by a blackout. 

 Many shops closing one day to another. 

 Some buildings are falling apart. 

 In 1960 and 1963, players can use the sink and have water. In 1973 they can’t. There is not 

drinkable water anymore, they need to buy synthetic water.  

 Acid rain and wind will burn the asphalt reaping parts of it and burning the clothes of the NPCs 

and the paint of the cars or the androids.  

 

1977 · THE OPS 

This year, only four years later, the pollution force everyone to use gas masks and protective coats 

against the wind charge with sand. Other animals, like cats or rats, will act aggressively. 

 Random attacks over the Liberdade. People banging the doors, paintings, shooting, etc.  

 Some NPCs walk into the tunnels to get used to the dark after listening the stories about the 

Rites. Some go crazy, coming back trembling, asking for a light. Others never come back. 

Sometimes when some of them come back, they talk about Her, making reference to Annabelle 

and use it as an aid for the mission later.  

 OPS Warehouses and camps in the outskirts.  

 

1984 · THE LUCKY OF THE DEAD 

The pollution in this year is undeniable, the whole map changed radically, and the fauna and flora have 

been mutated or disappeared.  

 Sand storms in the Old Fields Desert will harm the player. 

 Fumes coming from the ground in the Pregarias’s Lake. 

 NPCs making prayers on the Lake, letting figurines on the lake or letting Exvotos made of wax 

on Corvo’s church.  

 Crazy NPCs on Corvo that will appear doing weird things. Like Lady on the Wall.  

 Navia’s Dark Zone is a little bit like Far Cry, anything can happen, with lots of wild animals and 

Rites that can attack the players, NPCs, or other animals, having amazing fights and enhancing 

the wildness of the Dark Zones.  

 The snow, the hail, and the rain will be dirty, in weird colors, like green, red, or yellow.  
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This is an Italian Exvoto 

 

1990 · THE LAST MISSION 

 In Bi83, if something bad happens, like that somebody has a heart attack, or somebody has any 

type of accident, the rest of the people ignore it. They are like androids designed to ignore all 

the bad happenings.  

 In the final battle, players will see how sick the GCP army is. While they are fighting, some 

soldiers will cough blood or will have difficulties to breathe.  
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The map will be divided in two ways: by area and by year. Each year (1960, 1963, 1973, 1977, 1984 

and 1990) will have the same areas (Navia’s Region) although, in some years, some areas will be 

blocked to the players, to be cohesive with the story (like in 1977 and 1984, players will not be able to 

enter in Escravitude).  

THESE AREAS WILL BE (from Escravitude, TO CLOSER TO FURTHER): 

 Capital City ~ Ruin City Escravitude (in the south)  

 Escravitude Outskirts (closer to Escravitude) 

 Navia’s Rural Area (further from both cities, in the center of the map) 

 Navia Outskirts  

 Old Capital City ~ Abandoned City Navia (in the north) 

 Polluted Areas (in the corners of the map. They are the farthest point on the map) 

AND BY SIZE: 

 

All these areas will be explorable each year (with a few exceptions, as I said before), and they will 

change with the pass of the years. Areas like Grey Areas or Dark Zones, are just terms to talk about an 

area that is being abandoned and that will suffer drastic changes, the physical area will be the same. 

For example, in 1973, Navia city and its outskirts will become the first Dark Zone, followed by Corvo. 

The size will not change, just the appearance of these places. It will appear The Wall, around Navia city 

and then it will grow to cover also Corvo’s area. The roads will be closed, and these zones will not have 

any electricity, but that’s it, the map will be the same. We can add new areas, but they will be added as 

side missions or expansions like in The Division 2, not on the same map.  

MAP

Rural Area

Cities' Outskirts

Escravitude

Navia

Polluted 
Areas
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I decided to design the map this way to allow players to live how the whole map change, not only 

Escravitude. If we don’t allow them to visit Alameda or Corvo in 1960 and enjoy nature, they will not 

feel the sorrow of seeing it destroyed in 1984. It’s like in Far Cry 5 and Far Cry New Dawn. I remember 

when New Dawn come out, that the first thing that I did was visit Joseph’s Compound to see if the 

church survived and if he was there. I cried a lot when I saw the whole place flooded and the church 

destroyed. That is the kind of feeling that I want that the players have.     

So each map from each year will be a sandbox, and players will be able to do just the story missions 

and then come back in the Exploration Mode to finish all the tasks or do it at that moment. If they decide 

to do it in the Exploration Mode, they will be able to choose the difficulty of the map, raising it up to 

Hard War. That way, the game will always be at their level. Also, on the map menu, they will have a 

percentage that will show them how much they have done on each map.  

It should be noted that the majority of the Side Missions and the Expansions will be added in the 1990’s 

map. Also the Polluted Areas will be blocked until the players finish the Story Mode.  

This is a small portion of the map that will correspond to the Corvo’s area, with the Fields, Pregarias’ Lake, and part of the Forest 

surrounding Navia’s entrance. I made this map for the game that I was trying to develop last year (2019) to be the game’s map. 

Now it will be just a small fraction of the whole map. 
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The map will be presented as the old maps to give them cohesion with 1920 aesthetic, but they will 

have a tech touch: 

 Maps will have movement, like birds or clouds moving in the mountains, for example.  

 The compass will move with the players’ movement.  

 It will show players’ position all the time with an arrow. 

 It will show active missions and points of interest.  

 The light on the map will change with the hour of the day, being brighter in the morning and 

dark with the inhabited light up during the night.  

 With the pass of the years, the new Grey and Dark areas will appear marked with color filters 

that will be changing when the size of the area changes. The same with the new and old 

Polluted Areas that will be marked with neon red (to don’t confuse them with any faction) More 

in Difficulty/Map 

 

 It will be interactive, and the players will be able to put marks on them, like: 

 Missions 

 Interesting points 

 Places that they want to visit 

 Travel Points  

 Mark Faction’s areas or dangerous areas (like an animal spawn) 

 

Therefore, players will have in their Diaries each year’s map that they will unlock when they finish the 

story of the previous one. Once that they unlock the Exploration Mode in 1990, they will be able to 

select from their Diaries any year and travel to the point that they chose. 

Faction 
Areas

GCP

Rites

Clean
Future

RATS

Grey 
Areas

Dark 
Zones

Polluted 
Areas
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Also, from their Diaries, they will be able to see all the information from that year’s map: how many 

missions they had done, how much they discover, the season, their faction’ points in that year, etc. In 

addition, the map will change with the story. For example, in 1963, the Devotees will disappear at the 

end of the story, and the churches will be reconverted. When players come back to finish the map, they 

will see and live these changes. Of course, these changes will maintain in time for the next year.  

These are the maps with some of their most relevant changes and environments by year: 

1960 MAP · ESCRAVITUDE · CAPITAL CITY 

THE MAIN AESTHETIC HERE IS THE CYBERART  

In 1960 the players can visit the Capital City Escravitude. Escravitude is an opulent and beautiful city 

full of music and colors. The city at this time is full of androids, there are more even than people. At this 

time, the city is full of life, and this will make a contrast with the 12 years old Jacob, that is a sad and 

lonely kid.   

PLAYERS CAN VISIT: 

 Shops 

 Pubs 

 Restaurants 

 Travel in the subway and go to Navia, for example. 

 Museums 

 The Conference Center, where Clean Future does its Environmental Summit (Mission) 

 Clean Future's Headquarters (Mission) 

 Jacob’s Apartment (Mission) 

 Jacob’s School (Mission) 

 Power Plant (Mission) 

 Resources Plant (Mission) 

 

1963 MAP · ESCRAVITUDE · CAPITAL CITY 

THE MAIN AESTHETIC HERE IS THE CYBERART  

The map will be the same as in 1960, the CHANGES WILL BE ENVIRONMENTAL AND VISUAL: 

 The Clean Future’s Headquarters are vandalized and abandoned.  

 The pollution levels rise really fast, dirtying the air, the ground, and the buildings.  

 The Devotees put banners on their shops and homes to preach about the end of the world.  

 The increase of the violence is reflected on the streets, with shops and apartments vandalized 

or corpses hanging from the street lamps.  
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However, there will SOME SPECIAL PLACES that will be unlocked regarding the missions: 

 Escravitude Cathedral  

 Emergency Center 

 City Hall 

 

1973 MAP · ESCRAVITUDE & LIBERDADE  

THE AESTHETIC HERE IS THE CYBERART, ABSTRACTART, AND UNDERGROUNDART 

MAIN CHANGES: 

 The pollution made the buildings go black and the windows dirty, some of the buildings are 

falling apart. 

 Most of the establishments are closed. 

 There are hardly any androids left in the street. 

 At some moment (after Jacob comes back from the Dome), the Subway will be closed. 

 Navia’s Rural area is almost a desert.  

 

NEW AREAS (Missions): 

 Clean Future’s Dome  

 Liberdade (Underground City) and Subway Tunnels 

 Escravitude CyberArt and History Museum 

 Escravitude Cathedral Secret Church 

 Grey Area ~ Exterior Bases 

 Campus University and Café 

 Escravitude City Square  

 

1977 MAP · LIBERDADE & GREY AREA 

THE AESTHETIC HERE IS THE CYBERART AND UNDERGROUNDART 

Escravitude will be blocked, and players because they are Renegades, and the city is controlled by the 

GCP.   

MAIN CHANGES: 

 Escravitude is all black and dirty.  

 The rain and the wind are so acid that rips apart the asphalt.  

 There aren’t birds or other “normal” animals.
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 OPS propaganda everywhere.  

 

NEW AREAS (Missions): 

 GCP Military Camp 

 OPS Recruitment Camp  

 

1984 MAP · THE DARK ZONE & THE WALL · NAVIA CITY & NAVIA ’S OUTSKIRTS  

THE AESTHETIC HERE IS THE UNDERGROUNDART AND FORGOTTENART  

The first part of this year will be in the Underground City (The Red War). However, after the GCP wins, 

players will be move to the military base on The Wall, and right after that, they will be sent to Navia’s 

Dark Zone. This will be like a whole new area that radically changed from the last time that the players 

saw it. With deserts, forest with white trees, and Rites all over the place.  

Escravitude will be blocked, and players only will be able to visit the places that the GCP allows them.  

So, some of the NEW AREAS will be: 

 The Old Fields Desert. 

 The Resistance’s Camp. (Sebastian’s Camp) 

 The Abandoned Pazo (a mansion). 

 The abandoned village of Corvo. 

 The Secret Church of Corvo. 

 Pregarias’s Lake and Pregarias’s Cave. 

 Dead Trees’ Forest. 

 The abandoned city of Navia. 

 Navia’s outskirts. 

 Annabelle’s abandoned Underground City. 

 Alameda Village (Meigas) · Abandoned Grey Area. 
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1990 MAP · BI83 TRADE CITY · ESCRAVITUDE AS RUIN CITY · ESCRAVITUDE’S 

OUTSKIRTS 

THE AESTHETIC HERE IS THE CYBERART  

This year, players will be sent to the new GCP base on the Trade City Bi83. Like in the map of 1960, 

players can visit the different shops and establishment in the city, as: 

 Casinos 

 Pubs 

 Brothels 

 Drug Stores (literally) 

 Security Facility (Mission) 

 Radio Station (Mission) 

Then they will able to visit Escravitude again, this time as a Ruin City.  

After the win of Clean Future, the players will unlock the complete map, with all the previous areas but 

in 1990 (so they will be able to move freely). The areas that were destroyed, abandoned or damaged, 

will continue that way. Besides the known regions, players will unlock the Outskirts, their new base 

that they can build and decorate. And the whole Dark Zone around Escravitude, with more Polluted 

Areas. 

Players will see the pass of time reflected in this map, with houses being restored, new Rites appearing 

with their Camps or new factions with their bases. The Wall will disappear, and the several missions 

that Clean Future will give to the players will foment these changes.  
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EXPANSIONS · DLCS · SEASONS 

To increase the lifespan of the game and tell more story I want to add DLCs that can be inside the same 

map and the same year (1990) or in another year or another map, creating expansions. Some could be: 

 The First Generation Androids Massive Suicide. 

 The GCP Scape from the Prison.  

 

BATTLE SEASONS IN THE ONLINE GAME 

Each Season will have new maps, new mechanics in the old maps, new skins, new bosses, new 

challenges, and new raids. Also, we can put Battle Pass (like in COD Modern Warfare) to give rewards for 

playing and complete mission and rewards for the best players of the season at the end of each season 

(even if they aren’t in ES). This will encourage players to play and to be better.  

 

MARKETING 

A cool idea that I had is that sell the game with a box with incense and numbers and a burner, all with 

the CyberArt or UndergroundArt aesthetics. Each number corresponds with a scene inside of the game. 

When the players burn them, they will release a smell similar to the one of the scene. In each scene will 

appear a message warning the players of which incense they need to burn. 

 


